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BH&VANASAMDHI-PKAKARANAM
OF

JAYADEVAMTTJST
( An ApabhramSa Poem )

BY*
M. C, MODI, M. A.

It is gratifying to note the keen interest that is being taken
now-a-days in srofei; But, however, the studies in spEsrer

are still in their infancy. It is a credit to this journal that it

published ^^sifl of Tf^f^sjft
* an Apabh-Poem

*

( ed* Gune
Annals of Bhand. Inst. I. 157) at the time when fir

still embryonic. With the rising consciousness of

individuality and the historico-national importance which the
modern provincial vernaculars are by strides gaining day b^
day, a philologer and a historian shall have to co-ordinate
their task to the changing values* sro^, therefore, will demand
deeper attention, analysis and investigation fromthe philologies
and grammarians of the future. The 3rq$&r of ^4H< ( so we eaH
it for convenience ) is the only srq^rar which is so thoroughly
and abundantly accessible to us. This srofer is the direo*

ancestor of the oldest forms of the Western Vernaculars of

India; and it will be therefore a fruitful, study if the former
is comparatively studied from the view point of philology
with the latter. The literary works of these old Wester^
Vernaculars, especially old Qnjarati and also
are still so many in MSS. unpublished that if t&ey
published thoroughly and carefully, we can have a
idea, as to wbat these languages and their literatures aere,

( ed, O. D. Dalai. Gaefc. Ort Series. ) or

Dingala Poems ( ed, TesBitori, Bibliotheca Indioa Seri^)* are

for example the r$re ^nd ptroy attempts towards th*5 6^,> - .
J
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The 3TO33T poem with which we have to deal is called

The poem consists of 6 ^^s and each
.

contains 10 stanzas. The last 3^FE contains one stanza more ;

and one additional stanza of the nature of a prayer is at the

beginning. Thus in all there are 62 Stanzas. It is very

difficult to* decide the date of the poem though there is only

one definite evidence in the poem to establish the earliest

limit: the St. 5.

refers to the amours of f^i^dl and jpr ( Sam. 1054 death )

which occupy a prominent place in STTOST tradition. The

poem is later therefore than the llth century; and looking to

the nature of the language, it can be conveniently said to have

been written in 13th to 14th century. The name of the author

together with that of his preceptor is mentioned in the

last stanza :

a**r Pr ^^ *tf5r a

The writer's name therefore is sR^gPr the first pupil of

. Beyond this we know nothing about the author. As

.

for the~merifc of the poem, it does not belong to the stratum of

high poetry. It is the poem of popular preaching in

bitter and at times vulgar tones, denouncing the worldly

life and describing the harrowing pains of hell and the

miseries of birth and death. The author offers in the poepi

io describe *rF3Frrs ( See. St. 11. quoted below ) and to

Elucidate the greatness of human life by 10 illustrations.

But he does not give either the systematic exposition t
of

%<f?frs and their proper enumeration or the exposition of 10

illustrations. The St. 11. runs :

U

IBerein it is said that there are 12 w=Frrs. But the poet

5oes not take them up for systematic and orderly exposition,

The *n^RTs have been described as 12 in 3fiA[<<nax1 (

) The enumeration rune as :

( ^ ) ^T^T^ ( vs ) ^f^fr ( <z ) ^ Hi
1 f%^Tr ( ^ ) T^rrr u ^ u

u ^ \\
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*3* ( ^ ) i^t<ui ( R ) ^^TT ( ^ ) Hini ( V ) "*=n4

( ^ ) siraer: ( ) *Nnt ( * ) w *ror f^for ( ^ )

u ]

The fullest explanation of all these terms is impossible to

be given here. It can be found in great details in the

encyclopaedic works like

The language does not differ so much from Hemcandraf
s

grammar. However, it does seem undergoing the process
of syntactical and grammatical looseness. Its run seems to-

wards the old forms of Western Vernaculars. The phonological

irregularities are not less and so too the grammatical*
The constructional looseness etc. can be exemplified from
St. 26. 1. <j-4i<yfe' 3tiH q^ <% gtfetsi siu&ifci ^^ ^^ f%^^ 1 ; St. 46;

St. 62; separation of the compound-members in an arbitrary

way-Sfe 14. ^&Ml^4lHd- <WSie& ; St. 5 4^iy>^R^; addition of a

metrical expletive which is used in Vernaculars : stft

*'. etc.

I Nouns :

Norn : ( sing ) sfSfRTcj, 38$, ^TTl%a?t ( 12 Prktism )

(6)(Plu) q^r, f^ft^ (8) NOT. (Flu)

Ace : ( sing ) 3TRR, -^^^^ ^4^ ^u^setui 5ig ( Plu )

Inst : ( Sing ) qfti ( 1 ) ^%%W ( Sktsm ) ^RJUT ( 8 drop.
due to metre) 3^ g^rfl (27) (Plu)

Dat : 5%r (4tH ) & 3FTC ( S^T; also Gen.) ( 52)

Abl : ^Wl ( q$WT: ) ^T^fe ^T55^ (12 ) 3RlfF3 ( 60 X
Gen : ^g, ST^J ^FTl ( Plu ) ^u^^cid^. ( Sing ? St. 15 )

^TIW ( 20 ) Pt44i^m^ft% Rlcjfici^Rig; ( Plu. 62 )

Loc : ^rfft, ^f(3)TR(4) ^5515 ( 7 ) qgqTFt ^fe ( 14 )

f%^ ( 1 ) ( Sktsm ) ^rt^r ( St. 40. a ).

aruipff^T ( 12 ) tjtsi'cMcdft ( 13 ) ( Maharashtrism ) 'Ml

( Plu : Sanskritism )

Voc ; 5(t% ^ffq-A^ etc.

II Pronouns.
A Nom: ^tf (^TSl^) ^f fe^-provincialieni? of.

'

Bt. 3. is 12.) 1^(4;
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Sing. *r.) ^ ( f m - *TT ) %, f% (zp both Mas. Neu.

Sing. ) % (Plu. ^r) % (Plu: cT? Mas. ) <TCE (New. Flu-

^rf% st. 26.)

Ace : is almost similar to Nom. though no specific

instance can be particularly pointed out from

this poem.

Inst : 501 (3&*r St. 4) qt q? ( WIT ) frf*r%*r( 3m ) fctfa

Abl. : as (sfc. 40 f) ( ^m^see Pronom. Deriv. below. )

Gen : 3?, 3^ (OT) ^S (St. 40.) <JRT, <TW few) 51 ( <WT see

Prono. Deriv.) ^s^r (^q^r).

Loc :
! T% (^Rnn^St. 3)

B. Pronominal derivatives:

3_^ (^ ved. ic^rT) gRU OTT ) ^55 ( ^TT Ved. ^ )^ mr not

in this poem but found elsewhere.) BT? (^T^r)

(38) ^csr ^qft ( redundant loo. st 20. )

( st. 11. 12. )( 551* ? or case-form t probably the

former.) ?f% (Horn.)

This is the peculiar and is hardly found elsewhere*

f53T= arft. ) and it is curiously joined up to ^ & q:-

The ill : gpsr ( 6. 17. qt aift. ) f^ ( st. 19^ ift t. 6.

^qra; therefore. )' 1% secondarily also means t^ or

mere expletive in arqsfer. cf. M. xr^^ or Guj. T^> ^T and

O. Guj t$1*r, ( 'only one* )

Other pronominal derivatives which are not very peculiar

are cited under indeclinables.

Ill Nominal suffixes.

(

( ^3^c4 )

sk.) inji^^ ( *4^^* : ) ^wra^t (

cf. Sk

IV. Indeclinables.

\ SW ( SP1 ) **> ^"> T (^) sn^ ( 5Tl^r: the expression is used as

if it were one and the force of t% is lost at fcimes ) f%rf5r ( ^T: ?

St. 4 ) HT also ^rr rrr (^n^t-m^!: or ^r-^T not authorised^by

gwmnmrmns.) fwr-f^rw ( qrrr-cfn ) Mf ( 3Rr3? ) St. 7. Some*
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times^ is used separately as an expletive only ) sft-cfr (in Apa.

3j^r-g^T at times; 3t in Apa. separately as cRT ^[T; in other STILTS

also as meaning g.) 3Tf ( 3TT ) % fefcO fir (srfq) frr% ( ffefcf ) *!%"

(an expletive peculiar to 3ro=fcr alone having the meaning of

ace. to grammarians. It is also written ^Rt cf. St 7)

( Sktsm yfc ) 5jf (used with 3fc% Sktsm) %%fe and
and 5&4 sputfq )^ ( <& St. is ) sr^ (^ ) *rira&r (

St. 26 ) & ( ^r Skt. 27 ) ft ( tfr Skb.% ) *qf ( ssift St 31 )

*n$r ( qraf 31. of. Guj. qi% so commonly used ) *pra ( gqq^SS. )

5TT ( ^t or 5f Sktsm 35 ) BPTST ( s^^n ) %T ( f%55 ) Hf3r (^ )

5 ( ^f St. 55
'

soon
*

) ?T^ ( cW St. 35, 58 and so cTIW^ or a

sporadic form ? cf. 33 GKij.
* then '

St 57 ) t^ ( the classical

Apbh. form is fs4=Skt fsqq thus meaning
'

soon
*

=^ffsr^ of.

Guj : f^ or ^ in old Guj. poetry meaning
* now '. Indeed this

is however unusual : St. 11, ) TTcjq. ^r Sktsms. etc. ^r ( a metrical

expletive peculiar to Vernaculars See 54, 57 but it mixes with

the nouns as a case termination at times) iffi (*TT St. 4-5 cf. Hindi

3f (=*R 33)

V Verbs
Present Tense: 1st. pers. ( sing )

2nd pers ( sing )

*Thou art* St. 13

^Ti% ( ^ ^ftfif ? but has the force of

Imperative 2nd pers sing. cf. St. 24. )

3rd pers. (sing) Mfrfoft* fttk^ ^T^T,

'^, ^?> ^H1
!?, ^^, fTO^ l^^l ( See St.

16. 17 ) ( Plu ) *rccfr t ( 4 ) ft ( 8t 9)

It is remarkable that the STO^r, has thrown

overboard the Skt. niceties of Conjugations and

the diff. bet. H^<K and n^q^. The verbs

have been made 'R^o or sjl^o ace, to metrical

exigencies ( of. Si 16- 17. )

Imperative : 2nd pers. ( sing. )

3rd. Prs. ( sing ) 3F&5, ^R^. ( Plu

Imperfect : anf% ( 2nd pers. sing, ) ( 11. 33, )

Present passive : 2nd- pers. ( sing ) ^^Kl,
3rd pers. ( sing )

( St. 10 fare these potential passive

participles? probably so;^ bjrt the

meaning is as 3rd pers. si

Present. Henfee ut here. )

( St 37. as before
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Future : 1st Pers. Plu :

3rd pers. sing :

VI Verbal Derivatives

Present participles : ^f^ ^cfT, T%^5f%^cf^ cF^fti^" ( onometo

poetic verbs ) etc ( See. St. 46, )

Infinitive of purpose: f*rf?f3 ( St. 17. Sktsm. ); Otherwise
it is expressed by the case forms.
like ace. or Dat. or Gen. treating
the verb as if it were a noun ;

sometimes absolutive is made to

represent the Inf. of purpose e. g.

^M St. 57-4.

This is freely used to denote past
tense, fossrf^r, gq ( 21 ) ^f|a^

t, 3RW, =3x1 ^ra ( 26 ) etc.

( a denominative )

^tf% ( 16 ) ^f% ( 59 )

(28 Sktsm.) ^pr(61. aPrktsm.)

Past Passive Part

Absolutive :

Potential Pass. Part : %4 ( Sktsm. ) ( See however forms
like : mic^ ^fs^fj f^tl%?3r under
Pres. Pass. ). The termination ^sf

is a universal termination in

STO&T. It can be added for any
person in any tense-form almost.

There are three metres in the poem. The ^^8 1, 3, and 5

are in one metre ; and the rest of the sfvgcF^s i. e. 2, 4, 6 are in the

different metre. The verses at the end of all the six ^jg^^s to-

gether with the first stanza are in the same metre different from
the above two. The names and systems of these metres are as

follows ; ,

(i) ^5^f%3T :
s This metre ace. to fq^s consists of 4 TPJTS of 4

in each of the 4 feet with ^ ^ at the end. q^icHaS 1,3,5,

are in this metre, e. g.

^_^_ 4 -> ^4
I 5T TH^TO I 4fc& I ^TfR* etc. { St. 2 )

(ii) The metre in ^e^s 2,4,6 has 4 TMS of 5 TTT^TS each in
every foot with ^ at the end. f%<s does not mention this

?. ( m^rrTq%eJ^3Trot : Kavya-Mala Series ) P. 60.
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metre by name. The only metre in iq^<a that comes near to
this is perhaps PtRmiqW*^:

1
( See Page 171, Nirn. Press,) which

however is rigid in first 3 ?ms with the system ^^^ in each
and the 4th TTCFJ TJ .

i %<s^ i *Wt ^ i ^sr^fr i (St. 12.)

(iii) ^w:R This metre occurs at the end of every 3>^R in
the prayer-stanza. The metre has 7 amis ^ ^ T^rrs each, plus
3 tf^ji^is at the end. Thus each half contains 31 w^rrs i. e. the
whole stanza consists of 62 TTT^TS. Divided ace. to caesurae, the
system of 3TT5tfs will be 10 + 8 + 13= 31 in each half, with the
metrical endings of first two caesurae similar. ^rTT metre is

thus a sort of gs^;. E. g.
1 8 ^ ^JS

* ^^uir?fqfra^ I {^"i-^^suti

1 5Rtf r^Tf^
1

1 ^Rtw 7^5^" ^rr^fri^r^r n(St. 1)

The present text is based upon the copy of the poem kindly
given to me by Mr. M. D. Desai. He ^received from gf^sft

the copy of this poem in Gujarati script, taken down
from the original Ms. of the poem which is in the Jain Bhandar
of Sinor-a small town in Gujarat. The Ms. is of 4 leaves. One
leaf and a half L e. 3 pages are taken up by our poem. There
are at the average 20 lines on one page, each line generally con-
sisting of 60 letters. The whole Ms. contains following poems :

In the end, I should not forget to thank the erudite Jain
Pandit of the Oriental Institute, Baroda, Mr. L. B. Gandhi with-
out whose timely and ungrudging help, this work would have
teen so incomplete. I must also acknowledge with gratitude
my indebtedness to Mr. M. D. Desai who supplied me the copy
of the poem for my use.____

1. Ibid : P. 171.
f^fotrr

Ibid P. 46. 47 :
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3?ref% 31% JTjf <&*tiffi 3TRr(3r)tR" s^t
irtrT Rrf^iR JTfT I ^T^^T^r^gf^lTtf^n^^f^ cell

^frf

(^r)

*n*r? tf II

ff^"

t ( I ) f^ H%ll f%^?ffN-^T% fRT ^f II ^ II

u o

: u tt n \ \\

. There is pun on the word srrcre ( STRFT- wine or

) ffirasn^ grf%tf?r, *m%, ^n^r, S^^FT are five

iccaording to Jain Scriptrure,

^. See

3. i- e* H^ ^fig^R^prfij they are also called

They are R^IM^ ^^^^1, ^T^TT, 3rq
i

<rf^Trr and mfi

ate : T, inf, TTFTT and
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: )

cfT

gor irrft

^ \\ \\ \\

1%tT3rt%r

H , IFW H \4 II

6.

additional notes.



en" f ft ^RT iTrmiiww

11^ oil

cff

f^r (fit) !*r u^^iRiig^i^^rgqf^ ^cr^ 11 ^* u

^rrf^r^ ^r ^F^T VF^T: 5rrf&*TSvxxxxi xxxx
u ^ u

ft ^KT&T irfrr %ft ^^nifti *i<3)-i

(TTT) ^R^ H^\fH^T 3TR% TrlflT^: W* II ^V II

ir

peculiar word : ^ 4- ^n%: T ^riW but has tbe sense

It ^ however cloubtful-
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qf f

B^

fri5t sftft ^F%3r ^RI ^r SIFT

q cfl% TUT I

I fc^TT *rfRcTr

ct ^fnT3 ^F(^|)fCT JII^Jil^ cT^l (?)

ii ^\ ti rvi

ft *p^f% ^tff ii ^vs ii sT^TSwrft ^^rr% s?3*rpc n ^ n

i%f

n ^ n

u^ OH

arr^^t c^r sfM ft^^r
^Tfft STRT I

n ^^ n 5:

II ^ II

: i, e a ^fNr passing into various births,



tehftvandsamdhi-Prakaranam ofJayadeuamuni
'

1 3

* ^ < u

\

I Cfcft

: if^ II

cft^FT

: ^ n

ti ^\ ii 3^r^rr ^R 1T^c4 JTOT: u ^?, n

flf

^a kind o vegetable called

in Guj.
*

^

^. fmt^A kind o agrioultqrsa implement ctW^
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ar

n M\ n y

err

^rit^ ft

c ^^r ^i" n

ff^q cTc^T cTc^T tfct *&(33f ^WWrfflNT: cT^T cT^T

err

n v^ n snw ^z^crr ^^rr \\ M^ \\

? ffe i TR^T ^^r ^r ^1% R^: i

n vv n ^^rfr *rerr cr^r 5t=r: n v u



&/i5vandsamdhi-Pra&ara7iam ofJayadevamuni

u M\ \\

x x x x H^H x x x x

prison.

for the accounts of the perfions we.
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^ cfT ^3PS ^FTfU^ =3"^ =3"

cr(r)sr

wft crHrff^ ^ff

t?' cf

ft

gay

f&r ^tl^rat i



Abbreviations: D. = Desbi words. Sk ~ Sanskrit

M. = Marathi Ghij
=

Gujarati. .
_

__

-
-.

Loc. sing.

3TT

: or

D.3*^1 if^cl or

/to be'arej|or3T*$T
3^*% ( st 46. I.'L )

or
'

or

3T& 3!!%^,% g^ql- loc. Sing, a

kindofhefl..

or 3^R<T:3TT^ arm (^Sk. )

55f St. 6 1. 1. and also note. 4.

: screams

'in daQan^l' 3$$fa Pr; P.3TT to

duties
'

St.- 58. LI, .
: --4

sit;
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^T^l" of. Guj.
M. cppr^r H.

( Sfc )
'

Elephant
?

st. 10 1. I

j^Fff or ^ ( See.

Intro. Gram* )

^TcfTTIW things that are

used for frying6-9.oil

: Of.

iTf; See note 6*

?: St, 54, 1 I

refers to the ^wn *

a

cavity brought
about on *r?T3?T by
gods or the calamity
of two devout prie-
sts by ^

*miwr with
his ^TTWSTT in the
^n^RR^r or the assem-

bly of Tfiflr. See

:
fi

a kind of food

preparation of rice

and curds '

*
a hide

*

or

/ an instrument for

. g.

Onometo poetic

words See. 46.

r-by leprosy

St.

46. 1. 4.
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i%?5i%?5cTanonometo poetic word

See. note. 7.

. D. an iron agricultural

implement.

St. 41, L 3.

* t
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loc. sing, 'a string.
1

itl%|r 3Tt%j st 12.2
4

In grooves*

jjj^fjg" 'TJt^Sw
* a sort of9

st.57.3, sandal.
'

T

a sand-

bottle for measuring time.
1

Guj.

^jf^^ffoS" St. 43 3.

24. 2.

' a prison .'

vow

Sk.

^Asbes.
1

Guj.
D.

^
an expletive

Sk.
"S

"

Sk.
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or ^T* ^3"

35m"

OTrf^T

wiiRk"3?t.-

^TT^t

:
* hubbub.

brought.
'

^=without be-

ginning

onometo. c. Guj

*
in the body.

*

Onometo.
* melted lead

cTT

(

See. Intro; Grainy^t

fc>Q>ci:
4

pounded for

extracting oil*
*
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y? ?

St. 17. 3.

St. 18.' 1.

sfrr

'ten'

J^ cf. Gruj.
'

ta proper name also

::

' a kind o sfj-frc jftfR - Evacuation 06

vegetable.-' the natural excre-
ments of the body
( bp_p. STTfTT )

'

: 44. 2.

4. 4 ?



.* 23,

:? See note. 2.

qerfct

trRr

? gt
*TH 41. 1.

*:
4 a fowler

'

D-
snrgcr Imp. 2 nd per

plu
4

St. 51. 5.' Guj.

501,

a pit )

( a stone of

: They are 15
ace. to Jaimsm.
St. 43. 1.

Jff^T

*
sacrificed

'

5^ ft

. Guj <qfg;r/

or
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cf
tftef Guj

'

Past.Part. *ftgof M.
c. M. 'a vessel. D.

e. GUJ
'

Of. Gujm*r(PoeO
:C. Guj

or
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: s D.

Cf.

or

T Expletive
an Ikpletive

D. WOT C. M. i&aft

52. 3.

: See note on
stanza 26

Q JN. ~_V_ 5^> ^iW'Mc)

t^T f%Jr%r: %^8lr ^^^ The river ol bell/
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Skt.

. 4. 1. 4

a kiind o

sandal St. 16.

A kind o vegetable.

3?TC

â kind o vegetable.

N. B. Proper names have not been included in this glossory

They are in the text with the first letter written in bold type.
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Appendix, fl,

The chief purpose of this* appendix is to explain the theo-
logical technicalities of this poem without the proper elucida-
tion of which the proper understanding of the poem is very
difficult. In the notes below the text I have added notes on
some points of the like nature. The rest of the points

~

have
been explained here.

\

U ^ II

1. For STRI *rrsn3 : See Intro : All these 12 SFF^RTS have
been noted from enWTSrT there systematically : but they are
also hinted in the 1st q?g^j of the poem. St. 1-2 lines.
2. Gfftm ( cf. -4-cie^ici ) St. 2. lines 3-4. ^3K ( cf. ^Efrtt ) St.
3. lines 1-3. SFERof ( cf. ^T ) St. 3. line. 4. TTTT^T ( xrg^ ) St. 4.
3T?ra ( cf. ^SFqitf ) St. 5 3*^1^ ( of c^^f^^-cHiil etc. ) St. 6
aTRre. St. 7. ^crct ( cf. ^N$l% ) line. 1-2. St. 7. line. 3-4.
( cf. ft^^iQ ) St. 8 <?SH^|^ St. 9. srtff ^fr ( cf.

) St. 10 ^4^^ii^4l SKIT ( cf.

2. ^^ifrifi i. e. by 10 illustrations showing the ^S+ic^ of
human life ( qnpTrFT). The ref. has also been made in the St. 14
of this poem : ^^ 11$4^d<^^f^ ^Hq^Hm ^yi^rl^ ^^ etc. These 10
illustrations have not been fully elucidated in the poem.
These have been thoroughly described in the ^m^(M^ of

4-15 ( published : WT^-r^Trh'b'H^i^l^H^II^I <l|Ql?4: qj)^<[ ).

must quote them all with some explanation here*

r n v 11

^irg; ^
u v \\ ]

r f^firr ^rs^r^r
11^

u

( rice-food ) Hl^F* ( dice ) ^MiPi ( grain* )

( Gambling ) <^lfit ( jewels ) =^ ^5T ( a dream ) =q% ( a wheel )

( a hide-also moss ) ^t ( a yoke ) 4<<HI'JK: ( atoms )

u H n

Each of the illustrations enumerated above have the con-
nection with certain stories. It is very difficult to form any
idea as to their significance without knowing the stories con-
nected with them. The stories have been very briefly

IB the following *TT{fs ;
'
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fw

i e. There was a certain king who was much pleased

with a mendicant named sf^af and asked him to choose any-

thing he liked. The mendicant asked for the boon that he

should be supplied every day with food by each house of the

country of ^TRjcT beginning from the house of the King. It is

impossible that the turn of the King for supplying food to the

Brahman would come the turn which can only be possible

after the completion of the turns of the crores of the houses

of w?H. But, says the author, this may be possible by some

superhuman chance, but the human life ( <H^TI ) is still more

difficult to be obtained ( <p| ). The other illustrations are of

the same type. I must content myself by merely giving the

with WE^cf sSPqr for the other illustrations.

n n

r snft ^f^t ^ft-'tw ?T%^ ira^rr^ n ^
]

Refers to the story that the infallible dice-throwing due to

the divine influence, is possible to be fallible but far more
difficult than this is to obtain human existence.

< n

n ^ u ]

HIT? it nwr^plt ^ n

( by money-bet )

Ref. to the story of a merchant named ^g^rT who lost

jewels in the sea on account of the wreck?
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U

( loaf ) ^r^r 5 <m'o-*fiTg (by astrological

revelation ) =jt fd sid f<4 *f '^rS' a^i^T^nr 5315 i^ic4 H ]

Ref. is to the story of ^%sff and q&S& ; both of them by
swallowing moon-light in dream got different results by astro-

logical revelat!ons,^f^ getting a loaf while *j&& the'kingdom.

^fiicb knowing this tried again to get the result which ^5^
obtained. It is possible that^T= might per chance obtain his

desire : but it is impossible to obtain Jte^c*-

fir ^tror^nn
1

3Tf^T%*T*ri^i3' ***?- 331 ^ i^

Refers to ^j^T^r ( similar to TR^q^r ).

Moss

This refers to the story of a tortoise which dwelling in a

lake fully covered over by thick moss saw the moon through a

hole. The tortoise seeing this vrent down in the water to call

its relatives ; but after coming up could not find the hole which
was again covered up by moss. It is possible says the author

that the tortoise may find the self-same hole : but it is more
difficult than that to obtain

S*f ( yoke ) ^5 3*rc ^ffogrer* ( the strick in which
the leather yoke is kept fixed

U ?V It ]

u

u ]

Ref. The atoms are pounded by a pestle ; 'are then filled

in a small tube ; and the same is thrown for the top of ^ It

may be possible to gather thsse atoms ; but it is +i^c<=i that is

more
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For further details see ^faw^fVa 3J^P-r<v The work in the

commentary gives the illustrations in detail. It is worth go-
ing through.

St&

rr ^F^T wnnrt ^sr OT^f f^c^re ^ram sni&r u

Seven hells : T^~^Tr-^l^^-q
r^-i

g?T--c!TrJ spanr

smew STHT %c^r%>s% ^ro^trar: M u

?RT: w (srf^qFfi^wflii of VH-$
(add SRTT to first five i-e ^T^RT etc. )

lower beings ): i^-f|^i%:--^:-q^(raf|i^) ^j%r beings:
"

: i-e 12 and 9 Heavens :

2 heavens : ^PR1

, f^TH,

ti^^K^ BTR^T^ sn^TO^ SH^T and s

9 heavens: are called

of %4H< 2 ^cfcbiog: 6-8. )

t? 3i3Ti<R*IHB : See note 3 on page 9.

St. 2O vii<^i$tu ^T^t: The illustration of charcoal-burn-
ing ( thirst ) : The story here referred to is the story of a man
who was so much parched with thirst that he was feeling as if
he was burnt by a charcoal. The water was not available in the
waste land in which he was. He tried to allay his thirst by
extracting the liquid juice out of grass. It is impossible that
so little juice will allay so mighty thirst. He had the story
runs also a dream that he drank of the water of Oceans and
great seas, and still his thirst was not allayed. How can the
thirst of a man be allayed by insignificant juice of grass when
it was not allayed by all seas and oceans ?

Apply this illustration to the St. in question. Of- also St
40 of this poem.

T *

The8
?

e3CPressiMS e found in the qw^^^m^. WhenJamas take fwa^ ( s fc. SM1^w^ > something like a ft^ '

avow 'at the time of qfi^oj or %Wt they repeat in answer to them who gives them q^^r^, e. g.
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These expressions occur in all

St 43

r: 1 e. 15 hell-gods. They are enumerated

in the group of 15):

. e, ,

Much light can be thrown on the subject e, g. descriptions

of hells, the illustration ofj 5RTO,^ ^RJHR etc.-by giving

further references from Jain works. I do not deem it neces-

sary here, where the paper has already exceeded its due length.

appendix B,

The list of Propar Names in the text of the Poem.

same ) (
56 )



THE SOHGAUBA COPPER-PLATE INSCRIPTION
BY

PKOF. B. M. BARUA, M 8 A., D. Lit.

The inscription on the Sohgaura copper-plate is a

curious short record, which was secured by Mr. Hoey in 1893

and has been preserved In the Asiatic Society of Bengal as a

precious and unique Indian relic of antiquity. Sohgaura or

Soghaura Is "a village on the right (western) bank of the

JEtilptl, about fourteen miles south-east from Gorakhpur.
5>1

It Is situated In a locality presenting indications of a

large settlement of olden times, The copper -plate which was
unearthed about half a century ago in digging a foundation
for a house Is itself a small thing measuring not more than 2?
inches by 1| inches* The record which has over it an orna-
mental row of six: symbols consists of four straight and equal
lines, In which the Brahml letters are inscribed as closely as

possible, without least intention to separate the words from one
another. The result is that two letters, ha-da or va-la, repre-

senting two syllables of a disyllabic word, have occurred in
two separate lines* one below the other, the first syllable at the
end of one line and the second at the beginning of the other,

The
copper-opiate was cast in a mould. There are some

dot-like projections between some of the letters, a phenomenon
which, in Dr. Hoernle's opinion, might be accounted for by
the hypothesis that the plate was cast In a mould of sand of

imperfect smoothness8. But there Is much force in Dr.
Fleet's contention that

**
It is difficult to see how the details of

such small lettering could have been satisfactorily arranged
in even fin moist sand**, and there Is much truth in his im-
pression that

"
the plate was cast from a hard or fairly hard

mould31
*. Three of the letters are proportionately very small ;

the final letter ka in L 1, and the second and third letters, na
and ya* in L3. Had the mould been soft, these letters could
not have been so cramped for want of space.

Dr. Fleet also rightly points out that the record was not
Incised, and that the letters of it, and the devices above them,

land up in relief, and for the most part in fairly high
relief

" \ It would seem that the designer of the plate with
1 JBAS., 1907, P, 508.

' '-*"-
2 Prodding* of the Atlatic Society of Bengal, 1894 p. 84 foil
3-4 JRAB 1907, 5. 527.
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its record and devices had done Ms work at one stretch* after

having made up his mind to render a permanent work of art

with its linear and floral effects, to compose an enigma to

exercise the wits of the epirgraphists of modern times, to present
an epigraphic riddle with a key to its solution in the devices.

The record must be treated as a precious and unique Indian
relic of antiquity and its rescuer thanked for reasons more
than one. In the first place* this archaeological find affords

the oldest known and clear example of the use of a copper-

plate as a material for writing, especially for inscribing a
record in Brahml characters. The numerous earthen seals9

found at Harappa and Mohen-jo-derro and inscribed apparently
in two different characters awaiting decipherments furnish us
with earliest examples of the use of burnt clay as a writing
material. The pre-historic pots bearing different letter-marks

and found in Megalithic cairns in the Hizam*s dominions and
similar pots and potsherds collected from the fourteen districts

of the Madras Presidency and the various sites of the Mysore
and Travancore States serve equally as ancient examples of

the use of burnt clay or pottery as a writing material. The
famous Piprahwa vase inscription vying in antiquity and

importance with the record on the Sohgaura copper-plate
illustrates the use of stone for writing purpose.

Secondly, the record has its uniqueness and importance
for the standard of Brahmi characters which it presents, the

standard which, in the opinion of Dr. Fleet,
*

refers it to at

any rate an early date in the Maurya period, B. C. 320 to

about 180 *\ Among the Brahml letters of this inscription
one may notice all the characteristics of a palaeography of

an early age. The letter ka is a perfect cress or plus sign, in

which the vertical and horizontal lines of equal length
intersect each other. The letters ga and fa are

sharply angular. The letter va is a well-drawn circle

with a straight vertical line over it. In the letter bha, the

upper stroke s instead of being continuous with the right
vertical line, meets it in a slanting manner to form an obtuse

angle. There is little fear of contradiction in equalising this

standard with that of the Piprahwa vase inscription. The
identity of the two standards might have been placed beyond
all doubt if the three letters, ma, cha and u 9 and the o mark
had occurred in the Piprahwa vase inscription and were found
to be similar to those on the Sohgaura copper-plate* Here the

5
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letter ma, instead of resembling the numerical figure 8 with an
open top (y^, is a wine-glass standing upon a circle y.
Such a form of ma is nowhere to be found in any of the
Asokan ancient inscriptions excluding the solitary instance
of the recently discovered Kapileswar copy of the Hummindei
inscription, nor in any of the known coin-legends, and
seems to represent a Parent type, which is pre-Asokan,
The letter cha, mistaken by both Professor Buhler and
Dr. Fleet for ca or cu has a unique form of its

own. The standard Asokan Brahmi letter cha is a circle or
round curve bisected or cut across by a vertical line elongated
in the upper direction (<6). As Bai Bahadur Ramprasad Chanda
has ably shown, this kind of oha tended subsequently to
become double-looped, of a butter-fly pattern C35

). The process
of transformation proceeding along this line of change cannot
adequately account for the origin of the Deva-nagari cha
^ or the Bengali cha ( "??, H?, 1 ). The letter cha on the
Sohgaura copper-plate indicates another line of change with
a different starting point. Here the letter cha is represented
as (4). Keeping this form in view, one can easily determine
how the Deva-nagari cha ( 15 ) resulted from the process of
transformation which started from it. And inverting the
letter, it is not at all difficult to understand that the Bengali
cha ( \ 1$, ~|> ) is nothing bu* a later transformation
thereof, the inverted cha on the Sohgaura copper-plate
appearing as (D). Thus the letter cha on this copper-plate may
be shown to have supplied the missing Parent type of both the
Deva-nagari ( ^ ) and the Bengali ( ^, ", ^, ). i maintain
that the letter on the Sohgaura copper-plate is cha, and not ca
or cu as suggested by Professor Buhler and Dr. Fleet, for
this twofold reason :

( 1 ) that the main letter is unlike the
Brahmi ca (

d
), and ( 2 ) that cu has invariably been

represented in the Brahmi system of writing as ( d ) and
never as (4). The letter u, has this peculiarity about it

i.t rf?f
d
.
0f reS6mbling a rlsht angle <L), is just an

inverted Brahmi ca with an open mouth ( b ). I cannot but
agree with Dr. Fleet in reading Usagame in L 2, instead of
reading Vasagame with Professor Buhler, for two simple

) J * e er rom *< d2 ) that there is no other letter with which it may be identified.

Brahmi alphabet, the
is represented, except in the singular cage of na ( I )
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where It is apt to be confounded with ria ( I ) if not carefully

guarded, by the 0- stroke and the a stroke meeting each other
from two opposite sides in a straight line at the top of a letter*

to which it is intended to be attached, notably in the case of

the letter ka ^. Now, what is an exception in the Assokan or

post-Asokan system is found to be the rule in the system of

the Sohgaura copper-plate where both ko and no have been
represented alike as ( 4 ) and ( ), the ko of kothagalani in L 2

and the no of no in L 4. Even in the case of no, there is a

point of difference between the o-mark of this copper-plate and
that of the Asokan and post-Asokan Brahml inscriptions.
Here the e-stroke stands, on the left, below the a-stro&e which
is attached, on the right, to the top of the letter na ( ), while
in the Asokan or post-Asokan system, the a-stroke stands, on
the right, below the ^-stroke which is attached, on the left, to

the top of the letter ( i ).

Thirdly, in the matter of orthography or method
of spelling, the Brahml alphabet of the Sohgaura copper-
plate inscription appears to have the same twofold defect

as that noticed by Professor Rhys Davids in connection
with the Brahml alphabet of the Piprahwa vase inscription

{ Peppe's edict )* , namely, ( 1 ) that its general tendency is to

dispense with such long vowel-marks as a, I and u and ( 2 )

that it is conspicuous by the absence of all conjoint consonants*
It may be contended that in the word atiyayikaya in L 4, one
has a clear usa of the long vowel-mark akara, and that, on
this ground, the record on the Sohgaura copper-plate ought to

be regarded as a little posterior to Peppe's edict; But one may
contend as well that the Sohgaura record hardly makes use
of the dot-stroke for representing anusvara ( m ), while the

Piprahwa vase inscription does, and that on this ground, the

former ought to be assigned to a little earlier date than the

latter. I for myself do not see if much can be made out of

such hair-splitting discussions, though I do not deny at the

same time that these are not withotit their importance.

Fourthly, the I anguage of the record, precisely like that

of the Piprahwa vase inscription, is
**
a dialect, a local

Prakrit, with some of the features ( as Dr. Fleet puts it)

of MagadhL" 1
It differs from Pali by the substitution of / for

1 JEAS., 1907, p. 109.
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r sound, e. (/. in kotliatjilani = kofithat/arani9 hhalakan[?,] =
bharakani, and BO less by the use of e as masculine or neuter

Nominative singular case-ending of stems ending in a, e. </.,

sasanc = sasanarn. In /&7<7a = Axrta or kata, we find a form

standing midway between the Pali ka a and the gada of Asoka's

Rummindel pillar inscription. Both kada and gada are to be

found in the Ardha-Magadhl or Jaina Prakrit. It differs from
Pali also by the phonetic change of vija into ova* e. g. 9

gahitavaya.

Lastly, with regard to its subject-matter, the inscription is

found to be a public notification about the judicious use of

certain things in two storehouses by persons carrying on
traffic along the high roads leading to Sravasti, or it may be, by
persons carrying on traffic by all the three kinds of vehicles

along the high roads, in times of urgent need. The record is

of unique importance because nothing like it has, as yet, been
found in India proper.

1 The four holes observed in four cor-
ners of the plate, one in each of the corners,

"
were obviously

made with a view to nailing the notice up, or riveting it, in
some place where it could be easily seen and read." 2

The first photo-etching of the copper-plate was published
with some remarks on it and a photo-etching by Mr. Hoey,
Mr. Vincent A-Smith and Dr. Hoernie in the Proceedings of'

the Asiatic Society of Bengal for 1894 p. 84 foil. Dr. Hoernie
was able to take the first step to our knowledge of the contents
of this interesting find by observing thai the record appeared to
him to have been 'an edict or order' concerning two storehouses
But Professor Buhler is the first to publish the editio princeps
of the record and to attempt a systematic interpretation of it
in the Vienna Oriental Journal for 1896, Vol. X, p. 138 foil and
the Indian Antiquary, Vol. XXV, p. 261 foil. His efforts
were based upon the photo-etching and an electro-type copy
of the copper-plate which Dr. Grierson kindly supplied him
with. Using similar materials, Dr. Fleet published a lengthy
discussion in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society for

_
suggesti

^
g a betfcer reading of the plate,

1 Proceeding* of A. 8. B, ISQT^Tv^^ A. m* Ko copper-plate inscription of nearly .'equal antiquity hag ever been
found* so far as I am aware."
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offering a new Interpretation of the record, and threshing the

matter from ail points of view. He subsequently published a

short note in the same Journal for 1908, substantiating his

interpretation of tike in L 1 in the sense of *a triangular place *,

of
* a junction of three roads ", by the citation of passages

from some of the books of the Jaina Agama, notably of one

from the Kalpa-Sutra, to which his attention was drawn by
Professor Jacobi. Though confident of the advance which he

made upon what had previously been written about the plate s

Dr. Fleet was fully conscious of the incompleteness of his

explanation of the record, and in all earnestness he hoped that

some one else would take up the work to attempt a final

decision of the disputed points. But so far as I am aware,

our knowledge of the record has remained up till the present;

just where he left it in 1907 and 1908.

I cannot surely claim the credit of first detection ol the

key to the solution of the riddle of the copper-plate in its floral

device of symbols. The credit is really due, in some measure,

to Dr. Fleet, and, in some measure, to Professor Buhler. The
credit is not due, in full measure, to Professor Buhler for

the simple reason that his interest was unevenly distributed

between the text and the floral device, the larger amount of it

having been shared by the text. He utilised just two of the

symbols, viz., the representations of two sheds, and that very

imperfectly, for justifying his reading ete duve kothagalani

tighavani in lines 2-3, and his rendering of the same as "these

two storehouses with three partitions", the expression tigJiavam

having been equated with the Sanskrit trigarbhariL He dis-

posed of all of the remaining symbols as floral devices having a

religious significance. His study of these symbols is, never-

theless, of some value to us as carrying with it fche precious

suggestion that all of them have no bearing upon tue text,

some only have. A cirually how many of them had bearing
upon the text and in what manner, and how many of them had
not and why not he failed to satisfactorily determine.

What we owe to Dr. Fleet's study of the nature of the devices

is the recognition in all of them a significance other than that

of religious symbols. To quote him in his words :

" Two of

them obviously represent the storehouses themselves, which
are shown as sheds with double roofs. The lower roof in each case'

is supported by four rows of posts; and these perhaps stand
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four rows of posts, the front posts hiding those behind them. 1

In the other devices I recognise, not religious emblems, Buddhist
or otherwise 9-( I mean, not religious emblems employed here
as such ),~nor Mangalas, auspicious symbols, but the arms of

the three towns mentioned in L 3 of the record." Continuing,
he says, "It has long been understood, from the constant
occurrence of certain devices on coins found mostly in particu-
lar localities only, that the cities of ancient India had
their special cognizances. We here have definite evidence of
the fact On the left we have a tree or plant, in leaf, in a
railed enclosure or box. With the devices taken in the order
in which the places are mentioned in L 3, this will be the
mark of the town Tryavanl"2

Proceeding in this manner, he takes the symbol in the centre
to stand for the arms of Mathura, a device "which is usually
regarded as a Caitya or memorial over some sacred object, but
in respect of which Professor Buhler suggested that it may be
meant for a rude representation of Mount Mem. fi<

In laying
stress upon the device in the* centre, he completely ignores the
separate importance, except as an arm of Mathura, of another
device to the left, when, in respect of it, he says that the cen-
tral device "

is accompanied by something which resembles a
spoon with a long handle ending apparently with a nob,s but
was considered by Professor Butler to be a toilet-mirror."

To complete his study of the symbols in this manner
keeping consistency with his hypothesis, he explains the device
on the right as signifying the special cognizance of a place
known by the name of Oancu, the device which has been
represented as

"
another tree or plant, in this case leafless,

again in a railed enclosure or box.
"

With this last device, rather than with the arms of
Mathura, he couples the remaining object which is apparently
like the Brahml letter ma, or stands, as he puts it, like

"
a sun

tni* ^Jf*
A-

^
r*erson iu bis *<^e on the n

(JKAS, 1907, p. 684 ), suggests that the four posts apparently in the
front of each of these buildings are an attempt at perspective, the two
eentre ones representing corner posts behind two front ones "

2 JBAS, 1907, pp. 5i8-29. Mr- Vincent A. Smith took the firstdevice to be nothing but a conventional representation of a tree-symbolSee Proceedings of ASB, 1894, p. 86.
symt>oi,

3 Ml
: J Gent A - Smitb is the first to describe this symbol as

S V l

J:^
dl d S**> -* * ob at the end'f the

See Proceeding of ASB, 1894, p. 86,
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with the moon above It *\ justifying the connection by the

fact that the symbol lies above the leafless tree,
* 8

sloping

slightly to the right ". He couples this with that without any
attempt at bringing out its significance, as to whether it is

meant to represent the whole or part of Cancu, a name
which is taken by him to ordinarily mean ** a beak 5

", and
which is also used as

"
the name of the castor oil plant* of a

red kind of the same plant ".

Thus enthusiasm led Dr. Fleet to adopt an ingenious
method in making a study of the symbolic devices, which is

best suited to the solving ol the Biddies of Trios confronting
him on the Sohgaura copper-plate: (1) that of ii yana mahamagga*
of

'*
the three great roads for vehicles

"
; ( 2 ) that of

Manavasitika, of the junction, ( named ) Manavasi, of the

three roads; ( 3 ) that of Tiyavani,
tf *

the three-land "; and

( 4 ) that of three places, Tiyavani ( Tryavani ), Mathula
( Matura ) and Camcu ( Caiicu ).

Though his study of the symbols is forced and fantastic,
it has some value for us as it serves to emphasize the fact that

some of the symbols other than those recognized by Professor

Buhler, also have bearing upon the text.

It will, however, be a mistake to presume, from these

preliminary remarks, that with the key in the symbolic
devices I proceeded to solve the riddle of the copper-plate.
For as a matter of fact, I proceeded quite the other way, I

essayed at first with the record itself to settle its reading and to

suggest a cogent interpretation of the text as made out, unmindful
of the devices. It occurred to me that these three expressions,

occurring consecutively in the text, ( 1 ) ete duve kothagalani*

( 2) tiWuani, and ( 3 ) mathiifftfa3ma~-bhalakan [i], were some-
how in apposition, Repeatedly observing the plates, the photo-

etchings and electro-type copies, with the naked eye and with
the aid of a magnifying glass, I was able to detect that there was
not one letter, gha or ?/a, as made out by Professor Buhler anJ
Dr. Fleet, but a set of two smaller letters, which seemed at

first to consist of sa and na in the electro-type copies, and were
finally made out as na and ya in the photo etchings. Thus I

came to read tinayatari ( trnayavani } for Professor Biihler*s

tigJiavani ( trigarbhani) and Dr. Sleet's Tiyavani ( Tryavani).
The belief at once grew in me that Dr. Fleet was in
the wrong to suggest Tiyavani) Mathula and Catncu as names
of three different places, especially when he failed to account*
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by this procedure, for the occurrence of medama, a word read

by him after Cawcu ; and that Professor Buhler was equally

in the wrong to read tighabani, taking It in the sense of trigar*

bhani or "tripartite/* connecting it as an adjective with kotha-

galam preceding, and trying to justify himself by a reference

to representations of the two sheds above the record, none

of which appeared to be either three-chambered or

three-storeyed, in short, tripartite, but was certainly in the

right to suggest that the words that followed his tighavani>

such words as mafhu, a shortening from mathuka or madhuka

(Black-Panicum), lacha, a Prakrit form of laja (parched grain)
Camoda (cummin seed) and amma or amba (some kind of grain)
denoted the contents of the two storehouses. Sure about the

reading and meaning of titia-i/at ani (grass and wheat), I became
reluctant to accept Professor Buhler's explanations of these

words which seemed to me rather wide of the mark. Exami-
ning closely the plates, I found that the correct readings
would be not mathulaca but mathuloca a samdhi of matha and
uloca, and not camodamma or Camcumedama but chama-
dama> a compound of chama and dama. The task became
easier as I succeeded in ascertaining the correct meaning of
each of these four words, that matha was no other than the
Prakrit mamtha, meaning

"
the ladle,

" that ulocha, was no
other than uLLcca meaning vitana or candratapa,

"
the canopy

or awning,
**

that cama was no other than chama or samya
meaning

'*

the pin of a yoke,
" and that dama was no other

than dama, meaning "the rope".

The occurrence of the word matha or mamtha in the text in
the sense of a ladle was found to be corroborated by the spoon-
like device recognized by Mr. Vincent A. Smith and Dr. fleet.

Why the ladles were specially needed to be provided in
storehouses on the high roads, whether for easily taking out
the grains of wheat stored up there or for some other purposes

1

remained a matter of conjecture. From provisions of the stocks
of fodder and wheat, which were evidently meant for feed*
Ing the bullocks that drew the carts and the horses that drew

the^
chariots or carriages, it appeared that the ladles were

1 For other uses of ladles, see the text and translation of theBeda-
di

^copper
ladle

j

inscription published by Mr. N. G. Mujbmdar in JASB
) Vol. XIX, p. 345, the inscription found in the Hazara District

ift f sect o
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primarily needed for handling the grains of wheat for these
animals. The need of canopies or awnings for the convenience
of caravans, chariot-drivers or travellers in general became
evident from a Buddhist description cf a caravan journey
across a sandy wilderness in the Vannupatha or Jaxmupatha
l&taka ( Fausboll's No. 2 ) which ran "as follows :

As soon as the sun got up, it ( the sandy wilderness )

grew as hot as a bed of charcoal embers and no body
could walk: upon it, Accordingly, those traversing
it used to take fire-wood, water, oil, rice and so forth
on their carts, and only travelled by night. At dawn
they used to range their carts in a circle to form a
laager with an awning spread overhead. *

All our
wood and water is gone, and we are lost *. So saying
they unyoked their carfcs and made a laager and'
spread the awning overhead ; then each man flung
himself down in despair beneath his own cart " I

.

The word which I made out on the copper-plate was uloca
or uUoGa* and the word which occurred in the Jataka happened
to be mawdapa. Mr. Bobert Chalmers was perfectly justified in
translating maipdapa of the Jataka by " an awning

*'

t that is to

gay, in treating it as a synonym of ulloca* of which vit3nat

according to Amarasimha, was another synonym* I did not
know the process whereby candratapa came to be suggested
as a synonym for u'loca in modern lexicons, or how ulloca
fell into disuse and candrafapa took its place. I became
interested to see if any clue thereto might be obtained from
any of the devices above the record. The device in the
centre which was taken by Dr. Fleet to be a local cognizance
of Mathura showed a crescent-shaped moon horizontally
placed in a semi-circular curve at the top. There was no reason
for doubting that this particular device was the same as one
met with on the punch-marked coins, either standing by itself

or in association with one or both of the Svastika device and
the one resembling the Brahmi character ma. On the
copper plate this device was associated with the device resem-

1 Suriyuggamanato pattbSya angUrar^si viya uiiba* hoti, na sakka*

akkamituxn, tasina" tarn patipajjanta* darftdaka-tela-ta^diiladini sakatehi

adSya rattfm eva gantva" armjuggamane sakatSni paxivattam katv$
mandapam ka~retva* kalaseeva gachchhanti.

u Da~rudakam pi no khlnam
idani * naha nattha* ** ti-sakatsni mochetvS parivattakena thapetva*
matthake mandapam katva* attano atiano sakataasa hettha"

pipajjimsu.'
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Wing the Brahml 'character ma v^hich was seen standing a

llfctle above on the right and slightly sloping towards it.

Whatever the reason for such an association, it seert?ed

thai; Sir Alexander Cunningham had not made the right hit

to interpret the similar device? on the punch-marked coins as

representations of Mount Mern, and that other numismatists,

too, failed to make the right hit in interpreting the

same as representations of a mountain. Seen in the

light of the Jataka description of a caravan journey
across a sandy wilderness, it appeared that the device was
symbolical of the camp of a caravan, of a laager of unyoked
carts under a canopy or awning spread overhead, the form of

the device representing not the piling up of rocks with the

moon ahove them but juxtaposition of arched coverings of three

village carts under a canopy.

It became easy to understand why the storehouses on the

high roads contained provisions of chawa or chamma ( pins
of yokes } and dama or dami (ropes\ For those were obviously
to oblige the drivers of carts and carriages in times of

urgent need1
. But I found no devices to symbolise either the,

provisions of fodder and wheat or those of yoke-pins and ropes.

I could not help welcoming the suggestion from both
Professor Buhler and Dr. Meet that the two sheds were devicep
for representing the two storehouses ( duve kothagalani ) men-
tioned in the record. It was clear from the text that those
storehouses were connected with two different localities. And
among the devices, too, I noticed that the two sheds stood
beside two trees or tree-shrines ( mJcJcha-cheUyam ), each of
them having appeared on the right of the corresponding tree-
device. The symmetry seemed to have been of some impor-
tance. It appeared at once that the two sheds were inseparably
associated with the tree-devices, that in other words, the
tree-devices were to indicate the localities where the store-
houses were situated. From the manner in which each
of the sheds was placed in relation to each of the tree-devices,
it appeared that the purpose of each of the two sets of these

1 Buddhagho^a In IPS comraetitanr on the Katlmvinlta Sutta, saya
that on his departure from Kapillavattbn for a journey to S&vatthT, the
Buddha had provided himself with clarified bntter, oil, honey, molasses
and the like (sappi-tela-madht^pTiantiadwi gahapetva (The provisions
referred to in the Sohgaura record were evidently not meant for such
travellers,

^
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devices was to indicate that each of the two- storehouses

mentioned In the record was built, and, in facfc5 stood by the

roadside of a particular local! ly. Bui; the question remained

what those two localicies could be.

Professor Biihler made out the names of two localities as

Bilima ( rlmat ) and Vasaqam'i ( Vamsagram3, 9 identified with

the village
6

Baasgaon
* about sis miles on the west of

Sohgaura ), and Dr. Fleet, as Dasihtnaia and Usagama

( Unchagrama, a place shewn in the atlas as *Oonchgaon,
" near

tlie right bank of the Rapci, about eleven milss north-north-

west-half-west from Sohgaura ).

I could not but agree with Dr. Fleet in reading the name

of the second locality as Usagama or Ussagama. But I also

perceived with him the difficulty in accounting for the

phonetic change of uncha into ussa. I loo&ed into Pandit

Haragovind Seth's Prakrit Dictionary, in which the word

ussa was found explained in the sense of hima or
"
cold

"
I

felt that, perhaps, Usagama was just the place shewn in the

map as
* Oska * on the right bank of the RaptL

As regards the name of the first locality, I found reasons

to differ from both Professor Babler and Dr. Fleet in reading

it as Manavasftikadasllimata { Manava&lti-krla-srlmanta ),

though I had no means of determining where it was and what

was its modern identity.

Thus I completed my study of the devices having

bearing upon the text As for the symbol resembling the Bra-

hml letter ma and appearing above the second tree-device

sloping slightly to the left, it occurred to me that, whatever

its origin, it was used on the copper-plate as a mangala or

auspicious symbol, and that, had there been space, we would

have seen also a Svastika, which was sadly missed.
*

A& to opening words of the record, there was a wide differ-

fence of opinion between Professor Biihler and Dr. Fleet The

former read 8avatl?jana-mahama{ta)ha sasane, having^
taken

'the record to be an order from, or issued by, CaeJIfahamalras
of

'SravastL The latter read Sava-li-*yana-mahnmagana sUsane*

having taken the record to be an cider concerning all the three

gteat roads for vehicles. The latter suggested that the first

word might also have been read srv<2~-iiyan'i-~maJiamagana, ex?

plaining tiyana as denoting the three vehicles of Buddhism:

'the &avaka-yana, the Pratyekabuddha-^ana and
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yana. As the record had nothing to
do^wlth

Buddhism or th*

Buddhists, such an interpretation of tiyana as this was uncalled

for. I realised, moreover, that Dr. Fleet's reading of saia ti-

yana as sava-ti-yana was fantastic. The choice really lay

between Savatiyana and Saia-tiyana, on the one hand, and bet-

ween mahama( ta )na and mahamagana, on the other.

Between these two sets of alternatives, one seemed to

have been as good as the other. So far as the photo-etchings
of the place were concerned, the reading could not but be

mahamagana. But who knew that the letter ga of mahamagana
in L 1 was not a ta with its upper vertical line entirely

effaced, precisely like the letter ta of gahi(ta)vaya in L 4.

Taking the letters as they appeared in the photo-etchings,
I came to conceive the alternatives between Savatiyana

mahamagana and sava-tiyanar-mahamagana, having taken tiyana
or triyana to denote the go~-yana> asva-yana aud hasti-yana. A
second thought sufficed to make clear to me that the use of

yana or tiyana as an adjunct of mahamagga was redundant.
For the very word mahamagga or

"
high road "

implied that
it was a road for the vehicles of all kinds. So, ultimately,
I came to conceive the alternatives between Savatiyana
mahawa( ta )na sasane and Savatiyana mahamagana sasane*
I preferred the former, because the latter, mahamagana sasane
or mahamarganam sasanam, was not sanctioned by literary
usage, according to'which, it was expected to be mentioned
whose Sasana the sasana was, whether of a king (raja-6asanam),
or of a Buddha ( etam Buddhassa sasanam ), or of some other
persons ( e. g. matugamanaw sasanam in Buddhaghosa's com-
mentary on the Kannakatthala-sutta, Majjhima-Mkaya ). I
could not, of course, deny that the order of the Mahafriatras of
Sravastl was for the judicious use of provisions in storehouses
on the high roads.

My predilection Jor
the reading Savatiyana Mahamatana

( Savatthiyanam Mahamattanam) or Savatiyana mahamagana
( Savatthiyanam mahamagganam ) was greatly aroused by the
Bathavinlta-Sutta and the Dhammacetiya-sutta in the
Majjhima-Nikaya, the former giving a description of Kinc
Pasenadi s journey by carriages from Savatthl to Saketa by a
high road no doubt, by the Southern Road ( DakkhinSpatha )of which Savatthi and Saketa were two of the chief halting
places, and the latter giving a description of King Pasenadi's

by similar vehicles from Savatthl to Nangaraka and
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from Nangaraka to Medalumpa or TJlumpa, a market town in

Kapilavatthu, evidently by the same high road 9 Dakkhinapatha,
of which SavatthI and Kapilavatthu were two of the chief

halting places.
1

I realised the importance of these two Suttas,

particularly of the former, by the facfc that they enahled me to

account for a notice or order from the High Functionaries of

Siavastl regarding the judicious use of the provisions of fodder

and wheat, and the bundles of ladles, canopies9 yoke-pins and
ropes in storehouses on the high roads, the use in times of

urgent need only. The Rathavinlta Sutta which was accura-

tely identified by Dr. Neumann with the Discourse recommend-
ed by King Asoka in his Bhabru Edict under the title Upatisa-
Pasine went to show that King Pasenadi of Kosala set out on
a journey from Savatthi to Saketa, proceeding as quickly as

possible, on an urgent; state business, by an arrangement
of seven rathavinltas* by seven relays as one might say.

g

The required arrangement could not have been made if the

provisions of such things as were mentioned in the Sohgaura
record had not already been made in storehouses on the high
road by which the king had to proceed.

Professor Biihler treated Manavasitikada as an Ablative

case, that is, as Manavasitikada*
" from Manavasitikada or

Manavasitikata ", and was inclined to think that the order

which was the subject-matter of the record was issued by the

Mahamatras of SravastI from Manavasitikata, a seat of their

office like Suvazmagiri, wherefrom the Maurya Viceroy and
Mahamatras were to communicate the message of King Asoka
to the Maurya Mahamatras at Isila. In other words, he was
inclined to read and interpret the introductory statement of the

Sohgaura record on the analogy of that of the Siddapura text

of Asioka's First Minor Rock Edict, which, though not

altogether impossible, seemed incongruous. For, comparing
the two statements, I noticed that in the Siddapura or

Jatinga-Ramesvara text of Assoka's First Minor Bock Edict,

the Ablative form of Suvannagiri ( Suvatnvngirite ) or the

Locative form of Isila ( Isilasi ) was used to indicate the

place to which the Mahamatras concerned were attached, a

1 Sutta-Nipata, ParayaTia-vagga,) Vatthugatha".

2 MajjUma-Ntledya) I. pp. 148-9 : Seyyatha pi Svuso Srafino ase*

jbfcdissa Klosalaasa Savatthiyam pativasantassa SEkete kincid era ae>h-

chayikam kafaxtfyam uppsgjsyyaj
tasea antara" oa Ssketam satta

vinltSni
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purpose, which was well served In the Sohganra record by the

Genitive form of Savati ( Savatiyana \ Looked at from this

point of view, the mention of Manauasitikada as the issuing
office of the Mahamatras

1

order appeared redundant.

Lastly, I agreed with Dr. Fleet in reading vala kayiyati

for Professor Buhler's cala kayiyati, though I differed from
both in respect of the meaning of the phrase. The point
which went in favour of Professor Biihler's reading cala was
that the circle of the first letter appeared somewhat larger than
those other letters representing va In the record. But if it

were conceded that the Sohgaura form of cha was like ( 4 )

and not like ( <b ), it was impossible to read chalet- Further,
his rendering of chala kayiyati as require the storage

" on

the authority of the Dhatupatha explaining the root \/ksal as

meaning
"*

to accumulate '*

( ksal caye ) seemed untenable.
His case would have been strong, if it could be supported

by any ancient literary usage of ksalam or chalam in
the sense of

-i

storage ". The Bengali chala in the sense of a
gunny bag was, after all, a modern word. In the same way,
Dr. Meet's explanation of vala in the sense of varaya,

"
for the

sheltering
" was unwarranted by any literary usage. It be-

came evident that both of them adapted their renderings to a
genitive construction of bhalakana ( bharakanam ). Such a
construction was against the force of Passive voice in the use
of the verbal form katjiyati, which appeared as a hybrid of Pali
kayirati &nd kamati. Bhalakana was apparently the mould-
designer's mistake for bhalakani, a case in apposition with
kothagalani and tinaryaiam preceding it To me, vala or
mlam appeared to have been just another form of the
Pali valanjam, meaning "use", "expenditure" the phrase
valanjam karcti meaning

"
makes use of '*. Viewed in this

U6ed ">

,

fthe
' nr

symbolic devices, the results of which, I mean the text
and the translation, are being presented in contradistinction
to those offered by Professor Buhler and Dr. Fleet :
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TEXT
[ as it reads in a pJio!o~e

fchmg ]

2.
2dasilimate 4

nsagaineva5etedu 6
vekot"hagslaiii

3. ti( naya }
7vanlmathiil ( o'

scaclia9ina10da lirraablial 12

nava13

4. lakuayiyatiatiyayikayanogahigavaya
TEXT

[ as made out by Professor BuJiler ]

1. Savatiyana mahama(ta)na sasane Manavasitika-
2. da [ 1 ] Silim^te "Vasagame va ete duve kothagalani-
3. tighavani mathu laca-camodamma bhalakanacha-
4. la kaylyati atiyaylkaya [ 1 ] ~No gahl(ta)vaya [ 1 ]

Savatiyana Mahama(ta)na sasane Manavasicikada [ 1 ]

Silimate Varnsagame va ete duve

KothagalanI tighavani matli-u-laoa-camodammabhalakana
calam kayiyati atiyaylkaya [1] ISTo gahitavayam [ 1 ]

"The order of the great officials of SravastI, ( issued } from

( their camp at ) Manavasitikata ;

*

These two storehouses with

three partitions, ( which are situated ) even in famous Vamsia-

grama, require the storage of loads of Black Panfcum 9 parched

grain, oummin seed and amba ( some kind of grain ) for ( times

of ) urgent ( need ), One should not take ( anything from the

grain stored )/*
TEXT

[ as made out by Dr. Fleet ]

1. Sawa~ti-yana-mahamagganam sasanef ! JManavasitike
2. Dasilimate Usagame va ete duve kotthagalani

3. Tiyavani-Mathula-Canicu-Medania-bhalakanam vala

4. kayyiyamti ativavikaya [ , ] no gahitavvaya [ 1 ]_
1 V. A. Smith reads dha for ha.

2 Fleet reads Tee for Jca

3 Y. A. Smith reads ra for da.

4 V. A. Smith reads dJie and Biibler va for u,

5 V. A. Smith reads vam for va.

6 V. A. S nith reads di for du.

7 V. A. Smith and Buhler read glia and Fleet reads yafor
8 V. A. Smith and others read la for lo.

9 Y. A. Smith and Biibler read ca and Fleet reads cu for cha.

10 Fleet reads me for ma.

11 Btihler reads dam for da.

12 Y. A. Smith reads le for la.

13 Y. A, SrnitK>nd Btihler read cha for va,

14 Y. A. Spxitli#a for la.
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44 Notice for all the three great roads for -vehicles ! At the

junction, ( named ) Manavasi of the three roads, in actually
the villages ) Dasilimafca and Usagaraa, these two storehouses

are prepared for "the sheltering of loads of commodities of ( i. e.,

from and to ) Tiyavani, Mathula and cairicu, to meet any
case of urgent need, but not for permanent use."

TEXT
[ as should be made out ]

1. Savatiyanam MahamaCttaJnam 1
sasane[ : JManavasItika-

2. dasilimate Ussagame va ete duve kotthagalani 2

3. tina-yavani mamthulloca-chamma-damaHbhalakan
[i]va

4. lain kayiyati atiyayikaya[ ; ]no gahi(ta)vvaya [ 1 ]

"The order of the High Functionaries of Sravastl8 !

These two storehouses, ( which are situated, one ) in Mana-
Ta^Itikrta^rlmanta ( and the other ) in Usagrama, ( the provi-
sions of ) fodder and wheat, ( and ) the loads of ladles, canopies
yoke-pins and ropes are used in (times of) urgent need

*

( these are ) not to be taken $way"f

Or, Mahamagganam.
as a et reading, one muat tractate

on trafflc
aloa?



A FRAGMENTARY INSCRIPTION OF MANDU
*

BY
K. K. LELE, DHAB

This Inscription was found at Mandu in the debris of fall-

en houses some 30 years ago and brought to Dhar by Pandit
Vaman Shastri Islampurkar. The Shastri being engaged in

some other historical research work, the inscription remained

undeciphered and has been lying with me since the Shastri "s

departure from Dhar in about 1901. It is a hymn to God
Visnu. The stone being broken, more than half of the earlier

portion has been lost. As it stands, it is nine inches in height
and about 26 inches in breadth and contains some 17 lines

containing about 85 letters in each. The whole fragment may
thus be calculated to contain 1445 letters or 45 s'lokas of the

Anustubh, metre. Supposing about two-thirds have been lost,

the amount of lost matter may be estimated to be equal to 100

slokas.

The stone being broken at the top and being much rubbed

away in the middle, it is impossible to decipher the inscription

fully. The decipherment was attempted by me and the learned

Svetambara Jafci Manakchand of Sarapha Indore, who is well

up in the art of deciphering old Sanskrit and Prakrit inscrip-

tions. It is a pity that the verses have not been numbered as

they usually are. Had they been numbered as in the Bhoja
Shala inscriptions of Dhar, a more correct estimate of the lost

portion could be easily made.

The deciphered portions stand as under :
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Mosfc of the earlier deciphered portions of the hymn proper
being disconnected and of no historical interest the translation
of them is not given. But from the broken threads we can

gather that the verses contain a highly poetical description of

God Visnu in his different incarnations. The truly historical

portion ( lines 16 and 17 ) forms the concluding part of the

inscription, which is fortunately, less mutilated than the earlier

partion and can b read and interpreted with greater fullness

and clearness ; It may be translated as follows, Here Bilhana
has strung together his flowery verses in a wreath for "Visnu

and has thus by word of mouth, offered his deep and lasting
devotion at his ( holy ) feet ( as has been done before him ) by
crores of large number of great poets.

The poet Bilhana the favourite and trusted prime minister
of King Vindhya Varmadeva [( of Dhara ) observing that his

material body was frail and mortal f has composed this poem
full of the immortal glories of the Deity. Subhatavarrna the

glorious son and ( successor ) of Vindhyavarma highly respect-
ed the poet and donated two ( vatikas ) gardens for the use of

the temple of Visnu.
REMARKS.

Vindhyavarmadeva ( 1160-1180) was fche 16th King of the *

renewned Parmara dynasty that ruled in Malwa for about
]

500 years i. e. from the 9th century to the beginning of the 14th
with Ujjain as its political Capital and Dhar as a favourite

family residence. The line is well known for the encourage-
ment it gave to learning and art. MurLja and Bhoja were the

most prominent figures and their age may well claim to be

considered ** The A.ugustan ag
**

of Sanskrit literature. Several
eminent poets and authors in Sanskrit and Prakrit flourished

at their courts and their taste and appreciation of scholarship
were inherited by most of their successors. The history of the
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Parmaras of Mnlwa which 1 have been able to compile mainly

by the information and hints kindly supplied to me by Dr.

Bhandarkar Is given in appendix: c of the Dhar State Gazetteer

prepared under the Superintendence of Col. Lnard. It may be

referred to for fuller information*

In the time of Yindhyavaraiadeva, next to Ujjain* Dhar*

Nalakacfaapura (Naleha) and Mandapadurga ( Mandu ) appear

to have been great seats of learning.

About this time Ajmer being conquered by Shihabu-d~Din
Muhammad of Ghur several Hindu ,-,nd Jaina families left

that country to save themselves from persecution and fanati-

cism, came down to Malwa and found protection at Dhar. One
of these new comers was a Jain Pandit Asadhara who, living
for some time at Dhar, finally settled at Naleha and there liv-

ing in Neminatha's temple wrote several of his Jain religious

works, which have provided us several dates and facts of the

time* He was highly admired by Bilhana the Minister and
Bajaguru Madana learned scholars of the time. The time of

Yindhya Varmadeva and some of his predecessors and success-
ors was a troubled one and several Kings had short reigns.
Pandit Asadhara has referred to five generations of Kings
from Yindhyavarmadeva ( 1160-1180 ) to Jayafrugideva
(1240-1256) ( Jayasimhadeva II ) in his works.

Mr. ISTathurarn Premi has published in Hindi a short
sketch of the life of Asadhara in his Yidvadratnamala or
string of six Jaina authors printed in 1912. In a prasastt
or eulogistic note Asadhara has attached to some one of his
works, he has quoted the opinions of noted authors of the time
about his own performance. Among them he has prized
most the appreciation of Bilhana which is as follows :

**
Dear Ashadhar, let me tell you that we are not only fast

Mends, but brothers as we are both the [Sons of SarasvatI the
Groddess of Learning

"

r: u
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"
In this way was Asadhara highly praised by learned

Bilhana the King of Poets, the great Prime Minister of king

From this it becomes plain how highly was Bilhana rank-

ed among men of genius at the time,

It is regrettable that we knows) little about this great-

man, The Mandu inscription we are publishing, is, therefore

of very great value, Besides tnis is throws strong side light

on Kings Vindhyawniadeva and his worthy Son Snbhata-

varmadeva who both patronized Mm and held him in high

respect, Mandu, as it BOW stands, is a rained relic of the

Mohamadan period, But vestiges of the previous Hindu period

are toned up now and then to foinisn us dth eloquent glimp-

ses of that time, One such is this Bilhana's inscription,



THE JiTINlRiKRTI OF JITAKI
BY

PROF. GIUSEPPE Tocci, Ph. D.

PART I

* original work f Jitari is known to have been preserved
in India; though, if we are to judge from the

"
Tibetan

tradition," he was a very prolific writer and was considered as
one of the greatest pandits of his time.

A. resume' of his life has been given by Vidyabhusana*
who drew his information from the history of Taranatha arid the

compilation of Sum. pa. mkhan. po ; it is therefore only necessary
for me to refer to that book, where, in accordance with the
data furnished by Tibetan authorities, his time is fixed between
940-980. We are not yet in a condition to verify how far the
synchronism given by Taranatha is correct ; nor can we gather
rery much from the fragment here edited, which contains, as
we shall see, allusion to older authors only.

As regards the literary activity of Jitari it must be noted
that more than as a writer on nyaya* he was known as a
commentator on Tantras and sadhanas ; many of his treatises
are preserved in the bsTan-Sgyur.

The nyaya tract edited here has no Tibetan translation ; it
is written on a palm-leaf manuscript found in Nepal and now
preserved in the Durbar Library. This me. written in Newari
characters, presumably of the 14th century, consists of six
leaves only ; it is incomplete. It is quite possible that it corn-
tamed other nyaya tracts by the same author ; thi hypothesiscan be supported by the statement contained in the second
verse of the mangalacaravta of the treatise here edited and the
beginning of the same : likhyante vadasthanani KOmcU tatra
MadaujativMaemmrakriy^ From this we may deduce
teat: Jittn wrote a polemical work separately discussing various
topics arid trying

to_refute
the theories of the opponents

The jot* or samanya doctrine always represented, as it *
known, one of the cMef arguments for discussion among thevarious soboQ

j^^Indian philosophy : the point of view of
( 1 ) ffutory QfTadian Logic, P. 33f .
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the Buddhist denying the existence of samanya as a real entity
was strongly attacked by the Naiyayika-Vaisesikas ( My5-

NS. II, IL 65-70, Kssi Sanskrit Series pp. 314 ff.

and Yacaspati fchereon p. 477, in the same Aeries,
farl p. 307 f. ) ; the Mlmamsakas ( In
akrtivada and apohavada, of Salikanatha,
Benares

ed.j>.
18. ff.; and the Jainas 5 Commentary by "Vidya-

nandi on Aptamlmamsa of Samantabhadra,
p. 138 ff., p. 208, *(ppe 136 a).

Jitari begins his polemical treatise by refuting the Nyaya-
Vai&esika point of view, according to which samanya is an
arthantara, though inherent in the -various vyaktis in a particular
relation called samavaya* Then he criticizes, but in a more
concise way, the theory held by Jainas and Mlmamsakas
( called by him Jaiminlyas ) that he includes under the same
category

1
. The conclusion is that the Buddhist point of view

only is right, according to which samanya is a mere construc-
tion of mind.

It is quite evident that we do not find anything original in
the treatise of Jitari ; he only gives a synthetical survey of
the criticism already raised by the greatest masters of Bud-
dhism against the samanya or jGti theory, and it is quite
evident that he is chiefly dependent on Dharmaklrfci, who,
developing and completing the apoha doctrine elaborated by
Diimaga in his Pramana-samuccaya ( Chapter V ), dealfc very
largely with the samanya theory in the third Chapter of
Pramanavarttika ,

2

Though the treatise is so small still some quotations are
traceable in it as it has been indicated by me in the footnotes to

the text. One is from ISTy&yasufcras II, 2. 70; two others are from
the iptamlmamsa of Samantabhadra two others from the Sloka-
rarttika. From the colophon of the treatise it appears evident
that the name of the author was Jitari and not Jetari as given
in the Tibetan sources and, after them,by Vidyabhusana ; for the

meaning of the name one must remember the classical defini-

( 1 ) But, as it is known, the notion ofjati or samanya as held by
*the MTmSmsakas Is different from that accepted by the Jainas I refer
to the long criticism of the MJmamsaka point of view (chiefly Kum^rila )
contained in the Prameyakamalam'&rtanda.

( 2 ) On the argument cf . also SamanyadusanadiJepra&nrit by
As*oka and Apohasiddhi by Batn^kara^nti In * Six Buddhist

B" *itd by H. P.
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tlon of the :

"
hataritvad arhat Before concluding these

introduotory Remarks I must express again ray deep gratitude

to His Highness the Maharaja of Nepal for the facilities I was
afforded in studying the mss, preserved in the unparalleled
collection of the Durbar Library, during my rather long
sojourn in Nepal.

PART II

ffJ! it
-

T
^

!n^tio
,

n to
u
Mafiingho?a must be particularly noted hr;

Tl f
"
^^ijrl that JitM, after long aMfcano, got his ^ddAfo

( 2 ) About four a&saras missing.
( 3 ) This is a quotation from NS. II, II, 70.
{ 4 ) Three or four a**ora missing ; read \he}tor
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* S

WTHlcH*1i !

1

f|

[ 3 a ]

\

;^^TOq^:i%THF^Tr?^^

^TTH sjcfr^T I ^TcT^c^o^ *pTFT I

?r<Tt ^TT%smfF^ %^ i

^ ^cf: 1 ^T
[3b]

I ?TT

?<??

.. [ 4 a ](
3
)

it R35: U

( 1 ) One aAjsara seems to be missing : it must be ;

(2) Eleven or twelve aT&saras missing.

(3) Perhaps abhedabhycim eva vacyam.

8
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^T^T^

t I

cfff

1 5f

II 3 II

( ) M U p% 11

[ 4 b ] i ^TS^SJ^K^^FSTR^^

5 a ]

1 rT^T 3%*mpQT':

Tcft

[ 6 a ] I T WPf^ ^TWFq^T %^5 rPTT

*** tr of 10 Aptamtain.

T
57 oA and 68 a, b of *fatt^d. of



THE AGE OF PiNINI AND SANSKRIT AS A

SPOKEN LANGUAGE
BY

Dr. K. B. PATHAK, B. A., Ph. D

I shall first deal with the question, was Sanskrit a spoken

language ? This is an interesting problem. It has been dis-

cussed by M. Senart and Prof. Rhys Davids. The conclusion

arrived at by these two scholars after a life long study of

Indian literature and inscriptions is that classical Sanskrit

was never a real, living language. It was a dead language.

Pali was the only living language of the people. The oldest

inscription in pure Sanskrit, that of Rudradaman, belongs to the

middle of the second century after Christ.
"

It had taken four

centuries from Asoka's time to reach this stage. And though

the end was not yet, and inscriptions in the vernacular,

pedantically contorted, are still met with, from the fifth century

onwards the dead language reigns supreme."
l

Rhys Davids adds that things should not be looked at

through the spectacles of Mediaeval Brahmans. Let us

accept his advice and turn to the Mahabhasya, a work written

before the birth of Christ. The most interesting feature of this

literary monument is that both Katyayana and Patafijali make

very frequent appeals to the "real, living" speech of the people

in order to elucidate the rules of Panini. In one of the Vartikas

on Panini 1, 2, 4, 5 Katyayana saysW ^% Patanjali explains

As it is said among the people "This is an opulent city,

This city is rich in cows,
"

It is plain that the people in the

days of Katyayana and Patanjali spoke of
" an opulent city,

"

exactly in the same sense in which Bombay may be spoken of

as an opulent city though it is a fact that every man in Bombay
is not opulent or rich.

In the 2nd and 3rd Varfcikas on Panini, III, 3, 133 the

question is discussed whether it is correct to say

or

(
1 ) Buddhist India, j. 135.
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The decision given is that the former sentence alone is

correct. Katyayana says RT^ 1

Pantanjali explains

Ri^a'cc. \ 3?^ t
:^*3Tc$rfc^rTc^ i ^isNJr srf^s^Tgji^1 ^i<*wf spqWr ?T

J ^T%^T1 1 %^%|S= *faoW-$T ^OT^T ?f% \ ^ ^^f l^R[ ^N : ^OTW: s^n^T

^4 gft 1 Kielhorn's 2nd ed. Vol. IL PP- 159, 160

Patanjali assures us that the future tense here Is not

allowed by the usage of the people. In the same discussion he

tells us ^ fn ^fecfeQltdiRl M-4ixh^ ^qts^flr srg^ u

In giving the reasons for the study of Sanscrit grammar
PataSjali says that in former ages the Brahmans used to study
Sanskrit grammar after the performance of their thread cere-

mony ; this is no longer the case ; they say?

" We know Vedic words from the Vedas ( which we study )

non-vedic Sanskrit l words we easily learn from the usage of
the people ( because Sanskrit is the spoken language ), it is

therefore, needless to study Sanskrit Grammar.** The reason
given here for not studying Sanskrit; grammar is intelligible
to us only on the supposition that Sanskrit was spoken in the
time of Patamjali. At the present day, in the twentieth century
after Christ, the Brahmans still perform all their religious
ceremonies in Sanskrit though Sanskrit is a dead language
now and the vernaculars are spoken throughout India. And no
Brahman at the present day will give the above reason for not
learning Sanskrit grammar. In the following passage we are
told that the use of f^f to convey the sense of a condition, is
sanctioned by the usage of the people:

f& \ sigsq^ f|

Panini III, 4, 8

Kielhoirn's 2nd ed. VoL II, p, 171.

( 1 ) The expression ^fP^ ^^ f s ufiea by YSska "and
the sense of Sanskrit words spoken by the

Nirukta, I, 16..
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U

Mahabhasya I, 9, 69.

Nirnaysagsr ed. "Vol. II p, 105.

When the birth of a child takes place in a family, the
relatives make inquiries as to whether the child born is a male
or female and use the neuter gender f% >srr^H* In MaratM also

exactly the same thing is said

When Kafcyayana and Patanjali use the expression
they refer not to the learned few but to the people in general
including the villagers* as is evident from the following
passages.

In sufera, 1, 1, 22 Panini defines the term ^ojn". Katyayana
says that the definition is too narrow and should be amended so
as to include the well-known words tr^ > ig etc. by which th.e people
understand ^^l. This word as defined by Panini is called

^jf^FT ( technical or artificial ) while the popular word is called

sr^FT ( natural ). According to a well-known maxim, if a
word has two meanings, one technical and the other, popular,
it should be taken in the former sense. Katyayana says that

if this be the case, the more well-known word ^^m meaning
T3E T^ etc. will be entirely overlooked. Pabanjali illustrates

this view by the following example :

He adds that people are guided in this matter by considera-

tions of sense or suitability to the context

Mahabhasya Nirnaya-sagar edi.

Vol. L p. 226.

Patanjali proposes the following test,
"
Say to a villager*

who is come with his feet covered with dust, and who is (there-

fore ) unaware of the context,
**

^qrss^CTFRT
** the villager will

feel doubts, probably he will understand by the word '<

a cow-herd qjt *TT:
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This was the case in the days of Patanjali. But at the

present day the word qfartf as the name of a person 9 is as usual
as in the time of Patanjali. The other meaning of the word
has disappeared, Sanskrit being no longer spoken. If we utter
the words ^Dm^l^'l STR in Marathi in the presence of any man
in the city of Poona, the word affqios will be taken as the name
of a person, the other meaning of the word will never be

suspected, because Sanskrit is BOW a dead language. But the
case was quite the reverse in the second century B. O, when
Sanskrit was a living language. Even village potters and
mat-makers knew Sanskrit : says Patanjali :

\

Mahabhasya, Kielhorn's ed. Vol. Ill
p. 57 Panini, Vo. 1, 84.

From the last two illustrations given above it is not to be
inferred that villagers, though they understood Sanskrit could
spe&k correct Sanskrit in the second century B, C, That Pali
and other Prakrit dialects were also in use, follows from the
statements of Katyayana and Patanjali who tell us

Panini, If 3, 1

Mahabhasya, Nirnaya-sagar ed. p. 125.

^entloned above a
ife words

current are the

of
reC mmended * aoc^ - <* ***** the usage

rg or cultured Men ? Patamjali replies ^^

( I, 3
?
7. y
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Mahabhasya VI, 3,109.

Kielhorn's ed. Vol. Ill, p. 174.

From the above passage we learn that in the second century

B. C. there were Brahmans in Aryavarta, who spoke Sanskrit

pure and undefiled without learning Astadhyayi. This was

possible only because Sanskrit was a living language in those

days. In confirmation of this view I may mention the fact

that in the sixties of the last century an Englishman was my
teacher. He told me that in his younger days he did not

learn English grammar, because only the classical languages,

Greek and Latin, were taught in the schools in England.

Bhattoji Dlksita, who wrote in the seventeenth century

Bays in his Siddhanta-kaumudi, that there are 108 variant

forms of the word ^Ecft
l and gives reasons why all these

forms are correct. This discussion would have been rendered

unnecessary if Sanskrit had been then a living language.
That

it was the lingua franca of literary India in Bhattojfstime can

be easily admitted. But the case was quite different in the

second century B. C. Let us appeal to Patanjali,

Panini, I, 3, 51 ............SM? 5T-, ST^T? aft

MahSbhasya, Nirnayasagar ed. Vol. II

p: 165.

Patafijali says iiawm \

'

Mahabhasya ( VII, 1, 68 ), Kielhorn, VoL III, p- 262.

Mahabhasya ( VI, 1, 83 )

Kielhorn, VoL III. p. 55.

( 1 ) SiddhSntakaumudi, Nirnaya-sagar Edi. E- 80-

( 2 } Tiie root ^ ( 6th Conj . ) with s^ takes the Atmanepada
" he devours ". But ^ ( 9th con}. ) to speak, is never found with

so Kstytt^aiia** amenAnent is unneceasary according to Patafijmli.
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\

Mahabhasya ( VIII, 2 983 ), Kielhorn. Vol. III. p. 417.

In the first two passages Patanjall says that the people in

his time did nofc use the forms BT^FlTf^ and sig^wq. They only
used ST^FTR^T and

In the last passage, though the dual forms of the words

convey the idea of two, the people persisted in using the word

ft". Very similar to this are the following two illustrations.

Mahabhasya, I, 4,79.

Mahabhasya, II, 2, 30
Let us turn to another sutra of Panini

: 3KTT I, 4, 54.

I understand this sntra very easily because the words
(independent) and ^KfT (doer) are used in Marathi in the
senses in which Panini uses them. But I fail to understand
why a*5<*N ( weaver ) is introduced here in the Bhasya.

Patafijali explains.

Patanjali says that in his time the word cF^r was used in
two senses 1 " loom" and "

independence
" and there was a

likelihood of she word cF^T ( independence ) being mistaken for
that which meant a IOOHK But the word in the latter sense
being now obsolete, Patanjalfs remarks do not add to my know-
ledge of the sutra. Nonetheless they afford valuable evid-
ence that in the second century B. C. Sanskrit was a spoken
language, as the word is used in two senses in Sanskrit.

Katyayana says under Panini ( VIII, 1, 12 X

; srsqifr^3^ Ks^ito, Ps^ini, V, 2, 70.
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Katyayana says that when a man wisb.es to say something

quickly lie should repeat words twice, Patanjali says that words

expressive of fear and excitement should be uttered not only
twice but many times till the cause of fear is understood by
the person, to whom the words are addressed.

Two men are staying in a room, one of them is fast

asleep. A cobra appears suddenly there. The other

man, anxious to save the life of his companion, utters the words
" Awa&e, awake, awake ; cobra, a cobra.

" Under such circum-
stances, any man with a particle of common sense will use a

spoken language widely understood. It follows, therefore,
that in the days of Katyayana and Patanjali Sanskrit was a

living language. Candra explains this idea thus
l
VI, 3, 14.

Panini explains the form qo3t thus :

Mc^*if ^H^f^TlJl IV, 1, 33.

PatafLjali says this explanation is in conflict with the

usage of the people.

tWfif a^W Hc^lifci ^ R(^fd \

Jinendrabuddhi says

\ ^-^ cfTq^ ^%S^fN^cl^lH ^lifa ^^1\ ^ife I

T- \ ^t ^,^<rtt^ Mcdi^lN sp^nrt ^tHM^rd ?% i

Kaiyata and Haradatta are unanimous in upholding this

Interpretation.

Kaiyata remarks,

3J%sf^FTRt ^ 3 ^H^T \ ^i'M^IHlRid \

U

But the Buddhist and Jain grammarians, who had no
faith in the efficacy of sacrifices, amend the sutra of

Panini thus :

Candra 11, 3, 30 ^c

P^jyapada I, 3, 58
Jain a Sakatayana, T, 3, 25

Hemacandra II, 4, 57

(1) SaDskrit was spoken in Candra T
s time, as will be

further on.
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From the above discussion it is obvious that PafcaSjali is

trying to reconcile the expression f^s^r ^ which was sanc-

tioned by the usage of the people with Panini's Sutra.

The termination xfi is always used in a passive sense. It

is used in an active sense only in the case of roots enumerated

by Panini ( III, 4, 72 ). But the roots f%*rg; and qr to drink are

not found among them. In spite of this fact people in the days

of Katyayana and Patamjali used the expressions f%*JrfiT

<?TcfT 57T^: Patanjali offers the following solution.

Mahabhasya, ( III, 4, 67 ).

Kielhorn's edL Vol. II, p. 177.

The word f^TO is used in this sense in all the Indian ver-

naculars at the present day.

Both Katyayana and Patanjali draw their illustrations

from the living speech of the people.

Mahabhasya Panini VI. 1, 1.

Mahabhasya Panini, VI, 1, 135.

\ ^ffl'WWW^^iJ STTfl'TO^t g^H+JW^fcT ^St ^TCTT^T f^ft"

Mahabhasya, Panini, III, 3, 19.

Katyayana and Patanjali give these illustrations in order
to elucidate difficult points in Sanskrit grammar, therefore
such appeals would never have been made in a dead language,
as they would have failed to facilitate the study of Sanskrit

grammar.

The subject of genders is dealt with by Patanjali under
Panini, IV, 1, 3-he says,. .....^R^f xT

His remarks on the genders of ^r^T and ^g are most inter-
esting. He cites some verses discussing this subject, in which
it is stated that there is no reason why ^331

"
a cot

" should be
feminine, and fgjr

* a tree ', masculine. In the absence of any
reason,
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a^+4 1^ ^ptf*5fT*fl% <ri^cbf5>^ ^1MH.
both these nouns ought feo be neuter. But they are not

neuter ; because the genders of nouns can not be taught ; they
depend upon the usage of the people. Patanjali says that In
this opinion he is supported by the authority of EZatyayana,

U

Mahabhasya, Panini, IV, 1 , 3,

It may *be stated here that with a few exceptions the

genders of Marathi nouns are the same as those of their

Sanskrit equivalents, Menfrom Madras and Mysore who come
to Poona can easily pick up a knowledge of Marathi but they
can not overcome the difficulty caused by genders without a
prolonged study of the subject. A European gentleman once

inquired of me ** what is the easiest way of learning Ma rathi

genders,
9>

I replied that he could learn them by frequent
conversation with educated gentlemen whose mother tongue
was Marathi. These facts will enable us to understand the
excellence of the advice given by Katyayana and Patanjali
when they tell us to learn genders from people who spoke
Sanskrit.

Patanjali reiterates this maxim f^^^F^" %3OT^ c^lf^W^T very
frequently in the Mahabhasya. He never mentions any
treatise with the help of which the genders of nouns could be
learnt in the second century B. O. This was due to the fact that
the language of the Mahabhasya was spoken in those days,
This state of things continued til] the fifth century. In proof
of this we may appeal to the Buddhist grammarian Oandra
who belongs to the middle of the same century. His testimony
is most valuable as he was nofc a mediaeval Brahman. He was
besides an author of independent judgment. He rejects
Panini's sutra

HcgviT -if^^IV as we have seen, and says
* that

1%TRT alone is correct and not ft$nr as Panini maintains.
Candra has 5Tf[: ^f: for Panini's srg: ^egr. As regards genders
this Buddhist authority tells us that STr^f^TniT

2 is unneces-

( 1 ) firsrm Pstfiu ( VII, 3, 34 ); Caudra, VI, 1, 42.

*fm*MlgTl ?r: Panini. V. 4, 129
; Candra IV, 4, 119.

( 2 ) a^jf . gRar ^ PSriini, II, 4, 31,
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sary as such words depend upon popular
^

usage

3T RrfeR^r ^f^groTR
~* * "^

m^ 5rf^^:% ^^r ^s^r

Candravrtfci, IT, 2, 3.

Candravrfcti IV, 4. 84.

The LmganusJasanam mentioned above must be the Nama-

lingnus!asana of Amarasimha as the last named work does

not contain many words sanctioned by Candra. This Buddhist

author also tells us

:

Candravrtti, IV, 1, 61.

Candravrtti IV, 1, 62.

\\i{ (^t qfgc

Candravrtti IV, 1, 104

The KSsiika ( V, l f 90 ) says t([&<i>f q^5T% qfs^t: \

Benares ed. Part II, p. 24.

The use of the words ^f% and ^r^sri%^ "shows that Sanskrit
Was a spoken language in Candra's time. The subject of

accents is as important as that of genders. Patanjali says

^fcf I

Mahabhasya, II, 1, 1,

Here the words <M^ and g^q* have the udatta accent on thq
first syllable, while the compound ^f^j^qf has the accent on the
last syllable. Panini says.

:

Is ^ 33.

A sentence addressed to a person from a distance shou!4
be pronounced without accents.

This same sentence addressed to a person standing near
the speaker, should have the proper accents

Jinendrabuddhi says that in the counter example the 3fT in
^ and the 3fr in % are ^m, all the other vowels in the

sentence being Bi^itU But in the first example the wi of the STT

is retained according to Panini's Sutra
r VIII, 2, 84.
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In the two Sutras of Panini cited above there occurs the

word ^ the meaning of which is uncertain. PatafLjali says,

under Pantnfs sutra, Till, 2 9 84.

^=T 1% <w<:Mkf ^ ^1%34'cafFcnE :*T5rKT \ TT^ ff ^%c33I%^Tl[ \ ^ *IP<fe
:

s<WMsWM3fd \ ^ MI i 3MR" 3jfT*i ^ ^r wrwtfcf

How then is the meaning of the word to be determined ?

Pataftjali replies :

Kielhorn's ed. vol. Ill, p. 417.

Kasika, VIII, 2,84.

Under the circumstances supposed in the- above example

common sense would dictate that a dead language should

never be employed.

We learn from Panini and Katyayana that when a teacher

is saluted by a pupil sr1^RT^%^tsi^the Reaches
should use

^T in returning the salutation, ^ BTf^n^f^T %^xff ^ .^But
this rule

should not be observed in the case of women and Sudras :

In -the case of the Ksatriyas and Vai&yas the rule is

optional

or

Mahabhasya, VIII, 2, 83 and Kasdka
Candra VII, 3, 119.

Patamjali says that in saluting women, one should say

and not^rf^l^^^tSf^Men, who were ignorant

of the rules ofm would be treated like women, and would

thus be exposed to ridicule. For this reason, says Patanjali,

every one should study grammar.
Mahabhasya, Mrnaya-sagar ed.

Vol. I. p. 11.

If these rules had no relation to the realities of life and

referred only to a state of society which existed in the imagina-

tion of Panini, Katyayana and Patanjali, these three authors

l) Apastamba Bharmsutxa, I, 4, 14, 23.
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would never have received the homage of more than twenty

centuries, the homage of the Buddhists, the Jamas and the

Brahmans alike, and would never have continued to be studied

at the different religious centres in India today,

From the point of view of the historian and the philolo-

gist, the retention of the accents of ordinary Sanskrit words to

the middle of the fifth century is interesting and instructive,

Let us remember that Oandra belongs to the middle of the 5th

century. Pnjyapada, who copies him, lived before the end of

that century, while Jaina Sakatayana lived in the first half
^

of

the ninth century. Candra tells us expressly that he retains

Panini's indicatory letters denoting 351% 3T3 ,
and ^Rd be-

cause in his time these accents were used :

T"

Candravrfcti, III, 3,39.

Kasiika, IV. 3. 67.

Candra-sutra IIIf 3, 39 is only a copy of Panini's sutra.

, 3, 67.

After the middle of the fifth century the accents of Sanskrit

words entirely disappeared. Accordingly Pujyapada and

Jaina Sakatayana have their corresponding Sutra thus :

q^-clSoT sjpT" Jainendra, III, 3, 50

Amoghavrtti. Ill, 1, 181.

Panini ( III, 3, 10 ) and Oandra ( I, 3, 6 ) have the infinite

termination, gg^; Oandra says gp^i ?FR;: ^Q^"-
1

Pujya-
pada ( Jainendra, II, 1,5) and Jaina Sakatayana ( IV, 4, 183 )

have only g^; Panini ( III, 4 f 36 ) and Oandra ( I, 3, 136 )

have the termination ^Jr^>
2 while Pujyapada (Jainendra II

4, 15 ) and Jaina Sakatayana ( IV, 4, 151 ) have only qq.
Panini ( V, 3, 23 ) and Candra ( IVt 3, 19 ) have $m<

On the other hand Pujyapada ( Jainendra, IV, 1, 131 ) and
Jaina Sakatayana ( III, 4, 25 ) have only qr.

Patanjali in his introduction says that without a know-
ledge of accents, it is nut possible to know whether ^^^cfl is

3i|s?lft
or ^JW and its meaning can not "be made out on that

account. Kumarila says that this statement is most absurd :
-

(1) g^iRra^Psnini (VI, 1, 197 ),

(2) i^t Ps^ini ( VI, 1, 193 ),
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"Just as the Veda is ever existing, so also is Its explanation.
Hence tlae explanation of ^^gcf^t etc. without grammar.

**

<*4^Kl&fi.4-^ icWJ^l 1d?SS?FF3pf: U

Tantravartika s Benares ed. p.

In this passage Kumarila, who belongs to the middle of

the eighth century, and lived shortly before the Jaina Sakata-

yana, assures ns that in his time the people spoke Sanskrit

without accents and that in the conversation of old men
accents were never heard. From these facts the conclusion is

inevitable that Sanskrit continued to be a living language,
upto the middle of the fifth century, and after that date it must
have entered on a new phase in its development as the lingua
franca of literary India. But this transition must have been

extremely slow and gradual.

Another interesting fact in support of my view deserves

to be noted here. Katyayana tells us that one reason for the

retention of ^ in the Siva Sutra II ^2^ is that when a Brahman
woman mispronounces the word ^^5 as 3F5 and another man
wants to communicate this fact to others thus prTfFTt+^cWRT^

sprrtf + ^clcOTIt* we should know how to form the ^f% here,

Pataniali explains:

Candra also retains $S in his sutra ^t^g and says

The need for such a ^rf?T no longer existed in the days of

Pujyapada and Jaina Saktayana. Accordingly they have the

corresponding sutras thus.

I ^^ IJainendra I. 2.

i ?{yQ [ Amoghavrtti, I 4
2

Kalidasa, who was contemporary with Candra, assures

us that in his time men could understand Sanskrit but that

women found it hard to understand it and had to be spofcen

to in Prakrit.
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Knmarasambhava VII, 90

In the days of Katyayana and Patanjall, villagers, potters,
mat-makers could understand Sanskrit. But after the middle
of the fifth century even Brahman women had to be talked
to in Prakrit; but this change was extremely slow and gradual.

I shall add two more instances, Under Paninl ( V, 3, 85 86)

PatafLjali says:

Under Papini, V, 2. 29 both Katyayana andPatamjali defend
the use of the following expressions

1

In his opinion such self-contradictory expressions need not
be defended as they are sanctioned by the usage of the people.

w.

jali tells us that this language was spoken not onlyin Northern India but also in Southern India.

ft

Mahabhasya. Nirnayasagar ed. Vol. I, p 207'

Idem, p. 23.

-nominative case.- The Gieeksfrom rider on a horse," did
i an elephant.

Beous etymology,"
*" & Tider '

Speak of ***
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At present this language" is called Sanskrit. It was also
spoken of as Sanskrit by Mediaeval authors. But this name is

never used in fche Mahabhasya. Panini, Katyayana and
Patanjali are unanimous in assuring us that in their days this

language was called ?m\
' a spoken language

*

in contra-
distinction to the Vedic dialect which was obsolete, as is evident
from the following sutras :

in, 2, 108

vi, i, 181

VII, 2, 88

VI, 3, 20

VIII, 2, 98.

Vartika, III, 2, 171

Vartika, III, 3, 130.

Vartika, VIII, 4, 45,

Mahabhasya on Panini ( 1, 2, 6. )

Idem. ( III, 1, 8 ).

Yaska who preceded Panini, frequently refers to Sanskrit
as *rrqrr

*' a spoken language."

Nirukta, I, 5.

Yaska also contrasts the word] *rrf^E, a derivative of

with %nRT
c Vedic ' thus :

Nirukta, II. 2.

In the first aunadika karika of Panini, III, 3, 1, WB read

ff WQ Jinendrabuddhi says that the compound %*ro^fe>

should be dissolved ^*wr: ^I'S'Hm^r and that ^fS-Hql- means
current among the people/' The word ^fl'+wr: is

equivalent to Yaska's ^iifq^i: From "the facts set forth above it

is clear that Sanskrit was a spoken language. The most in-

teresting passage in Yaska is the following :

10
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133*5 U

Translation Nirukta, II, 2, 8.

Moreover among some people roots (only) are used ; among

others derivatives of such roots ( only ) are used. The root

3Ftf%
"
to go

"
is used among the Kambojas; among the Aryans

they use the noun^ the derivative of this root ; among the

Eastern people the root ^rfcT
"
to cut

"
is in use,

^

while among
the Northern people the noun <$m^

" a sickle
"

is employed

which is derived from the same root........

This passage is of great importance as it shows that Sans-

krit was a spoken language among the different tribes or peoples

mentioned, the Kambojas, the Aryas, the Easterners and the

Northerners.

In order to escape from this inevitable conclusion

Dr. Both puts a wrong construction on the passage and says
1

"
the Kambojas ( in their grammar ) speak of the root

"
^HRl4V

faefrnl
** and the JLryas [ in their grammar ] refer to the same

root as
"

%]& ^% *(% =E*ft
" But this is contradicted by the last

sentence in which we read the Easterners use the root ^jfcT
"

to

cut
" and the Northerners use the noun 3[F5[, which is not a root,

We find, however, that Dr. Koth is himself not satisfied

with this construction as Yaska, who uses ^NRi^ild^l twice

elsewhere, would in that case be a Kamboja;
" under these

circumstances,
"
says Dr. Both,

* k

the only possible explanation
appears to me to be that we have to banish from our texts the

words s^rafcF to ^ ?% as an unskilful interpolation of a wiser

grammarian.
" The absurdity of Dr. Roth's speculation is

exposed by the light thrown on the passage by Patanjali and
Bhatta Kumarila.

Patanjall says :

% %

(I) Indian Antiquary for 1916, p. 176.
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Bhartrhari and 1 Kaiyata explain

Mahabhasya Nirnayasagar ed. Vol. I, p, 27.

Bhatta Kumarila says :

I ^ffcf T ( #T )

Tantravartika, Benares edition, p. 146.

Kumarila implies tliat ^fc[ is a '<qrg and

The first point that strikes us here is that while Yaska and
Patanjali read 3F=r ^fcf, Kumarila says ^N'dlRi ^^RfOT^r^^^. This
is due to the fact that the noun ^H

"
a dead body '% according

to Kumarila and Kaiyata, is both masculine and neuter, as
we learn from Amarasimha- "

^r^Rf^RTTJ^'' which Kslrasvami
explains ^rafct ^^^TF^ft^: ^R: The second point, that we should
note, is that Fatanjali and Kumarila^ use srg^cT

2 as the

equivalent of ^TT^%.

Yaska.
Patanjali
Kumarila.
Fatanjali.

The third point worth considering is fche position of the
word ^fcf which denotes ^^q 3 or the kind of change under-

gone by the root. Therefore it should come immediately before

the word R^|< in construing the passages thus "

Yaska.
Patanjali.
Kumarila.

When Dr. Hoth put 4
the misconstrucfeion up~>n the words

in the IN irukta, he seems to have overlooked the well-known
rule laid down by Katyayana in his Vartika on Panini, III,

3 t 108,

\ -f'- \

Kasika, Benares, ed. Part 1, p. 282.

(1) Kielhorn's ed. of Mahabba^ya, vol. II preface p. 16.

(2) ?rcr *T5m3f

qgf q^tqr 3^ vtv*qft SHPT: ^ \4<w- \ M*<JfBr ^^^ %f&

Mahabha^ya, III, 2. 102,

(3) O-a^aratna-mahodadM. Benares edi. p. 13.
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Haradatta remarks.

^fcf

Panini, III, 1, 5.

Panini, III, 1, 6.

Illustrations of this rale will be found in the extracts from
the Mrukta and Panini's Unadi Sutras given side by side by
me in another *

paper. In the passages under discussion the
word *rf*r is an illustration of ^ while ^icrfcF ^rfcf ^WTT% and t?1%
are illustrations of ffcf^. It is thus clear that the words 2^ ^fcf or

2^: ^RT do not denote a root, but a noun. Samkaracarya gives
the meaning of the verb ^ffct used in Yedanta 2

sutra, III, 1, 1.

T \ 5T }

Sarlrakabhasya, III, 1, 10.

The Sanskrit word ^ff% in this sense has survived in the
Marathi verb ?j*m, ^5 ^f^f and

u
the word ^ meaning

" a dead
body

**
is used at the present day not only in Marathi bufc in

many other Indian vernaculars.

The arguments of Dr. Roth being demolished, it follows
that in the opinion of Yaska and Patanjali Sanskrit was
spoken by the people of Kamboja, of Surastra, by the A.ryas,
by the people of Pracyamadhya and by the Eastern and
Northern peoples. That it was spoken in Southern India also
has been proved above.

Panini tells us that in his time the names of towns,
villages, tribes and rivers were Sanskrit. And lie lays down
rules to explain the formation of derivatives from euch names
This proves that in Gandhara and the adjacent parts Sanskritwas a spoken language in Panini's time.; though at present
different vernaculars are spoken there. Similarly, in Kolhapurand its neighbourhood formerly Kanarese was the spoken
language. But after Shivaji Kanarese was superseded byMarathi. This accounts for the fact that all the inscriptionsin the Kolhapur State, belonging to pre-Marathi times, are
in Kanarese or Sanskrit. All the palm-leaf manuscripts in
the Jairm Matha at Kolhapur are written in old Kanarese
characters, the language employed being Sanskrit,

(1) Pa^ini and the authorship of the Uijadi 8mras.
by Sarixkar^rya as
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or old Kanarese. This subject has been treated by m in

another l

paper. It is therefore needless to reiterate my
arguments here.

A similar change took place in Gandhara and its neigh-
bourhood. At first Brahminism prevailed ; later on there

appeared Buddhism; but after the birth of Mahomad both were

entirely supplanted by Islam. The truth of these remarks is

placed beyond dispute by the following Sutras of Panini.

IV, 2, 99, candra III, 2, 8

IV, 2, 116. Candra III, 11, 33.

IV, 2, 117. Candra III. 2, 34.

IV, 2, 123. Candra III, 2, 37.

IV, 3, 93. Candra. III. 3. 61.

: 3^ IV, 2, 131. Candra III, 2, 47.

%c: \

r IV, 2, 100, Candra III, 2, 9.

f: \

2
i
fm?

2 *

1 Candra III, 2, 11 & 12.
, o, 1U3. )

In a lengthy dissertation contributed to the Indian

Antiquary, pp. 163-174 ( 1904 ). M. Silvain Levi maintains

that Sanskrit was never employed for official or other secular

purposes before the year 150 A. D., the date of the inscription

of Rudradaman, and that the Sanskrit drama was non-existent

before the time of the Ksatrapas who reigned in the

second century A. D.

The first statement is contradicted by Patanjali who
tells us that

(1) Nrpatunga's KavirfcjamStga,
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The ruler of a province issuses his orders in Sanskrit.

Mahabhasya, VI, 1, 2

Kielhorn's ed. Vol. II, p. 7.

The second ] assertion of the French scholar that the

Sanskrit drama was not existent before A. D, 150 is amply re-

futed by the following passages in the Mahabhasya.

i T33

Mahabhasya Idem.

1

Mahabhasya, III, 1, 26

Kielhorn, Vol. II, p. 38.

Haradatta explains

Padamanjarl, pt. I, p4 53 9

Benares ed.

Bodhayana, who is quoted by Patanjali, enumerates
among minor sins

Bodhayana Dharniasutra, II, 1, 43.

M.Silvain Levi tells us that Sanskrit was never employed
for secular purposes before A, D. 150. But Patanjali assures
us that in his time Sanskrit was used in giving an order for
a pair of thongs to a shoe-maker thus

MahabMsya, III, 1, 26

Benares ed. part III, p, 46
Klelhcxm's ed. Volf II, page 36
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Thus the splendid superstructure built on the occurrence

of such titles as ^ifi, ^g^^ g^^fcRRT^ in the Ksatrapa
inscriptions and coins falls to the ground. And the fact that

the -classical Sanskrit language was spoken in the second

century B. C. and continued to be spoken with accents till the

time of Candra but without accents even up to the time of

Kumarila it is now impossible to dispute in the face of th

authorities quoted above.

Kielhorn's first edition of Mahabhasya was published

several years^ before M. Silvain Levi*s dissertation appeared.

But the work is little studied. That Sanskrit was once spoken

is obvious to us Brahmans who live near the Tulsibag Temple
in Poona where Kirtans are performed or Puranas recited, and

who hear Marathi expressions corresponding to Patanjali*s

words *psg l^qtt 3&T- \ ^1^5 WlPi^ftl^: f% ;HcR 13= %^f ^firf

Kielhorn's ed. Mahabhasya, III, 1, 26. p. 36.

Was this language in use for some centuries before the

time of Panini is the interesting question, which it is neces-

sary to answer.

Panini mentions ten grammarians who preceded him. The

sutras in which he names them deal with the classical Sanskrit

language but not with the language of the Vedas. From this

fact we may conclude that the works which these ten predeces-

sors composed must have treated of the grammar of the classi-

cal Sanskrit. What is still more interesting Is that Paninfs

sutras mentioning his predecessors are copied by Candra,

Pujyapada and the Jaina Sakatayana, as is evident from the

following synoptical table :

^ ^_^_-^s. 1 Candra, V, 1, 129 and 132.

^itr ^arasareraiplW
I Jainendra I, 1, 25.

Panini 1, 1, 16.
j AmoghavrttL 1. 1, 103.

_ __ ^ Candra, VI, 2, 20.

3ftJiPl*V- <*WH*M I Jainendra, I, 1, 110.
Panini, I, 2, 25.

j Amoghavrtti, IV, 1, 151.

^ ^|
Candra. 1, 4, 43,

<2*T. *u<*dl'*H$H I Jainendra, II, 4, 93.

Panini, III, 4, 111.
J Amoghavrtti, I, 4, 105,

Candra IV, 4, 93.1
I Jainendra, IV, 2, 140.

j

, , ,

Panini, V, 4, 112, j Amoghavrtti, II, 1, 155.

^ ) Candra, V, 1, 94,
m ^m!H^; V Jainendra, IV, 3. 92.

Panini, VI, 1, 92.
J Amoghavrtti, 1, 1, 92.
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Panini, VI, 1, 123.

fBtS
5IW*?^ W

anini, VI, 1, 127,

Panini , VI, 1, 130.

Panini, VI, 3, 6.

Panini, VII, 1, 74.

Panini, VII, 2, 63.

anini, VII, 3, 99.

Panini, VIII, 3, 18.

Panini, VIII, 3, 19.

Panini, VIII, 3, 20.

Candra, V, 1, 121.

Jainendra- IV, 3, 117.

Amog^tavrtti, I, 1, 96.

Candra, V, 1,135.
Jainendra, IV, 3, 122.

Amoghavrtti I, 1, 74.

Candra, V, 1, 124,

Candra, V, 3, 71-72.

Jainendra, IV, 3, 127.

Amoghavrtti, II, 2, 82.

Candra, V, 4, 30.

Jainendra, V, 1, 57.

Amoghavrtti, I, 2, 8,

Candra, V, 4, 160.

Jainendra, V, 1, 118.

Amoghavrtti, IV, 2, 91*

Candra, VI, 2, 37.

Jainendra, V, 2, 104.

Amogliavrfcti, IV, 2, 29.

Candra, VI, 4, 27.

Jainendra, V, 4, 9.

Amoghavrtti, I, 1, 154.

Candra, VI, 4, ?7.

Jainendra, V, 4, 9.

Amogkavrtti, 1, 1, 155.

Candra, V, 1, 128,

Jainendra, 1, 1, 24.

Amoglmvrtfci, I, 1, 102.

In tlie table given above I have not cited the correspond-

ing Sutras of Hemacandra as they are almost identical with

the Sutras in the Amoghavrtti of Jaina Sakatayana. It in

very interesting to note the fact that from the end of the third

century to the appearance of King Bhoja of Dhara in the ele-

venth century the grammar of Panini was "copied and preserv-
ed by the distinguished Buddhist and Jaina authors whose
works have survived to the present day, namely, Candra
Pujyapada, Bhartrhari, the author of the Vakyapadiya, Jaya-
ditya and Vamana, the joint authors of the Kasiika, the NySsa-
kara Jinendra Buddhi, Jaina Sakatayana the Nyasetkara
Prabhacandra, Dayapala and Hemacandra. The ]sJikaV
which belongs to the 7th century, continued to be studied upto
the seventeenth century when it was superseded by Bhattoji
Dlksita's work, the SiddhantakaumudL
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Now these heretical authors were not mediaeval Brahmans.
They did not care for the Vedlc literature or Vedic grammar.
The four Sutrakaras especially Candra, Pujyapada, Jaina
Sakatayana and Hemacandra borrowed with slight modifica-

tions, only those sutras of Panini, as amended by Katyayana
and Patanjali, that dealt with classical Sanskrit. The prede-
cessors of Panini, whose opinions have found their way into

the works of these heretical grammarians, must have dealt

with classical Sanskrit. In other words classical Sanskrit, as

distinct from the "Vedic language, was not invented by Panini
but existed in the time of his predecessors. These predecessors
of Panini were not mere names or imaginary persons as some
of them, especially Sakalya, Ka^yapa, Sakatayana, and Gargya
are prominently mentioned by Yaska in his Nirukta,

1 by
Katyayana in his Vajasaneya 2

Pratisakhya, and by
Patanjali, ID his Mahabhasya.

3

The most ancient of the ten predecessors of Panini was

dndoubtedly Sakalya, who is believed to have compiled one

of the two recensions of the Bgveda named after him. This

belief is alluded to by Patanjali in his Mahabhasya thus :

Mahabhasya, Nirnaya Sagar edL

VoL II, p. 291.

The Chronological relations between some of these pre-

decessors of Panini can be shown thus :
*

(1) Nirukta, Venkatesh press edi.

pp. 26, 56, 219 Gargya.
p. 520 Sakalya.
pp. 25, 56 feckat^yana.

J

(2) 6uklayajuh pratisskhya, Benares edi.

Ill, 12, 55, 92

III, 10 fekalya.
IV, 165 GHrgya.
IV, 5 KasSyapa.

(3)

Matebtefya, III, 2, 115,

11
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Sakalya.

Sakatayana the elder.

Gargya.

Yaska.
!

Panini.
I

Vyadi.

Katyayana the author of the Vartikas on PSninL

Goldstucker has satisfactorily proved that Katyayana
the author of the Suklayajuhpratisakhya is identical with
Katyayana the Vartika-kara of Panini

Let us now turn to Kautilya's ArbhaSastra in which we
find the following interesting passage :

II, 10, p. 72.

The concluding words in the above passage will at once
remind us of the following Sutras of Panini.

I, 4, 56.

: ] i, 4, 57.

[ BTO^ f^qirTT: ] I, 4, 58.
: ] ^rarft: f^n^T I, 4, 59.

From this it is obvious that Kautilya was acquainted
with Panini's Sutras and his *mre which enumerates ^r^r:Nor is this all. Kautilya also knew the Pratisakhya of
Katyayana which says,

, 39.
means ^j^f ^^RT: qroff ^ VIII, 40.

, 41.

VIII, 42.

VIII 43.

VIII 44.

VIII, 45,

\ TTirTT A

} vTnf 46,
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I must point out here tliat B?K and sf^r are treated as syno-

nymous by Katyayana in the sutras cited above, and his defini-

tion 3T3fWii^Hi *I3[^ is thus equivalent to ^w^H : ^fj^ which

is imitated by Kautilya when he says qpwsn?f*- W3c Katyayana's
last verse is also found in the Rkpratisakhya. But this fact

will not affect my conclusion, as the last named work * also

mentions o^rft or <^rto6; it may therefore be safely concluded that

Panini, Vyadi and Katyayana were considered classical

authors in the fourth century.

Let us now proceed to discuss the earliest limit to the age
of Panini. In the Astadhyayl sutra, II, 1, 70

Panini teaches the formation of the compound
. 'I his is an allusion to the institution of nuns which is

still prevalent among the Svetambara Jaina community at

the present day. In the undi sutra, III, 1BO *F^[ ^w the word

sf^T and in another Unadi sutra III, 2 ^i%5T^f%^f|; ^s^if^^r ^g the

word fR are taught by Panini. The two words ^^T and f^R

and the institution of nuns are common both to the Jainas and

the Buddhists. But the word ST^ bad not, in Panini's time*

yet acquired the peculiar meanings attached to it by these two

sects. Panini 2
says that it means only deserving in a good

sense III, 2. 133, It is also admitted on all hands that Jainism

is older than Buddhism* Panini, therefore, alludes to Jainism

and not to Buddhism. On these grounds Panini may be assign-

ed to the last quarter of the seventh century B. C. just before

the appearance of Mahavlra and his junior contemporary

Gautama Buddha. It must be mentioned here that Mahavlra

was only the renovator of Jainism, the sect having been found-

ed by his predecessor Par&vanatha,

(1) ^kpr^ti^akbya XIII, 12

(2) srf: si^nrr^IIIf 2,133.



WERE THE VJLTASANEYI SAMHITA AND_THE
SATAPATHA BRAHMANA UNKNOWN TO PANINI ?

BY
K. B. PATHAK, B. A., Ph. D.

f\^_ ____

This Is a very Interesting problem discussed by Gold",

stacker. The conclusion at which he has arrived is tlxafe

Panini lived before the composition of the two Yedic works, the

Vajasaneyl Samnita and the Satapatha Brahmana. The

absurdity of this conclusion becomes manifest to us if we

compare the following Sutras of Panini:

PaDini says that in the non-Vedic or classical Sanskrit

language T and other particles come always before the verb,

but that in the Vedic language such particles may come either

before the verb or after it, and that sometimes in the Vedio

language other words may intervene between such particlea

and the verb. Here a contrast is drawn between the grammar
of the Vedic language and that of the classical Sanskrit

language by Panini. On this ground we can safely assign
Panini to the classical period, independently of the question
whether or not he mentions the white Yajurveda or the

Satapatha Brahmana, Similarly an English author who
discusses the grammatical peculiarities of the English language
BS it was spoken and written in the Elizabethan period and
compares them with those of the same language belonging to

the Victorian era, must be assigned to the nineteenth century^
Let us turn to another Sutra of Panini :

3T^ i i^*^^ihi0ici. IV. 4. 71,
Kasika explains:

I

: \

Candra says :

cl HI 4. 72,
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This Siitra is most interesting as Panini here alludes to tlie

practice which is still observed at the present day by the
Brahmans, of suspending the recitation of the Vedas on the

eighth, the fourteenth and the new and full moon days of the

lunar month. From the passage cited above from the Kasika
we learn that there is a sastra which forbids the study of the
Vedas on certain days and at certain places. This is presup-

posed by Panini's Sutra. Though this Sutra is not remarked
upon in the Mahabhasya, i^atyayana and Patanjali vouchsafe
to us the necessary information on this point under the

following Sutra :

ST^T w* \^t\^\^\' v. 2. 59.

In a Vedic text there occur the words BT^T sfTO^. The
whole of the first word and part of the second give us the form
BT^q- qur. To this is affixed the termination & ( |^) and we get
the form sr^f^OTFTO^; and we can say ST^^^FT ^OT^ This new
derivative ^^eji+fFTO^ must be regarded as a different word from
the original words sr^FT and WHJM which can not change their

relative positions and have different accents. Katyayana and

Pataajali say :

N V U

FRTcf

\

Mahabhasya, Kielhorn9
s 2nd ed.

Vol. II, p. 386.

The works in which the rules about spr^RT are laid down
are the Dharmasutras of Apastamba, Gautama and Bodhayana.
These works are presupposed by Panini, Katyayana and

Patanjalt In the Mahabhasya we read

Kielhorn YoL II, p. 365.

Patanjali borrows his definition of Aryavarta from Bodha-

yana's Dharmasutra:

Hi pi' m.
}

}
Bodhayaua,DharmasatraI, 1,205

S/pastamba in his Dharmasutra says :

Apastamba Dh. S. L 7, 30.

Gautama says
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c ^
^tf^T^W^ST^^^

Gautama Dh. S. II, 38, 39.

Bodhayana says
2%- U

S^n% rT U

Bodhayana Dh. S. I, 2, 36 & 37.

Katyayana and Patanjali had before them the above
Dharmasufcras as is evident from the following passage.

\

Mahabhasya 1ST. sagar ed. Vol. I p. 352.

Patanjail's words f$|^ 4Wn%T%^^^%R^%f^f?f ( VI, 1, 84)

are suggested by Bodhayana's words

( Dh. S. I, 5, 15 ).

Bodhayana says :

Bodhayana Dh. S. I, 1, 31.

Patanjali explaining the first Vartika on q%% T%J III, 2
f 115

gives the following illustration % ^r%WT^ ^nm. This means
that I have not gone to the Kalmga country and have not
committed the sin mentioned by Bodhayana.

Usury is condemned by the Dharmasufcrakaras. Bodha-
yana says :

Bodbayana Dh, S. I, 5, 79.
This is alluded to by Panini in the following Sutra

IV, 4, 30.

Katyayana objects to the wording of this Sutra which he
proposes to correct into ^r^f% *nfa, since lending a sum of
money is not censurable

; receiving a larger sum in repayment
is really censurable. But Patanjali's defence of Panini is not
acceptable to Candra who thus;amends his own Sutra nif III
4,36. Katyayana tells us the word qT|f^^ used in the
Dharmasutra is derived from K%. I have stated that these
Dharmasutrakaras; who have laid down rules about BRB^T ara
alluded to by Panmi in his Sutra ^^T^^^^. IV, ^71. Ihave proved elsewhere that the oldest of these three Dharma-
sutrak^as

ui Apastamba who quotes the Vajasaneyi Brahma9a
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,ia, 4.

S.pastatnba fclien cites a passage from another Brahmana
and winds up thus S

I, 12, 5.

From these passages we can conclude that the rules for

are not found in the Sarhhitas, Brahmanas and Upa-
nisads. Such rules are laid down hy the Dharmasutras.
These being older than Panini, it is obvious that in the time of

this grammarian, the Vajasaneyl Sarhhita and Brahmana
were well known to the people.

A.n additional argument in support of the opinion that the

Vajasaneyl Samhita and Brahmana were regarded as ancient

works in the days of Fanini is supplied by his two Sutras,

\ IV, 3, 104,

IV, 3, 106.

In the first of these Sutras Panini teaches that the names
of the pupils of Kalapi as well as the names of the pupils of

Vaisampayana receive the termination f^TRF. Katyayana re-

marks that here only direct pupils are intended but not pupil's

pupils, since Panini mentions s^TR, who was a pupil of

Vai&ampayana, in the first Sutra and since he also mentions

in the ^TFFEli^m, attached to the second Sutra, ^INR^f who was
a pupil of 375, the latter being a pupil of Vaisampayana.
These facts will convince Sanskrit scholars that the names
mentioned in the ^rari^rrar must hwe been preserved with

unusual care. While ^rr^RPT is the seventh word in this TT^T, the

name qrer^fo stands second. It also stands second in the

Candravrtti and Kasikavrtti. The word is also used in

the Amoghavrtti of Jaina Sakatayana, in the Brhadvrtti of

Hemacandra and in the Ganaratnamahodadhi of VardhatDana.

A.S Panini uses the plural form ^M cblK'f3T: it is plain that he

must have mentioned the first three words. 'For these reasons

the second word 'qM-^^Hi could never have been a later interpola-

tion. Kasdka explains the second Sutra thus :

IV, 3, 106
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Candravrtti III, 3 72

This view is confirmed by another sutra.

T^f ^ trig

Panini IV, 3, 66.

Which means

means

The word cii>t^(3ji: means those who recite and study the
white Yajurveda. And as Brhadaranyakopanisad says

Brhadaranyakopanisad
Anandasrama ed. p. 810

It is obvious that the compiler of the white Yajurveda had
two names 4Mv^' and ^W^e^T. -Katyayana says that this word

does not take f^fR but ST^ in the expression,

( Panini IV, 3, 105 ) Katyayana adds that
the derivative qif^^ is not g@spr ( BT^%%i%q^ ) ; that is, it is
never applied to those who recite and study the Brahmana of
the white Yajurveda ; it is restricted to the Brahmana itself.
On the other hand the word ^SFFr, though it is the second
nameof Yajnavalkya himself, does take f9rf3r, and its derivative
^WWKW means those who recite and study the white Yajuf-
veda. Katyayana assures us that Yajaavalkya was as ancietli
as Satyayana and others by using the expression
which means W^^T^R Pr \

Jinendrabuddhi

Haradatta

0| *he Satepatha Brah-
to

, 3, 79,

This is copied by the Ks6ika ( IV, 3, 105 )
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* ^isi^e^iM SU^MM \

I cRl

Jinendrabuddhi says s

: \

In the Tattvabodhinl, ( Nirnayasagar ed. p. 253 j we read

In the same work, p. 237, we

5JJHT ^f% ifrf^Tf ^^R: I This last statement may have misled
Dr. Goldstxicker into believing that the Suklayajurveda and
its Brahmana are later than Paiiini. Nor is there anything in

the sutras, vartikas and the Bhasya, which will warrant us in

attributing^ Fanini the belief in the posteriority of Yaifia-

valkya to Satyayana and others. The conclusion from the

above discussion is that the Sukla Yajurveda and its Brah-
mana wejpe considered Vedic works in the days of Panini.



FURTHER REMARKS ON THE UNADI SUTRAS
OF PANINL

BY
K. B. PATHAK:, B. A,, Ph. L.

Goldstuoker says
"

that the Unadi sutras contain no

definition of any technical word, requires no confirmation
from me,

" " That a treatise like the Unadi sutras uses those

terms which are defined by him ( Panini );

" "
the only

possible conclusion is that this treatise was written later

than the grammar of Panini.
"

This is amply refuted by
Patanjali who tells us that the definitions in the Astadhyayl
are applicable to the terms in the Unadi sutras, In his interest-

ing discussion on the sutra 3j^T4s4t ^(1,4,3) he "says that

this definition of the term^ must be interpreted in such a

way that it may apply to the aunadika termination f in 53^
and cF^T so that we may have the dative forms ^*r, 3^
according to the Astadhyayl sutra 3^ TRJJ: ( VII, 3, 112 )

^Tft + 3TT+TT=^R- ; ^r+3TT + XT==cFat This is also alluded to

in the following passage,

TT3 f|

Mahabhasya ( VI, 3, 43 )

Kielhorn's ed, Vol III p. 159;

The allusion here is to the aunadika termination f.

^f%l^cTT%RT: f Un III, 159.

^%fe Un. Ill, 161.

Here is another passage:

Mahabhasya, Kielhorn's ed. Vol III p. 332.
Here Katyayana and Patafijali hold that according to

Unadi sutra,
s

t 40

- f* ^med by adding ^ to the root 3^, while in the
opinion of PataSjali the * in * iu changed into * accordingto the Astadhyayl 6ufcia %: W : VIII, 2, 30. The fact that the
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Unadi terminations are 3^r4 ^Tig^ has been proved in my previ-
ous paper.

The Kasika, which belongs to the seventh century, says
that the Astadhyayl sutra ^ts^cf: VII, 1, 3, is intended by
Panini to explain the unadi termination ff^

r: VII, 1, 3.

[unadi III, 126]

In the aunadika Termination ff^; the consonant ^ without
the 3? is intended. The er is added to it in order to make it

easily pronounceable. The affixing of =3* to f[ is thus meaning-
less. The obvious intention of Panini is that the 3ri%r *3^3*
but not m is made ap^lxT by it. Thus SRTcT

* a buffalo*

and ^F^T
* a pond* have the accent on the last

syllable. It follows, therefore, that the sn^T
*

3TT%
' in &4Pd is

BTT^^IT! and therefore the second syllable in $jfa has the accent.

A. similar explanation based upon w% is given by Katyayana in
his second vartika on the preceding sutra ( VII, 1, 2. )

The Madhavlya Dhatuvrtti also says
: ^rT%%rf 5T^5% Sf^ ^tS^i: 11

Madhavlya Dhatuvrtti

Mysore ed. Vol. II, part 1^, p, 121.

The use of the word ^=3[r% in the following Unadi sutras
has led scholars fco draw erroneous inferences

IV, 146.

^*^:

II 20.

This difficulty was known to the authors of the Kasika who
offer the following solution.

Kasika ( VI, 2, 20 ) Benares ed. part II, p, 211.

As regards the other word ST^FR^ Patanjali ( I, 3, 1 ) says
This .word may also be similarly

defended. It is thus clear that the word y-^Kj in the two
Unadi sutras should be connected with those words only which

purely Vedic,
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Vimala's opinion fchat Vararuci ( Katyayana ) composed
the tmadi sutras is refuted by Katyayana's own Vartika
quoted in the Mahsbhasya ( I, 1, 4 ) tf%

33T^T% I ^ epfr fRT \ STOT^ l anfesaTT^
Thus we get the word ^fr[ meaning 3cflf% But this word
is differently derived in the Unadi sutra

: \

TattvabodhinI, Nirnayasagar ed. p. 506.

Nagojibhatta's attributing the authorship of these sutras
to the older Sakatayana who preceded Panini, is equally
erroneous, as is evident from the following two Uiiadi
sutras which contain Panini's pratyaharas

Un. 1, 115.

IV, 120.

These sutras are copied by Gandra (Un. II. 30 and
1, 52) and by Hemacandra (Tin. 168 and 609), Additional
evidence confirmatory of this view is found in the following
Unadi sutras:

II, 228

IV, 499 3?!^: from
III, 417 ?$^: from
II, 184 f^T from

Unadl satras P^supposes the
: *: II, 4, 75 and& VII, 1, 10f and

1 "
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. These words have the Udatta accent on the first syllable,

which is indicated by the letter 3, Oa the other hand Katya-

yana alludes to the Unadi termination % having no indicatory

letter affixed to it in his vartikas on Astadhyay! sutras 1, 1, 60

and IV, 3, 168. How does Panini indicate the accent in the

case of $ ? The only course open to Panini was to embody $

in the following Unadi sutra,

Unadi III 349,

and bring it under the WffiK sutras

W III, 1, 1.

<W HI 1, 2.

Thus the words fe ( +^r)and s^(^ + ^) have the

Udatta accent on the last syllable, From these facts it is

obvious that Goldstiicker's view that Katyayana alludes to a

separate Unadi list from the Unadi sutras under discussion is

untenable, The conclusion that we can draw from the facts

set forth in my two papers is that the Unadisiitras were compos-

ed by Panini himself,



MISCELLANEA
(i)

DATE OF G-ANITAMRTALAHARI OF
*

(Saka 1609 = A.. D. 1687).

Dr. Eggeling describes 1 the only Ms. of the G-ariitamrta-

laharl in the India Office Library as under :

"
Ganitamrtalaharl, Lilavatlvrtfci, a commentary on the

LllavatI, composed in 1338 A. D. ( ? ) by Ramakrsna,
son of Laksmana, grandson of Nrsimhadeva, a pupil
of Somanatha, who was a native of Jalapura on the

Sahyadri range, or Western Ghats."

The remark "
composed in 1338 A. D- ( ? )" in the above

description is based on the chronogram contained in the follow-

ing lines in the last verse of the colophon :

Obviously Dr. Eggeling could not interpret the fragment-
ary chronogram "kifci^H'-

"
on the basis of a single Ms. of

the work, He, therefore, relied in his above mentioned de-
scription on the figure

"
<R$

' '

as giving the year of the Saka
Era, in which the work was composed. The figure

<tf<i^o" con-
flicts with the figure indicated by ^ 375^ sg^ *r ( ? ) [ = 9,
0, 6, q-( ? ) ]. The letter ^ in this fragmentary chronogram is
a remnant of the word q$ (

= 1 )
;

The date of the work
as based ori this chronogram comes to Saka 1609. It appears
that the figure "l^o was inserted later by the copyist in his
futile attempt to interpret the original chronogram indicated
by the line

"

The above interpretation of the chronogram is further
strengthened on other independent grounds. The Government
MSB Library at the B OR. Institute has a Ms, of the work viz.

?i^ ," I^ Th%li

^^^onogram in this Ms. [is

fiT^^l^J^^^^^^^^ The occurrence of the

SS 1
m

I
S C Py alS may lead US to infe* tha* boththese Mss. have been copied from the same source. The frag-

I. India Office Library Catalogue, Pert V, ? . 1002 ?
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mentary chronogram ^^T^Ff" is an inaccurate copy of
U
4^T[-

g?T of the India Office Ms.

Ramakrsna wrote a commentary ( Bljaprabodha ) on the

Bijaganita. We have proved already in the last issue of the
Annals 1 that this commentary was written in aka 1609. The
date of the present work as interpreted above comes also to

dka 1609. This shows that "Ramakrsna completed both these

commentaries in ^aka 1609 (
= A. D. 1687 ). There is nothing

amisual if an author keeps himself engaged on two different

works on one and the same subject by working alternately on
each and carries both of them to completion in one and the

same year.

( ii)

THE TERMINUS AD QUEM FOR THE DATE OF
KULAPRADIPA OF SIVANANDA-SAMVAT 1765

(
= A. D. 1709 ).

Aufrecht mentions five Mss of this work, which is a

treatise, in verse* in commendation and exposition of Tantric

doctrines, in seven chapters ( praka&a ) by Siv^nandacarya.
Out of this number the following two Mss belong to the

Government Mss. Library at the B. O. R. Institute :

(1) No. 932 of 1887-91, dated Saihvat 1925.

(2y No. 474 of 1895-98, dated Samvat 1885.

The other three Mss referred to by Aufrecht are :

(3) Paris ( D 31).

(4) Oudh XII, 48.

(5) IO, 1265.

Aufrecht does not mention the date of composition of this

work in all these entries. The:India Office Ms. No, 1265 does

not give the date of composition of the work, It is dated

Samvat 1788. The entry "Paris ( D 31 )" refers not to a printed

catalogue but to a hand-written list and hence is not available

for reference. So also the entry Oudh XI [, 48.

Besides these five Mss. mentioned by Aufrecht there is a

sixth Ms. in the Government Oriental Mss. Library, Madras.

Vol. X, Parts I & II, pp. 160-161.
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It is No. 5585 described on p. 4348 of Vol. XII of the descrip-

tive catalogue of that Library. This Ms. also does not give
the date of composition of the work.

Out of tbe two Mss of the work at the B. O. R. Institute

referred to above No. 932 of 1887-91 has the following
colophon :

<f

I^ RtAti

It appears from the above colophon that this Ms. is a
modern copy of an earlier copy completed ( ^fet 3RTT ) in Sam-
vat 1765 ( Tfer GR: ^- 'tfeii^; ) by one Govinda.

The dates of the Mss. of this work so far available are the
following :

Samvat 1788 (
= A. D. 1732) India Office Ms. No. 1265.

1885 (
= A. D. 1829) No. 474 of 1895-98 ( B. O.

B. I. MB. ).

1925 ( = A. D. 1869 ) No. 932 of 1887-91 ( B. O.
B. I. Ms. ),

Ms. No. 932 of 1887-91, being a copy of another copy
completed in Samvat 1765 as remarked above, we must regard
Samvat 1765 ( = A. D. 1709 ) as the terminus ad quern for the
date of composition of Kulapradlpa of &vananda.

(iii)

DATE OF MALLAPHAKASA ASCRIBED TO MALLADEVA
( Between A. D. 1551 and 1568 )

( i ) W. p. 295 1
( ii ) Bifc. 649 } * Malladeva

^ , . .
( iU > Peters - 3. 399 by Lokanatha

SM }

| ffV5
?.

dTrfbed by Weber in hiB Catalogueof MBB. in the Berlin Library 1853). This is Onlr a
fragment oontaining folios 27-47.
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"No. ( II >is No. 1417 described on p. 649 of tli Descrip-
tive .Catalogue of Bikaner Mss by Rajendralal Mitra

( 1880 ) 26 folios -dated Samvat 1658. The work is

devoted principally to tlie examination of the pulse.
End-

No- ( iii ) is No* 435 of 1884-86 of the Government Mss.

Library at the B. O R. Institute. -58 folios-It is dated

Samvat 1685.

End-" fefim^g^cfr ......S^ :
" as

'

Before the verse *'T^R^ 4\&3&# eto.
M we find fche following

nine verses containing information about Malladeva :

ia
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fe^s- - ..... -

J )l ^ \\

WT II
^

II

t I

The verse
"

places, for instance :

(1) on folio 3 after verse 23,

;12

i4<
occurs at several

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

18,

30,

39,

50,

The Ms. begins with the verse :~^

;
u * n"

>, ^Jf Til"
f^ m this be^^^^ and the end ofthe MB. quotedabove that the Kayastha Lokanatha was the composer of the

The
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above viz. < 1 ) that the father of this Malladeva belonged to

sft^pc* ( 2 ) that he was called *mr and ( 3 ) that he was a ^jsfe

enable us to identify this Malladeva with the prince Maladeva of

Jodhapur, Son of Ganga, who was a contemporary of the

Emperors Humayun and Akbar. Maladeva came to the throne
in Vikrama Samvat 1588 (

= A.D. 1551-2 ) and died in Vikrama
Samvat 1625 (

= AD. 1568-9 ). It was this prince that refused

asylum to Humayun in his flight and thus forced him to

take refuge at Umarkot in the sandy deserts of Thur in 1541-Ss
but had to submit to Akbar shortly before his death. 1

The dates of accession and death of Maladeva mentioned
above viz. Samvat 1588 and 1625 are in harmony with the

dates of the Mss. of Mallaprakasa viz. Saihvat 1658 and 1635
of the Bikaner and the B. O. R. Institute Mss, respectively. The
B. O. R. I. Ms. being written ten years after the death of

Maladeva, is the oldest dated Ms. of the work so far available.
From the foregoing facts we can reasonably infer that

Lokanatha must have composed the work Mallaprakasa
between A.D. 1551 and 1668.

P. K. Gode.

1. I ain indebted to Mr. K. N. Dikshit, Superintendent, Archaeolo-

gical Surrey, Eastern Circle, for this identification.



EEVIEWS

THE MARATHA EAJAS OF TANJORE, BY K. R, SUBRA-
MANIAM, M. A., Price Re. 1. 1928, 60 T. S. V. Koil Street,

, Mylapore, Madras.

'From the known to the unknown' is a standard maxim in

pedagogics ; but as observed by the Foreword writer of this

small book this maxim is honoured only in the breach so far as
the teaching of history in our schools is concerned. This un-
satisfactory state of things is due to the absence of text-

books on local history by competent research workers.
ifhe existing text books deal with the Ejmperors of Delhi
and enumerate the Viceroys at Calcutta, and a list of these
'supermen must be learnt by all students young and old,
from Kashmere to Cape -Com orin. But with the spread of

higher education and of genuine interest in the historical
method this absurd standardisation of present day* text
books on history is bound to disappear and a refreshing
age of provincial and local histories brimming with new in-
formation on various topics must be dawning. The work under
review is a good index of the new age. It will, of course,
interest all readers on Tanjore side ; but students of Maratha
history also will be surprised to read that the Maratha Rajas
of Tanjore were famous for their patronage of literature and
art.

"
One lesson

"
remarks the author

"
above all, this short

history conveys and that is, that independence can be preserved
only by force actively aided by diplomacy

" and further on he
adds

"
immorality, injustice and dishonour lead to the ruin of

States." In short this outline of political and cultural history
of the epoch 1675-1800 with the aid of the available materials
is an attempt in the right direction and should induce scholars
in history in various provinces to undertake research work in
their localities and embody the results thus obtained in the
form of small histories like the one before us.

We may add before concluding that the Tanjore Marathi
inscription is a misleading document and does not deserve
a Place in the bibliography without a word of caution.

D. V. APTE.
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THE PLACE OF THE 3.RYASATYAS AND
PRATITYASAMITTP.I.DA

IN H1NAY.5.NA AND MAHAY3.NA
BY

DR. NAUNAKSHA DUTT, Ph. D. (Gal.), D. Litt, (Lond.)

An Important point of difference between Hlnayana and
Mahayana, as pointed out by the SaddharmaPuri$arika9 in

that according to the former, the realisation of the Four

Aryasatyas ( Noble Truths ) and the Pratityasamutpada ( Law
of Causation ) is of primary importance for the attainment of

Nirvana while, according to the latter, it is only of secondary

importance. The main reason for this difference is that the

Mahayanists consider the real Nirvana to be the realisation

of tfunyata ( essencelessness ) and Tathctfa ( thatness ) or Samaffi,

(sameness) of all things Sarvadharma, and not what the

Hlnayanists look upon as the attainment of Nirvana, viz,, the

realisation of the essencelessness of all constituted things

(Pudgala-sunyata) i. e. the absence of any permanently existing

entity ( anatmata ). The Mahayanists hold that the arytisatyas

and the pratityasamutpada are essential to the comprehension
of Pudgala-&unyata, and so far the Hlnayanists are right ; but

they cannot enable a being to realise Dharmasunyata, the

only gate to Nirvana*

What are really the ^Sryasatyas and the Pratltyasarnutpadcft
The ^S.ryasatyas9 as commonly known, are,- Dwhkha ( misery ),

Samudaya ( origin of misery ), Nirodha ( cessation of misery ),

and Marga ( means of cessation of misery). Of these four,

the second and the third include the Pratltyasamufpada*
which is, as is popularly known, a series of causes

leading to the origination and disappearance of duTikho,
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(misery)
l The underlying teaching of these four truths is

that they are to be treated as a formula for application to every.

thing perceived. That these four truths constitute merely a

formula and not a doctrine has been brought out very clearly

in the MajjMma Nikaya 2 and the Lalitavistara? In giving an

exposition of what is the right view ( sammaditthi ^
according

to the Buddhists, Sariputta takes up, for instance, ahara ( food ),

duhkha (misery), jaramarana (old age and death), tanha ( desire ),

namarllpa ( name and form ) and avijja (ignorance), and applies

to each of them the fourfold formula examining it in this way:

Take up for consideration a material or an immaterial thing.

What is its origin ? How does it decay ? In pursuance of this

method Sariputta defines Sammaditthi through ahara. He who

knows ahara ( food ), aharasamudaya ( how food originates ),

aMramrodha ( how food dacays ) and aharanirodhagaminlpatt-

pada ( the way in which the decay of food happens ) is said

to possess Sammaditthi. The first truth relates to Ahara which,

in the Buddhist philosophy, is of
four^

kinds. *

The second truth is aharasamudaya^ t e. ahara comes

into existence on account of tayha
5

. The third truth is

aharanirodha, i. e. s the ceasing of ahara when the ta^hn is

extinct. The fourth truth is the way in which ahara ceases.

It happens by the practice of the eightfold path, viz.,

sanimaditthij sankappa, vaca, etc. One who knows correctly

these truths gets rid of hatred and attachment, rises above

the belief in a self, drives out ignorance, and attains freedom

from misery. So, we see that in these four truths there is

nothing particularly Buddhistic. They are found in the

Brahmanioal systems of philosophy as well6
. For instance

1 Whatever remarks will be applicable to the Aryasatyas will apply
nw&ftfi* mutandis to the Pratltyasamutpada. The truth of Magga> as usual,

refers to Sammditthi> sankappa, vaca, Jcammanta, ajlva, vayama,

*ati, samac&y. For Margasatya, see A'bhidharma'kosavyalohya

( text ), p 13.

2 MajjMma, I, p. 261.

3 Lai. Vis,, p. 349; see also pp 416-7, cf . Mahavastu II, p. 285; III,

p. S3-

4 mgJw, III* pp. 22$, 276; Dhs, 71.3
,
Vis M* 9 p. 341.

5 Taj$K& (desire ) is one of the links of the PTatttyasamutpada which
is included in this exposition,

6 Prof. Stcherbatsky remarks; " These four topics the four noble
truths as the term has been Tery inadequately translated and represented
aa a fundamental principle of Buddhism contain In reality no doctrine
at all

"
. Con. of ^Vn p, 55.
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the Yoga-sutra of Patanjali (II, 15) says: YathacikitsaSastram

caturvyuham rogo rogahetur arogyam bhaisajyam iti evam

idam api sastrarn caturvyuham eva tad yatha samsaraJh

samsarahefcar mokso moksopaya eveti ( just as the science of

medicine has four sections dealing with the diagnos!s,eause and

cure of diseases, and their remedies so also this science of

spiritual healing has four sections dealing with an examina-

tion of the nature of the things, of the world, the cause of their

origin, their removal and the factors that bring about the

removal ), The Abhidharmakosa also follows up'this interpreta-

tion. It coalesces the four truths into two, viz., either cause

and effect or Samsara (world ) and Nirvaria ( cessation ). Thus

duhkha and samudaya relate to samsara, and nirodha and

marga to nirvaria* Samsara (world) is th.e;effect while samudaya

is its cause : so also Nirvana ( cessation ) is the effect while

marga is its cause. *

This position of the Hlnayanists with regard to the

Aryasatyas is Logical, for, their cardinal tenet is that a being

suffers through, wrongly assuming the existence of a self,

thus conceiving himself as a separate entity and standing in

some form of relation to every other being or thing of the

world, fco which also he ascribes an individuality similar to

his own. The chief aim of Hlnayana teaching is to expel from

one's mind all ideas of individuality, whether of himself or

any other being or thing of the world, and this can only be

effected by an examination of everything of this world under

the four aspects mentioned above. Scrutinizing all things in

this way, a being gets rid of his wrong assumption and sees

things as they really are. This is called Sammaditthi ( right

view ) or Vijja ( true knowledge ). Once this is reached he

can be said to have attained freedom from misery, or Nirvana.

With regard to the Aryasatyas, the Mahayanists stand on a

completely different footing from that of the Hmayanists. Their

cai dinal tenet is Dharmanairatmya or the non-existence of every-

thing perceived. All the things of the world have an existence

similar to the objects in a dream
The reasons fox the

Qr a mirage . Thus, if everything be*^ non-existent the examination of a

p tt doctri.os non-existent thing is absurd ; hence the

of Mahsysna. Mahayanists should show reasons for

including the Aryasatyas and the JPra-

1 Ko&a, vi. 4; see alsoSogen, Sys. of B. Thought, pi
69 ffi;

laiMeara pp. 137"8
:
it supports the interpretation of the Kosa.
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tltyasamutpcida in their doctrines. Nagarjuna and Santideva,

Asanga and Vasubandhu, therefore, took up this challenge of

the Hlnay&nists and showed by forcible and illuminating

arguments that they were justified in including the Truths in

their doctrines.

Eagarjuna has dealt with the Truths l incidentally in Ms
examination of Pratyaya, Karmaphala* Atma, etc. and at

length in his treatment of the Aryasatyas.
2 He gives this

summary of the arguments of his opponents: If everything be

non-existent ( sunya ), there cannot
NEgai'jnna smnmai-

arige question about the origin and
ises the position of the ^ ^

Hrnaysnists generally. decay of a thing, in this case, duhkha

( misery ). The five constituents of be.

ings which come into existence through pre-existing cause and
conditions are called duhkha, because they produce suffering,

being subject to change and transformation* That these consti-

tuents are a source of suffering is realised by the Aryas
( L e. Arhats ) only, and not by the common people, for the

latter labour under the four misconceptions ( viparyasas )
3
of

considering impure things as pure, impermanent as permanent,
unhappy as happy, and egoless as having ego. The common
people are like the sick, to whom sweet things appear bitter. A
person who is not yet an arhat(anarya) does notknow that the five

upadanaskandhas are a source of suffering* It Is for this reason
that the Truths^sati/as) are called Truths for the perfect only. If

everything be sunya ( non-existent ), there cannot be the first

Ariasatya called duhkha and consequently there can be no
samudaya ( origin \ nirodha ( destruction ), or marga ( means of

destruction ) of suffering. If the four Aryasatyas do not exist,

there cannot exist true knowledge, exertion, or realisation, the
four fruits of sanctification or their enjoyer, the Sangha
Dharmay or even Buddha. The assertion of sunyata ( non-ex-
istence of everything ) goes against the existence of the three
ratnas, in fact, of all things, good or bad.

1 M. Fr.
s chs. I XVII, XVIII.

2 IUd., -ch. XXIV.
3 Bodhic. -

L $. 375; M. Fr., p. 464 & 607 referriDg to JVet., p. 114
and Index; siksa., p. 198; Anguttara, II, p. 52; Yogasutras. I, 5j fifarvadJa-

rjawa
( ed. of Mm. Vasudev Sastri Abhyankar, 1924 ) p, 361: gee also

rnfm* '
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Nagarjuna pities his opponents for their inability to grasp

the true sense of sunyata, or his object of establishing sunyata,

and also for their wrong imagination. The object of teaching

sunyata is to bring about a complete cessa-

NsgSrjuna's aigu- tion of all prapanca (imagination looking

ments to meet charges upon unjty as manifold), The view held
mflde y ~

by his opponents that moksa, "(emancipa-

tion) is attained by the destruction of

action (karma) and passion (Mesa) is incorrect. It is a known fact

that ordinarily persons are ignorant of the real state of things.

They conceive rupa (form), vedana (feeling), etc., and allow

passion, hatred and delusion to come into existence. From

this statement as also from the Sutras, it is evident that

samkalpa ( imagination ) is the source of

this tt follows that

karma and Mesa are only products of

imagination and have no real existence. Their origin is due to

the prapanca ( thought-creation ) which takes hold of the mind of

a worldly being, who from the time immemorial is used to a

variety of actions and things such as gain and loss, happiness

and misery, action and the actor, known and the knower and so

forth. Allthene worldly thought-creations cease to exist when

a person realises the non-existence of the things which are

commonly supposed to have real existence. Just as a person

does not form any idea ( prapanca ) about the
'

beauty of a

barren woman's daughter
* and consequently does not weave a

net of fancies ( kalpana ) around her, so also a Mahayanist is

not troubled with the conception of "I ' and "Mine", the

roots of a belief in self ( satkaijadrsti ), nor is be troubled by

any cause for the origin of afflictions. If a person realises

that afflictions ( Mesas ) do not originate, he cannot have

any idea of good or bad action and consequently, ot birtfc,

old age, disease and death. Therefore the Yogins ( asceticsi),

established in Sunyata do not conceive any real skandha,

dttfe, ayatana, etc. and hence they have no prapanca,

vikalpa, satkayadrsti, Mesa, karma or mrfyu. Thus, .tHe reaiisa

tion of sunyata brings about the complete cessation of all

prapaficas, and so it is said thai
the^

realisation of sunyata is

the same as the realisation of Nirvaya.
1

I JC, Ff,, pp. 360*1,
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Having dealt with the object of the teaching or aa
Nagarjuna proceeds to an exposition of Sunyata by stating*
its characteristic marks ( laksanas ),

J which are as follows :_
( i ) It is apxrapratyaya, i. e. ifc cannot be imparted byone to another 2

. One is to realise within himself ( pratyatma-
vedija ) the Truth, and not to understand it by listening to the
instruction of A.ryas ( the Perfect ) who can speak of the Truth
only through superimpositions ( samaropa ).

( ii ) It is santa, i e. it has the nature of: cessation. 3

(iii) ItiBprapaFteuiraprapanctiam, i e. it is inexpressible*The first prapaflcaiB taken as a synonym of speech ( vak )
s

i. e. the sense of sunyata is not utterable by words.

/
iV * Ii; is m?vtkal̂ a or ^realisable in concepts V ikalva

is thought-construction; so sunyata is beyond (lit. devoid of)
thought-construction. And, lastly,

( v ) It is ananartha L e. devoid of different meanings.
Thus he points out that Sunyata is not to be taken in thasense of nastttva ( nihilism ) or abtotoa ( absence of something )as wrongly supposed by the Hlnayanisfcs. He continues' 011 *

yah pratltyasamutpadai sunyatam tarn pracaksamahe I

sa pra3uaptir upadaya pratipat saiva madhyama n 6

( We say that dependent origination is Sunyata It is in that

1 M. Vr. pp. 372^77
" --

2 Prof Stcherbatsky ( Con of A7 ,, A i ^ x

cogmsable from without "but the oL ?' I traQ8late8 " *" "
>-

8eemtowarraDtthereCderi^
menar7 dktt does not

Hence
Prof.

See Jf. Vr. p. 373.
p.
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tion, and the fact of this non-origination in reality is sunyata.
So it is asserted by the Teacher in the Anavataptahradupasa?h-
kramana-sutra

* that whatever is said bo have come into

existence through cause and condition ( i. e. relatively ) is

really unborn ; it cannot have real origination ; and whatever
is subject "to cause and condition is sunya. The statement
made in the Lankavatara and elsewhere that all dharmas are

sunya ( non-existent ) refers to the non-origination .of things
in reality. It is in this sense that the connotation of sunyata
has come into existence. Hence it is said that sunyata, which
bears the sign of non-origination in reality, is the middle path.
That which is really non-originated can neither be said to

exist nor to vanish; hence is neither existent nor non-existent

#nd is therefore the Middle path, which keeps clear of the two*
extremes and is nothing but the non-originating sunyata*

We may consider this topic in another way: There is

nothing which originates without cause and condition and
therefore there is nothing which can be called asunya? ( non-
relative ). It is said in the tfataka and elsewhere that nothing
is ever produced without cause and condition, or, in other

words, there is nothing eternal. The ignorant only conceive

of eternity, etc, in regard to the Akasa. The wise know that

all things are caused and conditioned, and they never fall

into the delusion of either of the two extremes. If it be

admitted, as is done by some of the Hmayanists that things

( i.e. the elements that constitute a being ) Jare uncaused and
unconditioned, then the four Aryasatyas are contradicted, for

how can there be duhkha, the first truth, if things come into

existence without cause and condition ( apratttya ) ?

Nagarjuna, thus establishing that sunyata is neither

nastitva nor dbhava but a word signifying the relative existence

of things, says that the Hinayanisfa, too much engrossed in the

studies of texts alone, have misunderstood the sense of sunyata

and do not understand that the Teacher delivered his teachings

in two ways, viz. conventional and real, or empirical

and transcendental. So it is said by Kagarjuna:

1 M. Vr.
, p. 239.

2 Of. BodMc., p. 359:

Na san na"aau na sadasan na cspyanubhayStraakam i

Catukotivinirmuktara taitvam madhyarnica" viduh \\

3 Referring evidently to the
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Dve satye samupassritya buddhanam dharmadesana I

Lokasamvrtisatyam casatyam ca paramarthatalt 1
u

( The teachings of Buddhas are based on two
kinds of truth, the truth of the world, and the

truth in the highest sense ) JSTagarjuna as well as Santideva
points out that the words in common

(u )Buddha>a teachings skxnrfha, alma, Icka, etc beingwere delivered in two ** 8

ways . enveloped ( samvrfca, ) on all sides are

( a ) Sanwrti. called conventional. The expression

Samwrti has three different senses, which are as follows:

( i ) Sanrwrti is the same as ignorance on account of its

completely enveloping the reality, or, in other words, it is

identical with ignorance ( avidya ).
* In elucidation of this,

PrajftaJcaramafi, the commentator of the Bodhicaryavatara,
says that ignorance superimposes a form on a non-
existent thing and thus creates an obstacle to the
correct view of the reality. In support of his statement
he quotes from the Aryasalistambasutra a stanza, in which it is

stated thafc ignorance ( avidya ) is nothing but non-realisation
( ap?atipatti ) of the truth, and faith in falsehood.

( ii ) Samvfti implies a thing which depends on another
for existence, L e, subject to cause and condition,

5 for a
really self-existent thing cannot have origin and decay, or any
k*n<

l
of *raws^orma*ion ; so whatever is caused and conditioned

is Samvrta ( phenomenal ;.

( iii ) Samvrti refers to signs or words current in the
world, i. e. accepted by the generality of people and
based on direct perception.

4
Santideva points out that rupa

(form ), iabda ( sound }, etc. should not be supposed

1 M, Fr., p. 492j BodJiic., p. 361. The two kinds of Truth have been
exhaustively dealt with in the MadhyamaVavaiarct ( cbs. v & vi )- see
alao Le Museon, 1907, N.S. VIII for summary of ch. v.

2 BodMc., p. 352. Samvrijata Svriyate yathabbntaparijnSnani
iTabfaavSvarana-d STrta;prakSdan*c cUnayeU samvrtih. Avidya- moho
Yiparyssa iti paryaysfc. (It is called sainvrti because it envelopes the
real knowledge and also because it helps to uncover that which is, aa a
matter of course, enveloped. It is synonymous with ignorance, delusion
or misconception. , For Paramartha being the same as Nirvana, see infra.

uc ate
' P " 352 : tratlfcyasamutpannam vasturupam eamvrtir
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to be really existing on account of their being dire-

ctly perceived by all in the sam-e way. Their existence ^

is substantiated by proofs wMcli are valid from the

worldly, and not from the transcendental standpoint. If oil

that is perceived by the senses be true, then a fool knows the

truth, and there is no need of exertion for the acquisition

of Truth. In support of his statement, he cites the illustration

that the body of a woman, though impure in the highest s$nse,

is regarded as pure by a man whose mind is swayed by attach-

ment, hence a fact cannot be established merely by experience.

It may be argued that as the expressions like dhafu* and

aijatana occur in the scriptures, they are real, and besides had

they been non-existent, the Teacher would not have referred to

them as momentary, subject to decay, etc. Santideva explains
this away by saying that the Teacher used them only as

artifices to lead men, having minds engrossed in thinking of

object as existent, to the conception of sunyala> i. e. things are

really non-existent. Whatever Buddha said about skandha^
dhatit) ayatana or their transitoriness is conventional and not

real ; hence the existence of dhalus and ayatanas in reality is

not established. If it be held that every object of experience
IB unreal, how can we account for the experience of ksanikatva

( transitorinese ) of pudgala by the yogins ( ascetics ; who have
perfected themselves in the meditation of JPudgalanaircitmya
( essencelessness of constituted things )? Santideva's answer
is very simple. He says that even the experiences of yogim
are not above sawvrti, for samvrfl included everything that

falls within the scope of buddhi ( intelligence ), and the reality

lies beyond it. The experience of the yogins that a woman's
body is impure contradicts the experience of an ordinary man
who considers it to be pure, Thus it is proved that the scrip-

tural authority does not establish the reality of skandha, dhafu,

ayatana, etc.

All that has been said above applies to tokar-sawtvftl onl-y*

i e. truths valid in the world of con-
Two kinds of santrrfr- vention which are accepted as such by

9atya6 '

the generality of the people. There is,

however, another kind of the so-called truth, which should be

distinguished as Alakasamvrh i. e. truths not accepted by the

generality of the people. Tho cxperieucas of a mftii with

diseased eyes or defective organs of sense are peculiar to the

s
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mati and are not true for all Such experiences should be-

called Alokasamvrti ( conventional truths but not general ),

SSntideva calls these two kinds of conventional truths

Tathya-samvrli and Mithya-samvrti9 and distinguishes bhem
thus:

1 The Talhya-samvrti ( phenomenal truth ) refers to

things which originate out of a cause ( kimcit pratitya jatam )

and are perceived in the same way by all persons wifch

unimpaired organs of sense, e. g. the colour blue, etc. The

Mithya-satnvrti refers to those things or statements which are

accepted only by individuals and not universally, though they

may have originated through cause and condition, i. e. they
are like things perceived by a parson with a defective organ
of sense.

The Truth of the Aryas, who see things as they really are, is

_ quite different from the two so-called
( b ) Paramartha- _ .

3a tva
truths mentioned above, Nagar^una

says that this truth, Paramartliasatya

is identical with Nirvana.2
It does not admit of any distinc-

tion as subject; and object,
3

It is im-orlginating and undecay-
ing, and as such it is not an object to be grasped by the mind.
It'is indeterminable by speech and unknowable by know-
ledge,

4 Hence the highest truth is inexpressible and can be
realised only within one's own self.-

5 It cannot form the subject
matter of instruction, and hence it cannot be imparted by one
to another. S&ntideva explains the truth ( tattva or paramartha-
satya ) as beyond the range of buddhi ( intellection or percep-
tion ) while that which comes within the range of buddhi is

conventional (samvrii).* According to him, the truth is
attainable by giving up of all things which act as hindrances
to knowledge, viz., impressions (vasana),,connection (anusamdhi)
and passion ( Mesa) through comprehension of the real nature
of things. It is therefore the same as the non-exisfcence of all

1 JBodhic., p. 353."

~~
"1. See ante, p. 108; samvrti is identified with avidy* and buddhi.

See Boflhic , pp. 352, 366, also Stcherbatsky, op. cif,., p 164 TT

.Of. BotUus.,? 366 Paramsrthasatyajn sarvavyavahfftasaraati-

AblJdheyS;bbidhKna-

4 M. TV., pp. 364, 493.

5 BodAic., p. 867 : SryBnSm eva Bragamvidita-aYabhffvatayS pratylt.
tmavedyam,

J * J

* 6 Bodkic^ p, 354,
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dharrnas and as such it may be taken as a synonrm of sunyata

( essenoelessness ), fathata (thatness), bhulakoti ( true limit )

and dhwmidhatu ( totality of things). What is caused apd

conditioned is not really existent, because some things undergo

change with time, while in a really exisbent thing no change

is possible ;
neither can the fact of coming and going be attri-

buted t >.> it Things that are supposed to have exist?nce are

like an illusion or an echo, because they arise through cause

and condition, and disappear when the cause and condition

cease. So in reality , there can be BO origination through cause

and condition, because real origination does not depend upon

and is not subject to something else. All things arise subject to

some preceding causes and conditions; hence they are really non-

existent. How, then, can an existent thing be expected to arise

out of them ? Can anybody ascertain whence the illusory

things produceJ by causes come and where they go? In this

connection Santideva comments elaborately on the famous

stanza of Nagarjuna :

na svato napi parato na dvabhyam nSpyahetutah I

utpanna jatu vidyante bhavah. kvacana kecana u l

( Nowhere and never does a really existent thing originate ou^
of a self or non-self or both self and non-self or without any
cause ).

The aim of Santideva and of the other Mahayana writers

also is to assert that the real truth ( paramarthasaty i ) is tha$

things of this world have no more existence than the magid

figures created by a magician. As these figures and theif

movements are taken as real by the ordinary people while the

magician himself does not concern hi nself about their reality,

so also in this world, tha viparyasfas 1 e. those whose vision

is obscured and subject to error run after, or weave their

thoughts around, the various phenomenal things, while thQ

yogi, who knows the highest reality, does not pay heed to them.

In short, the Paramarlhasahja is nothing but the realisation of

the dreamlike or echolike nature of the SamvrtiB \tyas.
a

1 Bodh>c., p. 357 ;
If. Vr , p. 12.

2 Bodhic., jp. 368, 379. The Satyaaiddhi school introduced the two.

kinds of truth, VyavaJidrasatya and Poaamarfhasatya into the Buddbist

metaphysics. In the Aksayamatinirdemsutra these two truths form the

principal subject of discuasion ( Vatdya, Catu^saUka, p. 19 ). In the

MahSylna literature there are other expressions bearing the same sense #&

Paramaribo, and Samvrti, e. g. NltSrtha and NeyySrtha, see
M.JTr. 9.&

41 ;
V. Sastri, LH. Q., IT, 2 on SamdTiya^lJiasa.M. Vr. pp,41 Sutta., p. 51
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If Paramarthasatya be of an inexpressible nature and
Jfamvrti satya be non-existing like an illusion or echo as urged
by NSg&rjuna and Santideva, a Hlnayanist may enquire about
the necessity of preaching on the topics like skandha, dhatu

ayatanu t aryasntyas, pratltyasamutpada, and, which are con-

ventionally true but not true in the highest; sense ( atattva ),

The reply is

Vyavaharam anasritya paramartho na desyate I

Paramartham anagamya nirvanam nadhigarnyate. *
I)

(The highest truth connot be imparted without having recourse
to conventional truths; and nina^a cannot be attained without
the realisation of the highest truth ). In other words, the

highest truth cannot be brought home directly to a mind, which
normally does not rise above the conventional distinction of

subject and object, knower and known; hence it must be
imparted through conventional truths, and unless it is so
imparted one cannot be expected to extricate himself from
worldly limitations and arrive at Nirvana, It is for this
reason that the MahaySnists cannot dispense with samvrti
topics like dhatu, atjatana, aryasahja and &ratttyasamutpada\
they are like vessels to the seeker of water.

The other reason2 for which the MahaySnists cannot
dispense with zamvrti topics is that the Paramarthasatya cannot
be explained to another by signs or predicate, but yet it has to
De explained. So the only alternative is to explain it by th
negation of sarnmti matters. So it is said to be,

( i ) agocara i. e. beyond the cognizance of buddM
( jmtellection ):

( ii ) avisaya i e. beyond the scope of knowledge:
{ ill ) sarvaprapan'*awnv*mukta i. e. beyond the possibility

0f detailed descriptions:

(iv) Kalpanasamatikranta i. e. beyond every possible
form of imagination, e. g. existence or non-esistance, true or

For ParamartUJca and Abhiprayikt, see M. Vr^ pp. 42 ff Sutfct
p. 138; Keith, B. PUL, ^ 235; Journal Asiatique,* 1903, ii, p.

?

360 forr^reoec and comments on Samvrti ard Paramartha.
1 Jf. FK, p. 494j BodMo., p. 365; cf . Bodhic., p. 372: UpSyabhtttamT npeyabhutam paramsrtbasatyam ( alfo in th*

Also Fatal*** ( A.S.B. TO) lettf
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untrue, eternal or non-eternal, permanent, or impermanent,
happy or unhappy, pure or impure, and so forth.

! This

being so, the only way to explain paramarthasafya to the

people is through common placo terms and illustrations. A
person with diseased eyes sees a net of hair: he is corrected by
another whose eyes are healthy, who negates the afflicted man's
statement that there ( really ) is a net of hair. The man with

healthy eyes does noi indicate by such a negation that he is

either denying or affirming something. Similarly, persons
whose right vision is obstructed by ignorance conceive of the

existence of skandha^ d^atu, aijatana etc. which are in reality
non-existent phenomenal forms. Buddhas like the persons
with healthy eyes know this, and they cannot help saying that

there are in reality no skandhas, dhatus, ayatanas, but thereby
they neither deny nor affirm their existence. Therefore the

highest truth cannot be preached without the help of the

conventional truths. So it is said.

Anaksarasya dbarmasya Srutiit ka desanS ca kft i

6ruy ate desyate carthaK samaropEd anaksarai * U

[How can there be hearing and preaching of Dharmq
which is unutterable ( lit cannot be articulated ) ; it is by the

iuperimposition of ideas on the reality which is inexpressible

that the latter can b preached or heard ].

If it be established that all mundane things are really non-

existent, there is a probability of the Paramariha ( the highest
truth ) being conceived as nihilism. N&garjuna sounds a note

of warning against such a conception by saying that tunyatn
should not be identified with the extinction of a thing which
existed before. The question of extinction or nihilism does not

arise, because the existence of something preceding is not

admitted. Neither should it be regarded as something existing

by having recourse to superimpositiona. Those, who do not

realise the real distinction between these two kinds of truth,

fall into the error of either conceiving iunyata as the non-exist-,

ence of sam^karas (constituents of a being) or of assuming the

existence of something as the basis of sunyata. Both are

wrong views* and people of limited knowledge misunderstand

iunyata as the one or the other. The distinction was, in fact;

1 Bodhic., pp. 366-7 This list can b^ expanded to a great length.

See JBodhic., p. 367.

2 Bodhic., p. 365
; M. Fr., p. 264, XV. 2 ; c. Lanka., p. 194.
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The Hrrtayilrnsts do not
IIIHJ rstand the Bland-
point of the MahayUnists
because tf ey take sun-
yata as abhava.

eo very sultle that even Buddha hesitated to preach the truth
at first.

1

In concluding his argument, Nagarjuna siys that fche

HlnaySnists by attributing the sense
of abliava ( absence or non-existence
after assuming the existence of
something) to sUnvata, fall Into the
error and fail to understand the stand-

point of the Mahaya nists. The Mahayanic conceptions of
tunyvffi, 1 e. ? that everything is non-existent fits in correctly
with all dharmas and all statements, it is when sunyata is seen
in this light that one can perceive the reasonableness of the
formulae of Causal Law and the Four Truths, the fruits of
ssnctification, sangha, dharma, budt/ha, things worldly and
transcendental, deeds right and wrong, a good or bad condi-
tion and other conventional matters. Nagarjuna, having
stated his position, attacks the Hlnayanists for their inabilityto comprehend the correct sense of the Causal Law. He say
that-just as a rider, while riding may forget his horse and
revile another for stealing it-, so also the Hlnayaniste, becauseof their distracted mind, fail to grasp the truth that fonyata istte true sense and the chief characteristic of the Causal Law;

Nagarjuna now

followed by
coocludea that

the portion of the ie-

alists, the Hlnay^uists,
is not tenable with regard
to the Four Tmtiis and
tbo Causal Law.

.

proceeds to assail the position of his
opponents. He says that those, who
admit the reality of unconstitued things
cannot logically support the Jinjasa^yaa
and the Pratihjasamutpada. It should be
remembered that the Hlnayanists applythe Causal l*aw to constituted things
only. Nagarjuna attempts to make the

,

~ '
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the doing of an action, In short, the fllnaysnio theory contra-

dicts the origin and decay as well as the fruits of sancfcification.

Hence, the 'position of the Hlnayanists that things exist by
themselves is untenable. It alsi contradicts the words of

Buddha who said on many occasions* apratttyasawutpanno

dharmah kascin na vidyate (there never exists anything which

originated without cause and condition ). This statement of

Buddha, however, fifes in with the definition of siunyata as given

by the Mahayanisl-.

If all things be existent (asunya) and if it originates with-

out caiise and condition, fchere cannot be anything impermanent
and consequently no duhkha.

Again, if duhklia be taken as something existent then the

truths of samudaya and mrodha ( origin and decay) of misery f

atid marga ( the eighl-fold path leading to the decay of misery )

are meaningless, NSgarjuna fchus pays back fche Hlnay&nists
in their own coin.

Then, with reference to the pariyfiana ( detailed knowledge)
of the Hlnayanists, tT&g&rjuna shows that it is not logical to

maintain that duhkha, assuming it to be an existent thing, was
unknown before, and that it is known subsequently because

existent things remain always in the same condition ( svabhaw
samavasthttah ) and never "undergo any change. If an existent

thing be not subject to change, it cannot be maintained that

duhkha, which was tinknowablo at first, was known later on,

Erom this it follows that there is no duhkha-panjuana ( know-

ledge of suffering ). Consequently, pmhana ( abandonment ),

sfikatkamria ( realisation ), and bhavana ( meditation ) sre mean-

ingless,

As it is unreasonable to claim knowledge of duhkha, which

was formerly by nature unknowable, so it is wrong to assume

the existence of the fruit of Srotapatli* which did not exist

before but was realised later on ; and so with the other fruits

of" sanctification. The same reasoning that which was by

nature unattainable cannot be attained later on--is applied to

show that there can be no one who enjoys these fruits, and

consequently no Sangha. If there be not the Aryasatyas, there

cannot be Dharma, and in the absence of Dharma and ScwgM
there cannot be a Buddha. If it be assumed that Buddha and

BfidM 'iafe by themselves, then me remains withmit ,ftt*y~
:
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reference to the other. If Buddhahood be taken as already
exit-ting, a person, who by nature Is a non-Buddha, can never
atta/i Br*dh>\ however much he may practise the Bodhisattva
duties* because a iion Buddha cannot be expected to change,

Nftgarjuna's point is that if a thing exists by itself then it

is absurd to speak of it as created,

Nygarjuni'g conclusion having a creator, and so forth. Just asand quotition o texts in , . , f ,_

npport of his theory. nobody speaks of uncovering the sky
because the open sky exists by itself, so

also nobody should say that a thing, existing by itself, has
been performed or attained. In fact, the theory of pratityasa-
mutpanna ( one existing with reference to another 1 e. relatively)
must be admitted, as otherwise even th expressions of every -

day usage sucn as
*

go ',

*

do *,

*

cook *,

*

read ', etc,, become
meaningless. If the world is supposed to exist by itself, the
world would be unorig mating, undecaying and unchangeable
as the self-existent i*. changeless. The world, according to the
Atunyavadins ( those who do not admit iunyaia ) would have
no concern with the Causal Law and be beyond the possibility of

diversity. Had tho world been so, says the PilaputrasamUgama^
mlfra, it would not have been dealt with by Buddha, and the
Teacher would have, as the HastikaJcsya-sutra says, gone there
with all his disciples.

^
concludes by saying that he who realises

Pratityasamutpada can rightly know the four truths and quote*
a passage from the Manjuiripariprccha, dealing with the
Mahftyftnio view of the four truths. It runs as follows: he
who realises that no dharmas have originated, has known
dxhfcha; he who realises the non-existence of all dharmas, haw
suppressed the source (mmuda^a) of misery; he, who realises
that all dharmas are completely extinct (jparinirvrla), has
comprehended the truth of mrodAa (cessation), and he, who
realises the means by which the absence of all things is known
? ^1 ? *H

Ve P
5
aotised the Path ( >rga). This has been

developed thus in the Dhyayitamustisutra. Unable to
the four truths properly on account

( misconcep-amtienl; beings cannot go beyond the world
They conceive of atma ( self ) and

( KMngB trlfttiiw to a self ) and thus have
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skctra ( actions ).

! Not knowing that all things are completely
extinct (parinii rfa) they imagine the existence of themselves and
.others, and become engrossed therein to the extent of having af-

fection, infatuation and ultimately delusion. They now perform
actions, physically, verbally, and mentally, and after making
gome superimposilions of existing on non-existing things, they
think that they are subject; to affection, infatuation, and delu-

sion. In order to get rid of them, they take ordination in the

doctrines of Buddha, observe the precepts and hope to pass
beyond the world and attain Nirvana, They imagine that

.gome things are good, some bad
; some are to be rejected, some

to be realised ; that duhkha Is to be known, the samudaya of

duhkha to be given up ; the nirodha of duhkha to'be realised; and
;the marga to be practised. They also imagine that all consti-

tuted things are impermanent and endeavour to pass beyond
.them. Thus imagining, they attain a mental state full of dis-

gust (or contempt) for constituted things, having animitla

( absence of sign or cause ) as its preceding condition. They
think that they have thus known dtihkha, I e, the transitoriness

>f constituted things, become terrified by them, and shun their

causes. Having imagined something as source ( samudaya ) of

^
duhkha they conceive of a cessation (nirodha) of duhkha and de-

cide to follow the path ( marga ) fco attain it, They retire to a
secluded place with the mind full of disgust and attain

quietude (samatha). Their minds are no longer moved by

t

worldly things and they think that they have done all that is

. to be done, they are freed from all sufferings and have become
*

arhals. But after death they find themselves reborn among the
'

gods and in their minds exist doubts about Buddha and his
*

knowledge. When they die again, they pass to hell because

4

they doubt the existence of the Tathagata after forming some

t
misconceptions about all dharmas which are unoriginated-
The four truths are therefore to be seen in the light of the

Manjusrisutra as pointed out above.

The new point of view from which the JLryaBatyas are look-
ed at by Nagarjuna appears in the Prajnaparamitas in con-

fection with the attempt to establish the conception of

sunyata. The Fancavim&ati thus defines the Aryasah^ as:
2

1 Of. BodJiic.) p. 350 J Viparyssasamjnino' satsattvasam3ropsbhim~

fttniStmlyagrfthapravrtter yonMomanasiktaprasuto

samupajftyate. TasmSt karma. Tato janmaj etc.

2 Pancavimiati
Prajnafar^mita^ pp.

43 f.

3
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What Is dtihkhamt'a'vavada f A BodhisaNva while practis-

ing the rtrajnajararnita should not consider himself as attached
or unattached (yukta or aijukla) to any one of the five skandhas,
or to any organ of sense, or to their objects t or to the

consciousness produced by the contact of the organs of sense

with their respective objects, or to any of the four truths, twelve
links of the chain of causation, eighteen kinds of sUnyatU, and
so forth. He should not look upon anything as rupz, vedanU

etc., as connected or unconnected. This is called., according to

the Prajnaparamita, the sermon on the first truth Dahkha. The

underlying idea is that if a Bodhisattva thinks of himself as con-
nected or unconnected with anything, which according to the

Prajnaparamita, is non-existent or has only a conventional

existence, then the Bodhisatf-va is subject to duhkha (suffering);
even if a Bodhisattva considers himself as having realised the

truths oy the causal law or sUnyata, he would be subject to

duhkha, though, according to the HlnaySnists, the Bodhisattva
is to attain thereby sukha or nirvana

What is sanrudayasatyai'avada ? A Bodhisattva while

practising prajfLaparamita does not consider whether rupa or

any other skandha is subject to origination or destruction

( utpadadhanni or nirc dhadharmi ), or to contamination or

purification ( samklcsa ^harmi or vyauadanadharmi). He knows
that rupa does not convert ( samavasa" ati) into vedana, or vedar.a
into samjna, and so forth; a dharma, in fact, on account of its

nature being unreal (piakrti-suniata) cannot be converted into
another dharma. Neither that which is sumjata(non-existence) of

rupa, l&rvpa nor does the sunyita of rupa take a tupa (form );

therefore sunyata is neither different from, nor identical wit>,
rupa, and in thisway the other skandhas are treated. This is called
the sermon on samndaija. The object of this discourse is to
establish that the so-called things of the world have really no
existence and hence there can be no origination, transformation

or^ destruction, and so a Bodhisattva should remain unconcerned
with the conception of samudaia of things.

What is mrodhasatyavavada ? A Bcdhisattva is to know
that sumjata has no origin, decay, contamination, purification,
decrease, increase, past, present, or future. In it, therefore, there

oanjje
no rupa, tedana, etc , no duhkha, samudaya, etc. not even

srctapanna, mkrdagarm or Buddha. This [is called nircdhasatya-
miacta. This statement is meant to convey that nirodha is

but the realisation of the real nature of sunyatq.
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Arguing in this way PrajnUpammita shows that the truth

is sunijata, i. e. the non-existence of the so-called things of the

world, and this may be called the third truth, nirodha, while
duhkha consists in thinking of oneself as related in some way or
other to the conventional things, and samudaya in believing
that the Jorigination of things do.=s really happen, A.B the

marga has no place In this interpretation of the aryasatyas, the

Prajnaparamita safety omits it.

Nagarjuna, as we have seen, establishes by quotations
the Mahayanic texts that Hlna*

.

Arhats labour under miscon-
tion of substantiality o ceptions. Of the four common miscon-
the world. ceptions ( vijcaryasa? \ they are not free

from the fourth t~viz. 9 seeing ego in egoless things, thinking
non-exis fent things as existent.

J But ithis statement of Nagar
juna or of the MahHyanic texts with reference to the Hlnaya-
nists has in view the egolessness of things generally ( dharma-

stinyata ) and not merely of constituted things, with which the

Hlnayanists are concerned. Nagarjuna ends his discourse by
asserting that the truth is that all things are like echo, mirage,
or images in dreams. When one realises this, he has neither
love nor hatred for any being and with a mind like the sky*
he does not know of any distinctions as Buddha, Dharma or

Sangha and does not have doubts regarding anything. Being
without doubt and without attachment, he attains parinirvai^a
without upadana.

Santideva 2 also reasons in this way sad says that a?

person's avidya, the source of delusion, which comes about on
account of the attribution of existence ( sat ) to non-existent
things ( asat ) or ego ( alma ) to egoless things ( ariatma ), ceases
to exist when he realises truly (paramarthatah) that things
have only a dream-like or echo-like existence. On the cessa-
tion of avidya> the other links of the chain of causation 3

get
no opportunity to arise, and hence the person obtains Nirodha*

1 Of. Bodhic., p, 350.

2 Of. Bodhic., pp. 350-1,

3 ^Sntldeva speaks of the chain of causation as consisting of threo
parts :

(i) Klo^akai
4ula~*zt;l<%<;j tr$)ja and upadana ;

(iij karmak&r.M}a-s&;M$&ara and lha-oa ; and
(iii) duhkhatenda-all the remain} eg links of the chain.
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The Mahayaniets, thus relegate the four Truths and the

Causal Law to the domain of matters, conventional and not

real, and assert; that they are necessary in the doctrines o

Mahayana inasmuch as they serve as a means for the

guidance of living beiagSj who as individuals in this world,
cannot but have their vision distorted or screened by ignorance. 1

ISTagarjuna, followed by Santideva, explains the position

of the Madhyamikas with regard to the
The Yogtiwa Uoat- Four Truths and the Causal Law.

fflent cf the Aryasfityas . TT , ,, , ,, ,

and the Pratituamnint- Asanga, Vasubandhu and other writers

pida on the Yogacara system deal with this

top:c incidentally, Asanga, for instance,

refers to the Four Truths,
2

saying that the first; two relate to'

the origin of the world or the happening of repeated births and

the causu thereof, while the second two relate fco the disappear-

ance of things and the causes thereof. The first two need suppres-

sion while the second two need realisation. In connection
with the fourteen ways of practising the smrtyupasthanas,

( power of recellection ) by Bodhisatfcvas, it is pointed out that

one can enter, and also make others enter, into the four truths-

by means of the smrtyupasthanas. Other Ycgacara writings, viz.,

the Siddhi and the Lankavatara do not specifically refer to the-

four truths bufe they deal with tue doctrines of tie Hlnayani-
sts for the sake of comparison and contrast. For instance,

they speak of the Hlnayanists as those who maintain the overt,

sense of Buddha's teachings and not their deeper meanings ;

3

being satisfied only by ascertaining the generic
characteristics of things but never questioning about their

1 The commentator of BodJiio
, ( p. 362 ) in older to show that the

four Arvasatyas are really two, says that duljMia, samudaya, and marga
slionld be classified under samvrti and niradha under paramar fact, .

2 Sutra., pp. 137-8, 140-1 .

3 L&nka., p. 14; yathsrutiErthabhi nivi$J,a;. For a description of the

ru&r&agrahi, see Lank&. 9 pp, 154 f . 160 .197. 227. Lank*., p. 77 says
"sitrSotah sarvasait^ayadesana'rthavyabhica'iml na satattvapratyavas
thSnakathS (the discourses aro not faithful expositions of the truth
because they were preached according to the mental tendencies of beings.)
For a remark like this, sea If. Fr., Sutra., p. 51 : alpasratatvam
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essential unreality-
l They labour under the misconception

(parikalpana) of taking the three worlds as rea! 9 of postulating
distinctions as subject and object, of assuming the existenca of

skandhas (constituents of beings), dhatu ( organs of sense),

ayafana ( spheres of the organs of sense ), cdta ( mind ), helupia-

tyaya (cause and condition), kr<yayoga (action), utpada( origin),
sthiti (continuance), blianga (dissolution), etc.2 The Luhkacafam*
speaking of Pratliyasamutpada t says that it is by comprehending
that things originate through cause and condition that one
can get rid of the misconception of taking non-existent things
as existent, and of assuming gradual or simultaneous origin of

things. Then it explains as usual that the dependent origina-
tion .happens in two ways, externally and internally, e.g. an
earthen pot, butter, sprout etc. originate through an external

cause ( hetu)
4 and condition ( praiyaya ), while ignorance

(avidt/a), desire ( trsria ), action (karma), etc. originate through
an internal cause and condition. The remarks of the Yoga-
cara writers indicate that the four truths and the causal law
of the Hinayanists belong to the domain of imagination
( parikalpana ) and not to that of reality.

It should be remembered that though the Yogacarins are

sharply criticised by the Madhyamifcas 5

Thp Saiitvrti&Ti 1 Para- for their conception of the eighth con-
martJia of the Mrudbya- . ,, . ^, .. __ /
mikas replaced by Pan- sciousness called A.laija~cijnana (or

Paratantra and store consciousness ), both these school*
f tb

of thought agree in holding that all

things ( dharmas ) are non-existent, and

are without origin and decay,
6 and that the highest truth is

unutterable ( anaksara ),
7 is identical with Thatness and Uncha-

1 Lanka., pp. 51, 63, 71, Yah

^aparijnanadhigame de^yamKno rom3iiciiaiannr bhavati. Lak^anapari

caya]fiane cBJsya buddliih piaakandati na pratltyaBamutpadavInirbhlSga-

lak^anaparicaye.
2 LatikU^ pp. 42, 43, 225.

3 Ibid , pp. 82-3, 84, 140.

4 For six kinds of helu f
see Lanka., p. 83.

5 M. Vr, p. 523 5 m

6 Trim&i&a, p. 41 : sarvadliarrau uilisvabhavS anutjfcanna"amruddh*

iti nirdi^yant. _
7 Buddhas are silent (mauna) and never preach a word. Lanka. 9

1 6, 17, 144f 194.
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xigeableness, possesses the signs of anayuha and niryuha ( non-

taking and non-rejection) and is beyond every possible means of

determination. 3 Passages like this can be multiplied from the

Yogacara works to show that their concaption of the Reality
apart from Alayavijnaiia is the same as that of the Madhyarni-
kas. Taey also hold with the Madhyami teas 2 that from time
immemorial, the mind has been under the delusion of imputing
existence (sat) to non-existent things ( asat ), and that
the Hlnayanfsts were no*- able to rid their minds completely of

the four uparyasas ( misconceptions )
3 inasmuch as they

meditated on PudyaLaninntta ( individuality as basis ) only and
not on Sarvadharmanimitta ( all things whatsoever as basis ) and
conceived of Nirvana as something existent,

4 full of peace
and beyond misery. Their conception is that the highest truth,
which they usually call Parvni&panna for the Paramartlta of the

Madhyamikas is the realisation of the facfc that all dharmas
perceptible to our mind have no more existence than the images
in a dream or the reflection of the moon in water. But from
time immemorial, our minds are so deluded that we cannot
help perceiving in. the images or reflection something existent,
or in other words, with our common knowledge, we cannot rise
above fxtri/xilpana (imaginary existence ), the sarnvrti oi the
Madhyamikas and others. The Yogacaras add a rider to the
Parikctljxina, saying that it depends for origination on something
else, and hence it is always paratanfr^f 9 the pratltyasamutpanna
of the Madhyamikas and others. It is not necessary that the
basis of a parikalpana need be anything existent or real, e.g. a
person may be frightened by an echo. In short, Parikalpita and
Parafantra relate to phenomenal matters only, to the anitya
cma/ma, and duhkha of the Hlnayanists, while, parlnispanna
relates to h'trvana, the Santa* te, where all Mesas and vlkaljpas
cease.

Asanga brings oub the relation of the three forms of truth
thus: The highest truth (paramartha or panmspanna ) is non-

I Latikd
, p. 196: Tathatram ananyathlftvam anayuhaoijyuhala-

iii sarTaprapancopa^amam j p. 73
; dunyatgnutpBd&draya mhsva*

2
^'

^r ** J C

3 St'trd., p. 169: Tatra catur viparylEaanugatBiii pudgalanimittaip
irihhavuyan yogi *Sr3rakabodhh4 i pratyakabodhini Yalabhate. Sarva-

riMiniinittum vibhcCvayan roahEbodhitiu
4 Lanha.

t p. 72.
5 Sutra

, p. 149, c M. Vr., chap, on AtmW.
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duality, which Is shown in five ways. Two of these are that it

Is non-existing under the aspect of pnrihdpita and paratantra
and not non-existing under the aspect of parinispanna. It Is not
the same because the parikalpifa and paratantra are not the same
as Parinispanna. It is not different, because the former two
are not different from the latter. ! In another connection
Asanga says that a Bodhisattva can be truly called a sunyajfta
( one who knows the real nature of non-existence ) when he
understands it under three aspects, viz., first, that the non-
existence means the absence of signs which are commonly
attributed to an imaginary obj'ect ( parikalpita \ second, that
the non-existence is the absence of any particular form of
existence that one imagines it to be (paratantra), and third,
that which is by nature non-existent ( pirinispanna ).

2
The*

Vijnaptimatratasiddhi
9

elucidates this point by saying that
the nature of non-existence is of three kinds 4 viz , (i) laksaiia-
mhsvabhavata ( non-existence of the signs commonly attributed
to a thing, and hence of the thing itself, ( ie. partita?pita }, ( ii >
utprftinihsvabhavatcf non-existence of a thing when considered
from the standpoint of its origin, i.e. paratantra ); and ( iii )

paramartJianihsvabhauata (non-existence of a thing in the
highest sense, i.e. parinispanna ).

Sthiramati, in commenting on it, says that the first

A .. f .. category parikalpita refers to the nor?*
A. Parikalpita

existence of things by its characteri-

stics or signs. A thing cannot be conceived to exist unless it is

accompanied by some characteristic?, thus the sign of form is

attributed to an object, or the sign of pain, pleasure etc. is

attributed to a feeling. Endless things which people imagine,
not excluding the dharmas attributed to a Buddha, have
existence only in one's imagination, hence they are parikalpita

~ie. hare nothing corresponding to them in reality. The
Lankavatara says that the parikalpita existence is inferred from

signs
s

( niimtta ) and explains it thus : All dependency
originating things are known by their nimitta ( im pi essions )

1 Ibid., p. 22: na san na casan na (atliU na cltuyathir, eic

2 Sutra.) pp. 94-5,

3 Siddhi, pp. 39-42.

4 Lanka
, p. 67.

5 Prof. Levi translates nimitta by '"signs of connotation",
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and laksana ( characteristics )
l
. Now, things, having nintitta

and lak&nia are of two kinds. Things known by nimitta only

refer to things generally, internal and external, while things

known by ntmiffala&sana refer to the knowledge of generic

characteristics of things both internal and external.8
Asanga 3

distinguishes pan&itpi/a into three kinds. They take as real

( i ) the basis ( wnvtla or alambmi't ) of one's thought construc-

tions, ( ii ) the unconscious impressions ( tasana ) left by them

,upon one's mind, and ( iii ) the denominations ( (trtha, kJiyctfi)

following the impressions.

The second category, parafcantra refers to the imaginary
exifcten.ee pointed out above regard-

B, Paraiantra ed from the aspect of its origin,

i. e. all objects of feelings, which
- have existence only in imagination, and depend for ori-

-
gination on something else. Things as they appear are nofc the

!same as their origin or source^-, so it is said that the unreality
I of things is perceptible when they are viewed from the stand-

point of their origin. Though the'things, good, bad and inde-

v terminate, or the jfchree worlds (dhalu) or the mind and its

- various functions, have only imaginary existence, they arise,

however, from causes and conditions, i. e. they depend for

origin on others, and hence they cannot be said to exist really,
: because a real thing remains always the same and does not
~ depend on cause and condition. The Linkavatara puts it very
.'briefly : ijadasrayalambanat pravartate tat pamtantnt ( that which*
proceeds from a basis is dependency originated or paratanlra ).

Assnga analyses the paratanlra in this way ; the mark of being

^pamfanfra is the false thought-construction ( abhuhiparilkalpa )."

The thought-constructions create a subject (grShika) and an
'object ( g ahya).

lLa/iJsa.,VB* 224-6* five natures of existent things, (i) riama,
~( ii ) nimitta, ( iii ) vikalpa, ( iv ) samyctkjnana, and ( v ) tathata. Nama=t
santjrta, samJceta. Ignorant persons, deluded by var'ous signs ( laksana')
become bttached to things as self or mine, and thus weave a net* of
thought-constructions around themselves.

Nimtita=ThQ reflection ( alMsa ) of eye-consciousness known as
form; so

al^so
the reflections of ear-oonsc'ousnesB, noserc., tongue-c.,

body-c., mind-o., known as sound, smell, taste, touch and ttrngs are cull-
ed nimitta. Nimitta is more or less a sign, impressed upon consciousness
and laJc*anal* definition, or feature constituting a definition.

E Lanka,, p. 67; also pp. 150, 163,
3 gz^ra., p* 64

?
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The third category9 parinispanna 9 refers to the Paramartha 3

( the highest truth ) or Tatbata ( Tbatness ). Lifce akasa ( space )

it is of uniform nature ( lit. has one taste-ekarasa ), pure, and

changeless. The Pannispanna-svabhava ( absolute reality ) is

called paramartha because it is the

C. Parinispanna highest aspect in which all deptidently

originated things are to be looked upon.

In this sense, it can be called also dharmata ( the nature of

things), or in other words, it is the Absolute, immanent in the

phenomenal world. The Sidctlu points out that the panntspanna

( the Absolute ) is so called because it is absolutely changeless

If it be compared with the pamtantru, it may be said to be that

paratantra
which is always a^d ever completely devoid of the

differentiations as subject arid object, which are, in fact, the

mere play of imagination, and hence absolutely non-existing,

Thus, it follows thai the parinispannti is the same as tha

paratantra minus the parikalptta.
2

It is clear from the discussions summarised above that the

expressions Paramarfha and Sarnvrti of

Two truths in Hrna- ^8 Madhyamikas, and Pannispanna,,

Paratanira and Parikalpita of the Yoga-

are relative. The paramariM of the one and the paring

panm of the other indicate the Truth as concieved by them. Ac-

cepting that Truth is the only reality, they relegate everything

alse to the domain of unreality calling them conventional,^
vrti o* parikalpita, with the reservation that the conventional

things happen subject to causes and conditions,^ mother words

thay conform to tha'law of causatkm,the Pratilyasamutpada of the

Buddhists in general, and the Paralantra of the Yogacaras. The

Hmayanists too utilise these expressions just as much as the,

Mahayanists and they also call their Truth the only reality,

Paramattha. everything else being conventional, xammuti.

Their Truth, in one word, is anatia, non-existence of any sab-

1 tfoi' seven dillcrcut kinds of Paramartha, soc Lanka ., p. 39.

2 This exposition is based OB the Siddl^, pp. 3942. Masnda bas

utilised the OUne&o version of this treatise, for which see his Z>r

tndividualistische Idealismus der Yogacara-schuta, pp. 40-43. For
S^eral

diacussion, see La Vallee Poussin, E.E.E. ST. philosophy ( Buddhist );

L.D. Barnett, The Path ofLight ( Wisdom of tbe East benes % B. 102;

Keith, Buddhist FAIZoioffty, jp- 235-236; Sogen, Systems of Buddie

, pp. 145, 146? Stcherbatskf, Conception of Nirvana, p. 33,

4
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stantiality in the so-called things of the world, with the corol-

lary that everything being anatta is impermanent ( anicca ) and
misery ( duhkha). Buddhaghosa

* draws the distinction*
saying that Buddhas use two kinds of speech, conventional and
real. The expressions, ,satta ( being ), puggalo ( person ), deva
( god X eta are 'conventional, while those like anicca ( imper-
manence ), duhkha ( misery), anatta ( essencelessness ) 9 khandha
( aggregates ), dhatu, ( organs of sense ), ayatana ( objects of
senses), satipatthana (practices of self-possession), sammappadhana
( right exertion ), etc. were used in

ttheir true sense. Nagasena
explains that when Buddha said "I shall lead the Sangha or the
Sanglia is dependent on me" 2

, he used the expressions "I" andWin the conventional and not in the real sense. Ledi Sadaw\
explains sammuti-sacca as those statements which are true by
popular usage and are opposed to "inconsistency, and untruth-
fulness in speech" while paramattha-sacca are those which are
established by the nature of the things and do not depend on
opinion or usage. As an example he points out that when it is
said 'there is a soul", it is conventionally true but ultimately
false,

*
for the real ultimate truth is "there is no personal

entity". The latter is true in all circumstances and conditions,
and does not depend for its validity on usage or popular
opinion. The contention of the Hlnayanists is that a name is
usually given to constituted things; that name is conventional
eg. when the wheels, frame, and other parts of a chariot are
fitted up in a particular order, all the things taken together go
by the name of a chariot The term 'chariot' therefore dependson convention. If the constituted things, e.g. the chariot is
divisible into various parts, it is no longer called a chariotwhen it is so divided. From this, it follows that the things, atwhich one ultimately arrives after repeated analysis, are the
only real entities. They never undergo changes and they bear
the same name at all times and places and under all conditions.

1 2um. Attiiakathd pp. 33. 34.
2 Milindapanha, pp. 28, 60.

3 J. P. T.
., 1914, pp. 129 f,
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go, according to the Hlnayanists 9 all the various ultimate

elements, which constitute a being or thing, are real, and when
reference is made to them they may be called ultimate truths

or paramattJia sacca; hence the dhatus or ayatanas, satipatthanas

or sammappadhanas are expressions used in the ultimate sense.

The Kosa * explains also the [two truths in a slightly

different way. It says that the things like jug and clothes,

after they are destroyed, do no longer bear the same name, so

also things like wafcer and fire, when examined analytically,

dissolve into some elements and are no longer called water or

fire. Hence the things, which on analysis are found to be

changing, are given names by convention. Such expressions,

which convey ideas temporarily and not permanently, are call-

ed Samvrtisatyas. The Paramarthasatyas are those expressions,

which convey ideas, which remain unchanged whether the

things are dissolved, analysed or not, e. g. rupa ; although one

may reduce the rupa into atoms, or withdraw from it taste and

other qualities, the Idea of the real nature of rupa persists. In

the same way one can speak of feeling ( vedana), therefore such

expressions are Paramarthasatyas ( ultimate truths ).

But these ultimate truths of the Hlnayanists, we have seen,

are relegated by the MahSyanists to the domain of convention.

Hence, what are real according to the Hlnayanists, namely the

jfcryasatyas and the Pratityasamutpada are unreal and matters of

convention according to the Mahayanists.

.
?
VI. 4.
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SLOW PROG-BESS OF ISLAM POWER IN ANCIENT
INDIA
BY

Dr. D. R, BHANDARKAR, M. A.. Ph. D. f ( Hon. )

Part IL

Soon after tlie middle of the tenth century, the fabric of
the Gurjara empire showed signs of disintegration and began
to develop ominous cracks and crevices threatening a complete
collapse. Rajputana and East Panjab declared independence
under the Cahamanas, Bombay Gurjarat and KathiSwaar
under the Caulukyas or Soiankis, Malwa under the Param-
arsf and Gwalior and Bundelkhand under the Candellas.
Mathuraand the country east of the Jumna alone remained with
the Pratiharas of Kanauj. Just at this time a Moslem power
sprung up at Ghazna and was waxing mightily and quickly.
The impending dissolution of the Gurjara empire offered a
good opportunity for the renewal of Muhammadan aggression
and aggrandisement. And Amir Sabuk-Tigin, founder of
*k 51las5na dynasty, undertook expeditions into India in the
prosecution of holy

jvars.
In the first expedition he found

Jaipal, the Hindu Sahiya king, advanced as far as Lamghan
and ready to fight. Their armies met and fought several days
successively against each other, but without any decisive
result. Thereupon the Amir ordered filth to be thrown into
a clear fountain of water which was in a ravine close to
where the infidels were encamped. The effect of it was that
black clouds collected, whirlwinds arose, hailstones fell from
heaven accompanied by loud claps of thunder ; a blast,
calculated to shake trees from their roots, blew upon them,and thick black vapours formed around them so that theycould not see the road by which they could fly.

' it is rather
difficult to perceive the significance of this extraordinary storyabout a supernatural phenomenon. But it has been shrewdlymused by Sir H Elliot that a snowstorm suddenly burst

y harassedbtlttotally paralysed the * Hindu*
H. M. Elliot, History of India, Vol. II. p. 20,
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who were unaccustomed to the cold and who consequently

f It it as grievously as the Indian and British troops combin-

d did, nine centuries afterwards, during the first Afghan
w r

* t? It is therefore no wonder if the forces of Jaipal sustain-

ed** a grievous disaster. In his second expedition into

India, however, Sabuk-Tigin had a well-pitched battle with

Jaipal and defeated him. This victory alone is worthy of

mention. On the death of Amir Sabuk-Tigin, the throne
^of

Ghazna was occupied after a short interval by his son M ahmud

^hose fighting qualities were doubtless of a superior order

and who resumed the prosecution of the holy wars to gratify

the ruling passion of his life, namely, avarice. He undertook

several plundering raids, regarding the exact number and

dates of which there is yet no consensus of opinion among

historians. Mahmud, it appears, undertook an expedition

generally once every year, leaving Ghazna and carrying on

his raiding operations in the cold season. But our purpose

here is to see what impression Mahmud's raids produced on

India and what Indian provinces they ended in annexing to

his dominion. It is not therefore necessary to take into our

consideration here, every one of the expeditions ascribed to

him. We shall confine our attention just to those two or

three which were the most important.
The sixth expedition of Mahmud came off m H. 399

( =1009 A. D. ), the account of which as given in the

Tawarikh-l-FirisUah is the one that is generally foliowed by

historians. But it is forgotten [that this account not only is

art exaggeration but contains misstatements. This is the o*
upt only in regard to this account but also others. !*

author wrote his account centuries after the events recorded

bv him took place. Tradition, which in India is another name

far fiction, was much at work and fabricated many new
taj

unfounded incidents which got mixed up with real facts; and

it is this amalgam of truth and fiction that passes for history

in the Tawarikh-i-Firishtah, at any rate so far as the earlier

period is concerned. The events relating to this P

Wl under two main heads. We are told that m H.

Mahmud collected his forces and Determined to

Hindustan and punish Anandpal, son of *
insolence he had shown in his previous raid of

I. Ibid p. 436.
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inandpal, hearing of his Intentions, sent ambassadors cm

all sides, inviting the assistance of the other princes

of Hindustan, who now considered the expulsion of the

Mubammadans from India as a sacred duty. Accordingly,

the Rajas of Ujjain, Gwalior, Kalimjar, Kanauj, Delhi and

Ajmer
1 entered into a confederacy, and, collecting forces,

advanced towards the Panjab with a greater army than had

ever taken the field against Amir Sabuk-TIgin. The Tawarikh-i~

firishtah no doubt gives this glowing description of the Hindu

confederacy against Mahmud just to show against what

fearful odds the latter had to fight. But this confederacy

seems to be nothing but a myth. There is not even an oblique

reference to it in the contemporary Muhammadan accounts

and is
tt
not alluded to at all, for instance, by Al^TJtbi in his

Tartkh-i-Yaminl, which contains a contemporary description

of Maimud's expedition. If M ahmiid of Ghazna had really

confronted and vanquished such a powerful confederacy,

there would surely have been a long glowing description of

his prowess in this contemporary history which was written

by a secretary to the emperor himself. As it is, there is not

even a remote reference to it, in the Tarlkh-i- Yarning It thus

seems that the confederacy is a mere figment of imagination.

Again, if the Hindu chiefs had really wanted to form a

confederacy to expel the mlecchas, as the Tawarikh-i~-FirisMah

leads us to suppose, they would have united under the leader-

ship, not of a feudatory chieftain such as the Hindu Sahiya
was, but certainly of the king of Kanauj who was still the

acknowledged suzerain, though he was no longer the power
that he was orginally. Besides, some of the Rajas who are

jreportedtohave formed the confederacy did not exist* Thus
there was no Raja of Q-walior, separate from the Raja of

K&limjar, about 1009 A. D., who could come with his con-

tingent independently of the latter. Besides, there is no
epigraphic or numismatic evidence to show that any royal
family at this time ruled at Delhi It is true that the Tomaras
are connected with this place, but that statement is based
upon a mere vague tradition. But perhaps the strangest
constituent of this confederacy is the Raja of AjmSr. It is
wall-known that Ajmer, or Ajayameru as it is fully called,

1. John Briggs* Trans, of TawnrilcJt-%- ffirishtah ( published by
Camfcray & Co, ), Vol f I. p. 46,

*
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was founded by the Cahamana king, Ajayadeva* l

who,
however, flourished between 1105 and 1139 A. D., that

is, at least a century after this raid of Mahmud came off-

Ajmer
2 could not thus possibly have been in existence about

1009 A.D. when Mahraud attacked Anandpal. The story of the

confederacy formed by the Hindu Rajas to expel Mahnmd from
India as a sacred duty thus seems to be nothing but a myth
which was concocted later to impart a sacred character to his

intentions and glorify his valorous deeds. And even suppos-

ing for the moment that this confederacy was a historical

faofc, what sort of triumph did Maiunud gain over it ? The
Indians and Muhammadans, we are told, arrived in sight of

each other on the plain of Peshawar, where they remained
encamped for forty days. The Indians were further joined by
the Gakkhars in great sfcrengfch. The Sultan perceived that on
this occasion the idolators behaved most devotedly, and that it

was necessary to be circumspect in striking the first blow.

He therefore entrenched his camp in order that the infidels

might not be able to penetrate therein. MaJbmud, having thus
secured himself, ordered six thousand archers to the front

to attack, and endeavour to draw, the enemy near to his

entrenchments, where the Muhammadans were prepared to

receive them. In spite of the Sultan's precautions, during
the heat of the battle, 30,000 Gakkhars, with their heads and
feefc bare and armed with spears and other weapons, penetrated
on the two sides into the Muhammadan lines, and forcing their

way into the midst of the cavalry, they slaughtered in a few
minutes three or four thousand Muhammadans. They carried

their success so far that the Sultan, observing the fury of

17 Jour. H. As. SocTl913, p. 272.
"

2. It is possible, by a little overstraining, to say here that by

'itSlja" of Ajmer' the author of the TawarMi-i-Firishtah meant the Coton

princes, who' in the time of Mahmud, no doubt, were Raja's of Ssmbhar

but were in the time of the author known as Ba*ja"s of Ajmer. When the

OohSn princes were thus called BsjSs of Ajmer, he did not mean, It may
be contended, that Ajmer was in existence in the time of Mahmud. All

that he wanted to do was to refer to the Cohans, and he did so by

referring to them by the title current in the author's time. This de.

fence of the Tawari1cTb~i~JViri&'htah, if any such is at all adduced, is faxv

fetched. Besides, that its author really believed that Ajmer was in.

existence in the time of Mahmud will be clear to anybody from his

account of Mahmiid'a expedition against SomnSth ( Vol. I. p. 69 ),

where the town by its name has actually been mentioned as having:

been reduced.
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Gakkhar footmen* withdrew himself from the thick of

th fight, that he might stop the battle for that day. But it so

happened, says the Tawarikh-i-Firishta/i 9 that the elephant upon
which JLnandpai rode, becoming unruly from the effects of the

naphtha hails and the flights of arrows, turned and fled. The
Hindus, adds the author of the Tawarikh, deeming this to be
th signal for flight on the part of their general, all gave way,
and fled. 1 So Mahmud achieved a victory over the Hindus,
not in a fair open fight but rather through an accident., the
accident of AnandpaFs elephant taking fright and causing the
belief in the minds of his people that that was the signal for
a flight. Maitnrud perhaps was not very proud of this

victory, but he was certainly shrewd enough, to take the fullest

advantage of this favourable situation. His cavalry pursued
the enemy for two days and nights, killing 8 S000 Indians in
the retreat, till he reached the fort of Bhimnagar or Nagarkoi
which has been indentified with Kot Kangra. He attacked
feh$ garrison, reduced the fort, and carried off enormous booty,
It i&, however, worthy of note that the fort was defended by
itfi garrison only and that no extraneous forces are reported
to have come for its help.

It has been stated above that the account of the Tawart,kh-i~
Mri&htah has to be accepted with caution. Reasons have been
pointed out to show why the mention of the formation of the
Hindu confederacy was a fiction. If further proof is needed
ife

""L
furnished, I think, by other details specified in the

Ta*uMrikh9 which do not tally with those given by earlier
accounts. The Tawarikiiri-Firishtah says that the battle was
ou&ht between MaJhtmud and .S.nandpal and on the plains of
Peshawar. The TarlMi^Yamlnl of Al-'Utbi, however, which is
an account contemporaneous with Mahmud, says that the battle
came off at Wahind and was fought not between Mahmud and
Anandpal but between Mahnmd and Brahmapal son of Anand-
pal. As Sir H. Elliot has pointed out, the river of Wahind, or
the Indus was a more probable place of action than
Peshawar, as the latter was then within the Muhammadan
border. This shows that we have to carefully scrutinize the
account of the TawariJdi~i~Mrishtah for this early period, beforew$ accept it as history.

We shall now consider Maimad** last raid, namely, that

^ *P"alleled success he aohiev-
1. Elliofe, VoL H.f p. 447.

~ ~ '

T^
~

,
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ed IB this expedition which is said to have raised him to the

highest pinnacle of glory and fame. The account of this raid

has been given by four or five Muhammadan historians. But
even here we most remember that we have to be careful in

giving credence to every one of their statements. The motive

that prompted the author of Tawarikh-i- F'inshtah was by no
means absent in the case of these Muhammadan historiins

also. There -was every desire to exaggerate the importance of

the victory of Mahmud and belittle the bravery of his Indian

adversaries. We will now give a shoit description of this

expedition based on 9 first, the account of Ibn A.sir
* (A, D.

1060-1229 ). It begins with the description of the idol called

Somnath and the wealth, pomp and religious importance of his

temple. We will pass It over as it is of no consequence to us
for our present purpose. When Malimud, we are told, was
gaining victories and demolishing idols in North India, the

Hindus said Somnath was displeased with them, otherwise no
one could have destroyed or injured them. When Malimud
heard this, he resolved on making a campaign to destroy

Somnatfa, believing that when the Hindus saw their prayers
and imprecations to be false and futile, they would embrace
his faith. So he prayed to the Almighty lor aid, and with

thirty thousand horses, besides volunteers left Ghazaa in

H. 414= A.D. 1024. He took the road to Multan, from whence
the road to India was through a barren desert. So he collect-

ed provisions for the passage, and he started for Anhilvada.
After he had crossed the desert he came to a fort which he
invested and brought under the sway of Islam. His men carri-

ed away water with them from there and marched for

Anhilvada whose chief called Bhima fled hastily to a certain

fort for safety in order to prepare himself for war. Malimud
pushed on for Somnath through a desert where there was little

water. From the desert he marched to Dabalwarah apparently
Delvada near Una, two days journey from Somnath, MaHmud
took and plundered the place, and marched to Somnath. The

btory of the pillage and desecration is too well known to

require any repetition here. No Mtisalman account, however,
tells us what kind of soldiers and how many of them defended

the place. In the absence of these important details it is

impossible to form an estimate of the bravery of Mahmud and
his troops. It is true that his arrival at Anhilvada frightened

1. Ibid., p, 468 &f.
5
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the SolankI chief Bhlma who forthwith abandoned his

city. What appears to have happened Is that Maiimud's
march from Ghazna to Multan and from Multan to

Anhilvada was so sudden and was of such lightning
speed that Bhlrna was completely taken by surprise. The
Muhaininadan account tells us distinctly that Bhlma fled

hastily 9 not to save himself in an imbecile manner from the

onslaught of Maitmud, but certainly to prepare himself for war.
It is true that the very fact that Maimud marched with the

speed of lightning bespeaks highly of his generalship and
proficiency in military tactics. And it is no doubt equally
true that it is this unique trait of generalship that gave him
victory after victory. Nevertheless, it cannob be denied that
MaHmud never had an open fight with the Rajputs of Rajpu-
tana and Gujarat when he passed through these territories;
possibly he never wanted to measure his strength against any
one of them This appears to be clear from Che fact notified
in Talxikat~i-A kbarl that when Mahmud resolved upon return-
ing home from Somnath,he leaint that Parama Deva, one of the
greatest Rajas of Hindustan, was preparing to intercept him,
but that the Sultan, not deeming ife advisable to contend with
this chief, went towards Multan through Sind. 3 This Parama
Deva seems in all likelihood to have been the Paramara king of
Abu who could effectively block the Ajmer-Guja?at route. The
prospect of confronting and receiving aa almost sure and
crushing defeat from this Paramara chief most probably impel-
led him to face what he thought to be the lesser danger of pass-
ing through the Sind desert. We know what happened to
his army during his march through Sind. His mem suffered
miserably in some places from scarcity of water and in others
for want of forage. And Firishtah tells us that many of his
troops died raging mad from the intolerable heat and thirst,
After enduring these extreme hardships Malxmud at last arriv-
ed at G-lmzna in H. 417 = A.D. 1026.

It has been remarked above that the accoants given by
the Muhammadan historians of Maimud's expedition are not
sober history from baginning to end, but contain in not a few

*T+P: 473"~4 * TbC ^"rM^Firishtah, however, says:"
Intelligence being now received, that Brah na Dew and the Raja of

Ajmeer, with others, had collected a great army in the desert to opposeho return Mahmood determined to march direct by the route of Sind to
Mooltan "

( Vol. I. p 78. ).
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places exaggerated descriptions of his bravery and
glory. If any istanoe of such fiction intermixed with
history io required in the case of the raid on Somnath,
we have only to refer to and examine the various
accounts given, for instance, of Somnath, Thus the Iamilut-
Tawarikh of Ibn Asir speaks of Somnath as an idol. Mahmud,
we are told, seized it, part of which he burned and part he
carried away with him to G-hazns, where he used it as a step

at the entrance of the Jam! Masjid. Firishtah also gives us to

understand that Somnath was a*i idol. The Tarlkh-i- A.lft also

says the same thing namely, that Somnath was an idol cut out

of solid stone and that Mahmud broke ifc into pieces with his

battle axe. When lie was about to destory the idol, Brahmans
represented that if he desisted from the mutilation, they would

pay several crores. But Mahtnud replied s
"

I know this, but

I desire that on the day of resurrection I should be summoned
with the words,

*Where is that Malimud who broke the greatest

of the heathen idols ?* rather than by these ;

* Where is that

Malimud who sold the greatest of the idols to the infidels?-"

When Malrnmd demolished the image, he found in it so many
superb jewels and rubies that they amounted to and even
exceeded a hundred times the value of the ransom offered by
the Brahmans. These are the embellishments of the story
which are fiction and not history, and have already been com-
mented upon by some English historians. In the first place,
was Somnath an idol at all as described by these Musalman
writers ? In all Hindu accounts it has been called a Linga,,
and not an idol ; and even Al Beruni, a contemporary of Mah-
mud, knew it to be such. Similarly, Al Bruni tells us that

the top of the Linga was garnished with precious stones and
with gold. The mention of rubies and pearls hidden in the

Linga is thus nothing but a pure invention, as was first pointed
out by Wilson,

*" The earlier Muhammadan writers
** remarks

Wilson "
say nothing of the mutilation of its features, for, in

fact, it had none ; nothing of the treasures it contained which,
as it was solid, could not have been within it.

1"

That the Muhammadan accounts of Makrnud's raids are

confusing and unreliable rnay also be shown in another way^
Kalhana in Ms Rajataranginl has given a vivid de-

scription of the campaign which Mahmud waged against

Triiocanapala and which ended in the total destruo-

\. Elliot, Vol. II. p. 4?6.
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tlon of the Hindu Sahiya dynasty* Kalhana*s narrative

Is supported by Al BerunI who tells us that it was under

Trilocanapala thai the Sahiya kingdom succumbed to the

Muharnmadans under Mahmud. But curiously enough, no

lucid account has been given by any Muhammadan historian

of this campaign, though It was of such, momentous importance
from the Muslim point of view. Tn annotating this passage
from the Rajatarangirw* Sir Aurel Stein,

1
its editor and

translator* Is therefore compelled to admit that the discrepancy
which the Muhammadan accounts show as to the chronology
and the topographical details of Malimud's expeditions does
not permit us to identify with certainty the campaign to which
BIalhana*s narrative relates*

It will be seen that the accounts we possess of Matmud*s
expeditions are inaccurate and confusing. It Is, Indeed 9 strange,
very strange, that the Muhammadan authorities consider them
to be twelve in number, but that when they actually record
them seriatim* they enumerate not twelve, but fifteen or sixteen.
The European historians, too, following them, curiously
mention them as twelve, but record fifteen or sixteen* Sir H.
Elliot, who first went deeper Into the subject, computed them to

be seventeen. But eveti this computation does not help us to

Identify as w have just seen the campaign of Mahraud which
has been described by Kalhana as completely subversive o^
the Hindu Sahiya power and which was thus of paramount
importance to the history of Islam. Most of these accounts,
again, contain an admixture of fiction or exaggeration which
is not found In the contemporary histories and which is

evidently concocted to unduly glorify his exploits. In these
circumstances It Is very difficult to frame an accurate estimate
of Matmiid as a conqueror. It Is true that he undertook a good
many expeditions of conquest against India s though their exact
number cannot be determined, and that every time except
perhaps once his march was triumphant and unimpeded. But
then we have to note that the Pratihara supremacy which had
made the guarding of the frontiers an Imperial concern was
at this time being shattered to pieces and [that there was thus a
complete lack of organisation. This was a supreme opportu-
nity for Mahmiid who seized it with alacrity and utilised
it to his fullest advantage. If the Pratihara imper-

w l 1. Kalhana'8 Chronicle of the kings of Kasmir* Vol. I. p. 271, n.
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ialism had continued what it was half a century ago, it

is very doubtful whether he would have been able to penetrate

into India even once. It cannot, however, be denied that

Mahmud was a first-rate general. Most of his victorias were

due to the lightning speed with which he marched against his

adversaries before they had time to prepare themselves. This

was no doubt a special feature of his tactics which was render-

ed possible by his nimble cavalry and for which he deserves

every credit. He was also a great fighter. He defeated princes
of the Hindu Sahiya and Oandella families. But it should

not be forgotten that he avoided meeting in an open and fair

battle the Paramara king of Abu when fche latter was prepared
to confront him, but went back to Gj^azna from Somnath by
the Sind route, whereby he and his army suffered the worst

miseries Even here Mahmud, it may be said, deserves some

praise, because he undertook nothing that was impossible and
never struck an"enemy unless he was sure of overpowering
him. He was thus a wonderful blending of daring and caution.

Such a man could certainly flourish in environments where
there was a complete lack of organisation if not an organised
anarchy, and he was lucky that when he lived, the fabric of

Pratihara imperialism was being snapped to pieces. But if

we want to guage his work as a conqueror, we must ask what
permanent result was produced by his expeditions so far as

India was concerned. So far as we can see, they ended only
in overthrowing the Hindu Sahiya power and annexing
merely Western Panjab to the Muhammadan dominions. A
very poor result indeed 1 To Malunud of Ghaima, they say,

belongs the credit of his being the first Muslim Emperor, and to

him more than to any one else the rise of 'monarchy* among
the Mussalmans is due. If this is really the case, it is a

pity that he let a golden opportunity slip for carving an
empire out of India. From tha popular Muslim point of

view, the subjugation of the infidel's territory was more pious
than the conquest of a Muhammadan country. And here w >s

a splendid opportunity presented to Mahmud, as the edifice of

the Pratihara empire was at that time collapsing. And the

wonder of it is that he did not, perhaps could not, conquer the

greater portion of Northern India and make himself master of at

least the Pratihara dominions, if he had in him the vision of

an empire with which he is credited. As It was, his invasions
were not real expeditions of conquest, but ended in being mere
?aids of sack and pillage.
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Things settled down rapidly after 1024 A. D- It has been

mentioned above that the mighty Gurjara empire about the close

of the tenth century was split up into a number of kingdoms.

That consisting of East Fanjab and Bajputana was seized by

the Oahamanas with their capitals at Sambhar and A.jmer.

That part of the Middle Country which corresponds to the Uni-

ted Provinces was ruled over by the Gahadavala family under

Candradeva from Kanauj or Benares. It was these two king-

doms which were now exposed to the depredations of the neigh-

bouring Muhammadan states. It is true that we hear so little

of them from the Muhammadan authorities, but the inscriptions

of these dynasties leave no doubt on this point. If we take

first the records of the Gahadavala family, we find a distinct

mention of Govindacandra having defeated Hammlra when
he was Yuvaraja, * that is, certainly before A. D. 1114. Nay,

there seems to have been another Muhammadan incursion in

his time, that is, when he was king. The Moslem invaders this

time came as far east as Benares, his capital, but were effec-

tively repulsed by him.2 What is, however, specially note-

worthy in connection with the copper-plate charters of the

Gahadavala princes is that among the taxes which they levied

is included one called Turuska-danda which seems to have

been a tax on the Muhammadans. The exact nature of this tax

cannot be determined, but it seems to be a sort of land-tax im-

posed by the Gahadavala kings on the Muhammadan settlers

in their dominions, 8 There can be no doubt that some
Muhammadans had been settled in the Gahadavala

kingdom. Thus the Kamilu-t-Tawarlkh of Ibn Asir4

informs us that there were many Musalmans settled

in that country since the days of Mahmud of Ghazna.
It is possible that these Hindu rulers levied this Turuska-

1. 2nd. Ant., Vol. XVIII. p. 16, 1, 9.

2. Ep. Ind. Vol. IX. p. 321.

3. Dr. Hiranand Sastri combats this view ( Ep* Ind.) Vol. XIII. p.
296 ), but I agree with Prof. Sten Konow ( Ibid , Vol. IX. p. 321 ) be-
cause if it was something like the Danegeld of England levied for rais-

ing what was a price for the cessation of the Muslim ravages, it is

inexplicable why it was discontinued by Jayacandra. Secondly, it was
the Cifhamlina dominions which actually touched the Muhammadan
territory and which consequently were more exposed to their inroads
than the GtehadavSla kingdom, hut we do not find this tax levied in the
Csh&mEna dominions where its necessity was greatei.

4. Biliot, Vol. II t , 251.
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c from the Moslems "by way of retaliation for the Jizya

which the latter must have exacted from the Hindus of that

part of the Punjab that was now subject to their rule. The

point that specially deserves to be noticed here is that this poll-

tax seems to have been abolished by Jayacandra, the last

Qahadavala prince, because there is no mention of Twruskar-

dandd in any one of his copper-plate grants,, The reason of

this* abolition it is not difficult to surmise, There was a great

misundestanding in his time between the Cahamana, and the

Gahadavala House, on account of Bai Pithora's daring abduc-

tion of Jayacandra's daughter. Hostilities between the Caha-

manas and the Moslem rulers had also increased about this

time. And Jayacandra must therefore have tried to make

friends with the latter in order to encompass the ruin of the

former. And, as a matter of fact, we know that when Shihabu-

d-Dln Ghur threatened India with an invasion, all the kings

of North India joined Prthvlraja III., but Jayacandra held

himself aloof. He had a definite purpose in view, which

was ultimately served by the destruction of the Cahamana

supremacy by the Muhammadans.

We may now direct our attention to the Cahamana records

and try to find out what light they throw upon the fights of

this Rajput family with the frontier Muhammadan rulers.
_
Of

these records perhaps the most valuable is the
Prtjivlraja-

vimua l which describes the : exploits of the Cahamana

princes of Sambhar in general and of the last Prthvlraja in

particular. The last portion of this work is unfortunately

missing, but what has been preserved is enough for our

purpose. So far as we can see, it was Durlabharaja II. of this

dynasty who first came into conflict with these foreigners He

lived about 1073 A. D., and is represented to have been killed

in a battle with the Matangas or Musalmans. Things were,

however, better when one of his descendants, Arn6ra3a, was on

the throve in the second quarter of the twelfth century. For

he is credited with having destroyed a Muhammadan army

and constructed a lake on the scene of this action
^
TO*r

place polluted by the shedding of the Mleccha blood. This

Lke Is undoubted!^
i of the poem have been- Dinted by- .the Bang. As,

Sarda in Jour. M. A*. &<*., 1913,
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beautiful site of Ajmer. Arnoraja was followed by his son
Vigraharaja ( IV. ), alias Vlsaladeva who Is represented in a
Delhi pillar inscription of A.D. 1164 to have brought the whole
of North India under his sway and to have made it an
Aryavarta or Abode of Aryans again, by exterminating the
Mlecchas or the Muhammadans *. Further information
on this point is furnished by a drama called Lalita** Vicjrciharaja
by his court poet Somesvara.2

It was originally engraved
on a series of slate stone slabs, and was put up for exhibition
and study in the college and shrine of Sarasvatl which he had
erected at Ajmer but which was afterwards converted into a
mosque known as I)hai dlii-ka jhumpda* This drama describes
one of the defeats he inflicted on a Muhammadan ruler called
Hammira or Turuskesvara. Only a few fragments of this
play have been preserved, but they are enough to show under
what adverse circumstances, Vigraharaja had to give battle
to this enemy. The Cahamana king was then encamped at

Vavveraka, the same as Tavera, by which Rupnagar in the
Kishangarh State was known before it was so named after
Biupsim&a of the Kishangarh House 3

. One fragment of the
drama introduces us to a scene where the king sees a spy sent
to procure details of the Muhammadan force that was advanc-

ing.^
The spy informs him that the horses, elephants and

soldiers which comprised the enemy's army were so many that
it was impossible to frame even an approximate estimate and
that they were then stationed just one yojana or perhaps nine
miles from Vavveraka. Consternation seizes the mind of the
Cahamana king, who at once calls his maternal uncle Raja
Simhabala and his Brahman prime-minister Sridhara. The
whole information given by the spy is placed before them, and
they are asked to give advice as to the course of action that was
best in the circumstances. Simhabala advises him to give battle,
but Sridhara tries to dissuade him from this decision as the
Cahamana forces would be hopelessly outnumbered by those
ol the enemy. The king, however, decides in favour of the line
of action suggested by Simhabala. No fragment of this play

J^i
P"* "** whioh teUs us what the issue of this

battle actually was. But there can be no doubt on this
questlon* The Cafaamana king must have vanquished the

1. Ind. Ant. VoL XIX, p. 219.
2+ /&!., Vol. XX. p, 207 & ff

. XWd., U12, p. 182.
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enemy completely. Other wise f there would not have been

even a remote allusion to this incident, which on the contrary

has been mentioned most prominently here. What we have

to note is that the Cahamana ruler gave fight to the Muham-
madan forces though he was fully conscious of the fact that

they were more than a match to his army, so far, of course* as

the numbers were concerned and that ifc is utter recklessness -of

life and superior fighting qualities that must have won him. th

day.

Vigraharaja was succeeded by his nephew, Frthvlraja II. f

one of whose records was originally found at Hansi in the

Hissar District 9 Panjab. it says that he had a maternal uncle,

called Kilhana, a G-uhilot by clan, who had been put in com-

mand of the fort of Asi or BansI, to arrest the advance of

Hammira or the Muhammadan emperor, who had become a

thorn to the world. 1 We are also informed that Kilhana had

seised and burned Pafioapura, the same as the modern
' Pachapattan

9 on the Sutlej which, as Tod tells us, was on

the route from Kabul to Hansi. The strategic importance of

Pancapura and also Hansi can scarcely be over rated so far

as the Cahamana kingdom was concerned. And it seems that

the Cahamana monarchy was effectively fortifying the

north-west frontiers of its territory against Muhammadan

aggression which had been on the increase since the time of Dur-

labharaja. These precautions produced some salutary effect for

some time. For certainly we do nob hear of any Muhammadan

expedition during the reign of this king or even of his

successor Somesvara.

Things were, however, different in the time of Prthvlraja

III who succeeded his father Somesvara to the Cahamana

throne. When Somesvara died, Prthviraja was a child. And

his mother had been appointed regent to look after the affairs

of the state. This was a fresh opportunity to the Muham-

madans to renew their policy of aggression. Reference Has

already been made to a work called the Prthvlraja-mjaya.

which contains a full account of the life and career of
^rthvi-

raja. But only a page or two of it have survived, and that

gives us the information that the beef-eating Mleccha called

Ghori, who captured GarjanI ( Ghazni ) had *

an envoy to the Cahamana court. It further

1.
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us that it was this Ghori whose soldiers had occupied Nadula-

( Nadol ), but that they had been pufc to a rout by the Gujarat

kiog without the Cahamana ruler having to take any action

in the matter. This is a clear reference to the expedition of

Shihabu-d-Din Muhammad Ghur in 1178 A. D. when, after

marching to Uchha and Multan and crossing the desert of

Marwar, he invaded Gujarat without entering the Cahamana
territory. The king of Gujarat at this time was the Solanki

prince Bhlmadeva II., who defeated the Muhammadans with

great slaughter at Kasahrada ( Kayadra ) at the foot of Mount
Abu, being aided by the Nadol chief Kelhana and his brother

Klrtipala and also by the Paramara chief Dharavarsa of

Gandravatl. 1 The Muhammadan defeat was so crushing
that Shihabu-d-Dln was himself badly wounded in this fight

and had to beat a hasty retreat. This is another clear instance,
if any further instance is needed, of fcho frontier Muhammadan
rulers sustaining a heavy defeat at the hands of the Rajput
princes, when the latter were prepared for a battle.

The ignominious defeat made such a deep impression on
the mind of Shihabu-d-Dln that it was not till 1191 A. D, fchab

he again thought of invading India. About this time a sad

misunderstanding had arisen between the Cahamana and
Gahadavala families. This presented a good opportunity to
the Moslem ruler to undertake another expedition. Prthvlraja
was not dead to the danger that now threatened India. He
solicited the kings of North India to join his confederacy, and
they all did except, of course, Jayacandra. Shihabu-d-Dm
encountered Prthvlraja and his allies at Tarain or Talawari
between Karnal and Thanesar. The battle ended in a brilliant
victory for Prthvlraja, and a complete rout of the Moslem
army. The enemy was severely wounded, and had to run
again for his life. Then followed a state of inaction and in-
nertness on the part of the Rajputs which is astounding to a
degree. Instead of following up their victory by mercilessly
pursuing and driving the foreigners out of India, they were
self-complacent and remained where they were. Shihabu-d-Dln
retired quietly to Ghor, and after thirteen months returned with
a mighty force to the former scene of action. Putting the
Hindu army off their guard with a false pretence, the foreign in-
vader fell upon them under cover of night. The Rajputs,

they were, fought with great valour, and

XL pp. 71-a,
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towards sunset seemed to be even on the point of gaining the

day, when Shihabu-d-Dln charged them at the head of a chosen
body of horsemen which had been purposely left behind and
which at once turned the tide of the battle. Prthvlraja was
taken alive and murdered in cold blood. Thus was laid down
the foundation stone of the fabric of Muhammadan supremacy
in India. If Jayacandra of Kanauj and Benaras really
played the traitor to his country, he BOOH atoned for it, for in
1194 Shihabu-d-Dln defeated and killed him also and annexed
his kingdom. India was divided into numerous independent
states at this time and hence within six years of the second
battle of Tarain, the whole of Northern India was conquered by
Shihabu-d-Dln.

When the power of the Imperial Gurjaras had been
established over Northern India, the north-west boundary of
the empire, we have seen, was the natural frontier of India
formed by the Safed Koh and Sulaiman ranges. One of the
feudatory families of the Gurjara period was the Hindu
Sahiyas who occupied the frontier province and whose
territory, we know, included the Kabul Valley. The guarding
of the north-west frontier was thus an. imperial problem, and
it was solved by the Hindu Sahiyas effectively barring for

centuries the advance of the Islam Powers. And it is when
the Gurjara empire breaks up that Sabuk-Tigln and Malmmd
of Grhazna make their appearance in the political horizon of

India, and undertake several expeditions which end in the
destruction of the Hindu Shahiya rule and the annexation of

fche greater portion of the Panjab. By this time the commo-
tion and confusion caused by the downfall of the Gurjara
supremacy settled down into some order, and two Rajput
dynasties rose to prominence with conterminous territories. It

was, however, the Cahamana territory which touched the
Muslim dominions and was more constantly exposed to their

raids and depredations. The problem of arresting the Muham-
madan aggression had thus become very acute, for the Panjab
which consist** mostly of plains could not possibly form the

the natural boundary to any Rajput State and offer any barrier
to the foreign incursions, Besides, these were two different

Rajput States, and they had naturally different aspirations and
different policies to carry out They could not bear any com-
parison to the Imperial Gurjara rule which had only one

object in view and only one foreign policy fco maintain. In
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spite of this disadvantage the two Rajput dynasbies succeeded

in repelling the attacks of the Muharnmadatis for more than a

century and a haP. And the question arises what could be the

cause of this strange phenomenon ? The only answer is : Rajput

bravery, which !s s as a rale, notoriously reckless-reckless of

life and reckless of any plan of action. We have seen from

the LaUta VigraJiaraja how the Cahamana king VigraharSja
alias Visaladeva was impatient to fall upon a Muhammadan
army although it was much larger than his and although he

was being dissuaded by his Brahman prime-minister from

embarking upon such a fool-hardy project. But no amount of

persuasion could produce any effect on him. He pounced upon
the Mtihammadan forces, and it was by good luck, no doubt

aided by Rajput bravery, that he was successful in his venture.

It is this reckless Rajput bravery that explains why, in almost

all battles which were well-pitched and fought to the end,

the Rajput?, as a rule, triumphed over the Muhammadan
foreigners; and if the latter at any time triumphed, the victory
was due generally to an accident. Thus when Amir Sabuk-

Tigln gained a victory over "Jaipal, it was in consequence of

the snow-storm which burst oufc all of a sudden and paralysed
the Hindus who were unaccustomed to rigorous cold,

Similarly, when Sabuk-Tigin
?

s son, Mahmud of Ghazna
achieves a victory over Anandpal son of Jaipal, it was due
to the mere accident of AnandpaFs elephant running away
through fright and creating the belief in the minds of his
soldiers that that was a signal to them for flight. But "when
Mahmud attacked and pillaged Somnath and learnt
that the route by which he came was being guarded by
certain Rajput chiefs who wanted to give Mm battle, he
returned to Ghazna, not by this route, but via Sind, although
his army thereby suffered from the worst of privations and
hardships. Likewise, in 1178 A.D, when Shihabu-d- Din Ghur
invaded Gujarat, the Solanki king Bhlmadeva, aided by the
Sonigara and Paramara chiefs, inflicted a crushing defeat on
him at the foot of Mount Abu and made him flee for life. Thir-
teen years later, that is, 1191 in A.D., the Muhammadan emperor
returned with a larger army; and this time he met the Raiputs
under Prthvlraja at Tarain, and we know, with what result
This time too when the Rajputs were face to face with the
Muhammadan foreigners, the latter sustained an ignominiousdefeat and their leader Shihab-ud-Dln had again to fly for his
life. This defeat of the enemy was no doubt caused by the
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bravery of the Rajputs, who In fighting were reckless of their

life and. therefore almost always vanqiiished their Muham-
madan opponents In open well-pitched battles. But the hattle

of Tarain glares us an insight into another trait of Rajpufc

character. The Rsjputs were not only indifferent to their life

but also indifferent to Improving and strengthening any posi-

tion of advantage they might have gained through their bra-

very. Perhaps they did not possess fche same amount of brain-

Dower in the art of warfare that their Muhammadan rivals

were endowed with. When Shihabu-d-Dln's army was routed

and be bimself was running for his life, why did not Prthvl-

raja track his enemy and drive him out of India which he

ccmld easily have done ? Would Mahmud of Ghazna, for

instance, have failed to take full advantage of such a unique

opportunity ? But the Rajput mentality was of a different

mould. It was not only reckless of life but also indifferent to

pursuing a victory to Its fullest advantage- This was a

weakness which emanated from an overweening confidence

in tbeir bravery, or perhaps from mental apathy caused by

opium eating. Instances of this indifference are not wanting

from later Rajput history, and this alone can satisfactorily

explain why they were inactive and Indifferent to pursu-

ing their enemy after the first battle of Tarain and reap-

ing the fullest advantage of their victory. And we know

what disastrous consequence this indifference produced.

It laid the foundation stone of the Islam power in India

and changed the whole history of the country. Neverthe-

less, be It noted that Shihabu-d-Dln Mu'izssu-d-DIn

Muhammad Ibn Sam, who laid this foundation stone, allowed

himself to be guided by the exigencies of the state only, not

by the policy of Iconomachy but of iconolatry, because we

know he struck gold, silver and copper coins where not only

his name appears in Nagarl character alone but above all we

find actual representations of the Hindu deities, either a seated

figure of Laksml or the Bull of Siva. *

It will thus be seen that the Muhammadan first began to

penetrate into and overrun India under the Arabs in 712 A. D.

But they did not obtain any firm footing till 1191 A. D. when

Shihabu-d Din defeated and killed Prthvlraja in the second

1. Catalogue of fhe coins in the Indian Museum Calcutta by

Nelson "Wright, Vol. II. p. 5.
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battle of Tarain. For four centuries and a half the Bajputs
held the Muhammadans at bay, The 'Muhammadans were all

along making incursions into India and trying to establish
an Islam empire over the country. They allowed no
opportunity to slip unutilised when there was a political
upheaval in Northern India. Nevertheless, the Rajputs proved
a most effective barrier to Muhammadan aggrandisement for

upwards of four centuries and a half In fact, such a thing is

unprecedented in the history of early Islam, where we notice
the Muhammadans carrying everything before them and mak-
ing themselves masters of the whole globe between Sind and
Southern Spain within eighty years of their Prophet's death
No impartial historian will therefore refrain from holding
that it was probably the most glorious period of the Rajput
history in India. To say f therefore, as V. A.. Smith has done,
that the Muhammadan invaders were doubtless superior to their
Hindu opponents in fighting power, because they came from
a cool climate in hilly regions and were heavier and physical-
ly stronger and also because they were flesh-eaters whereas
the Hindus were mostly vegetarians and that their fierce
fanaticism helped them immensely as it developed into all
kinds of Mghtfulness is something which is altogether in
explicable in the light of the facts of history such as we have
passed under review. If there was anything that offered a
successful resistance to the Muhammadan aggression it was
Rajput bravery against which the cool climate of the hillv
regions.the physical strength and flesh-eating propensities of

wWA ?
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^
fU0 aTalL Even their 'anattclamwhich undoubtedly showed its frightfulness all overWestern Asia, Worth Africa and South Europe did not help theMuhammadans at all for four centuries and a half to penrtratointo India and gain a stable footing. And very often thisfanaticzsm had to yield to diplomacy such as we see when

G0ins with
.
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reliance on their elephants wMch s however, proved useless

against well-equipped active cavalry of the Muhammadans.
At the close of the lasfc part. It was pointed out that the Gurjara
cavalry was by no means inferior and that it elicited admira-
tion even from the Muhammadan travellers who came into

Northern India. And Irom the fact that the Caliamana and
the Solanki kings from time to time repulsed the Moslem
attacks most; successfully, it must follow that they too had by
no means failed to maintain the efficiency of their cavalry.

Again, it is not quite clear why Smith makes light of elephants
as an instrument of warfare at that period. Even Malimud of

Ghazna, whose generalship was of an unquestionable character

did not fail to make use of elephants whenever a suitable

occasion called for it. Thus when he gave battle to the Tartar
chief Ilaq Khan, near Balkh* he is reported to have purposely
brought 500 elephants into the field, whose huge bulk and

strange appearance produced their full effect on the horses of

the enemy and checked the impetuosity of the Tartar charge.
The elephants then advanced and pushed into the midsfc of the

enemy, dispersing, overthrowing and trampling under foot

whatever was opposed to them. It is said that Maiimud's own
elephant caught up the standard bearer of Ilaq Khan
with his trunk,

" Before this disorder could be recovered, the

armies closed ;
and so rapid and courageous was the onset of

the Ghaznevites, that the Tartars gave way on all gides and

were driven with a prodigious slaughter from the field of

battle."

[ Just a note of warning here, to prevent any misunder-

standing that is likely to arise in !this connection. When the

various instances of Muhammadan iconoclasm and Muham-
madan

<

fanaticism
* have been pointed out here, it is by no

means to be understood even by implication that they were

prompted by any teaching of the Quran. What almost in-

variably happened was that the passion for plunder was

already present in the mind of the Muhammadan invader and

that he was helped by the theologian so to interpret, that is,

misinterpret, the sacred text as not only to justify his wanton

spoliation of the non-Moslem populations and destruction of

their places of worship but deem such vicious courses as a

distinct service to Islam. Intolerance and violence, it is
Bright-

ly contended, are nowhere preached by the Shariat. Similarly,

wherever it is contended in this article that fche Rajputs
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ON THE I>ATE OF
BY

DB K. B. PATHAK, B. A.* ptu ix

. , total

It is easy to fix the date of Sarnantabhadra if we carefully

study his Yuktyanu^asana and Ms AptamlmSmsa. In the

former work he attacks the wejl-known definition of perception

given by Dharmaklrti in tlie Ny&yabindu :

Translation

A principle, that is not proved, is impossible to be pointed

out with certainty as free from imagination, When tjierp is

no proof, the definition loses its meaniitg. O Mahaylra, truth

is not found in thy foe Sugata.

Patrakesari thus comments on the passage ft

In the AptamlmamsS, verse 80, Samantabfcadra aaye
Dharmaklrfci contradicts himself when he says.

w* \ M*fl^HH^|^ /

And in the same work, verse 106, the Jaina author attack*

g of the Buddhist writer. Hence it is clear ttimt

Samantabhadra comes after Dharmaklrti.

I shall now proceed to prove that Samantabhadra refutes

the views of Bhartrhari. One of the peculiarities of our

mediaeval authors is that they quote as nearly as possible the

very words of those writerswhose opinions they wish to refute.

This will be evident from M f Upwi^g eCamples, VidyEnanda-

pStarakesari says :

__
1 This is KumSjrila'a ^erse routed m ttys ftflewUy ^wo Terse*,
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\

3j[ s^T ^l^RTFRTIcT U

^^ 311^^ II

AstasahasrI "Nir. S&g ed., p, 5,

S^ntaraksita quotes and refutes Kumarlla:

^ "IV^ U

U ^ V*\> U

Tafctvasamgralia, pp, 822 and 878

I

: U ^^V^ I!

I)

This is the statement of Kumarila refuted in th foULowmg
two verses^

s U ^^^X U

M

Tathvasamgraha, pp, 820, and 864a

*ivvv* u

Tatfcvasamgralaa, pp. 426 and 430

The first verse belongs to Bhartrliari and is refuted by
S&ntaraksita in the second verse.

Let us now turn to the following passage,

U *\* \\

: 1^ U

: u ^* u

u ^^ u
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u ^ it

Tattvarthasslokavartika

Mrnaya S. ed. p. 14.

In this passage Vidyanandapatrakesari quotes Kumarila^s
definition of awTefSOTFT from his Mloaarhsaslokavartika (Benares
edn. p. 482. ) and says that this very definition pre-supposes
tite existence of an omniscient bein$. He repeats this argu-
ment in his JLptaparlksa p. 56* Benares edn. thus:

\

u lio^ ii

Vidyananda ( Tattvarthaslokavartika, p. 12 L ) cites from
Dharmaklrti's

U

In refuting the opinion of this Buddhist author, VidyS
nanda remarks

The Buddhist author criticised above is no other than
himself whose wellknown verse, 3ff%$N'<nf

\ iMI^ili^tiRlTl^r^TT% ^fcf has been explained in a previ-
ous paper. The doctrine of *d*<itd is thus propounded by
BharfcrharL

ITR

T f ^I^T^Tif^fi" U

In the following passage Viclyanandapatrakasari
lhat this doctrine is refuted, by Akalaiikadeva.

Tattvartha^lokavartika, p. 230.

Now this very doctrine of Bhartrhari Is severely criticis-

ed by Haribhadrasuri in his Anekantajayapataka ( p. 43 a ) in

the following passage in which the Svetambara author *

quotes Samantabhadra, whom he calls

SMty. S*m^odhaka, Fa,rfe 1, by Jmftvlj ayamain*.
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Translation.

If a word is of the nature of knowledge it will never be

heard apart from the knower in whom knowledge resides, since

knowledge never goes away from the knower. Nor is there

any knowledge in the world which is not understood by a

hearer. Thus a word being identical with knowledge, the

knower and the hearer, every thing will be like the mind of

other people.

It is thus clear that the doctrine of ^ns^rf is positively

wtong in the opinion of Samantabhadra. We may compare
Samantabhadra's words ^ ^ ^ letted ^P% sr- '-%5rf =T sr^T^ 1 with

Bhartrhari's words ^r $(fel SRSRJt ^^ ^ : ^I^T^PWT^ I Samanta-
bhadra refutes Bhartrhari's opinion as nearly as possible in

the latter's own words.

Laksmldhara, the pupil of Samantabhadra, in his

EkSntakhandana, a
says.

MI tiff
*

In the Ekantakhandana, from the opening part of which
the above extracts are taken, Laksmldhara quotes Bhattac&rya's
disapproval of the Jaina doctrine thet sounds are substances
and not qualities.

gf Hf

EitaLtitakhandana, palm-leaf ms p. 29 (a)
1
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Bhattacarya quoted by Laksmidhara Is "Kumarila him-

self who "is frequently referred to by this title,

ffct

Sarvadarsanasamgrabs

Auanda&rama ed, pp. 115 and 98.

In my paper entitled the position of Kumariia in Digam-

bara Jaina literature
1 I have proved that the Aptamlmamsa

of Samantahhadra and its first commentary called AstasatI

by Akalankadeva are severely criticised by Rumania and

defended by Akalankadeva's two Junior contemporaries Vidya-

nandapatrakeeari and Prabaoandra. Akalankadeva flourish-

ed during the reign of the Rastrakuta king Sahasatunga-

dantidurea- and Prabhacandra lived on into the reign of

Soghlvtr^ I, as he quotes Gunabhadra's Atmanu^aBa..

'rLeliterary activities of Akalankadeva and his cntac Kumarda

must be placed in the latter half of the eighth century And

Ice Samautabhadra refutes the opinions of Dh **^
Bhartrhari, and his pupil LaahnJ

dhara ouofces Kumarlla, we

are forced to assign fcian^tabhadra to the first half of the

eighth century*

From the passages cited above from the

it is clear that Piijyapada lived prior to S-

then can we account for the last sutra

vy'akarana, ^& v$ff*Vf&&t V, 4, 168 ?

Let us compare the last four sutras of Pu,yapada wxth the

corresponding s^tras of Panini and Jaina Sakatayana.

Jaina Sakatayatia

(I,

1 Published in the Tractions of the Ninth Ofiental Oougxe.
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r /
l( V, 4, 166) 1 (VIII, 4, 64 ) \( I, 1, 132 )

( V, 4, 167) (VIII, 4, 65 ) (I, Ci

I have shown that Jaina Sakatayana has copied many
sutras from Jalnendra-vyakarana. And yet, instead of citing
Samantabhadra as an authority on grammar, Jaina Sakatayana
is content to use the word m in his sutras. As regards the
optional forms to be obtained from the four concluding sutras
of Pujyapada, this can be easily done, by reading into each of
these sutras by ST^ffm the word 37 occurring in the Jainendra
sutra ^r *j=r4^i-a<^* V, 4, 160. It is thus evident that tae sutra men-
tioning ^*FcR35[ is an interpolation. Similar remarks may be
made about the names V&3& ( III, 4, 102), vft^ ( 1, 4, 39 ), 5^^
(IV, 3, 240), and

f%^r(V,l,7), since Jaina Sakatayana
employs the word qr in his corresponding sutras (111,2,106;
I, 3. 154; II, 2, 72; 1,4,42 ). Nor are we inclined to attach any
value to the names occurring in the following sutras of Jaina
SakatEyana himself,

, 2. 13.

I, 2, 37.

: II, 1, 229.

as we find that in the corresponding auteas Pftjyapada

;: V, 1, 55.

e^(qr) V, 1,175.

rv, 2, 194.

has misled some scholars into

by Pujyapada
(II> 1 * 3>- Besides the sutra in

entirely based on Panini VII 2^*"A v xx, ^.



SiNTARAKSITA'S REFERENCE TO KUMARILA'S
ATTACKS ON SAMANTABHADRA AND

AKALANKADEVA
BY

DR. K. B. PATHAB:, B. A,, ph, D

An excellent edition of an interestlBg Buddhist work call-

ed Tattvasaragraha by Santaraksita with a commentary by

Kamala&Ila has lately been published in the G-aekwad's

Oriental series. This worfc should be read along with the writ-

ings ofthe famous Jaina authors Samantabhadra, Afcalanfcadeva*

Mnikyanandif Patrakesari and Prabhacandra. As regards

the age of this Buddhist writer Santaraksita it is enough to

state that he quotes Patrakesari and is himself quoted by the

latter's Junior contemporary Prabhacandra. What is still

more important is that Santaraksita knows the fact that

Samantabhadra and Akalankadeva, a contemporary of the

Rastrakuta king Sahasatunga Dantidurga ( Saka 675, A. D.

753 ) are attacked by Bhatta Kumarila.

Before beginning to deal with the subject of my paper, it

is necessary to give my opinion about the merits of this

edition. The editor Embar'Krishnamacharya Shastri deserves

to be highly praised for his great industry and accuracy.

His method of filling up the lacunae in the author's verses is

excellent His emendations are enclosed in brackets; where

no emendations can be proposed the lacunae are
allowed^

to

remain as in the original ms. The student of Digambara Jama

literature will b struck with the g%^ in the Tattvasamgraha

which resembles the *1%^ in the AstasahasrI and the

Prameya-kamala-martanda. Kumarila, who figures prominent-

ly in these three works, says,

U

Tattvasamgraha vol. II p 826.

u1 ^>|^*l\^l 11^*^1 ^ * *' xi S3 * "^ T * 1

Let us read the correct text of these verses in the Jama

( Aftasahasrl, Nirnayasa. ed., p. 47.

< Aptaparlk^S, Benares, ed.
f-.o*- , q r h 1

Ipfameyakamalamartanda, Nirnaysa. ed, p. 69 ( h }
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Sf 3 ^IIWF^^IT^ c^l%%r \l

WT%fq^ ^?%5f^oiIT^i I

ff I!

The Shastrl :

But we know that the above verses are found in the
ms^slofcavarfcika l thus

1 give these two verses only in this paper, as Kumariia's
verses in the ^ftfsfi^; in the AstasahasrJ, the Tatfcvasamgraha
and fche Prameyakaraalamarfcanda will form the subject; of a
saparate paper, I shall now give two verses more from the
Tattvasamgralia*

2

:
n i ^H n

This is a well-known definition of %g given by Dignaga,
as we learn from Udyotakara 3 and Vacaspatlmisra.

As regards the second verse

\\

obviously amis 4 ake
the two expressions ^IM^ ^fm% andan ^fg 3ra?R

are m the ablative case and joined by the particle***. The
ablative is required by the following word ar^j^ according to
PaBini WRIT.8.29- How%^ 3,3^ !s the a^M of ft^who is this T^? Parthasarathi commenting upon KumSrfla?8
verse 94 grg^R qft^, 4 saya,

1 MlmK&^oka^rtika, Benares ed. pp. 568, 576.
2 Tattyasamgraha, vol s I p. 400^

3 ] gyliyavsrtika, Calcutta ed. p. 134,
i NyyaT5rtika-tatparyatikS, Benares ed. p 1994
Mlmsmssa'lokairsjrtika, Benares ed. p. 377
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S *s part of the ver^e ascribed to Dharmaklrfci by

iuandajmana ^ho says

therefore refers to the three kinds of %g which

are described in the ISTyayabindu,
1

The Shastri doubts whether the quotation

belongs to Dignaga who is called ^^"oi^R. But this doubt

will be removed by Akalankadeva who says

\\

Tattvartharajavartika, p. 38,

The Shastri reads
Here the correct form is qr^FqR^f : according to

Vartika 35 on Panini 1, 2 9 64. Kielhorn's ed. Mahabhasya
vol, I, p, 242.

On p. 817, Tattvasamgraha Vol. II the Shastri has

^. The student of Patamjala-

Mahabhasya will at once be reminded of the following passage*
: \ &&& ( ^Tplft 4. 2. 33 )

Elielhorn's edl. Mahabhasya.
Vol. I, pp. 175, 176.

is thus a mistake for 3T?ri^ On p. 768, Tattva-

samgraha Vol. II. we read

This is a quotation attributed to Dharmakirti in SarvadarSana-

samgraha ( chap, on Buddhism ) It also occurs on p. 578 of

Tattvasamgraha Vol. II. This should have been pointed out in

the Appendix.

On p. 72 Tattvasamgraha Vol. I. Kamala^Ila quotes 2

verses of Sure&vara from Brhadaranyakavartika.

f5r^^

1 Peterson's ado p 104.

8
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Arsandasrama ed a

III.

p. 1248.

SureSvsra's critic is Patrakesari.. His well-known verse

is found In his TattvarthaSlokavartikSlamkara p. 20$,

This is quoted by Santarakslta (Tattvasaiiigraha Vol, I. p, 406).

Both the text; and the commentary of Tattrvaithaslokavartika

were composed by Patrakesarisvami himself^ as the com*

mantary is cited in tbe AstasahasrI p. 92 thus ^Tc^r^'^l'^Tf^^r?55^

sjjl^ci: wrfSfd ilkiMTi^^ \ we are told in the commentary that

this verse was composed by the Vartikakara Pafcrakesari him-

self. This finally settles the date of Santaraksita,

A most interesting feature of the edition is the Appendix

containing quotations found in the text and the commentary
with an attempt to identify them. Most of the quotations

found in this Buddhist work are also met with In the Jaina

authors mentioned above. Some of the verses which are attri-

buted to Kumarila by Kamalasila but are not found in the

Benaras edition of Kumarila's works, are not indicated ift a

separate index. Some verses quoted in the SarvadarSanasafhg-
raha, though not found In the Benares edition, are neverthe-

less pointed out in a separate index. The author of th*

Sarvadarsanasaihgraha Is referred to as Vidyaranya or siifiply

Madhavacarya. This is a mistake as is evident from the

following introductory verses in that work,

In the first verse quoted above Ma 3h avarya is compared to

the w^Rc?f eprung from the milk-ocean which was wqw; that
is to say, just as the jewel was the off^priPg of the ocean, so
was Madbavarya born from Sayana; the author of the

Sarvadarsanasam^raha was thus the son of Sayana and the
wephew of Vidyar&j&ya, This is csoufixmcd by th^
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used In (he eeconcl verse which means er^r tp? *&$%
where the word g^r Is omitted. Tha first chapter of this work
ends :

we are to

nnderbtand that this work was composed by Madhava son of

gfyana.

In the MadhavTya Dhatnvrtti we are told

Here the expression JftSTTOnr3! means Hm'H^^mui as we
learn further on s

\\

This subject lias been fully dealt with by Kaya Bahadur
B. Nsrasimhaohar in the Indian Antiquary (1916) pp. 12-1 7,

The practice of prefixing the father's name to a person's name
once prevailed in Western India. I have proved in my paper
in the EpigrapMa Indica voL X p. 15., that Nirayadya-Srlmad
Anivariira Punyavallabba means Niravadya-p^^'a-Srluaad*

Anivarita-Punyavallabha or the illustrious Anivarita-Punya-
vallabhs, the son of ISTIravadya. Similarly SrImad-A.nivSrita

Dhanamjaya Punyavallabha means SrIrnad-AnivSrita^?^/ra-
Dhsnamjaya-Punyavallablia or Dhanamjaya-Punyavallabba
son of the illustrious A.nivarit. Here Punyavallabha is the

family name. These facts lead to the conclusion that the
anthor of the SarvadarSanasamgraha "was a different person
from his more celebrated uncle Vidyaranya-MadhavScSrya
and should be spokeB. of as Sayana-Madhava to distinguish
him from the latter. It is needless to state that the composi-
tion of the Sarvadarsanasarhgraha must be placed one genera-
tion later than that of the Madbavlya Dhatuvrttl

It may be remarked that the present practics of prefixing

one's name to the father's name, which is in vogue in Western

India, dates only from the Mahomedan conquest of the Deccan.

Let us now turn to the subject of the present paper.

In the first paeqage quoted below Kumarlla discusses the

Argument advanced in support of the claim of Arban^ and

to be considered omniscient In the second, SSnta-

replies to these arguments and maintains that
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alone Is omniscient The third passage Is most important and
interesting. It Is quoted both by the Jama author Patrakesari
in the Astasahasrij and by the Buddhist writer Santaraksita
In the Tattvasamgraha. The latter

9

,s commentator Kamalaslla
assures us that this passage of Kumarila Is directly aimed at the
Jainas, while Patrakesari says that here his senior contempora-
ry Akalanka and his predecessor Samantabhadra are assailed
by Kumarila. First passage

Tattvasamgraha VoL II p. 822.
In these verses Kumarila says that there is little to choose

between the arguments advanced by the Bauddhas and the
Jainas against each othei. For this reason it is hard to decide
which side has the advantage. Santaraksita replies that the
Buddhist view alone Is correct.

Second passage

Tattvasmgraha, vol. II, p, 879.
*ha he kn WS tbe neni8 of the

mantabhadra and Akalankadeva]

firsfive ver
fcMrd ^assa^ *^n below. Thetost five verses are also quoted and refuted by Patrakesari,

introduces this passage thus :
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The third passage.

U

Tattvasamgraha vol, II, p* 841,

The word ^T^FT in the first verse of Kumatila means, accord

ing to Laghusamantabhadra,
4 i^f^n^^^^^^l^

This is the reason given by Akalankadeva who says,

"cf^t ^ra: g^rf^rcn^c^r^ *<*<&*<* ^rraqfcr

Bic3rf%^T ^li^f W&tfc
" ^fr%^ Svami=Samantabhadra.

Astasahasri, p, 72.

The next three verses of Kumarila quoted by Santaraksita

are thus introduced by Kamalaslla :
5

Kamala&Ila explains : ^ ^ , ,, .

-

.

The first of the three verses of Kumarila contains a direct

attack on Samantabhadra and Akalankadeva.

1 A^taaahasrl, Nirnaya s^g. ed, p. 75. reads 9 ^*T
jrfjri

tor

translation of this passage, see my previous paper, Position

Knmsrila in Bigambara Jaina literature.

21 A^tasaliasrt, ^ici^i+iiH^^*

4 tt:atS^5,foot-no te 2O.SeeaI 8o otW fcot-.otc,

^^^^^
will be shown further on.
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Samantabhadra savs.

=3"

iT - ir% u 3 u

Aptamlmamsa.
Patrakesnri says, this is the view of Ktsmarila

?i;
1 rPTT f^ I

?r %

g S

J

f^
Astasahasrl s p. 58.

In one of the two verses of Samantabhadra quoted above
tbe reason given to prove the existence of ^ is 3Tg4^5Rf;t
This word is ezplaioad by the commentator Vasnnandi1

thus:

i: s

It is thus evident that the words^R and sfi^ are synony-mous Akalankadeva uses the word sftraer in the above extract,And Knmarila copies this word and says :

a

Mlmamsaslokavartikra Benares ed. p, 85.

is older than
who mentions him in his Jaiminlya-

Flrthas^rathi explains the above vefse
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This explanation is most absurd. Patrakesari first makes

explanatory
remarks and then by way of confirmation Introdu-

ces this verse. He says
6SKumaTilaV view ma;j? be thus stateds-

Here the subject of the reason is contradicted, since the

minor term ftaj) is contradicted by the inference. This can be

shown thus : There is no body who can perceive things that

are minnte past and distant because they are demonstrable

just as we are unable to perceive such things. Nor can ife be

urged that the reason ( Sf^Tc^fi^ ) is here unproven or fallacious*

since it is in agreement with perception. Therefore it is said

by Kuinarila :

Who will believe in an omniscient being whose existence

can be disproved by the reason ( 5^^rifo[ ) which agrees wifch

perception 1

Patrakasari replies :

This is also wrong because from that very reson ( ^ftwd^ )

we can prove the existence of some being able to perceive things

which are minute &c. Things minute &c. can. be

perceived by some body by reason of ^R^, ^T^> 3^&* just as

iitfgcS &c. If it is objected that our view is fallacions on

account of extremely invisible things, this objection is easily

met by making them the subject of the minor premiss. Ifc is

said by Akalanka
Sfi Therefore in this way how can any person

endowed with sense deny or doubt the existence of an

omniscient being whose position Is stregthened by such reasons

sfaqH, *Jrc|, &c. *\ The existence of an omniscient being

who can perceive things minute &c. being proved by the

removal of all possible objections, the reason under consider-

ation [advanced by Akaianka ] lends corroboration to the

reason ( ^R^lf^ ) admitted by Kumarila (q<fapra) though the

latter reason remains incontrovertible ".
%

The word s^R^: is most Interesting and Important, Prar

bhacandra who defends Samantabhadra and Akalankadevs

against the attacks of Kumarila makes the illustrious MlmSm*

saka slate his *Jtw thus :

From this discussion there emerges the interesting fact

that Samantabhadra who lived in the first half of the 8th

century and his first commentator Akalankadera who was

r Ihis is a teaaaUtion a tfco whole paasago quoted
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contemporary with Sahaeatunga-dantitdurga ( Saka 675
) were

attacked by Kumarila and defended by Patrakesari
; and

this

fact was known to Santaraksita and Kamalaslla, This
subject

is also fully discussed in my paper entitled the position of

Kumarila in Digambara Jaina literature published in the

transactions of the Ninth Oriental Congress ( 1892 ),

In my second paper I have proved that
Dharmaklrti, the

predecessor
of Samantabhadra and Akalankadeva, is attacked

by Patrakesari and defended by Santaraksita, In my third

paper
I have shown that Santaraksita is frequently quoted

by Brabhacandra: while in my fourth paper I have
critically

examined the text of Kumarila's verses which are cited by

Patrakesari Santaraksita and Prabhacandra but which are

not found in the Benares edition of the MlmamsaMavartika

and the Tantravartika, These papers will be shortly published,



EPIC STUDIES
BY

V. S. SUKTHAKEAR

IL FUBTHEB TEXT-CRITICAL NOTES.

The organizers of the new Indian project of preparing a

critical edition of the Mahabharata are deeply indebted to

both Geheimrat Luders and Professor Winternitz not merely
for their taking personally a keen interest in the scheme, but

for their bringing the project formally to the notice of the

savants assembled at the historic XVIIth International Con-

gress of Orientalists held afc Oxford in August 1928, and moving
resolutions conveying messages of appreciation and congra-
tulation,

1 A singularly happy feature of this event was that

this gesture of cordial sympathy and willing co-operation

should have proceeded spontaneously from just those two
veteran scholars who not merely enjoy the greatest amount of

respect and confidence in the world of Indologists but whose
names are most intimately connected with the earlier scheme

of the International Association of Academies of publishing a

critical edition of our Great Epic. It is a matter of high

gratification to the members of the Mahabharata Editorial

Board that their modest efforts in the cause of Mahabharata

studies are being so keenly appreciated by their fellow workers

in Europe, just as it is a matter of relief to the.resoonsible editors

that the general method and principles underlying the prepara-

tion of this edition have won the warm approval of the two

eminent European critics
2 who have themselves made the

closest study of the central textual problem and enriched the

literature on the subject by the contribution of several valuable

papers and monographs.

At the said session of the Congress of Orientalists,

Winternitz read a paper entitled "The Critical Edition of the

Mahabharata ", dealing with the history of the project from its

early beginnings. Much of what Winternitz says in this

1. The text of the resolutions moved by Geheimrat Liiders and adopt-

ed unanimously by the Indian Section of the Congress has been piblished

by Winternitz in Indologica Pragensia, 1. 63.

2. Of. Winternitz, ABL 5. 24, 30, and Ind. Prag. 1. 62, 67", Lttders,

Deutsche Literaturzeitung, 1929 ( Heft 24 ), S]?. 1137-1146,
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memorable address of his bears the unmistakable stamp of being
personal reminiscences, because he was the first scholar who
more than thirty years ago, at the Xlth International Congress
of Orientalists held in Paris (1897), emphasized the superlative
importance of a critical edition of the Mahabharata and
proposed measures for its preparation.

*

After nearly thirty years of restless endeavour, he Is again
one of the small group of the first collaborators of the great and
ambitious project. During 1922-3 he used his opportunities
as a Guest Professor at the University of the poet philosopher
Rabindranath Tagore to train some of his advanced pupils at
the Vi^vabharatl to do collation work, thus helping to establish
there a centre for the collation of Bangali MSS. of the Maha-
bharata,

* a centre which is still doing excellent work under
the supervision of the Principal, Pandit Vidhushekhara Bhatta-
charya. Finally, Winternitz has taken over some of the
editorial burden on his own shoulders by kindly agreeing to
edit for the Institute one Parvan, the Sabhaparvan. This is
indeed a very happy augury for the continued success of our
cherished project.

To the text of Ms Congress address, which he has publish-
ed in the first issue of his Journal, Indologica Pragensia, Vol. 1
( 1929 ), pp. 58-63, Winternitz has appended ( pp. 64-68 ) some
critical remarks on my edition of the A.diparvan. While ex-
pressing his whole-hearted agreement with the general
principles underlying my reconstruction of the text, he has
given a long list of passages in which he differs from me with
respect to the readings of the constituted text. With unerring
judgement he has picked out those passages in the first two
adhyayas that had given me most trouble, and he has criticiz-
ed the readings of the constituted text, weighing the pros and
cons with great acumen, and pointing out the errors and
imperfections with much delicacy and courtesy. While
tendering him my cordial thanks for the honour he has doneme by making so close and'penetrating a study of my critical
wor, I shall endeavour here briefly to answer his queries and
criticism. I write these notes not so much to justify my
selection and establish the readings of the critical edition as

3. Cf. also A.BI. 4. 145 ff.

2. Annual Report of the B. (X K. I. for 1922-23, p. 11 .
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to set forth the reasons that have guided me in the choice of

the readings in question and that may not have occurred to my
critic remarks which will not fail to throw some fitful light
on the obscure and complicated processes which go to make up
Mahabharata textual criticism .

%

* *

MIJTOK QUESTIONS.

1. 1. 30 s Winternitz observes that
"
in the notes the in-

teresting remark of Arjunamisra is given : paramesthy atha iti

prUyasah pathah, but the actual reading of the Da MSS. is not

given". The reading of the Da MSS, not being specifically

mentioned, it must, in conformity with a tacitly assumed
Paribhasa, be taken to be the same as the text reading, namely,
paramesthy atha. In that sense the reading of the Da MSS. (i.e.

of Arjunamisra ) has been given, and my note is both complete
and correct, because both the Da MSS. collated for the passage
do, in point of fact, read paramesthy atha l

Nevertheless, as I
discovered on referring bo the commentary once more, the note
does not represent the facts fully and, correctly, because the
MSS. which are corrupt, being contaminated from the vulgate,
had succeeded, for the time being, in completely misleading me.

That the true Ariunamisra reading must, against the testi-

mony of MSS., be assumed to be parameivarah ( agreeing then
with B2 D6-8 Cd ) follows, with certainty, from the commen-
tary itself, a fact I had overlooked when I wrote the note. The
commentary runs thus :

In the Foreword to Fascicule 1 ( p. v ), I have already
drawn attention fco the fact that "the ( epic ) text in the Arjuna-
mi&ra codices is frequently contaminated from the "vulgate"

and has to be corrected with the help of Arjunamisra's commen-

tary." The examples cited there are 1. 1. 176 and 225. In the

former case, the Da MSS. read puw/am ( like the vulgate, with

which the constituted text here agrees ) ; the true Arjunamisra

1. A reference to Prof. Imders' DruGTcprole (p. 6) will show that

the (DevanSgarl) MSS. of Arjtmamira*s commentary collated by him for

his Specimen edition read likewise paramestfiy alba,*, only in one instance

ha the reading been corrected (by a later band) to paramesvarafy*

Accordingly Prof. Xiiders has also taken paramesthy atTia as the reading of

the rer&ion of Arjunami^ra,
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reading is, however, punya-, as follows clearly from Arjuna-

misra's own observation :

\

In the latter case ( 1. 1. 22 b ), likewise, the Da MSS.
read iivam, agreeing with many K and D MSS.; but the

commentary shows (as I have pointed out in the notes ) that

the true Arjunami^ra reading is sucim, agreeing with the

constituted text, sivam being only a variant mentioned by the

scholiast:

\

I must here add, therefore, a word of caution. In the

critical notes published with the text, the readings as actually
found in the ( epic) text (in contradistinction to the com-

mentary) of the Arjunami&ra codices have, as a rule, been
taken to represent the readings of Arjunami&ra; the commentary
was consulted by me only occasionally, in case of doubt or

difficulty, or when a pathantara was noticed. It is, therefore,
more than likely that, owing to the fact that our Da MSS. are

conflated by contamination with various types of MSSM in

particular with the Nllakantha type, a few errors of the kind

pointed out by Winternitz may have inadvertently crept in.

Such errors can be rectified only by working through the
whole commentary, word for word, and comparing the lemmata
with the (epic) text of the MSS.; even then one can of course
be sure only of the words and passages actually cited and
explained by the scholiast.

The version of Arjunamisra, as I pointed out in the
Foreword to Fascicule 1 (p. v), is closely allied to the Bangall
version. The reason for this affinity (as I have stated elsewhere)
appears to be that ArjunamiSra was a native of Bengal.

1
'

Fol-
lowing the example of my predecessors, I have utilized, for the
critical edition of the Adiparvan, Devanagarl MSS. of

Arjunamisra's commentary. The two MSS. I am using are ex-

tremely corrupt. In fact, all the MSS. of Arjunami&ra's com-
mentary I have seen and they are all Devanagarl MSS.
have been remarkably corrupt. Not only that, the text they
offer is as already remarked, obviously contaminated from the

1* See my note on Arjunamisra in the Dr. Modi Memorial Volume*
pp. 565 ff.
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rulgate. This corruption of the Devanagarl MSS. I could not
account for at first; but ifc must be due, I cannot but think now,
to their being copies of Bsngall OP Maithiii originals. It

would, therefore, be expedient to procure and use, whenever
possible, Bangall

! or Maithiii MSS. of Arjunamisra's com-
mentary, treating his version as an offshoot of the Bangall
(respectively Maithiii) version. 8

* * *

1. 1. 62 : Winternitz points out that the lengthy interpola-
tion App. I, No. 1 = (B.) 1. 1. 55cd - 93 is inserted in the
R A. S. Whish MS. No. 65 after 62a&, and not after 62, as in
most of the Southern MSS. used by me. But two of my MSS.
( Tl G7 ) also insert the passage in question after 62a&, like the
Whish MS ; only between 62ab and the Appendix passage, my
MSS. further interpolate 29*, 64 and 30*, as stated in the very
note cited by Winternitz. The point of insertion of this inter-

polation varied in the different MSS. Thus of the MSS. collat-

ed by Prof. Luders for his Druckprobe, two ( G-2 [?read G3] T2 )

read it after 62o6, while two others ( G2 Tl ) read it after 62
;

moreover, in T2 ( of the Druckprobe ) the inserted passage is

preceded by 29*, 64 and 65 ( somewhat like our Ti G7 )..
E

1. 1. 131 : The printer's devil, I regret to say, is responsi-
ble for the erroneous spelling Samsaptaka- ( with dental s ) in
this stanza ; the correct spelling Samsavtaka- ( with palatal s )

is given at 1. 2. 56 and 160. Moreover, the various readings
have been given only at 1, 2. 56, and, through some unfortunate

oversight, omitted at 1. 1. 131 and 1. 2. 160. I make good the

omission here. At 1. 1. 131 the various readings are as

follows : KO. 2-4. 6 B4 Da Dnl. n3 Drl. r3. r4 Dl-4. 6. 7. 10. 14

Tl Samsapta ; Kl Bl-3 Dn2 Dr2 D5. 8. 9. 11. 12 T2 G ( Gl. 2

om. ) M Samsapta ; VI Samsapta ; K5 D13 missing. At 1. 2.

160 they are : KO. 2-4. 6 VI Da2 Dn Drl. r4 D2-4. 7. 10-

1. The AsiatiQ Society of Bengal does contain some BangSlI MSS.

(Descriptive Catalogue, vol. 5, DTos. 3371-3374, 3422), but it is very
difficult to move the Society to send out its MSS. on loan.

2. That would also account for the frequent divergence of Da from

the D class.

3. The passage is found inserted not only after 62a& and 62, but

after 26, 53a&
?
59 ab (according to the Druckprobe), and 60,
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14 Tl G7 Safnsaptc? ; Kl B Dal Dr2, r3 Dl. 5. 6. 8. 9 T2 Gl.
3-6 Samsaptcf ; G2 tfaihsapta ; K5 missing ; M om.

From the readings of the three passages in question, it

should seem that, anomalies apart, Kl ( or the India Office Co-
dex ), Bangall and Southern MSS. read it correctly ( that is,

with the palatal s ), while the rest of K agrees with the com-
mentators in reading it with the dental s. The balance of

probability inclines to the side of the palatal, I think, even if

we restrict? ourselves to the MS. evidence. O. V. Vaidya ( The
MaMbharata : A Criticism, p. 159 ) speaks of them as the

"
7

clans who came probably from the AJagan ( sic ) borders," but
it seems to me more likely that they got their nickname from
the fact that they had bound themselves by an oath to kill

Arjuna or die in the great Bharata battle ( Dronap. 17 ).

# # :#

1. 2. 85 : The spurious line ( 102*) kutasya Dhartarastre^a
presayam Pandavan prati stands in the MSS. not before
97* ( as Winternitz imagines and very naturally ), but after

101*, as correctly stated in the critical notes. I have re-examin-
ed the MSS. concerned on the point and find that my note is

perfectly correct. One cannot be dogmatic about the Maha-
KhSrata MSS.; there is no knowing what they may or may not
contain* The line was found only in six ISTllakantha MSS. in
Devanagarl or Bangall characters, collated for the first two
adhyayas. In all these six MSS. the line is found interpolated
at the same place, the place mentioned in the critical appara-
in*p( namely, after 101*), although all printed editions with-
out exception place it elsewhere ( namely, before 97*), which
is no doubt the reason of Winternitz's remark. A note draw-
ing attention to this patent discrepancy might have been use-
fully added in the critical notes. But I have found the printed
editions so arbitrary and unreliable1 that I have almost

1. The Kumbhakonam edition contains a misleading colophon after
its adhysya 100, which is not found in any MS. and is, moreover, un-
necessary-All printed editions contain the line (B.1.28.4<5<2=K. 1.28. 5cd)

ffurur Hi sarvabTiutanam brahmanafy pariMrtitafy (

which ia not found even in Ntlaka^tha MSS. The note on 1. 74. 12
mentions a line (B. 1. 79. 13 ef =K. 1. 73. 23 ab )

maranaih bolTianam tasya iti vidvajjaaS vidufy \

which was not found in any of the 60 MSS. collated for that dhyS7a J
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completely ignored them an the foot-notes, which have
necessarily to be rather brief and to the point. The meaning of

this enigmatic line found in Nllakantha MSS. is as obscure

to me as the cause of its transposition in the first printed
edition. We need not inquire why the line occurs in the

wrong place in the other editions as well, since the subsequent
editors appear to have studiously and uniformly avoided con-

sulting MSB. Winternitz could easily convince himself of the

correctness of my statement regarding the point of insertion of

this line in the MSS. by referring to the superb complete copy
of the Mahabharata in Sarada characters, with Nllakantha*s

scholium, he purchased in Ka&mlr during his stay there.
& & *

1. 2. 102: Da Dn Dr do have magnam and Draupadlrn^ as

found in the printed editions and as rightly surmised by
Winternitz. This group has, through oversight, completely

dropped out of the long list of MSS. that read Draupadlm^ and
I am thankful to Winternitz for drawing my attention to it.

The correction will be duly notified in the list of Errata,
which will be added at the end of the volume. In passing I

may draw attention to the superiority of the K MSS., the only

group which, as "Winternitz rightly remarks, gives the un-

doubtedly correct rendering of the whole stanza $ all other

MSS. even such as do not contain the interpolated line

are in utter confusion.
#=

MAJOR QUESTIONS.
1. 1. 129 : yadasrausam Sukrasuryau ca yuktau

ICaunteyanam anulomau jayaya \

nityam casmafi svapada vyabhasantas
tada nasamse vijayaya Samjaya U

This is indeed a difficult case, and I for my part doubt

whether any definite decision can be reached as to how the

stanza originally read. I must say, I cannot share the confi-

dence with which Winternitz decides for the reading :

yada Vayuh aJcrasuryau ca yuktau,

which is mentioned as a patha by Kllakantha and was adopted

in the editio princeps. It is one of the eight rival readings

and is found chiefly in the Bangall version, and in MSS. and

editions allied to or influenced by it. The combinations found
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in the different MSS* may be arranged schematically as
follows :

(a)srausam
(a)&rausam
(a)srausam
(a)srausam
(a)srausam

Vayu tfakra

Vayu ukra

Vayu

Vayu
Vayu akra

Surya :

Suyra :

Candra Surya :

ukra Surya :

Sakra Surya :

Candra Surya :

Surya :

Surya :

Majority of M"

Kl -f- some D

Text ( T Gl.5.6)

Majority of M
A few G
D5(inferior MS.)
Ml (conflated )

According to Winternitz, tlie stanza refers to (B.) 7. 7. 34 ff.

"where the line vatoddhutam rajas tlvram etc., also testifies to
the reading vayuh, while sakra ( = Indra) probably refers to the
rain of pieces of flesh, bones, and blood/* To start with I doubt
whether Sakra could be held responsible for the "rain" of flesh

bones, and sundry other articles ; bufc that is a minor point,'
immaterial to the present discussion. In believing, however,
that our stanza refers to ( B. ) 7. 7. 34 ff., Winternitz is partly
mistaken, as will presently appear. The important point is

that in the opinion of Winternitz the stanza alludes to certain
forces of 2STature, certain elements, such as wind, rain and
so on, which were favourable to the Pandavas and unfavourable
to the Kauravas. The commentators ITllakantha, Arjunamissra
and Devabodha ( with the readings which they had adopted or
which were before them) have explained the stanza in a similar
way. I hold a different view, however. When I selected the
reading of the constituted text, I thought ^and I still think that
in this stanza there is allusion not to the elements, but to some
astrological factor or constellation an allusion which was not
understood by commentators and which I could not then fully
explain. On reading the criticism of Prof. Winternitz, I there-
fore made a reference tomy friend Prof. Jyotish Chandra Ghatak
M.A., of Calcutta University, who has made a special study of
Indian Astrology and allied sciences and is rightly regardedas an authority on these topics ; and I was not disappointed.
Maving already worked through the whole of the Mahabharafca
in special search of references which have a bearing OB
Astrology, Augury and kindred subjects, he could at once layM% Otl the right passa e ' the Prototype of our stanza,which throws a flood of light on the question, without however

^^^rf^eofthe stanza, so far as I can judge-said status*, (B.) 6. 20. 2, reads ;
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[Dhrtarastra to Samjaya ]

srft;
*\

While the connection between the two stanzas is patent

and indeed unquestionable, the discovery of the prototype

leaves, unfortunately, mopt of our real difficulties unsolved.

The reading which. agrees closest with that of the Bhlsmapar-
van stanza is that of the vulgate text and is found only in the

MSS. of Nllakiantha These latter have Vayu-Candra-Surya
( lacking Sakra or Sukra altogether ) like Soma-Surya-Vayu
of the Bhismaparvan. Is the Nilakarrtha reading then the

original reading ? As I have pointed out elsewhere t we are apt

to prefer, at first sight, the readings of the vulgate, which

appear to be better than those of the critical text ; but that is

only because the text of the vulgafce has been arrived at by the

purging of the original by the continuous emendations of

scholars for centuries. 1 It seems to me that there is a long

history behind the reading of the vulgate in the present case

also. Nllakantha had evidently arrived at it by an emendation,

by collation with the prototype, because there is no indication of

there being any MSS. before him which could have contained

that particular combination. This fact may, perhaps, supply

us with a clew to the labyrinth of the readings recorded in the

critical notes for the line in question. An important factor is

that Sukra ( or Sakra ), which persistently occurs in all the

various categories of our MSS. and which must, therefore, be

regarded as an essential feature of our stanza, is entirely lack-

ing in the later stanza. This proves irrefutably that the

combination of the former was not identical, in every respect,

with that of the latter originally. That is an important point

to remember. Winternitz is emphatic in. asserting that yada

VayuJi of the original was changed in S into the usual yada^

srausam. This assumption does not seem to me to be at all

well founded, because the very next stanza (130) begins yada

Drono vividhan astramargan, and here no attempt has been

made in S ( or anywhere else) to change the beginning into

yadasrausam. There are a few more stanzas ( 133, 140, 145) in

1. See my Epic Studies (I), JBBRAS. (NB.) 4 (1928). 157.

A patent example of correction is grhitoa Aarana/ jpropte(in

MSS. ) for h&ranam grhya samgrajpte (1. 2. 93).

10
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fehis series which, do not begin with, the oft repeated formula.

It seems to me much more likely, therefore, that Vayn was
Introduced into our passage 9 secondarily , hy some early
Northern redactor who knew the prototype and had noticed the

omission of one of the elements in the prior stanza ; precisely
as Nllakantha, much later, appears to have farther altered the

line by changing the difficult Sakra ( or Sukra ) to Candra,
thus equating the combination to that, of the prototype. I there-

fore adhere to my original choice, explaining the genesis of

the variants as follows. The stanaa in question, which was
suggested to the author of the yadasrausam section hy the

Bhlsmaparvan stanza but was composed from a vague recollec-

tion of the original, began like the other stanzas of the series,
and contained, moreover, an allusion to an astrological situation.

Some Northern redactor (who had known the Bhismaparvan
stanza and noticed thai; the first stanza did not contain Vayu)
tnen deleted (a)srausam and substituted for it the missing
Vayii s retaining, however, tbe original feature Sukra. The
corruption of Sukra into Sakra must be judged as easy and even
natural (in juxtaposition with Surya), in view of t^ie famous
episode of the Mahabharata which narrates how Indra, disguis-
ed as a mendicant Brahman, begs for the miraculous ear-rings
and the armour which had been EZarna's from his birth and
which had made him invincible. The emendatory activity of

the early [Northern redactor was continued by JSTilakantha, who
expunged the Sakra (or Sukra) which be found in his MSS.
( and perhaps did not fully understand ) and substituted for it

Candra, thus equating tbe two combinations.

I am confirmed in the supposition that the original line
contained only two agencies instead of tbree by the fact that
no MSS. hitherto collated show yuktah ( plu. ) for yuktau ( dual)
in the first line, as they certainly would have done, had there
been three names in tbe original instead of two, as I have
given.

1

The question then arises whether Sukra and Siirya, as
grahas, were at that time favourable to the Pandavas or, what
conies to the same thing, adverse to the Kauravas. About

I. It should be noted that even in the explanation of Winternitz,
Sakra and femrya do not make any combined effort. If the three elements
wind, rain and sun operate all togcthei for the success of the Pa~ndavas
then yuktaJj, is Indeed the correct word. What is the point of the dual,
when th plural form would be even metrically equally buitahle ?
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Snrya I cannot say. But as fa? as Sukrs Is concerned* we may
safely answer the question In the affirmative. My friend Prof.

Ghatak lias kindly drawn my attention to a stanaa In Varaha-
mlhira's Brhatsaihhita which, if dyutajlvin may "be taken to

apply to the Kauravas, would indicate that at the time of the

Bharata battle the planet Sukra, which was then In the Purva-
bhadrapada ( cf. 6. 3 15 }, was In a position which augured dis-

aster to the Kauravas and was therefore favourable { anuloma )

to the Pandavas. The Brhatsamhita reference ( 9, 34 ) supplied
to me by my friend runs :

II

A.S Vayu is missing In the whole of S except Ml ( which
latter is a conflated MS, ), it can never be established that

Vayu is an essential element of the original stanza ; on the

other hand, ( a )srausam, though of course no less doubtful be-

cause It is documented also by only half of the entire evidence,

Is rendered probable. If not required, by the context. But I am
prepared to leave the line as "less than certain/* as indicated

by the wavy line below the words in question.

1. 1. 180 : tava putrair mahattamah.

Winternltz complains that the sentence Is
"
very awkward

grammatically". To have called forth no less than nine

attempts at emendation, the original must Indeed have been

most awkward. Winternitz prefers to read tava putrair

mahattarah, pointing out that there Is not much evidence for

the text reading. It is quite true that the text Is weakly

supported ; but so are almost all the readings except that of the

vulgate, which certainly cannot be considered the original

reading, as it is palpably an emendation. The text is based

on Kl. 5 G5. 6 only. But Wlnternitz's reading Is not much
better supported; In its entirety it Is found only in K3 M

;

because, of the MSS. which do contain the questionable

maJwttarah* EIO begins the pada with tvatputrair ye and K4 with

t-txztsutebhyo. I submit, therefore, that the reading preferred by

Winternitz is not better documented than mine. That is the

first point, Winternitz then seeks to explain the variation on

tte ground thatthe scribes must have found difficulties with the
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instr. putraih. Now the so-called instr. comparationis Is very
common in both epics and, I submit, that alone would no*
account for this plethora of readings in the case of a simple
line with a perfectly obvious meaning. I know instances in
the Mahabharata text where this instr. comparationis has called
forth no variants at all in the MSS., no doubt because it was
felt to be quite normal by the copyists, editors and readers
alike. The cause of disturbance in this case must, therefore be
looked for elsewhere, and that was principally, I think, the
use of the superlative joined to the instrumental.

In settling the original reading, the question is primarily
one of fact, of the actual MS. evidence, not of grammar. The
Shakespearean

"
This was the most unkindest cut of all

*'

can-
not be judged and emended by modern standards of grammar.
It sounds harsh to our ears ; but there is, I suppose, sufficient
documentary evidence to prove or make it probable that the
line as I have quoted it was in point of fact written by the
author of Julius Ccesar ( who knew his, English quite as well
as, if indeed not better than, we do ), consciously or uncon-
sciously using what our purists stigmatize as vulgarism, The
argument that a dramatist like Shakespeare could not commit
such a blunder ( if blunder it be ) would be without cogency,
when the MS. evidence supports the questionable reading.

The Mahabharata, I may point out here, has suffered from
the great misfortune of being always edited by learned Pandits,who were concerned more about the purity of diction than
with the determination and preservation of the words of the
author or the authors of the epic. One of the very worst
offenders in this way was Pandit Bohtlingk, who in the passages
edited by him in his Sanskrit^Ohresthomathie has "corrected*

'

away the few oddities of idiom and style of the original which
had escaped the vigilence of mediaeval Indian scholiasts
and editors and found their way stealthily into our printed
editions !

*

1
;

In the .Pau^yaparvan (Adip. 3) specially, his editorial
activities are very much in evidence. He has not only introduced, with
scmpnlouaicare, the correct Sandhi wherever it was at all possible, he
has substituted the correct landdhum for the (irregular) laddbum
1. 3. 21 ), found even in the printed editions and made many similar
corrections" independently of tiie MS. evidence. Most amusing, how-

ever, Is nis regular and systematic substitution of the correct form, asn e correc orm, as
required by the Sutra of Psrimi, out of etad and enad, a rule probablyunknown at any time to anybody outside a select coterie of AcSryas -of
VySkarana*
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The nine variants mentioned in the critical notes may be
classified as follows. Readings

( 1 ) in which the comparison is emphasized
by oh^8Q of the superl. to the oomp, ;

* KO
K3 D14 M

(b) by a double change 'of superl. to comp. and of
instr to abl. (the "correct" construction) :

<3kgfrjt *?4xKl: I K4 ( inferior MS. );

( 2 ) in which the awkward instr. is done away with
(a) by changing the instr. into abl. :

K2

(b) by using the adj. predicatively ( mostly in G ) :

tfca^W *HT*RT: [ T2 Gl-3, 4m. 7
^R PTT q^WT: I G4;

( 3 ) in which the line has been recast ( the vulgate ) :^ 35TT 53" srfr
;

I K6 B D ( mostly ) Tl;
and ( 4 ) corrupt :

I D10.

It is an admittedly sound principle of textual criticism to
give preference to a reading which best suggests how the other
readings may have arisen, and it would be hard, I think, to
find another reading which could explain all these nine vari-
ants more satisfactorily. Winternitz's choice, for Instance,
does not at all explain the origin of any of the readings which
contain mafiattamah ( superl. ) such as 2 (a) and (b) and the text

reading ; because there is in that case nothing to be gained by
changing the ( supposed ) original comparative into superla-
tive, J

En passant it may be pointed out that the so-called instr*

comparationis is not a distinct category of the comparative at

all ; ife is only a special case of the ( Prakritic ) coalescence of

the instr. and abl. pi. ( metn causa ), an equivalence which
comes out very clearly in such parallel phrases as :

1*

1. Unless it be a scribe's error perpetuated through ,
centuries or

repeated independently in different places *nd times,.
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and
I- 1- 209 and 494*.

The latter does not mean "he Is left by all sins*
9

but "he
is freed from all sins."

That the superlative is used in the epic in the sense of the

comparative
2 may be seen from :

% JfrJlfcwff; S Gita 12. 1

?" \ ibid. 18. 69

** Of these which are more versed in Yoga ?*"
" Nor among

men shall there be any whose service is dearer to me than his."

The superlative is normally construed with the gen. or loc.;

but that it is construed sometimes also with the abl. may be

seen not merely from the example last cited but also from :

\ ibid. 4. 36

"Though thou art of all sinners the most sinful."

Then the above-mentioned equivalence of the instr. and
abl. pL ushers in finally the construction of the superlative
with the instr. which we find in the passage in question.

formally the two constructions tava putrair mahattarah
and tava putrair mahattamah are almost equivalent; but there

may be just a slight difference of meaning between the two
locutions. While tava putrair mahattarah ( comp. ) evidently
means only "greater than thy sons" , the other clause (tava

putrair mahattamah ) may have been intended to convey some
such sense as "far, very much, greater than thy sons,**

It may be
finally^observed that in dealing with the first

two adhyayas of the Adiparvan ( as in fact with the whole of
the earlier portion of this Parvan) the critic should never for-

gat that he has before him what Hopkins has justly called the
**

pseudo-epic
'*

: the poetasters responsible for the compilation
of these passages are capable of the worst blunders of every
description.

* * *

1. This pda recurs frequently in the BSTmSyana also*
2. These derivative forms have -probably a merely intensive

value, *nd do not necessarily and invariably connote comparison. The
Prakrits frequently confuse the tara and the tama endings. It is further
worth noting that a separate formation of the comparative and
superlative is unknown to the Modern Indian dialects. The epics also
sporadically furnish instances of the use of the positive in the sense of
the comparative.
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1. 1. 209 : mahattvad bharavattvac ca.

As Winternitz rightly observes, here the MS. evidence is

almost evenly balanced. Moreover, graphically there is so

little difference between the rival readings that we cannot

expect much help from the side of the MSB., though it may be

pointed out that their evidence inclines, if at all, just a trifle

to the side of the text reading. Winternitz ( Ind. Ant 27. 93 )

admits that the lines ( 69* ) caturbhyahetQ. and tada prabhrti eto.

are
"
quite superfluous." When these lines are expunged from

the text, as has been done by me, the line mdhattve ca gurutve
ca ( of 208e ) stands adjacent to mahattvad bhara ( of 209a ). The
idea of 208e is evidently reflected and repepted in 209a. Just

as mahattvat corresponds to mahattve* so bhara should corres-

pond to gurutve. This clearly shows, as far as I can judge,
that the doubtful word ( b/iara ), which should be a paraphrase
of gurutve, must be bharavattvat and not bharafatvat. The latter

seems to be an emendation made by some revisor who wanted
to squeeze in somehow the significant word Bharata into the

context ; and, it must truthfully be confessed, it is a very in-

genious emendation indeed. But as to which is the original

reading there cannot be much doubt. The importance that

Winternitz ( like Buhler, Ind. Stud. 2. 9 f. before him ) at-

taches to the circumstance that the verse is quoted in ( our

editions of) Kumarila's Tantravarttika with the reading

bharatatvat is wholly unjustifiable, and that for two reasons:

firstly, because we have no critical edition of the Tantravart-

tika, and so we cannot be wholly sure of what the MSS.

actually read at that place; and secondly, because, even if

Kumarila should, in point of fact, have quoted the verse with

bharatatvat, it does not at all follow that this is ipso facto the

original reading, notwithstanding that Kumarila's work is far

older than the extant Mahabharata MSS ; because Kumarila

may have cited the stanza from one or the other of the versions

which contained ( and still contain) that reading. Or

again he may have known both variants and preferred, for

reasons similar to those adduced by Buhler and Winternitz,

the variant rejected by me.

The situation is somewhat clearer and the facts better

capable of demonstration in the case of the other great medi-

aeval commentator Saihkaracarya, In many cases when the

readings of the Mahabharata verses and stanzas cited by Mm
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differ from those of the Bombay and Calcutta editions, T was

able to identify Samkaracarya's readings in the Southern

MSS. Being a Southerner, he had naturally studied and cited

from tbe Southern recension of the Mahabharata. It is quite

clear that he was not going to work through all available MSS.

and establish the original reading ot tho numerous Maha-

blaarata stanzas cited by Jiim in the course of his voluminous
commentaries. Therefore his citations, although of far greater

antiquity than the oldest of our extant Mahabharata MSS., do

not necessarily give us in every case the "original" readings.

Samkara's testimony applies to and affects mainly the version

or the recension used or cited by him ; and that was probably
the Southern recension in its Malayalam version. Even
in the time of the Acarya the Northern MSS. must have

read differently in places, as they do now, because the

divagation of the recensions must be assumed to be far older

than the epoch of the great Vedantist.

I shall give only one example in order to clarify my
meaning. 1. 1. 37 of the critical edition reads yathartav

rtulmgam, agreeing witn other printed editions and with

the majority of the MSS. of the Northern recen-

sion. Samkaracarya in his Bhasya on the Brahmasutra
(L 3. 30; JLnandasrama ed., p. 313) cites, however, the

verse with the reading yathartusv rtulingani} Now this

reading is found only in Southern MSS. and in such of the

Northern MSS. as can be shown to be contaminated from the

Southern source, but not in any Ka^mlrl or Bangall MSS.
collated so far. Hare it would be clearly wrong to cite the

Bhasya as an authority older than our MSS. to establish the

text reading as yathartusv rtulingani. The Bhasya citation

affects directly the Southern version only, documenting that

the divergent reading of our Southern MSS. is as old as (or
rather older than) the time of Samkaracarya; and that is all.

It does not take us beyond the Southern recension, much less

beyond the two rival recensions to the archetype.
When Winternitz further observes that

" from the

etymologiaer's point of view*' bharafatvat Is a "better"

etymology, since with the other reading the ta of the Bharata
remains unexplained, he is bringing into the discussion an
element of finesse that is quite foreign to the view-point of

1. Only cm of the Bii^ya MSS. has our text reading.
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the Puranic writers, as will be evident from the following

specimens
of "etymologisohe Spielerei" culled from the

earlier adhyayas of the Adiparvan :

(
f

B.) 1.30.7 =line 3 of 343* (Garuda) :

1.36. 3(Jaratkara):
^d% SFOTI^

1. 56, 31 ( Mahabharata ):

1. 69. 33 ( Bharata ):

In view of these bizarre specimens, it would _be extremely

strange should a Puranic "etymologizer" j&ght shy of sacrific-

ing a to, if he, for the moment, could not think of anything
better. & * #

1. 2. 2 : susrusa yadi vo vipra bruvatas ca kathah subkah.

I admit that rny reconstruction of the lin^ is not wholly
satisfactory. The reading preferred by Winternitz may also

not appeal to other scholars, as it does not wholly appeal to me.
I therefore cite here the 15 different readings found in the 48

MSS, collated for this passage, of which one ( D3 ), unluckily
or luckily, omits the line altogether. The lines containing ca

( to which Winternitz takes exception in particular ) have
been underlined for the safce of ready identification.

1.

2. S$*H 3% 1%ST S=Tr % 3$qF 1*TP 1 K2. 3

\ K4
i K5 ( corrupt )

I K6 VI Dn D1.5. 8-11

I B Da(Dal corrupt) D13
Dr D4

D7. 12

T G6
G2. 3. 7

M2. 4

M3
Text ( KO D14 G 1. 4.5

Ml),
11
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As for the doubtful ca, 1 may remark that, besides its

normal use as a conjunction meaning "and"% ca is very

frequently used in the Mahabharata (and the Ram&yana) as an

expletive, a pure and simple verse-filler (padapuraria), without
restriction ofpositioB^ like&a and vaL It may occasionally have
served as a particle of emphasis., stressing the previous word
like eva. The second use is somewhat doubtful ; but of the

first,

one can find scores of perfectly clear and certain Instances in

any portion of fcfae epic, even, in the printed editions. In the

line in question, I consider, ci has been used in the first sense,

as a mere verse-filler. Sporadically me, which improves this

awkward line ever so slightly, appears to have been substituted

for it, independently in both recensions. The first half of the

line was so uncouth that it was recast in the vulgate. There
are numerous instances of lines being recast in the vulgate, as

a careful study of the critical apparatus will show.

1. 2. %Q:yattu tfaunakasatre te Bharatakhyanavistaram {

akhyasye tatra Paulomam akhyanam caditdh param H

This is again a most difficult case, and, as Winternitz

rightly remai?ks 5

* 5

full of almost hopeless editorial cruces".

Ths reconstruction would be, therefore, almost entirely a

matter of speculation. Winternitz has rightly surmised that

I regard the
e
Parvasamgraha as an accretion later than this

stanza, which, in my opinion, belongs to a much earlier

stratum of the text of the Mahabharata ffl That &aunakas(ztre ki

line 1 is a regular trap for the unwafy. Misled by the printed
editions, T had myself treated the words as separate at first,

realizing only much later that in this adhyaya the Suta is

addressing not Saunaka but the Rsis, among whom Saunaka
is not yefc present, Saunaka is not mentioned in the foregoing
portion of the text except once, in connection with his twelve-
year sacrifice in 1. 1* 1* In adhyaya 4, moreover, it is plainly
stated that the Suta first approaches the Rsis assemb 1 ed in the
Naimisa forest and asks them what he should narrate. The
Rsis request him to await the arrival of Saunaka. The latter,

as soon as he arrivgs, asks the Suta to relate the history of the

Bhargavas ( adhy. 5 X If Saunaka was not among the audience
in adhyaya 4, I do not see how he could have been there in

adhyaya 2* Moreover, in tne latter adhyaya the in-

terlocutors are throughout stated as being the Rsis, while it is

Only from adhyaya 5 onwards that Saunaka appears in this
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r6le, It should, therefore, seem that the reading Saunaka

satre is not easy to understand or explain by any means. Or

does Winternitss mean that: it should "be adopted as the lectio

difflcilior
? It would be admissible^ in my opinion, only on

the supposition (which is not as improbable as it may at first

sight Appear ) that the compiler of adlayaya 2, when he wrote

stanza 29, had overlooked the fact that Saunaka was nofc

then among the audience. I have preferred to give the "poet'*

the benefit of tjie doubt and assume that the remark is

addressed to one of the Rsis present

Winternifcz has misunderstood my reconstruction in some
other particulars as well. yatt afc the beginning of the stanza, is

not B. neuter pronoun but an adverb = yada. The words aditah

param offer no difficulties afc all for interpretation ; aditah does

not mean
"
from the beginning/

9

but "at the beginning**

(= adau); param = "excellent." ftkhyasye must of course be

supplied in the first line ; but that is not difficult as it is the

very first word of the second line* Therefore I translate :

"But when* during Saunakas
s (sacrificial) session, I

(shall narrate) to thee the very extensive Bharata Story, then

shall I i;iarrate9 to begin with, the excellent Story of Pauloma."

Even a cursory examination of the variants given 'in the

critical notes is sufficient to convince anybody that the stanza

has been recast over and over again. With its history is

bound up the history of the successive additions of the three

episodes Ast!ka 9 Pauloma and Pausya, which appear to have
been appended successively to the main text in this order. The
stanza in question seems to have been written at the time of or

soon after the addition of the Pauloma, but before the addition

of the Pausya. The purpose of the line was originally not

as Winternitz imagines to state all the episodes with which
the Mahabharata begins, but to authenticate the latest interpola

tionthen made, namely, the Pauloms, by making the Sufca

declare beforehand his intention of narrating that akhyana at the

beginning of the Mahafbharata* The Astlka must have formed

at that time the recognized beginning of the epic ( cf. Manvadi
Bharatam Icecid Astlkadi tathapafre 1. 1. 50), and the Pausya
had not yet been added* This is the state of things the

constituted text envisages.

A study of the critical apparatus of this adhyaya shows

that the adhyaya is best preserved in the Southern
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in the MSS. group on which the vulgate is mainly based

( namely, BD ) numerous additional stanzas are found which
are missing in S and KO. 1. 2 ; but even the three latter MSS.
occasionally include some of such additional stanzas, which
also nevertheless, since they are missing in S, may safely be

regarded as interpolations. Of this character is interpolation

74*, which is found in almost the whole of N and which must
hare been made'with a view to documenting the factor rather
the fiction that the Mahabharata as narrated by the Sufca feo

Saunaka was identical with that narrated by 'Vai&ampayana to

Janamejaya ( cf. Nilakantha ad loc. ). KO. 1 agree with S on
the reading of this stanza except for the inclusion of 74* in the

one and the addition of the name of the Astlka to the other.

The text is formed by collating S with the inferable version of

BZ before the addition in the latter of 74*. The subsequent
steps leading towards the reading of the vulgate consisted in

the addition of the name of the JLstlka episode (which inter-

venes between the Pauloma and the beginning proper of the

Mahabharata), of a statement of the identity of the Suta-version
and the Vai&ampayana-version, and finally of the name of the

Pausya interlude, all these changes being made in our stanza with
a view to setting the seal of authenticity on the three spurious
additions. That adhyaya 3 must be an interpolation follows
from the fact that it is wholly unconnected with the previous
adhyaya and only loosely connected with what follows. Note
worthy is also the fact that adhyayas 1 and 4 have the same
beginning : Lomaharsariaputra Ugrasravah sutah paurctyiko
Naimisarawye dvadasavarsike satre ! And in the text itself there
is no explanation why after the Suta has finished his narration
of the Pausya episode, it is necessary to'reintroduce the Suta
in the same words as approaching the same Hsis assembled at
the same twelve-year sacrificial session of Saunaka in the
Naimisa forest- There is clearly a new beginning made in
one of the two adhyayas.

Since many of the intermediate links are missing in
the MS. evidence, it is not possible to reconstruct the history
of this portion of the text fully and satisfactorily; but
that it must be reconstructed on the lines sketched above, I
have no doubt. Accordingly the successive stages in the develop-
ment of the reading of the vulgate (which is the reading prefer-
red by Wmternitz) I would arrange in a scheme like the follow-
ing, in which the innovations have been printed in black type*
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It will show among other things that the vistaram of the text and
of the Southern recension Is not 66 a remnant of vistarartham*
of the vulgate ; on the contrary, In the latter the first line was
filled up with uttamam when the original vistara was used in the
interpolated stanza. The view of Winternitz that at least

jfefitem must remain In the text Is quite untenable ; because
if the stanza had JUstzkam there Is no reason why it should not
have Pausyam as well. On the other hand, if Pansyam is not
indispensable, then JistiJcam could go with it as welL

Stage 1 ( Constituted Text )

\

II

Northern recension.
*

Stage 2 ( Kl ): by addition of 2 lines to the original.

%

Stage 3 ( Da D2-4. 13 ) : by addition of sn^% to stage 2.

oS|T^ff$ftS%lJI "^TRTcfT U

II

Stage 4 ( I>n Dr DL 5-12 ): by addition of ^3f to stage 3.

Stage 5 ( B ) : by addition of 1 line to stage 4.
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\\

Southern recension.

Stage 2 ( S ) : by addition of sn^fe to the original,

\

^sr cfcfx W3; ii

1. 2. 46 ; mrgasvapnabhayavri tatah

Here again Winternita prefers the reading of the vulgate
( mrgasvapnodbhavam ). It is clearer but, I must say, I am
very doubtful about its originality. The MS, support for this
variant Is only slightly stronger than that for the reading of
the constituted text. It is worthy of note that B, which
generally sides with the vulgate, has here a third and entirely
different reading : mrgasvapno 'bhavat tatah \ How would
Winternitz account for that ? I explain the compound of the
constituted text as an irregular compound with inverted
sequence, common in Prakrit ( Pischel, Gh-amm. der Prakrit-
Sprachen, 603 ) and not unknown to the Low Sanskrit of the
epics. Hopkins, JAGS. 20 (1899). 223, has cited two in-
stances from the Ramayana : 7. 22. 36 drstva daridodyatam
Yamam ( for udyatadandam )

"
like Yama with upraised staff ";

and ibid. 7. 26. 2 tulyaparvatavarcasi (for parvatatulyavarca&i]
"glorious like the mountain (Kailasa)." I accordingly take the
compound in question as equivalent to svapna(drsta)mrgabhayam"

^ Parj
an ) in which there is the fright of the deer ( seen ) in a

dream'' (cf. the compound Svapnavasavadattam). Yudhisthira, in
any case, wasmtf frightened: that is certain ; but that the deer
were, follows from (K.) 3,259.8, which Winternitz himself
cites:

The readings of the vulgate and the Bangall version seem
to represent different attempts at emendation of the irregular
compound which stood originally in the Northern recension
and which was perhaps misunderstood, if it was not totally
unintelligible. The wavy line below the pada was called for
also by the variant reading of S, which has parva (or tatah)

This refers to ^n entirely different section of
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the narrative, the name being derived from the vcw of fasting
taken by Duryodhana.

1. 2. 89 : tatha rajyardhasasanam.

The variants are sasanam, lambhanam> sarjanam '(vulgate),
marganam 9 padanam 9 dapanam ! If rajyardhasarjanam corres-

ponds better to one portion of the contents of Adip. 207, sosa-
mm may be said to correspond better to a subsequent portion
of the same adhyaya : sarjanam was followed by sasanam.
Intrinsically there is not much to choose between the two. The
sub-parvan name is really something quite different : rajya-
lambha or ^labha, which has given rise to the reading of K3
rajyftrdhalambhanam. The reading preferred by Winternitz is

found only in the vulgate group supported by four Southern
MSS. G4. 5 Ml. 3. The text reading was adopted on the direct

testimony of KG- 6 D2 Gl. 6, but it has the partial support of
T2 and of two KMSS.(K1. 2), one of which is the important
India Office codex ( KJ ), These MSS. (El. 2 ) read as a
matter of fact rajyanusasanam, but the nu of these MSS. is obvi-

ously wrong ( perhaps representing a mislection of the ligature
rdha ), being opposed by the remainder of the MS. material
collated and conveying no satisfactory sense. There appears
to be an agreement between independent versions on the read-

ing sarjanam 9 but the concord, I believe, is only apparent, being
due to the conflation of MSS. That G4. 5 are contaminated
from some late Northern source, I think, I have established

with tolerable certainty in the note on 1. 20. 1 ; the conclusion
is corroborated by many less certain instances where these

MSS. (along with Gl. 2) agree with Northern MSS. against
other Southern MSS, 9 and the agreement cannot be regarded as

one derived from their connection through the archetype.
1

That further G7 and Ml are not reliable representatives of the

Grantha and the MalayaJam versions respectively, I have al-

ready pointed out in the Foreword to Fascicule 1 (p. v ).

There remains only one other MS. ( M3 ), which represents a

moderately pure (Malayalam) tradition and must have acquired
its sarjanam 9 secondarily, through some 'complicated infiltra-

tion of the reading of the vulgata.

1. For instance, cf. T< 1. 1. 5. 26 (220*) ;
13. 34 (255*) j 20,
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In this instance, we have, moreover, a complex cross-

agreement between the different versions.

*sasanam : KO. 1. D2 + T2 Ql. 6

swjanam* Vulgate (B D) 4- G4. 5 Ml. 3

Graphically there is no connection between the conflict*

ing readings. The reading of the vnlgate is found in only one

MS. of the K group ( K4 ), an inferior conflated MS. It will

thus be seen that the MS, evidence is utterly confused. That

being so, I have adopted the reading sasanam, giving prefer-

ence to the side on which the majority of K stand, according to

principle enunciated in the Foreword to Fascicule 1

1. 2. 96 : In the Editorial Note appended to Fascicule 3, 1

have given my reasons for selecting 7984 as the figure repre-

senting the number of slokas in the Adiparvan. Thafc is the

figure given by the India Office MS. ( Kl) and corroborated by
ths Sarada codex ( SI X It may, therefore, be regarded as the

extent of the Sarada version afc any rate. I consider, as I have

frequently stated, the Sarada (Ka^mlrl) version the best

version now preserved, and my edition of the Adiparvan is

based mainly ( though not wholly ) on this version.

I fully agree with Winternitz ( op. cit* p. 61 ) that the

Parvasamgraha argument is necessarily of secondary

importance and should not be pressed fcoo far.
l Be that as ife

may, it is extremely problematic whether we could make any
use whatsoever of the Parvasamgraha enumeration in the case

of the Adiparvan at least, because it will be difficult to compute
the exact extent of this Parvan, and that for two reasons.

Firstly, because this Parvan, as is well known, contains two

lengthy prose adhyayas ( 3 and 90 ) ; and it is difficult to say

1. The exaggerated importance Utgikar attached to the data of the

Paryasamgraha was, I believe, mainly due to his eironeous belief (induc-
ed probably by the misleading character of the text of the Kumbhakonam
edition) that the Northern and Southern MSS. agreed completly with each
other In all material particulars for this adhysya. Tho Kumbbakonam
edition, which claims to be an edition **

mainly based on the South Indian

texts", presents a text of thisadhySya which is almost identical with that
of the Calcutta and Bombay editions, taking no notice of the Southern
divergences, while in other sections of the epic it introduces numerous
innovations which are based ou the Southern tradition.
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now how the extent of the prose sections was computed by the

compilers of the Parvasamgraha; our section-numbers
certainly can give no indication of the extent in "Slokas/* ]

Secondly ..this Parvan also contains a large number of Tristubh-

Jagatl stanzas, which again introduce an element of uncertainty
in the computation. Was each Tristubh-JagatI stanza counted
as one "Sloka** or did the Bharatacintakas compute the exact

equivalent of these long-metre stanzas in "Slokas" ? No
definite answer is possible as yet. The difference in the

reckoning will be, however, between 40 and 50 per cent of th^
total. As a very rough estimate, the 5.diparvan may contain

something like 500 long-metre stanzas. This factor alone

would then introduce a difference of a little less than 250

"Slokas" in the total!

We must, moreover, not lose sight of the fact that the read-

ing of the number itself is never entirely free from doubtt since

the MSS, 5 as Winternitz remarks, differ sometimes quite

essentially in the Parvasamgraha itself ; the figures differ not

by units or tens* but by hundreds, and even thousands in

extreme cases. 2 There can be no doubt, as I have pointed
out elsewhere, that the text of the Parvasamgraha has been

tampered with and designedly altered, in various ways, in

order to make it harmonize with the inflated versions of a

later epoch.
3

These are some of the difficulties in the way of making
any practical use of the figures recorded in the Parvasamgraha-
parvan for fixing the text of the Mahabharata. The computa-
tions may have some value for a Parvan in which there is no

prose at all, which is almost wholly in Anustubh metre, and

for which finally the Parvasamgraha figure is tolerably

certain.

It is quite within the range of probability, as far as I ean

judge now, that the extent of the critical text of a parvan may

1. The lengths of the prose sections must ha^e been computed on

the basis of 32 ak^aras to a &oka, but such a computation in tfce case of

long prose sections can be only approximate.

2 Thus for the VirStaparran, the Northern figure is 2050, the

Southern 3500; the difference therefore is 1450 ^lokas.

3. Cf . the Editorial Note (2) appended to Fascicule 3 (. iii ),
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fall appreciably below or rise appreciably above the figure

recorded in the second adhyaya, as is actually the case with

about half the number of Parvans in the Calcutta, Bombay and
Kumbhakonam editions when checked up with the figures

given in their respective Parvasaihgraliai.
T

Moreover*
unless it can be made probable that the compilation of this

"Table of Contents** Is nearly synchronous with the final

redaction of the Great Epic, this discrepancy will be without

any cogency in questions relating to the constitution of the

text. The value of a MS. or a version cannot be said to

depend exclusively or even mainly upon its agreement
with or discrepancy from the Jata of the Parvasaihgraha.
It must, in the last analysis, be regarded as depending upon
some intrinsic criteria, upon the place it occupies in a logical
and convincing scheme formulated to explain satisfactorily the
evolution of the different extant versions and types of MahS-
bh&rata MSS.

It should further be carefully borne in mind -that even if

there is an exact agreement as to extent between a constituted
text and the Farvasamgraha, this fact alone is no guarantee
of the originality and the absolute correctness of the entire

text, line for line ; because the same number of stanzas could
be made up in innumerable different ways by accepting or

rejecting, hesitatingly, stanzas of doubtful authenticity and un-
certain documentation, of which there will always be a plentiful
supply in every Farvan.2 The difficulty will finally not be
solved even if we happen to light upon a unique MS. which
agrees with the Parvasamgraha "exactly and we should adopt
its text verbatim; because there is every probability that while
it satisfies the one criterion of extent given by the
Parvasamgraha, it may not satisfy, in every respect, other and
more exacting critical tests when compared, line by line and
word by word, with other extant MSS.

1. The actual number of ^lokas falls lelom the Parvasarhgraha
figure m the following 10 Parvans: Adi, Udyoga, BhT^ma, Sauptika,
bSntj, Anutesana, A^ramedhika, Afhraraa^lTsIka, Mausala and MahE-
prS8th*uka ; while It rises above the other figure in the following 8
Pagans: Sates, 'Arariya, Virata, Brona, Karna, aiya, StrT, and
SrargErohana.

J * '

%* See Winternitz, ABI. 5 e 25,
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1, 2. 105 : pauranugamanam calva dharmaputrasya dhlmatah.

Winternitz is mistaken in thinking that the line is missing
in the whole of K : it is missing in. only two MSS. of the group,
albeit the best MSS. These MSS. ( KO. 1 ) are, however, by no

means infallible, as a careful study of the apparatus will show.

Their evidence is, therefore, rebuttable and not conclusive. In
ihis instance s not only does the line occur In the rest of 1ST, but

there is a corresponding line in S. I cannot think that the

two lines :

Text : pauranugamanami caiva dharmapulrasya dhzmatah

S(except Ml): paurannkampa nirvedo dharmarajasija dhlmatah

could ha^e arisen whclly independently of each other. Even
though the purport of the lines is different, the construction is

identical, which is a very important point in its favour. Either

ihese lines are connected through the archetype, or else there

is wholesale contamination between S and N except KO. 1. The
latter contingency being improbable in the extreme, we are

led to conclude that there must have been a line of that de-

scription in the original; only its precise reading is doubtful ;

the doubtful words have accordingly been indicated in the

usual manner.

The problem of the
'

Mahabharata textual criticism, as I

have pointed out already a is problem sui generis. Here the

principles of textual reconstruction, which must first be evolv-

ed from a study of the MS. material and the MS. tradition, can

be considered as finally settled only after considerable discus-

sion and exchange of ideas on the subject. I would, therefore,

earnestly request Prof. Winternite to continue his searching and

exhaustive examination of the fascicules as they are issued

and publish periodically the results of his scrutiny, a proceed-

ing which cannot but throw much-needed light on at least some

of the difficult problems the editors have to face, and thus

advance the cause of Mahabharata studies.



MISCELLANEA
MADHUSCDANA SARASVATl : HIS LIFJ3 AND WORKS :

A BEJ0INDER
A note of mine on a paper of Mr. P. C. Divanji on the life

and works of Madhusudana Sarasvat! ( Annals,, Vol. IX9

pp.309-12 ) has evoked a reply from him (Op. cit. pp. 313

ff. ) in which he has questioned the accuracy of some of the

statements contained in my note. The questions raised by Mr.

Divanji broadly resolve themselves into three ( Op. cit.

pp* 318-9 ) : (1) the authorship and age of the Vaidikavada-

mtmamsa, (2) the exact location of Kotallpada and, (3) the

proper name of Avilamba Sarasvaia.

Some minor points raised by Mr. Divanji, e. g* the correct

form of the name Kotallpada and the authority for the state-

ment that Kotalipada was an ancient site, would not have
arisen at all were Mr. Divanji been supplied with a corrected

proof of my note and not merely with a typed copy of it.

Kotalipada is the correct Bengali form, the Bengali
pronunciation of Kotwal being Kotala. But Kotwalipara is

the form adopted by the local Post-Office. The reference to

recent researches by virtue of which the pJace is regarded as an
ancient site has been quoted in the footnote of p. 311.

I should now give my remarks on the three points raised

by Mr. Divanji one after another.

The statement that the V~aidiJw-vada~mlmanisa is a modern
work composed by a well-known Pandit Harldasa Siddhanta-
vaglsa (and not Vidyavagisa as Mr. Divanji puts it) of

Haricarana Catuspathi (P. O. Nakipur, Dt. Khulna) is made by
me on the strength, not only, of what I heard from the Pandit
but also of a letter that he wrote to me several years back.
The work has not yet been published and is therefore to b
found in a manuscript which unfortunately is in a worm-eaten
condition as the author informs me.

The authenticity of the statement may as well be verified
by a reference to the said Pandit, who is now settled in
Ualcutta,

KotalipadS is still a Paragana with a Police station and
a Sub-Registrar's office and though, at present, included in the
district of Faridpur lies on the border of the two adjacent
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districts of Faridpur and BarisaL It is fairly distant from th

district town of Faridpur to be called its suburb. It was

originally included within Candradvlpa and even fifty

years back formed part of the district of Barisal. The state-

ments of old school scholars who car [more for poetic cadence

than anything else should be taken with proper caution in

these matters.

The third point raised by Mr. Divanji Is, of course, th

most important. I do not know the nature and weight of the

authority on which the editor of the VedantakaLpalaiika

( Saraswati Bhavau Series, Benares ) depended in associating
the title Avilanaba Sarasvat! with Yadavananda, who had the

title Nyayacarya. But that he has made a confusion is

clear from his hopeless combination of Yadavananda and

Madhava. It is inconceivable how the same man came to be

known both as Yadava and Madhava.

On the other hand, Madhavananda Avilamba SarasvatI is

the full name of the son of Yadavananda Hyayaearya given
in the danger Jatlya Itihasa 1

( History of the Castes and Creeds

of Bengal ) of Mr. Nagendranath Vasu, who compiled the

work after consulting all available materials.

Further, the descendants of Yadavananda JSFyayacarya

have three well-known sub-divisions tracing their lineage

from three sons of Yadavananda viz* Madhava Avilamba,

Vtevanatha and Raghunatha.

This is a fact known almost to every member of the line.2

This clearly goes against the identification of Avilamba
with Yadavananda. I do not know from what source the editor

of the Vedanta-kalpalatika drew his information which takes

no heed of a well-known fact.

CHIHTAHA.BAK CHAKBAYABT1

1. Vatdttta, Kdnda,, jp. 139.

2. I myself belong to th line of Msdhara Avilamba.



(i)

A. NOTE ON liATiiYA-PURUSA

On p. 156 of the Annals, Vol. X (i-ii), Mr. P. V. Kane point-
ed out that the English expression,

' man in the street
'

has a
counterpart; in the Sanskrit word, rathyapurusa,. striking
instance of idiomatic similarity. 1 would now give several
other cases where rathyapurusa has been used, besides those
mentioned by Mr. Kane and A. B. G. (Prof. Gajendragadkar).

( 1 ) Nyayabmdu ( Bib. Buddhica), p. 88

III. 126.

^

Also in the Nyayabindutlka ( B. B. ), p. 88., V. 9, 11 and
13 in the above connection-

( 2 ) Retutattvopadesa ( in Tibetan translation ).'

aasatt
Sanskrit text from Tts SLta J ^ my teBtoraton of

been t , rrhai0n - " "my be notea
int<> Tibetan *B "> -
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ttala, No. lu)

p- 14- ... . sif^^tfi *rf^| f*:fa fSt^terRc, i ^reg -3

( o } PraniatiLainlManila* ( A.>'hatatt ta^? fjialiliakam 8eri*9 9

No. 1, ) P. S3, Sutra r? 1. 25

Eathyapurusa occurs several times also in the Vrtti on the

a,bove Sutra.

( 7 ) Nyayasara ( Bib. InA ), p. 14 -

3TSTT

See also Nyayaiafparyat$ka 9 -pp. 142-143 9 where the word is

used more than once*

From the above it appears that there were some stereotyped

illustrations of fallacies current among the Buddhist* Jaina

and Brahmanic logicians and philosophers. Rafhyapumsa was
similarly a stock: example s a drstanta which, as Aksapada has it

in the Nyayasufera, must be familiar to both the expert and the

average man ( 3tfefi^ffiRJTJlf sri^i^ ^R^P4 ^ ^SPrT:, NS 1*1. 25 ).

Eathyapurusa may perbaps be alga found in other treatises of

Brahmanic, Jaina and Buddhist philosophers.

(ii)

A NOTE ON THE PRAMJOTABAMUCCAYA

It is a matter of great regret that the writings of Dinnaga,

one of the greatest of the philosophers that India has ever

produced, are all lost in their original Sanskrit form. But it Is

mostly the views of Dinnaga (as well as of Dharmaklrti )

that have been cited, though hardly with the mention of his

name and treatise, by the Brahmanic and the Jaina

philosophers in course of their repudiating the Buddhist stand-

points. The extant Tibetan translations of his treatises as well

as those of other Buddhist philosophers, apart; from the fact of

their being accessible to a few specialists, are so very terse

and mechanically literal that they at times baffle all attempts

at understanding. So the identification of any Sanskrit frag-

ment with its Tibetan counterpart must always be of very great
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value. It is therefore hoped that the following Identification
of two Karikas in Dinnaga's Pramanasamuccaya ( lost in

Sanskrit but praserved in Tibetan translation in the Tanjur t

Mdo, Ce 9 fols. 1-13, ISTarthang edition) will nofc be without some
interest to the students of Buddhism and Indian philosophy.

( 1 ) gan tshe snafi ba de gz'al bya
tshad ma dan deM hbras bu ni;

iidzin rnam rig pahi de yi phyir
de gsum tha dad du ma byas,

( Pramanasamuccaya9 Tib.

tshad ma kun las btuspa, Tanjur,
Mdo 9 C.foL 2b.4).

) byas phyir sgra ni rtag pa dan
lus can phyir dan gz'al

* min
phyir lus min phyir dan mnan
bya las mi rfcag mig gis gzuii
byaid phyir ( ibid, foL 5 a . 5 )4

(iii)

yadabhasam prameyam
tat pramanaphalate
pnnah grahakakara-
sainvittyostrayam nataii

prfchak-krtam.

Quoted as a

Yogacara view in the

Nyayaratnakara on tlie

Slokavarttika the Chow*
kham&a Sanskrit Series ;

p. 159, also in the Nyaya
manjarl of Jayanta
Bhatta, p. 540.

inrtakatvad dhvanirnifeyo
murttatvad aprameyatat I

Amurtasravanatvabhyam
anityas caksusatvatai.. U

Quoted in the Tattva-

samgraha, ( Gaekwad
Oriental Series ), p, 404.

TWO QUOTATIONS IN TATTVASAMGBAHA-PANJ1KA
Kamala^Ilaf

s Tattvasamgrahapanjika is an elaborate com-
mentary on the Tattvasamgraha of Santaraksita2 ( Gaekwad's
Oriental Series, No. XXX, 2 vols. ) which is an encyclopaedic
work undertaking to refute the doctrines of almost all the rival

philosophical schools from the standpoint of a Vijnanavadin
Buddhist. The Panjika abounds in quotations from several
Buddhist and Brahmanical authors but for which no trace of
the works and personalities of some of them would have been
left to us. The Tibetan and the Chinese translations have*

1. Xylograph reads gzan.
2. SntirakIta is to be preferred, cf, JRAS, 1927, p. 862.

Krkeantntnfstheori nud Logik, p. 33 Gordier, Vol III.,
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however, saved from utter oblivion the writings of many
reputed Buddhist teachers. But these translations are

sealed books to all but a few specialists and, therefore, their

contents remain unknown and their value unappraised, until

they are translated into some of our modern languages or

hypothetical^ restored into their original Sanskrit form,

There are several quotations from Dinnaga in the Tattvcr

samgrahapanjika* and of these two ( p. 582, 11. 10-12, 12-14 ) I

have been able to identify with their Tibetan counterparts in

the Tibetan translations of the JLlambanapartksa ( dr^igs pa
brtag pa ) and the JLlambanapuriksavrtti ( dmigs pa brtag pa

hgrelpa) of Dinnaga both of which are apparently lost in

their original form. I also looked into the Tibetan translation

of the Tattvasamgrahapanjika and found the Tibetan versions of

these two passages identical with those in the Tibetan transla-

tions of the Alambanapariksa and the Vrth thereon.

The Tibetan versions of the two passages side by side with
their Sanskrit originals are given below-

L yad antar jnleyarupam feu nan gi &es byaM no bo ni

bahirvad avabhaeate i phyi rol Itar snan gan yin te

so'rtho vijiianarupatvat don yin rnam ses ni boM phyir

tatpratyayatayapi ca II de rkyen nid kyan yin phyir ro.

Tattvasamgrahapanjika, Alambanaparlksa> Tib. dmigs pa
p. 582, 1L 11-12. brtag pa, Tanjur (bstan-hgyur)

Mdo, Ce, fol 180*6.

It is to be noted that The reading it gives in (d) is debt

Samkara has quoted the rkyen nid kyan yin pahiphyir ro.

first half of the above This is evidently wrong; it con-

karika in his Bhasya tains 8 syllables while other

on the Brahmasutra, 2J2JI28, padas contain 7 syllables each.

without mentioning the We have therefore accepted the

name of the author or the reading of the Alambanaparlksa
treatise wherefrom he vrtti 9 Tib, dmigs pa brtag pahi

quotes* The current edi- hgrel pa, Tanjur Mdo, Ce, foL

tions of the tfamkarabhasya 18lbl and this has been support-

on the Brahmasutra read tad ed by the reading of the Tat-

insfcead of tu. But the latter tvasamgrahapanjiM,Tib, de kho

is in agreement with the na rdd bsdus pahi dkah hgrel,

Tibetan version and also Tanjur, Mdo, Ye, foL 161* 4.

* Prof. Tucci ;
J. B. A. S., 1928, pp. 3B9-39^,

IS
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seems to be a better reading,

as the first yad is to be con-

nected with sah of the third

pada which otherwise will

remain unconnected. The
Ananda&ram edition of the

amkarbhasya,(p. 553, f. n. 3),

however, notes a variant

with tu. The first

half of the Karika has
also been quoted without

any reference by Jayanta in

his Nyayamanjari ( Vijia-

nagram Sanskrit Series

p. 178, 11. 14-15. ) Jayanta
reads it thus

yad antarjneyarupam In

bahirvadavabhasate. !

2. athava saktyarpanat krame- yan na nus2 pa lijog phyir
napi so'rthavabLasah svanu- rim gyis yin rim 3

gyis kyan
rupakaryotpattaye saktim yin te don du snan ba de ni
vijnanadharam karotityaviro- ran4 snan ba dan mthun palii
dhah. Tattvasamgrahapan- hbras bu skyed par byed
jika t p. 583, 11. 13-15. paid nus pa rnam par ses paH

rten can byed pas mi ligal lo.

^lambanapariksavrth, Tib,

drmgs pabrtag pahi hgrel pa,

Tanjur, Mdo,Ce, fol. i81b 3, 4

The Tibetan translation of the Tattuasasmgrahapanjika reads
the passage somewhat differently from the above, but agreeably
to the Sanskrit, thus: yan na nus pa hjc g phyir rim gyis kyan
don du snan ba de m ran dan mthun pahi hbras bu...etc. Tat-
tvasamgrahapanjika, Tib, de kho na nid bsdus pahi dkah hgrel, ibid.
fol. 161*5.

^ ' ' J

Professor Handle in his
*

Fragments from Dinnaga
'

( Royal Asiatic Society, London, 1926 ), p. 53, has
suggested that the passage sarvo* yam anumananumeya-

1. Almost a similar line ( yadantarjlieyatattvam tad bahtroad&va-
bhasate occurs in the SarvadarsanasamgraKa, ( Goveinmert Oriental
fcseiies ), p. 35.

2. nu8$akjog phyir rim gyis ym( =zsaktyarparidt Tcramenapi ) is

the second pSda of tbe serenth MriJca of ^fcbe Alamlanapatllssa, which
consists of eight IcariTcas only,

3. This portion is probably explanatory.
4. ran snan ba dan mthun is literally svabhatanurupa. So the reading

of the TaUTasamgrahapanjiks ( Tibetan ), ran dan mthun which agrees
with the Sanskrit, is preferable-
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vyavaharo buddhy-aruhden-aiva dharma-dharmi-bhavena na bahih
sadasattvam apeksate^ attributed to Diimaga by both Yacas-
pati ( ^~'.'7 ''

Y;*"'
'&:<'* '

t

*r:';f~7.-. 7~ </ igram Sanskrit Series,

p^39 ar<" :;. rl* ; :-.
'*-

.', --i w :
*l' ;i---'L ( Nyai,aratnakara on

ftlokavartika, Chowkhamba Sanskrit Senes, p. 258 ) "may be found
in DIrmaga's Alambartapariksa 9 or in his FVfft* thereon ".

Although it is a digression, it may be worth while to observe
that the passage, being in prose, cannot a priori belong to the
Mambanaparlksa which, is written in verse ( karika ), and also
I have so far failed to find out Its Tibetan counterpart in the
Tibetan translation of the Alambanapariksavrtti. It being
taken for granted that the passage is quoted from Drnnaga*s
writings on the authority of both Vacaspati and Parthasara-
thimi&ra, our search may be fruitful, if we have a look into
the Prama'&asamuccayavTtti, becasue the rest of his treatises
extant in Tibetan translations cannot contain the passage in
question, some being metrical In composition and some dealing
with topics incongruous with the tenor of the above passage.

It is interesting to note that the passage has been quoted
In the Syadvadamanjarz ( Arkatawataprabhakatakarycttaya
Poona City), p. 145, as the opinion of a Sunyavadln. But apart
from the weight of the definite ascription by both Vacaspati
and Parthasarathi to Dmnaga, who was, as is well known

ft
a

ViJBanavadin, the sense of the passage being Incompatible
with the position of a Sunyavadin, it cannot In any case be
fathered upon any teacher of that school. Samirara also notes
a similar opinion of Vijrianavadin : tasmimsca vijnanavade
budhyarudliena rupey.antahstha eva pramawa prameya-phala*vy&-
mfiarah sarva upapadyate ( &arnkarabhasya on the Brahmaputra
2. 2. 28! )

Professor Stcherbatsky in his Epistemology and Logic of
the Later Buddhist Schools ( In German ) has discussed the
above unidentified passage. He, too has not as yet been able,
to locate It in the works ( in Tibetan translation ) of Diimaga,
and remarks that It is possibly a misquotation. ( Erkenntnis-
theorie und Logik p. 28 and p. 270, note 46 ). So far as the
philosophical position is concerned, there is no difficulty in

connecting the passage with Dinnaga, but it is to be ascertained
in what treatise of his and in what form the passage exists."

55
"

1. The passage bas been read a bit differently in different works.
* N. B. After the above note had been sent for publication IB

the Annals of the Bhandarkai Oriental Kesearch Institute I receded
the Journal Asiatique, Tome CCXIV, Ko 1-1929, containing the edition

of the Alambanaparllssa asd its vrtti by Dinna*gam their Tibetan Chinese

versions supplemented by a French translation, copious notes and index.

I have used thxs Narthang edition of the Tanjur ( Vi^v&bhSratl and the

Asiatic Society of Bengal Libraries ) for the two Tibetan passages
discussed aboTe, but they are almost similar to those of the printed text

im th Journal Asiatique*



EXACT DATE OF DINAKABA'S COMMENTARY
GtJDHAPRAKAS'IKA ON THE

*

nPACARASARA OF
MUKITNDADAIVAJNA

The Upacarasara is a work on' medicine in five chapters
( adhikaras ) composed by Mukundadaivajna, son of Ranga-
natha Ganaka. Aufrecht makes no mention of this work in

his Catalogue Catalogorum. The following MSS. of the work
are in the Government MSS. Library at the Bhandarkar
Oriental Research Institute :

, ( 1 ) No. 86 of 1907-15 ( text only ) dated Saka 1736.

^(2)
No.

|^587
of 1899-1915 (text with commentary

Grudhaprakasika of Dinakara.
A third MS. of the work is in the Library of 'the Bombay

Branch, Royal Asiatic Society, Bombay, It has been described

by Prof. H, D. Velankar in his Descriptive Catalogue of the
MSS. of that Society.

1
It is dated Saka 1756 and contains the

text of Mukundadaivajna with the commentary of Dinakara.
As regards the date of Dinakara's Commentary, with which
I am concerned here at present, Prof. Velankar remarks :

"
The

Commentary was composed by Dinakara at Poona in the 18th
Century.

"

This remark is evidently based on the incorrect chrono-
gram contained in the following verses quoted by Prof,
Velankar :

n "< n

: ik 3 ii

^

The chronogram "^5^^^%" in the above stanza is
incorrect as the letters

"m " make no meaning whatsoever.
The correct chronogram is

"
*f^^jp% as is given in the

B. 0. R Institute MS. No. 587 of 1899-19 15 mentioned above.
This gives us Saka 1740, 1 e . A. D. 1818 as the exact date of

i2? ? S commentary- The B. O. R. Institute MS. (No. 86 of
1907-15) which is dated Saka 1736 and which contains the
text only is a copy written three years earlier than the com-
position of Dinakara's commentary.

_L_ P- K, GODE
, YoL I ( 1926
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A PEEP INTO ANCIENT INDIAN SOCIOLOGY
BY

Dr. R. SHAMSASTRI, B. A., Ph. D.

India has no history of its own. What is now taught as

its history in schools and colleges is a recent compilation has-

ed upon modern archaeological research. It gives a bare

outline of the vicissitudes of a number of successive ruling

dynasties that ruled over different parts of India. As it is bas-

ed upon epigraphical records and biographical and literary

works, the information it supplies does not go far beyond an

account of the personal achievements of a few famous kings.

Little or nothing is known of the evolution of India's social,

religious, economical and political institutions. The field of

India's sociological activity, h6wever, is no less extensive

than that of any other nation on the globe. Compared with

the extensiveness of the field, our knowledge of the harvest it

has yielded is very scanty. There is, however, no dearth of,

materials for the formation of such a history. What thwarts our

attempts in this direction is the difficulty in putting the

scattered materials so as to take that shape which they once

had. It is quite possible that old and worn out materials may

be so adjusted and fitted together as to form a new shape al-

together. Fragments of old texts found here and there may be

brought together and made to convey ideas never dreamt of by

their framers. On the strength of a passage or verse an

historian may come to the conclusion that a representative or

republican from of government was a thing unknown in India

and that despotism, sometimes benevolent, sometimes tyrannical

has ever been its course. On the other hand, on the basis of

the Atharvavedic passage ( 2-27 ) containing a prayer fen power

to refute an adversary's speech in an assembly, a contradictory
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conclusion may also be arrived at that Ancient India had a

Parliamentary form of government. Again in consideration of

A V. 6-73-1, 2, 3, calling for *the unanimity of kinsmen in

supporting a Raja as their mighty guardian, it may also be

thought that the people were real governors, and that the Raja
was no more than a commander of the army. Such are the

difficulties experienced in the collection of scattered materials
and their correct interpretation.

The best way to avoid such unfounded conclusions and hasty
generalisations is to test their accuracy from various stand-

points. Before accepting a solitary statement found in the liter-

ary remains of a people and passing it on as an historical fact,

it is possible to examine its reliability in the light furnished

by philology, ethnology, anthropomorphology, contemporary
history, Indo-European antiquities, and lastly additional

literary records of the people themselves. With such means
of 'verification of the results, of study and investigation, I

propose to make a survey of ancient Indian Sociology and
ascertain the views of the ancients on ethics, economics and
politics.

It may be taken as a truism that a people's social and
religious institutions correspond to its political institutions.
No people that have either voluntarily or by force yielded
themselves to be slaves to time-honoured social and religious
customs can be believed to be capable of exercising their

right to political freedom to any appreciable degree. Nor can
political despotism find a place among people habituated to
freedom of thought and action in social and relgious matters.
For it is an historical fact that before the advent of the
Mobamedans and the British into India, the above three
aspects of social activity were inseparably connected with and
Acting and reacting upon each other. In the early stages of
social life in India as elsewhere supervision over the three
kinds of activity, social, religious and political, was entrusted
to a single tribunal, be it an assembly or a king.

In the patriarchial stage it was the father that is believed
to have exercised his authority over and guided the activities
of the members of his family. In the tribal stage it was the
tribal chief whose voice was supreme on questions concerning
these matters. In the sweet home love seems to have softened
the iron-rule of the father, while in the tribal state decision
qver controversial questions peems to Have been arrived at on
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the consensus of the tribe. A nation or a state Is more or less
an enlargement of the tribe by cdnquest and addition to itself
of other tribes in adjacent tracts of land. A nation claiming
and practising freedom of thought and action in social and
religious matters cannot be believed to have been submissive
to political tyranny. So long as India was under its own
rulers, it rested with the ruler of each of its several states to
give a rule or decision, in oosultation with his assembly on
questions connected with any of the three kinds of activity.*

But no sooner had India passed under Mohamedan rule
it had to bow down before two tribunals, one exercising its
authority on social and religious questions and the other on
political questions.

It is admitted that during the Vedic period rules to regulate
social customs and religious worship were still in a state of
formation. There was no caste. The words, Brahma, Ksatra
Visi, and Sudra met in the Vedas are names of classes rather
than of castes. Those who qualified themselves for priest-craft
were called Brahmans. Those who were fit or trained for
military profession were termed Ksatriyas. The trading and
agricultural people were known as Visi or Vaisyas. The servile
class recruited from the conquered people received the designa-
tion, Sudra. Function rather than birth determined the class to
which an individual belonged. This is proved by what
Latyayana, the author of a Srautasutra belonging to the Sama
Veda, says ( X-IL-45-5-6 ) in connection with the Daapeya,
a sacrifice in which ten priests have to drink a cup of Soma
juice after enumerating the names of their ten ancestral
fathers and mothers. The Brahmana lays down, says
Latyayana, that the priests should proceed to drink their

respective Soma cups after enumerating the names of ten
ancestral fathers and mothers ; if however they come across
the names of one or two non-Brahman women, they should
begin with the next Brahman woman and complete the number
ten by repetition. Those who do not remember the names may
begin with the name they remember. From this it is clear that

during the Vedic period the Brahmans used to marry wives
from non-Brahman classes, and sons begotten on such wives
were free to follow the profession of fcheir fathers, whatever

might be the class to which their mother, belonged by birth.

In his Dharma-Sutra ( IV-~22~33-24 ) Gautama says :
*
*In the

seventh generation men obtain a change of caste ( rather class )
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either by being raised to a higher one or being degraded fco a

lower one. The venerable teacher says that this happens in the

fifth generation/
5

Commenting on the above Sutras Haradatta

says as follows "If a Savarria female, born of a Ksatriya wife

of a Brahman? is married to a Brahman, and her female

descendants down to the seventh likewise, then the offspring
which that seventh female descendant bears to her Brahman
husband is equal in caste to that of a Brahman. In like

manner if a Savarna male, the son of a Brahman, and
of a Ksatriya wife, marries a Ksafcriya wife and his male
descendants down to the seventh generation likewise, then the

offspring of that seventh, male descendant is equal in caste to

that of a Ksatriya."

According to Gautama's teachers this kind of elevation to,

or degradation from, a class is permitted even in the fifth

generation. According to Latyana*s statement quoted above,

however, change of class was permitted even in the second, if

not in the first, generation. That choice of a profession
depended not upon birth but upon individual taste and capacity
is also corroborated by the Visnu-Purana.

4 The sons of

Dhrsta,
'*

says the Visnu-Purana, "though Ksatriyas by birth,
became Brahmans; the Bathitaras are termed Brahmans
following the 'profession of Ksairiyas ; the sons of Agniveiya, a

king of the Solar line, became Agnivesyayana Brahmans ;

likewise the sons of Harita, the son of Yauvana&va, are term-
ed Brahmane with the profession of Ksatriyas . Similarly the

Gargyas, the sons of Garga, though Ksatriyas by birth, became
Brahmans; Kapi, the son of Uruksaya, became Brahman;
from Mudgala, the son of Haryasjva, descended the Maudgalya
Brahmans. The story narrated in the Mahabharata
(Adiparvan, chap. 128) of Svetaketu's protest against the
custom of an honoured guest being allowed to lie down with
the host's wife for a night or two, goes to show the looseness
of marriage-tie. The story of the birth of Satyakamajabala
before his mother*Jabala was duly married, and of his initia-
tion as a Brahman student by Gautama Haridrumata
( Chandogya IWOO ) is another striking instance of the absence
of hard and fast rules regulating social conduct. Also such
of the customs as are prohibited for the Kali age go to show
that man was at liberty to do whatever his taste and pleasurs
dictated and the ethical notions of his time perrnittetK They
also go to show that there was no restriction whatever to
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connuhium and eommensaltsin and that It was left to the option

of women either to marry or live a spiritual life as Brahma
yadinls. The customs prohibited for the Kali age are :

Admission of sea farers back into the society;

embracing asceticism and holding a water-vessel

made of dry bitter gourd ; marriage with girls other

than of their own class by men of th three upper
classes ; the custom of deputing a brother to beget a

son on the wife of Ms dead brother; the slaughter of a

cow on the occasion of entertaining a guest; use of

flesh in ancestral ceremonies; embracing the

Vanaprastha order or living like a hermit in forests ;

the remarriage of virgin widows ; the observance of

bachelorhood for a long time ; performance of human
and horse sacrifices; the custom of making a long and
difficult journey with a view to end one's life, and the

slaughter of a cow in sacrifice; sojournment of

Brahmans; smoking; admission to society of women
outraged by force ; begging his food from people of all

the four classes by an ascetic ; and employment of

Sudras as cooK in the houses of Brahmana, 1

No less striking is the degree of freedom of thought and

action enjoyed by ancient Indians in religious matters during

the Vedic and Pauranic periods. It was during what may be

called the Hindu period, extending from the Vedic period down

to the tenth century A.. D., that India witnessed the rise and

growth of different- schools of thought on subjects such as

grammar, logic, medicine^ metaphysics, ethics, theology, and

the like. There are three stages clearly discernible in the

Hindu religious thought. The first is the stage of Polytheism

along with Fetishism and Animism coeval with the Vedic

period extending, according to the opinion of Western scholars,

from B. C. 1500 to B. O. 1000 The second is that of Pantheism

of the Upanisads extending from B. C. 1000 to about B. O. 300.

The third is the stage of Monotheism coeval wifch the Agamic
and Pauranic periods, extending from B. C. 300 to A* D, 900,

when systematization of Indian religion and philosophy was

begun in right earnest by reformers and commentators like

Samkaracarya and other philosophers.
The Vedic Polytheism consists in th*? worship of a number

of gods, all being of an equal status. They are

1 Nir^ayaaindlm IV.
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fications of natural phenomena, or deifications of animals and
natural objects. Besides these, the spirits of the dead are also
worshipped as gods* The worship is called Yaga or Yajna
which consists in making an anima] or vegetable offering into
the sacred fire for transmission to the gods invoked, These gods
are so anthropomorphic in conception that they are easily
mistaken for departed heroes of the V edic people. In fact
some of the Western scholars went so far as to identify them
with departed heroes of the same names, and rejected the theory
of the personification of natural phenomena. The individual
and social life of the gods may accordingly be said to be a
duplicate copy of the life of the Aryans of the period. It is
usual with the Vedic poets feo raise to the rank of a supreme
deity any of the gods they specially woi shipped for the attain-
nient of a particular object. This tendency of the poets is
called Henotheism or Kathenotheism by Max Muller. Power-
ful as are the gods ihey are never worshipped in any slavish
spirit. Offerings are made to them in exchange for the boons
and blessings they are believed to confer upon the worshippers.Like the worshipping Aryans the gods are also divided into
three classes, Brahma, Ksatra, and Vis, They are as warlike
as the Aryans. The classification of the gods according to
their imagined rank is a characteristic of later Saivism and
Vaisnavism and is unknown to the Vedas, At the close of the
Vedic period the poets rise to the conception of one god inwhom all other gods are merged, or who is called by various
names. " The one Being they call variously/' This concep-
tion of unity has not however resulted in the conception of a
single personal god like Siva or Visnu. It took the form of
the Pantheism of the Upanisads. It is conceived as an uni-
versal spirit identical with the soul or self in man, as explained
by some philosophers.

With the Upanisads there have arisen in Ancient India a
number of philosophic schools, tfot satisfied with the cult of
animal sacrifice elaborated in the Vedas and the Brahmanas,
there arise several schools of theologians and metaphysicians.With a view to conceal their apostacy from the Vedic sacrficial
cult, they interpret the Vedas in metaphysical light Theyteach that knowledge of the self is the sacred fire ; the mind and
the senses are the victims to be immolated ; the end to be attain.
ed is Moksa or emancipation from the bondage of the world
U>n*UMt of passions by controlling senses is the main theme
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common to all the schools. The Samkhyas, the Yogins the

Kanadas, the Vaisesikas, the Buddhists, the Jainas, and the

Vedantins come before our view vying with each other in ex-

pounding their own views on the nature of matter, spirit and

emancipation. They are all atheistic inasmuch as they admit

no personal god or an intelligent Being endowed with supreme

power. It is on the other hand Brahman the Universal

Saccidanandafi
i e, sat, eternal, cit, consciousness, and ananda,

perfect bliss. It is Pnrna, complete and is wanting in nothing

for completion. This universal consciousness or caitanya is

identical with individual self, Jivatman. Opposed to eaitanya

there is matter rupa of various forms and names. What is call-

ed matter is mere appearance of the universal caitanya which

underlies it. Just as man regards the colourless sky as blue

and the moon as being one foot ( pradesa ) in diameter, and just

as he mistakes a rope for a snake and mirage for water, so he

mistakes caitanya for matter such as stone, tree, pot, mat, and

the like. The whole of the universe is nothing but a conscious-

stuff and appears variously. Appearance is the nature of

caitanya. It is unknowable in its real form, for it has no

form Maya is the name given to appearance. Not knowing

or realising the distinction between caitanya and its appear-

ance, man mistakes appearance for reality and is thereby

involved in what is called endless samsara and its miseries.

In order to get rid of this misery of life, he has to realise

the real nature of his self and its identity with the universal

self One who realises this can very easily get rid of the idea

of "the other." Since all individual selves are identical with

the universal self, there can be no other self. The distinction

of
" mine and thine

" vanishes to him. Since self is wanting

in nothing, and is purna or complete in itself, a wise man Mas

nothing, to achieve. All that he is obliged to do is P s^
tion of the body with a view to attain the right ^wle

j?/*
caitanya. The action which he is thus required to undertake

is to be rather of an involuntary than of voluntary nature

This necessitates on his part the conquest of the senses, the will

and the mind. Man's nature is to be active. Usually tanmn

activity is after external or objective pleasure as contrasfced

with subjective pleasure. It is objective pleasure which impels

him to have his mouth wide open to swallow the whole world

and to achieve what he considers his pleasure. He IB m>fc in

need of liberty or freedom of the will of whiok n*fcure hw
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endowed him with more than he requires. But he has no re-

straints provided for against his reckless dissipations. The one

restraint devised in the Vedanta ssastra is Hivrtfci or withdrawal

from all kinds of objective pursuits except those which natural

and involuntary animal appetite demands from him. These

animal cravings are, in the words of the Upanlsads, thirteen in

number. They are ( 1 ) seeing ( 2 ) hearing ( 3 ) touching ( 4 )

smelling ( 5 ) eating ( 6 ) walking ( 7 ) sleeping ( 8 ) breathing

( 9 ) talking ( 10 ) excretion ( 11 ) catching hold of any support;

and ( 12 & 13 ) winking i. e, s closing and opening the eye-lids.

These are all nature's own activities or involuntary actions.

Such acts as are voluntary are regarded as temptations leading

man astray unless his actvity is made with no motive or

desire for any result thereof.

" By the body*
**

says the Bhagavadglta 9

**
by the mind, by

the intellect and by mere senses also* Yogins perform actions

without attachment, for the purification of the self."

Thus exclusive attachment to the fruits of bodily actions

or intellectual and sensual activities is condemned in clear

terms. Is then 9 it may be questioned t life worth living ? Will

any one engage himself in agriculture, trade or other occupa-
tions with no desire for the profits accruing from them ? Why
should a man marry a wife, if it were not for domestic pleasure?
It must be noted in reply that action is not prohibited in its

entirety. All kinds of activities, physical, mental and

spiritual* are undertaken for pleasure and pleasure alone. It

is pleasure that impels man to be active., Even Yogic practice
or mysticism is learnt for pleasure in this or the other world.
The Vedantic Brahmadhyana or constant contemplation on

Brahman, the Universal self, is for Moksa which is eternal

bliss.
f*

Ragadeva pravrttih
** "

pleasure alone is the motive
of action * 9

is the saying of the Mlmamsakas . But what is

meant by non-attachment to fruits of action is this :

There are two kinds of pleasure, subjective and objective.
Subjective pleasure is the nature of the self itself and cannot
be avoided. But objective pleasure is neither permanent nor
unavoidable. In his Vivekasara ( Mss. p. 72 )9 Samkarananda
says that pleasure is innate, and that objects appearing to give
pleasure are only stimulants, His reasons for arriving at this

conclusion are marshalled as follows :

**
Is pleasure a quality of the objects enjoyed ? or is

it a mental phenomenon ? or is it a characteristic of
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place or time ? or is it a product or result of action ?

or is it a quality of the senses ? or is it the nature of

self itself ? It is not a quality of the objects perceived ;

for, the feeling of pleasure experienced at the moment
of perceiving an object disappears the next moment,
though there is the object still under the act of percep-
tion ? If it were a property of the object perceived, the

feeling of pleasure would have continued, just as

a fragrant smell is continued to be experienced as

long as the flower giving rise to the sensation of

fragrance remains close by. Hence it follows that it

is not a property of the object perceived or enjoyed.
Nor is it a function of the mind, for in the absence

of objects of enjoyment the mind does not experience
the feeling of pleasure, as it would have done if it

were its own function.

Nor is it the function of the association of mind
with objects for even though there is such association,

the feeling of pleasure experienced in the first moment
of contact disappears the next moment.

Nor is it a property of the enjoyer, for, the feeling

of pleasure is not constantly experienced. If it were

the property of the enjoyer, there would have been no

break in experiencing the enjoyer's own property by
the enjoyer. Nor is it a characteristic of activity,

for activity is invariably painful. Nor is it a result

of past deeds, for, the body which is believed to be the

result of past deeds is a victim of misery and pain

Nor is it due to place and environments, for in the

same place and under the same environments ex-

perience of pleasure and pain varies with different

men. If it were due to place and envionments, all

men in the same place and under the same environ-

ments would have felt pleasure or pain equally. Nor

is it a property of time, for if it were so, all men
would have experienced pleasure equally like heat

and cold. Nor is it a property of senses, for the dumb,
the deaf, the blind, and the like experience pleasure

notwithstanding the deformity of their senses. Then

the only remaining alternative is whether it is a

property of the self.
*

Here there are two issues to be

considered : ( 1 ) is it a property of the self or ( 2 ) 13 it
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the nature of the self. It cannot be said that It Is a

quality of fche self, for, the disappearance of property
causes the disappearance of that which possesses that

property or quality as its constituent. But in the case

of the self even in the absence of the feeling of

pleasure, there is the consciousness of self's existence.

Hence it cannot be said to be a quality of the self. It

follows that it is the nature of the self itself. But it

may be questioned that if pleasure is the nature of

Caitanya itself why it is not always felt.
"

The answer in Samkarananda's own words is as

follows :

"
There are two forms of pleasure, subjective and

objective, The former is the nature of the self and is

eternal, the latter is momentary and is due to external

objects which are only stimulants. He who has realis-

ed self-pleasure does not stand in need of stimulants
to experience his own self pleasure.

"

This is demonstrated even in the life of animals, as stated

by Samkaracarya in his Satasilokl :

With the instinctive belief that pleasure is caused
by external objects, the eagle flies high up in the sky
in search of its prey on the surface of the earth. In
vain it flies far and wide until at last feeling quite
fatigued it perches itself on the branch of a tree, falls

asleep and enjoys its own pleasure."

Whatever may be the difference in other philosophical
matters, there is agreement among all schools of Indian
philosophical systems in fche theory of pleasure explained
above. The Vedantists, the Buddhists, the Jainas, the Kanadas,
the Viasesikas, the Saivites and the Vaisnavites have all
accepted the Upanisadic theory of pleasure and preached
renunciation of the world and worldly activity for the sake
ol momentary pleasure as the best means of realising eternal
pleasure. On this theory of pleasure are based their theory
of ethics, economics and politics. Reserving economics and
politics for consideration in the third and fourth Lectures,
I proceed to explain their theory of ethics as briefly as possible

In the Vedic period their ethical theory was based
upon pleasure and pain. Whatever was considered to be
productive of pleasure in this or the other world was regarded
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as Dharina, Rood and righteous, arid the reverse as bad and
vicious, Telling the truth, charity and sacrificial acts are good
on account of their leading the true, the charitable and the

sacrificing to the Svarga, the abode of pleasure, after death.
Lie, theft and impiety lead the guilty to hell to suffer for their

wickedness. Varuna with his spies is considered to watch
over the good and bad deeds of men.

This theory of good as pleasure-giving and bad as pain-
giving promoted the habit of seeking pleasure and avoiding
pain.

Since there is no action which is absolutely productive of

unmixed pleasure or pain, the Mlmamsakas or the Exegetists
of the Vedas expounded a new theory of Dharma and Adharma,
good and bad. Jaimini in his Mlmamsa-siitras defines

Dharma as follows :

"
Codanalaksano'rtho Dharmah. "

The meaning of this aphorism according to authoritative

commentators is this : Whatever is enjoined by a verb in

imperative mood in a sentence in the Vedas, or in the common
parlance, and is at the same time beneficial, but not harmful t

is Dharma. In this definition is included both religious and

secular Dharmas. In the Vedic sentence,
" Whoever is de-

sirous of attaining to Svarga, the abode of pleasure, after

death, shall perform the Jyotistoma sacrifice/* the Jyotistoma

sacrifice is Dharma, since it is believed to enable the performer

to attain to Heaven after death. This act is also beneficial.

In the sentence
" Whoever is desirous of causing the death

of an enemy, shall perform Syena sacrifice, the sacrificial act

is harmful, inasmuch as it causes the death of a person and

thereby involves the performer in sin. Likewise in the sent-

ences commonly used in conversation : "Whoever is desirous

of long life shall drink milk," and "whoever is desirous of

long life shall not drink liquor/' milk-drinking is good and

liquor-drinking is bad. In the case of Vedic sacrificial acts

the result is invisible, while in worldly acts the result is rea-

lised sooner or later.

The theory propounded in the Sutra is that the conception

of good and bad, and virtue and vice is not an innate idea of

man. It is acquired through language in social intercourse;

the language which supplies information as to what is good

or bad or what is virtuous and vioioug may be a religious text
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traditionally handed down from generation to generation, or a
secular sentence now and then heard in common parlance.

Language Is a social product, and whatever is known through
language is social experience, acquired, tested and proved by a
number of generations. It follows therefore that the conception
of good and bad and virtue and vice is the result of social
evolution. Whatever act receives social approbation is

regarded as Dharma and whatever act meets with social condem-
nation is Adharma. The Western expounders of the evolu-

tionary hypothesis of ethics are of the same opinion: according
to Mr. Stephen "the normal sense is a product of the social

factor/' ( Science of Ethics "p. 372 ). Again on pages 350 and
351 he says that

"
the conscience is the utterance of the public

spirit of the race, ordering us feo obey the primary conditions
of its welfare." Mr. Laird in his

"
Study in Moral Theory

"

says, agreeing with Kant's theory of categorical imperative,
that

"
Duties are unconditional demands, categorical

imperatives, sell justifying injunctions. The "
ought

"
of

morality may very well justify itself." (page 20). Again on
page 40 he says that

" A categorical proposition is a statement
asserted directly and without conditions or governing conjunc*
tions, while a hypothetical proposition is one in which the
apodosis is expressly contingent upon and governed by, a ruling
protasis ( or assumption or hypothesis ). Extending this
usage by analogy, Kant meant by a Categorical Imperative
one that is not subject to conditions or qualifications, but on
the contrary

"
shines Itee a jewel by its own light," while a

Hypothetical Imperative is borrowed and contingent. The
latter class Kant subdivided into rules of skill and counsels
of prudence remarking that the precepts for the physician to
cure his patient and for a prisoner to kill him "

are equally
matters of skill, and that prudence can never yield us cer-
tainty. A command of morality is subject to no governing
clause. Counsels inform us that we must employ certain
means if we desire certain ends."

The obligatory and optional rules enjoined in the Vedas
are quite similar to the duties commanded by categorical and

^ypothetical imperatives referred to by Mr. Laird. "Tell the
truth; do not steal," "Thou shalt have no intercourse with
others ^

wives are assertions containing categorical imperatives

2E
mi

3!' I**,?
aU nditions and circumstances, the duty of

telling the truth and of committing no theft or adultery. The
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duty of performing a Jyotistoms sacrifice with the desire of

getting
into heaven is enjoined by a hypothetical imperative

such as "Svargakamo Jyotistomena Yajeta,
"

whoever is

desirous of Svarga, pleasure, shall perform Jyotistoma

sacrifice. Lekewise in all worldly atid other-worldly acts it

is these two kinds of imperatives that inspire the sense of

obligatory or optional duties in man. There are two schools

of thinkers regarding the origin of these imperatives. One
school ascribes the origin to Pratibha, intuition, and the other

to sacred or secular sentences. We shall see more of these

theories in the second lecture.

Since social experience is ever growing and therefore

varying from time to tima, the conception of good and bad
must also necessarily vary with time. This is confirmed by
the history of morals, of all nations and admits of no doubt.

The conception of good and bad, right and wrong and virtue

and vice varies not only with time but also with the

place and evironment. In case of doubt, it is only social

approbation and condemnation of a course of action that is

regarded as a determinant of its goodness and badness at the
time and place. This is clearly stated in the Taittirlya Brah-
mana :

**
if the student has doubt concerning an act or conduct

then recourse should be had to the attitude of Brahmans, com-
petent to judge, apt, devoted, not harsh, lovers of virtue ; as

they behave themselves in such a case so should the student
behave himself.

"
Svetaketu's protest against his father's

attempt to allow an honoured guest to lie down with his
mother is an instance of customs changing according to change
in sentiment due to time.

In the polytheistic stage of the Vedic period, the ethical

views of the invading Aryans were such as were quite suited
to the time and place. Probably no other people would behave
better than they did under the circumstances. Judged by their

myths and anthropomorphic views about their gods, they do

appear to be as indifferent to the moral qualities of their acts
as the Greeks and tbe Romans. But it is wrong to base our

judgment about the morality of a people on their myths.
Jealousy, malice, treachery, gambling, plunder, and capture of

women are sins and crimes from which no warlike people of

ancient time were free. But we are not justified in coming to

the conclusion that the attrocities committed by a people in.

war form the true moral code of their conduct in peace.
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are we right in basing the moral code of a people on the an-

thropomorphic features and conduct of their gods, inasmuch as

we do not know exactly what sort of natural phenomena the

poets were obliged to describe in terms of their gods" immoral
demeanour, which they wera not slow to condemn out-right
For violating the chastity of Ahalya, Indra is cursed to possess
a body of thousand bhagas ( uvulas ). Such abnormal traits of

character and conduct are termed sahasa, indiscreet acts, and
are expressly condemned as bad examples never to be imitated.
Hence I presume that the remarks made by Dr, A. B. Keith
on the ethics of the Brahmanas are far from being deserved.
In his religion and philosophy of the Vedas ( vol II, p. 470 )

he says that
*"
these texts ( the Brahmanas ) do not develop any

theory of morality. Indeed they do not normally inculcate
morality even on merely empiric grounds. The myths which
they recount and invent have this characteristic about them,
that they are indifferent to the moral qualities of the acts ; the

gods are willing to commit sins freely for their own gain."
As I have already stated, it is quite unreasonable to base the
moral code of a people on their myths. If we were to do so,
there would be no nation on earth free from the charge of

immorality. Regarding the insolence and insult shown in

asking the wife of the sacrificer, as pointed out by Dr3 Keith,
whether she has consorted with any other than her husband, I

presume that what is emphasized here in putting such a ques-
tion to the wife is the maintenance of her fidelity to her hus-
band, but not her faithlessness and her hesitation or readiness
to confess it. The insistence on the confession about th

perpetration of guilt, if any, is a preventive, and not an induce-
ment to commit crime for the sake of confessing it. The Sub-
xahmanya litany sung at the outset of a sacrifice, declaring
that the priests engaged for the sacrifice are legitimate children
of Brahman couples, faithful to each other ( Subrahmanya ),

equally shows the paramount importance which the ancient
Indians attached to the maintenace of chastity on the part of
feoth man and woman. It is wrong to interpret this litany as

indicating promiscuity in ancient Indian society. The marri-
age of Draupadl to the five sons of Pandu is explained by
Kumarila, the celebrated commentator on Jaimlrd's Mimamsa
sutras, as a mythological story metaphorically describing the
exercise of sovereign power by the five brothers together. In
answer to the question put to her whether she has consorted
with any other than her five husbands, she stated that she had
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a liking for a sixth husband also. This is commonly Inter-

preted as a reference to Kama, the eldest son of Pandu, who
would have also married Draupadl or had a share in sovereign
power, if he had not been deserted or abandoned by KuntI, his
mother. Again it is obligatory on the part of every man
of the twice-born castes, the Brahmans,the Ksatriyas and the
Vaisyas, to sip water by saying in the Vedic words of the
morning or evening prayer, that he may be absolved
of such unconscious transgressions as he might have
committed in mlnd 9 or speech, with hands or feet
or in eating or in sexual intercourse, or any other sin
committed during the day or night. In this connection it is

wrong to represent; the Hindus as being ever ready to pray for
redemption from sins which they have no scruples in commit-
ting. As a matter of fact this prayer is intended to remind
every twice-born individual twice a day of his sacred duty to
guard himself against the usual human tendency of
unconsciously going astray. The authors of the Dharma-
sutras all are unanimous in saying that there can be no
redemption from sins which are deliberately committed,
though there Is permission in the Sastras to absolve a man of
his unconscious transgressions and grant him admission into
society.

** Those who unconsciously fall Into error and confess
it, taking care not to repeat such errors again for a second
time are termed sensible (atmavat): those that wilfully
commit sins in spite of warning are habitual criminals
{ duratmans ); and those who conceal the crimes they commit
are the worst sinners. The teacher can bring round and set

right the conduct of the sensible ; the king will chastise th

criminals, while Yama, the god of death alone is the chastiser
of the worst sinners.

As regards the absence of development of any theory of

morality in the Brahmanas, I have not clearly understood
what Dr. Keith has meant thereby. I do not know whether
he refers to the Hedonistic, Intuitive, and Utilitarian theories
of morality which have made so much noise in books and
papers without any benefit to society and to Its moral Improve-
ment. It is not that the ancienfcs were not aware of the He-
donistic theory of morality. It is implied in the very example
quoted in Illustrating the definition of Dharaaa, good, by
Jaimini in his Mlmazhsa sutrao. The illustrative sentence is
"
whoever Is desirous of attaining to Svarga> the abode of
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pleasure shall perform the Jyotistoma sacrifice ". Pleasure as
motive for action Is made clear here. Utility as a motive for

action is clearly stated in the oft quoted verse meaning
* c

with
no end in view not even an idiot sets to work ". The intuitive
theory is given expression to by Kalidasa in his Sakuntala :"
Pramanamantah-karanapravrttayah ", authoritative are

automatic or instinctive movements* Besides, the age of the
Brahmanasis too early a period in the evolution of the Aryan to

expect him to theorise on social, moral or political principles.
In the age of the llpanisads, we have a grand theory of morality
which will be dealt with presently. The Puranic and Agamic
age is noted for tiae elaboration of theories of morality based
upon divine inspiration social consciousness, and intuitive
suggestions or commands. The treatment of this subject will
be taken up again along with the development of the igamic
and the Dravidian culture. But none of these theories can be
demonstrated and proved. After all, whatever obtains social
approbation is good, and whatever is socially condemned is

bad, as implied in Jaimini's famous definition of Dharma. I

presume that our scientific age has made no improvement
on this definition; nor are we in a better position to give
decisive answers to questions on the morality of a nation or of
an individual, we only appeal to public opinion.

Again taking the Brahmanic sentence that "gods are true
"

Dr. Keith remarks on it by saying that "the nature of the truth
is not vitally moral : it is strictly confined to the precise carryingout of the rites and utterance of the formulae of the sacrificial
ritual. Just as man's faith is not in the goodness of the godsbut in the efficacy of the sacrifice, if duly performed, so truth
has no real moral content and in intellectual outlook is limit.
ed to the sacrifice which, it must be admitted, is for the
Brahmanas, the reality par excellence." Here also I presume. resume
that Dr. Keith is not right in his interpretation. By theBrahmana saying that "

gods are true >
is meant the regularity

rl 1 f
reCiSe pepiodioifcy of their heavenly movementsIn the statement made in the Bahmanas that corresponding tothe precision of the movements of the gods, the sacrificial

e
berecise and ***** *n all its detailsthe ado not refer to any moral truth here. Likethe word good, the word true means many things A tree*

Pi^ure
means a picture exactly corresponding to ifs origin!A troe answer means a correct answer. A true man means a
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mam stating facts as they are seen, heard or known to Mm or

keeping Ms word. So in the context referred to by Dr.

Keith, the word true ( satya ) is used to mean precision and not

moral truth, and it isjiot fair to condemn the authors of the

Brahmanas because they do not use the word "
true

'*

in its

moral sense when precision is meant by them to be conveyed
by the word. When however the Brahniana means moral

truth, as in the sentence
"
satyam vada "

it certainly means
moral truth, but not precision or exactitude there.

But generally speaking the question arises what is truth

after all? The ultimate truth is really unknown and the

Upanisads speak volumes in favour of the sincere and com-

mendable attempts made by the ancient Indians to ascertain

the nature of the ultimate truth and deduce therefrom the

nature of the relative truth also. Vyavaharika-satya is the

name given to relative truth. They profess that they have

succeeded in their attempt and found out that the absolute

ultimate truth is Gaitanya, Saccidananda, and nothing else.

Self is true and matter is mere appearance and so false. The

physical body is material and is transient as contrasted with

the eternity of the spirit, the Saccidananda. Since the spirit

is complete in itself and is wanting in nothing, no action good

or bad is needed for the sake of the spirit. It is the physical

body that needs constant action to repair its wear and tear. It

is this action that is susceptible of being looked upon either

as good or bad, right or wrong, just or unjust according as it

is done with attention to spiritual, or physical well-being. On
the spiritual plane there is needed no such distinction as good

or bad, for there is no action whatever. On the material side

this distinction is needed more than we have actually allowed.

The ideal ever kept before the view by the Vedantins and even

by the Jainas is what is termed ISTaiskarmyasiddhi, realisation

of the state of inaction, and annihilation of the will. When
the will is subdued and the state of inaction is attained in

SamadMi or concentration of the mind on Caitanya, there is no

occasion for such a Yogi to think of good or bad, right or

wrong, and just or unjust He has nothing to do with suoh

distinctions for lie has abandoned all actions. No such thoughts

as those of slaying an embryo, the murder of a father or a

mother will ever dawn in his mindf for the realisation of the

true nature of Caitanya or self has once for all raised him to

the spiritual sphere which is beyond the world's moral sphere.
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Speaking of Carlyle's views on morality ; Martineau says
inhis Types of ethical theory* P. 35, that" according to the latter

(Carlyle) there is something higher than moral life; a region in

which the authority of the right and the good vanishes and
ceases to be supreme: as soon as we meet the divine, we leave

moral distinctions behind. It; is regrettable that such a great
Sanskrit scholar as Dr. A. B. Keith has misunderstood the

spirit of the philosophy of the Upanisads and found no ground
of morality in it. He says in his Religion and Philosophy of
the Vedas ( vol 2, p. 584-5 )

" There is made no attempt to make
the theoretical philosophy a ground of morality of any sort.

**

The possession of knowledge makes a man independent of all

morality* the slaying of an embryo, the murder of a father or a
mother/* They have completely failed to see that morality is

the most objective and essential part of philosophy.
" Know-

ledge in the Upanisads is essentially profitable and by no
means for spiritual ends alone. He who knows the world as

five-fold obtains it, he who knows Indra as without a rival
has no rival ; the possessor of knowledge cannot be injured by
an enemy. Knowledge obliterates evil ; one who knows may
consort with even the murderer without being contaminated. "

( p. 586 ), Also he terms the philosophy of the Upanisads as
"
intellectual gymnastics

" and Yogic practice as "
wild

fantasies.
'*

The principal aim of the Upanisads is the realisation of
the state of inaction. How can it then afford a ground for

morality which is entirely objective ? As it has no concern
with the world of action, good or bad, it is above the moral or
immoral world, where there can be no talk of the slaying of an
embryo, the murder of a father or of the mother, Prof, Keith
says that

"
Knowledge in the Upanisads is for profitable and by

no means for -spiritual ends alone.
"

Knowledge taught in the
Upanisads is self-knowledge and self-knowledge alone
Except spiritual ends what other ends, it may be questioned,
do the Upanisads promise? It cannot be children, or money; for
renunciation of wife, cMldern, wealth in short, -of the world
itself, is the first and most sacred and indispensable duty of a
Self-seeker. Is it empire-making or exploiting of other nations?
According to Dr. Keith himself there is no political theory
taught or expounded in the Upanisads, The Upanisadic
sentence ""

whoever knows the world five-fold obtains it
"
refers

to the Panclkarana process of the origin of the world and its
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obtainmant means the knowledge of its nature. It does not

mean that the knower of the world becomes a lord or an
emperor of it. The knowledge of Indra as without a rival

means the knowledge ot" Brahman without a second entity

either similar or dissimilar to Brahman, the individual self

also being the same as Brahman according to the Upanisads*
Hence it follows that the knower of Brahman becomes
Brahman and will have no rival and will be free from all sorts

of fear, sorrow and the like. Hence there will be no evil to the

knower of Brahman. As to Dr. Keith's characterisation of

the philosophy of the Upanisads as intellectual gymnastics, I

may say that there are now many politically minded or

worldly minded Hindus who, inebriated with a strong dose of

modern material sciences, have formed the same opinion not

merely of the Upanisads, bnt also of the Buddhistic and Jaina

philosophies. But it must be noted that what appears to us as

fantasies and intellectual gymnastics have come out from a

mind which transformed itself into what it thought of, and
wMch lived in it. We study that life and pass remarks and

judgments upon it from the standpoint of our own life. We
cannot make those thoughts our own, for we cannot live the

life of those thoughts. But the authors of the Upanisads could

not have given expression to those sublime thoughts unless

they experienced them and lived in them. They were neither

spectators nor actors of their spiritual drama, but its actual or

real characters or the spiritual dramatic personae whom we
can neither see nor imitate.

" The true ideal therefore ", says Dr. Keith, ( p. 587 )
"
of

the seeker for truth is embodied in the practice of
asceticism^and

the adoption of renunciation : by turning away from the things

of the world and by concentrating unnaturally the mind upon

the object, the vision beatific was to be obtained : the utter

incompatibility of this with the purely intellectual view, that

the recognition of the Brahman as the self was emancipation,

is obvious, but contradictions in adjeclo are the normal

characteristics of the Upanisads. Hence was developed the

scheme by which the old rule of life was complicated and a

series of four Asramas, places of asceticism, was devised,

through which man should pass on his way to his home in the

heaven. **

Like so many philosophic theories, the theory or theories

of philosophy expounded in the Upanisads may be
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intellectual and the means devised for the attainment of the

end may or may not be compatible with the view. None of us

is prepared to test the truth of this or that philosophy or

religion and establish it as a world religion or philosophy to

the exclusion of other faiths or systems. All that I am prepar-

ed to say here is that like other philosophical systems, the

Indian systems have their moral and political corollaries

which seem to have proved more beneficial to the world than

the maxims and principals deduced from other philosophical

systems of the western world* Whatever might be the other

kinds of differences between the East and the "West, the one

that appears to me most conspicuous is that while the East

is bent on translating into action as far as possible its

religious and philosophical lessons, neglecting at the same

time almost all the practical principles of material sciences,

the Wefifc is ever keen in shaping its life to the tune of the

objective sciences with only an academic interest in

metaphysics and religion. This is a trait of hereditary

difference between them. Consequently the West is material-

ly rich and politically supreme while the East is proud of its

philosophical contentment amidst the miseries of poverty and

servility.

With a view to act up to its philosophical lessons, the life

of a Hindu is divided into four stages or Asiramas as they are

called. They are (1 ) the stage of student life, ( 2 ) of house-

holder ( 3 ) of a hermit residing in a forest, and ( 4 ) that of

renunciation ( samnyasa ). While describing the characteristic
features of the life of the members of the Raghu dynasty in

his Baghuvaihsa ( canto 1 ), Kalidasa speaks of the purposes
of the four stages of life as follows :

u
Kings who spent their early age in learning, their

youth enjoying their objective pleasure, their old age
in living like forest hermits,, and who breathed their
last following the precepts of the Yoga system."

We learn that most of the young boys of the twice-born
class

in^ancient India spent their first stage of life in learning
in the Asramas from their respective gurus. After going
through the course of their learning in the forest Universities,
they returned to their native places, either cities or villages-
to live as house-holders. However severe might be the rules
of discipline laid down in the sutras and Dharmsaetra texts
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for the guidance of house-holders, it is probable that under

the temptations of city life they did not follow the ideal set for

them in the Sastra texts. I presume that a majority of the

Brahman house holders deserved the censure passed on their

life by the Buddha, in the dialogue between him and a Brah-

man named Vasettha in the Tevigga Sutta ( II, 3 ).

" Kow what think you, Vasettha," asks the Buddha,
" are the Brahmans versed in the Vedas in the posses-
sion of wives and wealth, or are they not ?"

" They are, Gotama.
"

" Have they anger in their hearts, or have they
not?"
"They h.ave, Gotama,"
" Do they bear malice, or do they not ?"
" They do, Gotama."
" c Are they pure in heart, or are they not ?"
" They are not, Gotama/*
" Have they self-mastery, or have they not ?

**

** They have not, Gotama/*
" Very good, Vasetfcha, that the Brahmans versed

in the Vedas, yet bearing anger and malice in theii

hearts, sinful and uncontrolled, should, after

death when the body is dissolved, become united to

Brahman who is free from anger and malice, sinless

and has self-mastery such a condition of things has

no existence."

This censure seems to refer to the plurality of wives they

married, and to the variety of occupations in which they

engaged themselves for the sake of earning wealth. Their

professions also are thus enumerated in the same work as

follows :

" By predicting that there will be abundant rainfall,

abundant harvest, famine disturbances, sickness or

health, or by drawing deeds, making up accounts,

giving pills, making verses, or arguing points or casu-

istry, or by giving advice touching the taking in mar-

riage, or giving in marriage, the forming of alliances,

or dissolutions of connections; by teaching spells to

procure prosperity or fco cause adversity to others; or

by worshipping the sun, or by worshipping Brahma,

by spitting fire out of their mouth, this, too, is the

kind of goodness tlmt he (the Brahman)
*
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Though this seems to be a true account; of the life of

house-holders among the Brahmans and others, yet It cannot

be denied that there were a few who by the exemplary life

they lived according to the rules of the Dharmsastra texts earn-

ed and deserved the honour and respect shown to them by

kings and wealthy men. There are records to show that there

were Brahmans of the type of the celebrated scholar

Vedantadeslka who despising even the voluntary gift of

honour and wealth offered by kings and emperors and content

with a handful of rice collected from house to house by way
of begging alms, devoted their life to study, teaching, and

writing on all the subjects then known. Vedantadesika

sincerely believed In the teachings of the sastras and declined

to accept an honourable and economically comfortable posi-

tion offered by the then emperor of Vijayanagara. The large

number of works written and left by him on almost all

branches of Sanskrit learning, speak volumes in favour of the

vast learning he had and of the use he made of in for the good
of posterity. Appaya Daksita is another luminary of learning
with whose scholarly work almost all Sanskrit scholors are quite

familiar. SIvananda has given us a short sketch of his

exemplary life. He Is said to have made an offering into

the sacred sacrificial fire of the costly presentations sent to

him by the king of Tanjore. Halauyudha in his Brahmana-
sarvasva says or Implies to say that amidst the luxurious

favour shown to him by the king of the Kakatlya dynasty he

lived a life to the very letter of the sastras. Such examples
are numerous, and are not given here for want of space. But
for their selfless life and true devotion to learning, there would
have been no literary monuments to speak of India's ancient

civilization. What would have been the verdict of the western
critics on India's ancient civilization, if there had been no

Panini, Fatamjali, Jaimlni, Badarayana, Sabara, Kurnarila,

Prabhakara, Samkara, Ramanuja, Halayudha, Yadavapraka^a,
Vagbhata, Vedantadesika, Madhva, Vidyaranya, Appaya
Dlksita, and a host of other true Brahman scholars. Had
they but exhibited any Inclination for the acquisition
of wealth and a taste for pompous life of power*
they would have succeeded in it and passed away, not merely
themselves unknown, but making it possible and plausible
for critics to say that India is a country of savages given to

sensual and Immoral life. It cannot be denied that the

Buddhists and the Jainas, have also made a large contribution
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feo the glory of India in intellectual and spiritual fields. They
are no otber than Brahmans that embraced Buddhism and
Jainism. As most of them lived the life of monks not

dissimilar to that of Brahman Vanaprasthas or forest hermits,

they can better be classed with the latter. As the influence

which the "Vanaprasfchas and the Samnyasins, with their

experience of life acquired during the two previous stages of

life and with their independent thought, had exerted not only
on the social and political life of the people in cities and
villages, but also on the life of kings, was most salutary and
disciplinary, it is necessary that some notice of their life

should be taken here.

Self-abnegation, living by sweat or by begging, and
original thinking seem to have been the characteristic feature

and guiding principle of their life. According to the Puranas,
the founders of Samkhya, Nyaya, Vaisesika, Mlmamsa,
Vedanta and other systems of philosophy were men of the

Vanaprastha order, living upon fruits, roots and other forest

produce in forests. Regarding the dietary of the hermits, the

Baudhayana Smrti ( IV. 3 ) says as follows ;

" Then there are two kinds of hermits ; those that

cook their food and those that do not cook their food,

Those that cook their food are of five kinds : ( 1 )

Sarvaranyaka, ( 2 ) Vaitusika, ( 3 ) Kandamulapha-
labhaksa, ( 4 ) Phalabhaksa and ( 5 ) Sakabhaksa. The

Sarvaranyakas are of two kinds : ( 1 ) Indravasikta

and ( 2 > Retovasikta, as they live upon two different

kinds of forest produce- The Indravasifctas are those

who bring edible stuffs produced by creepers, plants,

shrubs, and trees and cook them; and having offered

Oblations thereof into the fiie both morning and even-

ing and having fed ascetics, guests and other persons

engaged in penance, live upon what remains thereof.

The Tfcetovasiktas are those who gather the flesh of

wild animals killed by a tiger,wolf, hawk, or any

other beast of prey and cook it ; and having offered obla-

tions thereof into the fire both morning and evening,

and having fed ascetics, guests and other persons engag-

ed in penance therewith, live upon what remains there-

of. The Vaitusikas are those who collecting grains with-

out cliaff and especially rice, cook them and having

offered oblations into the fire both morning and even-
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Ir>g and having fed ascetics 9 guests and other persons

engaged in penance therewith, live upon what remains
thereof. Those who live upon turnips, roots and
fruits or upon fruits only or upon herbs only do also

likewise.

Those that do not cook their food are of five kinds:

( 1 ) Mumajjakas, ( 2 ) Pravrttasins, ( 3 ) Mukhadayins,
( 4 ) Toyaharas and (5) Vayubhaksas. The Mumujjakas
are those who prepare their food without making use

of metalic or stone vessels. The Pravrttains are
those that live upon morsels that can be held in their

hands. Mukhadayins are those who catch hold of

their food by their mouth without using their hand.
The Toyaharas are those who live merely upon water
and the "Vayubhaksas only upon air.

Living In company with the antelopes and imitating
fcheir life In all respects : this is the characteristic of

heavenly life on earth."

Many are familiar with the sfeory of Dillpa poetically
described by Kalidasa in his Raghuvamsia. The king Is said
to have followed the RTandinl cow of Vasistha? his family
priest, just like the cow's shadow. Moving when the cow mov-
ed, sitting when it sat, drinking when it drank and resting
when it took rest. According to the Sutra literature of the
Jainas there existed In ancient India a sect of people called
Govratika who took delight in following the movements of

cows tended by them and imitated their life In all respects.

It Is clear from the above that a Brahman's or Ksatriya's
life was not as much stereotyped as it Is found in the later
Smrti works, In the Vedic and the Sutra periods man was free
to act as he liked with necessary self-control and belief In the
existence of the other world. He may follow an old sect with
its Ideal of life set before him or consistently with the principle
of self-abnegation of the Vanaprasthas -he may expound a new
philosophy of life and form a new seofc. The hermitages of
Rsyasrnga, Markandeya and Badarinatha, described in the
Mahabharata ( Vana 3 : 130; and 147. ) exemplify the freedom
of thought and activity in social and religious spheres of the
ancient Indians. The hermitage of Kanva described In the
first and fourth acts of the Sakuntala and that of Vasistha in the
first canto of the Raglmvamsia are also typical Vanaprastha
Institutions.
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The Devlbh&gavata ( V. 32 ) gives a vivid description of
the typical hermitage of a hermit called Sumedhas and of the
self-denying life which he and other hermits in that hermitage
lived :

"
Having recognised the hermitage of the devoted

sage, Sumedhas, at a distance of three yojanas, the
king ( Suratha by name ) went to it. ITull of a number
of trees and situated in the sandy bank of river, full
of tamed wild animals, pleasing with songs of cuckoo,
resounding with the voice of students studying their

lessons, full of hundreds of antelopes, with dishes of
well-cooked wild rice, abounding in trees of sweet
flowers and fruits, causing pleasant feelings to all

with the sweat smelling smoke of oblations made into
the fire, with the echoes of the sounds of Vedic hymns
recited, and more charming than even the abode of
the celestials, having come in view of such a

hermitage, the king was pleased. Having renounced
all fear, he made up his mind to take rest in the happy
retreat of the Brahman sage. Having tied his horse to

a tree close by, and having seen the sage seated on a
deer skin under the shadow of a sala tree, with

tranquil mind, with his body emaciated by the

observance of penance, openhearted, teaching the

V"edas to a number of students, learned in the

Vedas, Sastras, and their secret meaning, devoid of

anger, greed, and other passions, free from the trouble

of mutually opposing pair of worldly affections such

as heat and cold and the like, devoid of jealousy, ever

bent on attaining the knowledge of the soul, speaking

the truth, and having his mind under control, the

king went to him with modesty and said :

"
I am a king Suratha by name ; and having been

defeated by my foes, I gave up my country house, and

wife, and came here seeking your protection.
** The

gage replied, "Reside here, :O king, with no fear.

None of your mighty enemies will ever step here

scared by the power of my penance. No animals

should be slaughterd here. Following the customs

of the hermits here, O best of the kings, life should be

sustained with wild rice, fruits and roots,**-*

* Compare BhKgavata XI. 18 .

4
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According to the Srlniadbhagavata ( XI, 18 ) it is the duty
of a hermit to live upon the substance procured by him and to

take nothing offered by others. The Kamayana gives lucid

descriptions of a number of hermitages visited by Tfcama. A
charming description of Kanva's hermitage is found in the

Sakuntala of Kalidasa. It follows therefore that hermitages
played an important part in the life of ancient Indians, and
had exercised considerable influence on the intellectual and

spiritual life of the people.

It is also clear from the above passages that the hermitages
of ancient Indians were invariably situated in an extensive

forest tract on the bank of a perennial river, congenial to the

growth of flowers, fruits, roots, and wild rice. They were a

sort of a University full of professors ready to teach and
students eager to learn. They were an asylum for the afflicted

either in body or in mind or in both, who for the alleviation

of their physical or mental infirmities, sought remedies at the

liands of the sages in the hermitages. They were a safe re-

treat for kings defeated on the battle fields and chased by their

blood thirsty conquerors. Once within the boundary of a her-

mitage, the run-away kings were safe, as their terrible enemies
dreaded the power of the penance of the hermits. The hermit-

ages may be termed as cities without walls or police for protec-
tion. In fact they needed no such things ; for the hermits had
neither gold nor granaries in their possession. They had no
worldly things to lose and had therefore no fear from worldly
enemies. Their food was simple and accessible to the needy,
whether man or beast, and consisted of wild rice, fruits and
roots.

All classes of ancient Aryans found the ASramas a happy
retreat for their old age. That people of the Vai&ya class also

spent their old age in hermitages, is corroborated by the story
of Suratha narrated in the Saptasati.

Besides, as a rule, (hermits) and monks (samnyasins) Vana-
prasthas have to cast away caste-distinctions and also to aban-
don the observance of religious rites and image worship. In his

Vivekasara, treatise on the Advaifca philosophy, Samkarananda
the teacher of Sayana Madhava, writes, consistently with the
principles of Advaita non-dualism and the teaching of the
TJpanisads as follows ( p. 11, 12 and 24 ).

" He who performs religious rites with a view to
attain heavenly bliss cannot be credited even with a
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trace of wisdom. He who looks upon images made
of mud, stone or wood as gods cannot be credited even
with a trace of wisdom.

The worship of gods is for no good ; nor is

pilgrimage to sacred places productive of any
good....

"
Religious rites do not deserve perform-

ance, because their results, if any, must necessarily
be as perishable as the seeds of grains sown and
harvested ; nor can the performance of religious rites

purge the mind of its impure thoughts, inasmuch
as the performance itself is due to impure thought such
as desire for some naturally perishable good.

"
**
Appearance is misleading and false. Idols are ap-

pearances like the objective world. Hence, like the
world, idols are no reality. The various forms of wor-
ship are all likewise appearances and cannot therefore
be reality. Hence the good expected to result from wor-
ship must necessarily be other than reality. Jtfo en-
deavour to obtain water from mirage can
succeed. Similar is the endeavour to obtain good
from idolworship. Worship is an act. But no act is

a means for liberation. Those who worship idols with
immense faith for the attainment of liberation endea-
vour to do the impossible act of covering the sky Jwith
a mat. A man becomes what he thinks. Hence he
who worships can become the worshipped i. e. another
limited being. But limitation is no emancipation/*
(pp. 53-54 ).

Regarding the absurdity of all caste distinctions in parti-

cular, he says.
" A wise man should withdraw from the world of

name and form,
*
the thou and I*.

* This is a Br&hman
and that is a^Sudra.* For such differences are only
real to a fool. But a wise man should not behave
like a fool. Unity liberates man and duality
involves him in bondage."

It follows therefore that the duty of the Vsnaprasthas and

Samnyasins is to confine their attention to realisation of Self

by constant meditation on Individual Self as Universal Self,

With a view to achieve this end he has to follow the method

taught in the Yoga philosophy. As a preliminary step in
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practice of Yogs, the beginner has to shun all desire and

concentrate Ms mind on any single object and learn high think-

ing. As a rule abstinence from injury to animals and men,

veracity, abstinence from theft, continence, and avoidance of

avariciousness must be strictly observed. It is a mistake to

call Yoga practice mysticism. He should not shun society. It

is laid down in the Yoga sutra I, 33 :

" The mind becomes

pure by cultivating the habit of friendliness towards those

who are fond of objective pleasure, compassion towards those

who are suffering from pain and indifference towards those

who are vicious."

Quite similar is the view of the Buddhists and fche Jainas

on the nature of the*world and our life within it, None of

the three schools of philosophers, the Advaitins, the Buddhists

and the Jainas admit and own a personal god. Their ideal

in life is to get rid of the six enemies, desire, anger, greed,

delusion, pride and malice, and attain a state of inaction by
shunning all action, except that which is unavoidable, to ac-

quire as much food as may be necessary to keep the body and

soul together with a view to attain perfection and liberation

With regard to the conception of emancipation and the means
of attaining it, however, not only these three schools, but also

the various hermitages differed from each other.

As already referred to, the conclusions of the Sarhkhyas
were quite different from those of other schools of thought
which also differed from each other. In self denial, control

over senses and contempt for worldly possessions, they were
all alike. As stated by Canakya in his Arthasasfcra, the one
aim of all the sastras is control of senses (Indriyajaya), without
which man can aspire for no success in this or the other world.

The same was the central theme of the Jainas and the Buddhists.
In their view, for a selfish man this world is a hell and the

other nill.

They do not deserve the charge of pessimism brought
against them. In portraying life in this world as purely mis-
erable and life in the other worlds unmixed pleasure, the aim
of the ancient Indians was an indirect attack on selfishness
and commendation of self-abnegation. It was not a disappoint-
ed man's despair of all hope and pleasuiua in life. As will be

pointed out in a later lecture, Atmananda, pleasure internal, in

Self, or subjective pleasure, was in their view better than ob-
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jective pleasure or Visayasukha, Their constant experience of

subjective pleasure banished from their mind all thoughts of

suicide or of desire for early death. The experience of intellec-

tual and spiritual pleasure coupled with a desire to do good to

others and to reclaim the erring world from the path of sin,

kindled in their breast a strong desire for long life. To this

effect there is a verse attributed to the Buddha and quoted by
Bhaskara in his commentary on the Vedanta sutras of Badara-

yana :

Akasasya sthitir yavat Yavadapy avanelt sthitik

Tavan mama sthitir bhuyat Vivapapani nighnataii U

As long as the sky lasts and as long as the globe of

the earth lasts so long may my life last, desirous
as I am to eradicate the world of its sins.

Equally interesting are the verses which convey the same
idea and which are put in the mouth of Jimutavahana in the

drama of Nagananda :

Sayya advalam, asanam suciMla, sadnaa drumanam adhah.

Sltam nirjharavari panam asanam kandah sahaya mrgat I

Ity aprarthitalabhyasarvavibhave doso'ya*n eko vane
Duspraparthini yat pararthaghatanavandhyair vrtha sthlyateu

Bed is the green grass ; a clean seat is the stone;

home under the trees ; the water of water-falls is a cool

drink ; roots are foodstuffs : companions are the deer ;

in the forest with such flourish of supplies of necessaries

unsought for there is only one defect : namely, that

man has to live in vain with no hope of benefiting

the needy that are scarcely seen here.

With a desire to save the life of the Vasuki snake by offer-

ing his own body to Qaruda, Jimutavahana is made to say

again as follows.

Samraksata pannagam adya punyam
Mayarjitam yat sva^arlradanat l

Bhave bhave tena mamaiva bhuyat
Paropakaraya &ariralabhali H

In virtue of the merit which I have earned just now

by offering my own body inorder to save the life of

the Vasuki snake, let me have in an endless series of

births the profit of possession of a body for the sake

of helping others.
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It Is this spirit of self-abnegation with a strong desire to

preserve life both for experiencing spiritual pleasure and for

the good of others that formed the predominant thought of all

schools of Philosophic systems. It is this self-luminous ray of

thought that renders life charming, alike for the poor and the

rich, the educated and the uneducated. It is this inner con-
tentment that made India both ancient and modern submissive
to law and order.

It is incredible that a community of people divided into
three classes on the basis of profession rather than birth, and
proud of its intellectual and spiritual freedom, should be sub-
missive to political slavery. There is ample evidence to prove
that in their hermitages the ancient Aryans had a sort of

politico-religious form of government independent of the king
of the state in which the hermitages were situated. They had
no material wealth enough to tempt either criminal tribes
to plunder them at dark nights, or civilized robber-like kings
to carry off their wealth by day light. They were remarkable
for their moral and spiritual wealth. Nevertheless the her-

mitages were not free from temptations. In addition to the
herds of cattle and deer, the hermits had their wives and
daughters so charming as to tempt an Indra or a "Dusyanta, or
some youthful students in the hermitages itself. Besides they
had the necessity of guarding their gardens and fields from the

ravage of wild beasts ; the hermits had also the need to protect
their hermitages from the molestation of aboriginal tribes.
With a view to prevent their own people from falling a prey
tu temptations they devised a religious criminal code enumerat-
ing sins and Prayasicittas or punishments for them. In order to

protect the forest from wild beasts and men, they had to call in
the aid, of their king. In return for the aid, they paid the
king one sixth of the grains gleaned by them from harvested
fields, or in the absence of such grains they made a gift
of one sixth of the merit of their penance to the protective
sovereign. In consideration of the prayer and penance
made by the hermits for the prosperity of the king, he had to
protect them from hunger, cold and heat also, besides grantingthem tree of tax as much land as they needed.

Apart from civil and criminal laws administered in duly
constituted courts, the Brahmans had their own rligious code
of laws treating of crimes and of atonements for them. The
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crimes coming under the cognisance of this code are all called

patakas or sins and classified according to the gravity of the

offences. Most of the crimes coming under patakas have been

duly noticed and dealt with in the civil and criminal codes

administered in the king's court The patakas are murder,

adultery, theft, kidnapping of women, killing of animals and

lying, defamation, and assault and hurt. Drinking of liquor,

non-payment of debts, studying had books, dancing, neglecting

the daily study of the Vedas, eating forbidden food, casting off

one's teacher, mother, father, and son, earning money or sub-

sistence by forbidden professions, and the like, are regarded as

religious crimes deserving of prayasscitta or atonement.

The reason for the prescription of prayas'cittas or penances
for secular crimes seems to have been two-fold. First, the

intention of the Vanaprastha seems to have been to have their

own code of laws in virtue of their social, religious and politi-

cal independence. Secondly they seem to have thought of

making the hermitage a kind of reformatory school to reform

or to reclaim juveniles from their evil courses. This view is

corroborated by what Vasistha says ( XXL 3 ) regarding the

classess of criminals and their chastisers. He says :

*' The teacher is the punisher of such sinners as are

tractable ; the king is the punisher of the wicked ; and

Yaivasvata Yama, the god of death, is the punisher of

those who hide their evil deeds."

Gautama lays down a peculiar form of punishment in

order to reclaim juvenile offenders. In XII. 24, he says that

whenever a man continues to abstain from doing what is

enjoined or in pursuing what is forbidden, he is to be deprived

of whatever he possesses over and above a piece of cloth and a

few morsels of food necessary to sustain his life. This punish-

ment is in addition to the praya&citta or atonement laid down

for his sin.
"
If this is done,

"
says Maskarin, the commentator,

"
he will abandon his wicked proceeding. According to the

propensities and wicked habits of the individual either

religious punishment alone or legal punishment alone or both

have to be meted out." With a view to facilitate the

determination of equivalents of religious punishments or

prayasiclttas in terms of money fines, the commentator quotes

under Gautama XXI. 20 from Lokaksi who says that what is

called a Prajapatya PrayaScitta is equivalent to a fine of

thirty three panas; a samtapana is equal to 1001 panas; and
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Atikrcchra is equal to 467 panas; a Krcchratikrcchra Is equal

to 500 panas. And a Paraka is
also^

equivalent to a fine of 500

panas. As a general rule, the sutras and smrtis exempt

Brahmans from corporal punishment and servitude. In

serious crimes, they were branded with marks indicative of the

crimes committed and excommunicated. Admonition and

rebuke together with money-fines were all the punishment

they received from the king's court. But the prayascitta or

penances they had to go through were not less severe. Nor

can it be denied that Imprisonment is preferable to the

observance of Krcchras and Candrayanas. Hence there is no

reason to believe that among the ancient Indians the Brahmans

formed a favoured class and that the rights and privileges

they secured at the hands of ancient kings were more than they

deserved. It is in lionour of their highly intellectual and

spiritual life that such rights and privileges were conferrd

upon them. The monumental, literary, religious and phi-

losophical works which they have left behind are an unfailing

testimony to their high intellect and spiritual earnestness. It

is in those works that the glory of ancient Indian civilization

is still alive. But for them, India would have been declared

a country of savages. Considering their excellent literary,

religious and philosophical works one would not hesitate to go

so far as to say that the honour shown them by letting off their

criminals without corporal punishment was a trifling reward

for the lasting contribution they made to the glory of the

country.

Whether there were so many criminals and hypocrites

among ancient Brahmans is another important question

that deserves consideration. The ancient Brahmans formed

not a rigid or isolated caste of themselves. By the process

of elevation and degradation their class was periodically

increasing or decreasing in volume. So the privileges

were rather functional than a birth-right. They were

open to all people irrespective of their birth. By degrad-

ing their kinsman for their incapacity to exercise the duties of

the class and by elevating people of other classes in virtue of

their fitness to live the life of a true Brahman, the class seems

to have been maintained in its ideal purity. As in other

nations, so in ancient India, the penal code was very severe

and was therefore deterrent of crimes. No less deterrent of

patakas was the code of religious punishments, cmd it is
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than probable that it gave no room for miscarriage of justice.

What now appears as an undue partiality shown to the Brah-

man caste was really a kind of premium paid for intellectual

and spiritual life of a class which was recruiting its members
from all classes. Thus the prerogative of the Brahman class to

have the law of punishing its criminals in its own hands points
to its being a political institution independent of the king.
This is corroborated by the following passage of the Yajurveda
(L 8, 10 ) in which the independence of the Brahmans is clear-

ly stated :

" Esa vo Bharata raja, somo* smakam raja.*
s

" This is your king, O Bharatas; Soma is the king
of us, the Brahmans." Dr. A.. B. Keith remarks on
the passage as follows *

" The important feature of the whole is the fact that

the king is sharply distinguished from the priests.

The proclamation ( the above passage) tells the people
that so and so is their king ; but the Brahmans add
that their king is Soma. This distinction shows that

for Vedic India at least the connection of royalty
with, priestly rank, if it ever had been a motive of the

growth of the kingship, had long disappeared before

the time of the Samhitas."

Whatever might be the duration of the independence of

the priestly class and its motive, it is a fact that the ancient

Brahmans formed a class of people noted for its intellectual

and spiritual life and that it enjoyed in full measure its

freedom of thought, speech, and action in social, religious and

political matters. This is confirmed by what Gautama says in

Ms Dharma Sutra ( XL 1 ) :

The king is master of all except Brahmans.

We shall see, in connection with ' Visvajit sacrifice to be

discussed in our third lecture on ancient Indian Economics,
how the Mimamsakas denied the king his right over any person

whether a freeman or a slave.

Thus it is clear that from the Vedic down to the Sutra

period ancient Indian society was divided into two political

units the Pauras (citizens ), and the Vanaprasthas (the hermits).

The latter was ever growing in its bulk by the arrival into the

hermitage of old and young people from cities either for learn-

5
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ing or for preparation for the journey to the next world. Its

life was intellectual and spiritual and held gold and luxury in

utter contempt. The charms of this world has no attraction for

it The dialogue of Pautrayana and Baikva narrated in the

Chandogya TJpanisad goes to show the utter contempt with
which wealth was looked upon by the hermits. Corresponding
to the Samiti or political assembly of the king the hermits had
their own assembly called Parisad in which social 9 religious
and political problems awaiting solution were discussed and
decided.



BENG-AL'S CONTRIBUTIOK TO SANSKRIT LITERATURE
( A chronological frame-work )

BY
CHINTAHARAN CHAKRAVARTI, M. A.

PREFACE
An investigation into the history of Sanskrit literature in a

particular province will be of help not only to build up a con-

nected literary history of the land but also in supplying

important materials for the study of its cultural history* This

purpose is not however served by any study of the history of

Sanskrit literature as a whole, for necessarily in a general

history of literature-works that have only a local interest

cannot receive detailed treatment howsoever important those

works may be in the literary history of a particular province.

What is of little importance in Sanskrit literature taken as a

whole may be of vital importance with respect to a particular

province. But no comprehensive work dealing with the Mstory
of Sanskrit literature in any particular province has appeared

as yet. Prof* K. R. Pisharoti delivered before the Madras

University a course of lectures on the Kerala, contribution

to Sanskrit literature of which the first instalment only

appeared in Shama'a (October 1928 ).

The study of the history of Sanskrit literature in Bengal
and Bengal's contributions to it are specially interesting.

Bengal has her peculiarities in her ways of life and thought
which are reflected in her religious notions and ritualism. Aad

she has her peculiarities in her literature too* Besides, the

history of Sanskrit literature in Bengal does not seem to point
to a progressive degeneration but apparently there are traces of

growth along with the process of time. Fresh developments
are noticed as the centuries roll on. Bengal, as we shall see in

the following pages, had become an important centre of

Sanskrit learning almost from the beginning of the Christian era

and continued to be so all along. And from about the fifteenth

century site came to be one of the most important-if not the

most important-centres of Sanskrit culture, and produced a

good many works of outstanding merit. It is to be noted that

Bengal seems still to hold her position at least with regard to

some particular branches of study.
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A good many Sanskrit works of Bengal have no doubt been

published either in Nagari or in Bengali characters. But
many more still are to be found only in Mss which supply us
with important materials in our investigations. So the
various Notices, Reports and Catalogues of Sanskrit Mss are of

immense help in this matter. An attempt has been made to

make the best use of them, especially those of Bengal as also
the Descriptive Catalouge of Sanskrit Mss in the India Office

Library, London. Besides these, I had the opportunity of

consulting two valuable manuscript collections, namely, ( 1 )

the collection of the Sanskrit Sahitya Parish at, Calcutta (2)
the private collection of Kumar Sarat Kumar Ray, M. A. of

Dighapatia which is called Savita Memorial collection in

memory of the eldest son of the Kumara. No catalogue of any
of these collections has as yet been published.

Some amount of useful and valuable work on this subject
has already been done. But all this is with reference to

particular periods or particular topics. Of these the papers of
Mm. Dr. H. P. Shasfcri on Contributions of Bengal to Hindu
Civilisation and Literay History of the Pala Period ( J. B. O.
R. S. 1919 ), and of the late Manomohan Chakravarti on
Sanskrit literature in Bengal during the Sena Period ( J. A. S. B.-
1906), History of Navya Nyaya in Bengal and Mithila (J. A. S.R
1915 ) deserve special mention. Much valuable and useful
information on the subject is also found scattered in the
Prefaces to Mm. H. P. Shastri's notices and catalouges as also,
among others, in the History of Indian Logic of Dr. S. C.

Vidyabhusan, Studies in the History of Sanskrit Poetics of Dr.
S. K. De and Systems qf Sanskrit Grammar of Dr. S, K. Belvalkar.

No attempt to write a systematic and complete history of
Sanskrit literature in Bengal seems to have as yet been made
by any scholar. Dr. Md. Shahidullah of the Dacca University,
read a short paper on "

Bengal's Contribution to Sanskrit
learning \ before the Oriental Conference held in Madras in
1924. 1 But he has not so far published it anywhere.

But there are some difficulties which one has to face in the
study of the history of Sanskrit literature in Bengal, nay, 'any
particular province. One of these is regarding chronology.Works of Bengal, like those of other parts of India, seldom

of ft* Third Oriental Conference, Madras, 1925^
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mention dates or localities pertaining to the authors. And
hence the difficulty of settling the chronology is very great

and this is quite well-known. But even more than this is the

difficulty of determining the place of origin of most of the

authors.

In very many cases one has no other way left for ascertain-

ing the Bengal origin of a work than one or more of the

following: ( 1 ) peculiarities of personal names 3 surnames or

titles ( 2 ) provenance of the mss of the work ( 3 ) tradition. But
it is seen that none of these can be taken tor be decisive. It is,

no doubt, true that the personal names, surnames and titles of

Bengal, like those of other provinces developed some peculiari-

ties from the mediaeval period. It is not, however, always, safe

to rely on these peculiarities alone as they are not infrequently
found to lead to wrong conclusions. And in earlier periods it

is hard to find out these peculiarities if there were any. It is

for this reason that we can definitely assign very few works
of these periods to Bengal though there is no dearth

of evidence testifying to the flourishing condition of

Sanskrit literature at that time. The provenance and
find-spots of manuscripts of a work cannot also, in every
case, be supposed to be a sure guide for determining its place
of origin. ISTot a single manuscript of the commentary on the

Amarokosa by Sarvananda, undoubtedly a Bengalee, has so- far

been found anywhere i i Bengal *

though several manuscripts
of it are known to exist in South India and South Indian

scripts. And it would not be right to regard this as only an

exception. As regards tradition we can accept it only with

some caution if it is not fairly old and is not supported by any
other evidence. And I shall not be surprised if owing to these

difficulties I have somewhere omitted some important names
and added some wrong ones.

In many a branch of Sanskrit literature Bengal produced

quite an unwieldy number of works, any treatment of each

one of which would go to make up a fairly big volume,

I have had therefore to remain satisfied with a reference only

to the most important and representative of them; and have

tried to point out the literary tendency of Bengal in every

1. it is true that sometime back Mr. N. K, Bhattasali announced the

acquisition on behalf of the Dacca University, of a manuscript from the

district of Faridpur of this work in Bengali characters ( Ind. Ant- 1926

p. 122, ) but, I had it from Dr. S. K. De, that on closer exam?nation

it was found to be the manuscript of a different work.
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direction. On the whole I have, in the following pages,
an attempt to touch merely the outlines of the subject.

PRE-PALA PERIOD
Sanskrit language, the language of the Aryans, must have

been first introduced into Bengal at the time of the Aryan
conquest of the land, though it is now generally admitted that

Bengal had a civilisation even before that time. We do nofc

know, of course, the time when exactly that event took place
Neither is this the place to go into the conflicting views with
regard to this vexed question and try to determine it with as
much exactitude as it is possible for us to attain. It is how-
ever, fairly certain that Bengal was already Aryanised by the

Mauryan period if not earlier. But we have no definite record
of the literary activities of Bengal during the first few-
centuries of its Aryanisation. As a matter of fact we know
little of her Sanskrit culture before as late as the time of the
Imperial Guptas, though the evidence so far available would
naturally lead one to suppose that Bengal had made her mark
in Sanskrit literature much earlier.

Jacobi contends that the Vaidarbhl style of composition

Pre-Ghipta
was a reac*ion against the older and

Period. more ornate style of Gauda ( Bengal )and
he is of opinion that the Vaidarbhl sfeyle

came into existence as early as the third century A.D. (S. K.De-
Studies fa the Hist, of Sans. Poetics -1920-11. 114. n. 20 ). Thus
the line of argument as followed by Jacobi would point to
the beginning of the Christian era when Bengal had as much
literary progress as to be able to evolve a style of her own.
But it must be admitted that the view of Jacobi has been
questioned ( loc. cit. ).

And we cannot definitely assign any known Sanskrit
work to a very early date. Palakapya. the author of the
Hastyayurveda a work on the treatment of elephants seems to
have lived in Bengal-in the easternmost part of it-more
properly, in Assam-where flows the Brahma-putra and the
Himalaya is in the North (Hastyayurveda J, 39, 101 ), Nothing
definite is, of course, known of his date but it must be a
very old work. And from the style of the work Mm. H. P.
Shasfei is inclined to assign it to a period even preceding the
Christian Era ( J. B. O. R. S.-1919-300 ff )

We may also refer to one more work here. This is the
well-known philosophical work the aaudapada-karika the
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Bengal origin of which is referred to by as early an
author as Suresivaracarya. In his Vedantic work, the
Naiskarmya-siddhi ( IV. 41-44 ) he quotes two verses one
from the Karika and the other from the Upadesa-sahasri of
Samkara and expressly refers to the former as embodying the
views of the Gaudas as contrasted with the latter which is
stated to represent t^e views of the Dravidas. There can
be very little doubt as regards the old age of these karikas as
they are said to have, actually, been quoted by several early
commentators of the Madhyamika school ( Belvalkar and

of Ind. Philosophy-'Vol. II., pp, 96-7. ).

From the Gupta period, we get not only definite references
to the flourishing condition of Sanskrit literature in Bengal
but also several works which can be assigned to fairly
certain but approximate dates.

The earliest instance of any Sanskrit composition of

Sanskrit Works of
Ben^al of this period is a small lithic record

Bengal in the of king Candravarman ( Ep. Ind. vol. XIII
Grupta period.

p. 133 ) lord of Puskarana which is

now identified with a village Pokharna in Bankura
( Origin and Development of Bengali language- Dr, S, K,
Chatterji, vol. II. p. 1061 ). Candravarman seems to have been
a contemporary of king Samudragupta who defeated him as
recorded in the Allahabad pillar inscription of Samudragupta.

To the Gupta period also belong the five Damodarpur
copperplates ( Ep. Ind. voL XV. p 130 ff ) which are of the time
of Kumaragupta I, Budhagupta and Bhanugupfca. These
appear to have been issued by the Governors of Pundravardhana
in Bengal. The excavations at Paharpur in Rajshahi has

brought to light another copperplate of this period. Dated in

the year 158 of the Gupta era it records the donation of a plot of

land by a Brahman couple for the maintenance of worship at

the Vihara of Jain ascetics at the village of Vata-Gohali, sup-

posed to be identical with the pillage Goal-bhita in which the

boundaries of the monument are partly located at present.

None of these records, already referred to, shows any
degree of excellence of composition-any sign of the Gauda
style which seems to have already come into vogue and their

only importance lies in the undeniable evidence which they

of Sanskrit culture in Bengal at that time. The Tipperah
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copperplates of Lokanatfaa ( Ep. Ind. voL XV. p. 301 ff), of

650 A.D. and the Nidhanpur copperplates of Bhaskara-Varman
of Assam ( 7th century ) ( Ep. Ind. vol. XII. p. 65 ) are the only
records of this period which are composed in a high-flown
Kavya style.

It is now generally supposed that Kalidasa flourished in
the Gupta period some favouring an earlier date for him during
the reign of the Imperial Guptas while others assigning him to

the period following their fall. But a broad divergence of opi-
nion is still found to exist among scholars as regards the home
of the greatest poeb of India* Mm. H. P. Shastri has shown that
he hailed from Western Malwa (J. B. (X R. S.-1915-pp. 197 ff ).

Prof. Lachmi Kalla of the Delhi University has sought to prove
a Kashmirian origin of him ( Birthplace of Kalidasa, Delhi

University Publications No. I ). Several scholars in Bengal
have, also started a movement to establish the close connection
of Kalidasa with Bengal. But the evidences put forward so
far cannot be taken to be conclusive to entitle the inclusion
of his name herein.

The earliest known writer of Bengal of this period seems
to have been Candragomin whose fame rests mainly on his
Candra Vyakararia though several other works of him are
also referred to. Tibetan records like the Dpag-bsam-ljon-lzan
represent him as having hailed from Varendri ( Ind. Ant. 1 930

p. 25,) Another scholar whose reputation had travelled beyond
the limits of India was Sllabhadra,a scion of the Brahmanioal
royal family of Samatata ( East Bengal ) who rose to be the
Head of the great monastery of JSTalanda anjl became the
teacher of the great Chinese pilgrim Ywari Chwan#. He
is spoken of in eloquent terms by the pilgrim and is stated to

have been the author of Eeveral treatises widely known and
highly valued by contemporaries. ( On Ywan Ohwang
Wattera Vol. II, p. 109, 165).

It was probably in this period that the famous medical
writer MSdhava Kara flourished. His surname Kara is believ-
ed to indicate his Bengal origin. His Nidana, the best known
of all his works is stated to have been translated into Persian
as early as the 8th century during the reign of Harun-al-Rasid
And if the identification of Pandkakara referred to by
VaradarSja (llth century) in his Kusumanjali-Bodhini (Saras-
wa*I Bhawan Series, p. 123 ) as a Gawja Mimamsaka with
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Salikanatha be correct; then we get another name added to this

period.

But besides these stray works there is ample evidence
which testifies to the flourishing condi-

^fcX
C
rrofBtgaI

n f ?*5 "**? itt Be^al at

of this period. this period. The first reference to any
literary activity in Bengal is gathered

from the account of the Chinese pilgrim Fa-Hien who visited

India during the reign of Candragupta II of the Imperial
Gupta dynasty. He paid a visit to Tamralipti ( Mod. Tamluk )

in Bengal where he spent two years copying manuscripts and
painting images. ( Legge Record of Buddhist Kingdoms, p. 100 )

From what is said by the Chinese pilgrim Tamralipti seems to

have been a seat of learning in this time and the manuscripts
which he copied might in all probability have been of Buddhist
Sanskrit works many of which had been taken to China by
pilgrims from time to time.

Love of learning of the people of Bengal is referred to by
Ywan Chwang, another Chinese pilgrim, who came to India

during the reign of Harsavardhana in the 7 th century. He
visited Pundravardhana, Kamarupa, Samatata, Tamralipti and
Karnasuvarna. And the love of learning of the people of

all these places finds special mention in his account. Large
Buddhist monasteries, which were all seats of learning,

are also stated to have existed in each of these places (On Ywan

CTwansr-Watters*- vol. II, pp. 184-191 ),

Still another Chinese pilgrim I-tsing who almost immedi-

ately followed Ywan Chwang and came to India in 673 A. D.

definitely states that he learnt the Brahma language (Sanskrit)
and practised the science of words ( grammar, sa&dawdya )

( Takakusu. - I - tsing, p. xxxi ) in TamraliptL ^This
shows

that it continued to be a seat of learning even in his time.

And we get a confirmation of these reports of the Chinesa

pilgrims from what we read in Indian authors like Bana ( 1st

half of 7th century ), Bhamaha ( end of 7th century )

and Dandin ( beginning of 8th century \ It is clear

from what they say that Bengal had evolved ( from

what date it is not known ) a high-flown ornate style of her

own, presumably from a very early period. Thus Ba^a in one

of the introductory verses of Ms Harsacarita characterises the

style of composition as prevailing in Gauda ( Bengal ) to

6
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been a verbose one. * There can scarcely be any room for
doubt that Gauda of Ban a has reference to Bengal; for in

another place he has made^ use of the same term to denote
Bengal as he styles king Sasanka of Bengal as the vilest of
Gaudas ( O-audapasadah ). Bhamaha too refers to the Gaudlya
(of Gauda)2

style of composition in. his J^auyalamkara
( L 31-32 ) where he definitely hints at the controversy raging
in his time as regards the superiority of the two styles Uaudl
and Vaidarbhl. From the way in which he introduces5

the Yaidrabhl style Bhamaha seems to assign to it a position
decidedly inferior to that of Gauda. It also does not seem
that the Gauda style was a new thing in his time but it is only
reasonable to suppos a that it had a history behind it which
had secured it a commendable position in the time of Bhamaha.

Dandin who probably came after Bhamaha refers to GaudI
and Vaidarbhl as the two most important styles of composition
of which he was decidedly in favour of the latter.

( Kavyadarsa I. 40-42 ).

PALA PERIOD ( OR PRE-SENA PERIOD )

We are not in possession of enough materials that

General remarks wil1 t]lrow sufficient light on the literary

regarding the lit- condition of period. The materials so far

"ofthe^od
11 obta^d are too scanty to justify any

generalisation. But we are still in a
position to state that Sanakrit literature in its different
branches was assiduously studied at this period. The

It should be noted that of all places Buna here refera to Gaucla
alone by name. This may be taken to be a covert indication of the
prominent position held by the style of Qauda in the estimation of the

people owing possibly to its obvious distinguishing feature viz.

verbosity. And it Is also to be noted that Bana undoubtedly follows
this style in most places of his works.

2. That the name has reference to its place of origin is clear from
Ksvyslamkara of VSmana (I. 2. 9. 10 ) where he definitely says that
the names of the styles were derived from the places where they were
found to have been prevalent.

3- %^w*i?refti?r *F*J% smfsqft ( L 31 )

"There are other scholars who suppose that there is artotTier styU
called Vaidarbha." The words " another style

" seem to show that the
GaudI style has been indicated in a previous verso which unfortunately
is missing.
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epigraphic records of the Pala kings supply us with.,

some light in this direction. One of these records
viz. the Garuda pillar inscription of the time of NaryE-
yanapala G-audalekhamala, p. 71 ff.) gives a vivid picture of one
of the ministerial families of the Pala kings, in which their

literary attainments find a prominent mention. DarbhapaBl
of this family, minister of Devapala is here recorded to

have mastered the four Vidyas. It is however not known
what these four Vidyas were. Neither does it seem to

be justified to take them as referring to the four Vedas. His
grandson KedaramiSra is also given the same credit. His
son Gudava Misra seems to have been the greatest man of

letters of the family. He is stated to have acquired

proficieny in the agamas ( sacred lores ), in Jyotisa( Astronomy
and Astrology ). The family comes in for spesial admiration
for its exceptional knowledge of Vedic literature ( 11. 20-21 ).

Gudava Mis'ra appears to have been a good writer as well.

His compositions have been given high praise in the record

in question. He seems to have composed a work on religious

history where h gave elaborate exposition of the Vedas ( 11.

25 ).
1 This record is thus of great importance from the

standpoint of literary history. But there are two more

noteworthy points here which are not less important and

interesting in point of social and religious history of the

period. It records how Vedic sacrifices were performed

by Ked&ramisra- ( 1L 11 and 16 ). Vedic rites do not

seem, therefore, to have gone out of use at that time. Boot

-knowledge and physical culture also appear to have progress-

ed hand in hand. Kedaramisira was as much a warrior as a

man-of- letters- (L 23 ).

The question, however, may naturally arise as to whether

the family of Kedaramisira really hailed from Bengal. The

wife of Kedaramissra was a Bengalee of Devagrama. Ifc has

been located by Mm. H. P. Shastri in the district of Nuddia

( Bengal ) ( Introduction to Kamacarita, A. S. B. - Memoirs

Vol. III). It is not known if it has any connection with Deopara

in Bajshahi, the find-spot of the only inscription of Vijayasena

so far known ( Ep. Ind. Vol. I ). Further a man of the position

of Gudava could not be expected to have erected a pillar in Ms
honour anywhere but in his native country. The Pillar exists

J. But the work is not known ty have come down.
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even to this day in the village of Badal in Dinajpur in
Bengal^

which therefore seems to have included his birthplace.

Mlmamsa ( which possibly refers to the Karma-mlmamsa

of Jaimini ), grammar and Tarka ( Logic ) are known to have

been studied in the time of Mahlpaladeva (Banagad Inscription

( 1. 48 )
- G-audalekhamala -

p. 97 ).

Srldhara, a Brahman of Pundra-vardhana in Bengal, who

was the recepient of a land-grant from Vaidyadeva of Kama-

rupa is stated to have been equally proficient in Sruti ( Vedas )

and Smrti ( Kamauli grant of Vaidyadeva - 11. 44-45- Gauda*

lekhamala, ( p. 134 ).

Scholars of the Vedic lore to whom reference hasbeen made

above had, it seems, specialised in that subject and it is only

probable that Vedic study was regularly carried on.

This supposition gets support from the way in which

the Vedic schools, to which the reoepients of royal

grants in the Pala Period belonged are referred to. Thus

Krsnaditya is represented as a student of Vajasaneya school

of White Yajurveda ( Yajurveda-s-ibrahmacarme Vajesaneya-

gakkadhyayine- Banagar plates Lines 47-48 ). One Vatesvara

is similarly represented as a student of Kauthuma school of the

Samaveda (Samavedantargata-kmthurna-^k^
plates of Madanapala, 1. 43 GaudalekJiarnala, p. 154 ). The word
*
student" seems to be significant in the above statements which
do not appear to have degenerated into formal and unmeaning
ones as yet.

Besides these epigraphic records there are some other

sources also which throw light on the literary condition of the

period. Raja^ekhara ( end of 10th century ) in two places of

Ms well known work Kavyamimamsa ( p. 33, 51 ) expressly
testifies to the extreme love of Sanskrit of^BengaL

1

The two most important centres of learning during the

Pala period seem to have been Bhurisjresthi ( mod. Bhursut
near Howrah ) ( Prafoodhacandrodaya-A.cfc. II ) and Jagaddala
the locality of which as yet has not been identified,

Of works of this period we know a good deal more than

vtT , ^ , of the preceding period of which we have
Works of Bengal i j ^ -D -^ 44,

in the Psia Period, already given an account. Besides the

epigraphic literature, which has already

1. "
jffeisrri m-ffiren;

"
p. 51
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been referred to incidentally, works in different branches of
Sanskrit literature are known to have basn composed by
scholars of Bengal at this period. And many of them
are well-known even now. We make only a passing re~
ference to the most important of them.

The most important work of philosophy of this period is the

Philosophy,
Nyaijakandall of Bhatta Srldhara of Bhuri
Sresthl ( mod. Bhursut, near Howrah ).

This is a commentary on the BMsya of Prasiastapada on the
Vaisesika sutra, and was composed in 913 S. E, as the author
himself states at the end of his work ( Ed. by Vindiiyeswari
Prasad Dvivedi, Benares ). This Srldhara was also the author
of several other philosophical works, namely, AdvayasiddM,
Tattvabodha Samgraha tlka. But none of these works ia
known to have come down and they are only known from the
references made to them in the Nyayakandali. Udayana, the
well-known author of philosophical works, is sought to be
connected with Bengal by a tradition which associates him
with the Bhaduti family. But this does not seem to be
trustworthy as Udayana in his Kusumafijati mentions the
Gauda mzmamsaka probably Mlmamsaka of Bengal ia a
disparaging tone.

Bengal's contributions to Smrti literature are enormous.
To the Pala period, we can definitely assign
at least two authors. The earlier of these

is ISTarayana who is by the by, the earliest Smrti writer of

Bengal flourished during the reign of king Devapala. He
wrote a commentary on the Chandogaparisista ( Bib. Ind. )

in the introduction of which he gives an account of his family
which was highly learned and well-known. We should also

refer to Bhavadeva Bhatta minister of king Harivarmadeva
whose many-sided literary activities are referred to in his

Prasiasti ( Ep. Ind. vol. vit pp. 203-7 ). Two of his works tbe

PrayaicittaPrakararia and Karmanusthanapaddhati have bem
published. The latter of this work is highly popular even to

this day.
In Kavya the only work the Bengal origin of which is

definitely known is perhaps the Ramacarifa

of Samdbyakara Nandin of Varendrl who

composed the work probably during the reign of Icing

Madanapaladeva of the Pala dynasty ( A. S. B. Memoirs

pp i ff. ). The work give an account of $ie reign of
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Raraapala of the Pala dynasty and is thus very important
from the standpoint of history.

The dramatic work Canda-kausdka of Arya Ksemlsvara
also belongs to this period. It was composed In the reign of
king Mahlpala I. There are several other works also of about
this period which are associated with Bengal by tradition of
doubtful credibility in some cases, Thus the pouplar drama
Venisamhara of Bhattanarayana is supposed to be the work of
the Bhattanarayana one of the five Brahmans brought to
Bengal by Adisura.

It was also at this time that Bengal produced several

Buddhist literature.
s
?
h
?
Iars whose ^me travelled beyond the

limits of India and some of whom at least
are still deified in far off lands, I refer to Buddhist scholars
like Santaraksita and Dlparhkara Srljnana.

1

The Pala period also saw Tantracism flourishing in

Tantras-
India. The Nathas who are assinged to

about 800 A. D. by Wasseljew are stated to
have brought down the Tantras. And of these Matsyendra or
Mlnanatba is definitely stated to have introduced Kaula
rites in Kamarupa.2

We know of at least one scholar of this perid whose

Medical literature. T^J3 n H du medicine have got an
All-India popularity and are still studied

and held in high honour, I refer to the work of Cakra Datta
or Gakrapam Datta who was in charge of the kitchen of

Nayapala.

It was probably at this period-about the 9th century-that
"

Grammar.
tlle great grammarian Jinendrabuddhi, the

famous author of Kasikn-vivarana-pandka
( published by the Varendra Research society ) flourished.
Almost all the commentaries on this work are by Bengalees-a
fact which has led Mr. D. C. Bhattaeharya to suspect his
Bengal origin ( Sir Asutosh Commemoration Volumes- vol. Ill,
Pt. I, pp. 189 X But without further direct evidence he cannot
be definitely taken to be a Bengalee.

1. For a detailed account of Buddhist Sanskrit works of Bengal see
my paper in Ind. Ant. (February 1930 )

20. Cbakrararti-Some new facts about Matsyendranatfia ( Indian His-
Quarterly Vol. VI. #. 178 pp. ).
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SEN"A PERIOD 1

With the accession of the Senas the cultivation of Sanskrit

Ritualistic
literature in Bengal got a fresh impetus. This

literature.
was primarily due to the persistent efforts of

Ohajaoteristic these Brahmanic rulers towards a revival

feature
of the Qf Brahmanism in ^ ^ ^^ fa &

Buddhist ridden land ruled ere-Iong by
Buddhist kings- the Palas. Thus some Brahman scholars
attached in some way or other to the court of one
Sena ruler or another composed, apparently at the desire, and
with the patronage, of the long under whom they lived, works
to regulate fche religious rites a Hindu was required to perform.
It is curious that even some of the ings-who were not Brah-
mans themselves composed similar works to which was
unreservedly accorded as much reception as to those by
Brahmans. As a result, within the short duration of the
Sena rule a fairly good amount of ritualistic literature was
produced. Thus Aniruddha, the preceptor of Vallala compos-
ed the Pitrdayita which deals with sraddha to be offered for

the satisfaction of the dead forefathers, to Brahmans versed
in the vedas and not on kusa grass as later on when such
Brahmans were not available in Bengal ( S, S. P. series ) and
the Haralatar-a> work on asauca ( Bib. Ind. ). Vallala himself
was the author of two big volumesI. Danasagara dealing with
various festivities to be gone through in connection with the
dana or gift of various objects. 2. Adbhutasagara a work
dealing with good and bad omens and also various astrono-

mical phenomena. The three brothers Pasupati, Halayudha
and Isana each had some ritualistic works but unfortunately
they are not all available now. Of these HalSyudha was a

Judge in the court of king Laksmanasena*
But though this ritualistic literature may be regarded as

the characteristic feature of the literary
Kavya Literature.

activities of thig period of Brahmanic revival

it should not be assumed that this was the only kind of

literary production of the period. For besides this, we have
some poetic compositions of this period which would shed

lustre on the literary history of any age. One of these, namely
the G-ltagovinda of Jayadeva has rightly earned the praise of

1 An illuminating account of the literary activities of this period is

to be found in an article by NL Ohakravarti in J- A. S. B. , 1906, pp.

157fi:, Some facts unknown in Ms time are however to be found in the

fo]llowing pages.
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the Sanskrit loving people of all countries. 1

Jayadeva was
a poet at the court of Laksmanasena which was resorted to by
other poets and scholars of no mean merit. As a matter

of fact G-ovardhana, author of Jiryasaptasa'l a collection

of seven hundred verses, mostly on love matters, in JLrya

metre- Sarana, Jayadeva, Umapafci, Dhoyi, author of the

Pavanaduta written in imitation of the Meghaduta of Kalidasa-

these five poets are stated to have constituted the five jewels of

the court of king Laksmanasena. Of course, we do not get the

works of all these poets, only portions of which have been

preserved in the form of stray verses in the Saduktik-

wriamrta, an anthology compiled by Srldharadasa, This

anthology preserves stray verses of a good many other

poets of Bengal, who are unknown from any other source,

including Royal poets like, Vallala, his son Laksmana, his

son Visvarupa and a good many poetesses, no complete work
of any of whom has unfortunately come down.

Another field in which the literary activities of the

Grammar period found expression is the field of

Grammatical studies. The most important

grammatical work of this period is the Bhasamtti of

Purusotfcarna ( V. R. S. Series ) of the court of king La&srnana-
sena. This is a gloss on Panini's well-known grammar and
deals with those rules alone which pertain to classical Sanskrit.

It seems that Panini was the only grammar studied at this

time.

It looks strange that though this period is marked by a

WantofPhiloao h-
Spirit f *Bra"tlEaaniC revival wnick is fully

ical Hterature!
*^ "demonstrated by the ritualistic works, we

get no work of Brahmanic Philosophy of the

time,composed either to give an exposition of this philosophy as

it is or to prove its superiority over that of the Buddhists and
thus to undermine the latter. The reason might lie in the fact

that Bengal at this period was too busy with rituals to devote

any attention to deep philosophical thought.

But on the whole the literary output of the period is

quite commendable as it practically covered the reigns of two

. 1. A popular account of the popularity of the Gltagomnda, has been
given by the present Writer In the Bengali monthly Pancapuspa (1336
B. S.KlCrtika ) It will be seen that the work has about forty com-
nxentaries and a dozen imitations.
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kings only, namely, Vallalasena and Laksmanasena, For
we are aware of little activity before Vallala and after

Laksmana. The period preceding the time of Vallala seems
to have been spent in the consolidation of the Sena rule and
that following the age of Laksmana was disturbed by
Muhamudan incursion and hence both these periods were
unfavourable to literary activities.

MUHAMUDAN PERIOD

Strange though it may seem this was undoubtedly the

most glorious period in the history of Sanskrit literature in

Bengal. The amount of literature both Sanskrit and Bengali
that was produced in this period is simply amazing. Whether
in the field of philosophy,

1 or in the domain of ritualistic

literature, or in the province belles letters the productions were

equally voluminous. In fact ITavya Tyaya ( modern Logic ),

Navya smrbi and Tantra compilations that have been admitted

to be the special features of the Sanskrit literature of Bengal
and that are still the popular subjects of study here - attained

their full development at this period. It was also during this

period that the vast amount of Vaisnava literature,
2 covering

different branches of study was produced. It is not possible to

give even a short account of the literary productions of this

period within the space of a short chapter. The amount of

literature produced in each branch was enormous. These

commendable literary activities during the Muhamudan period

cannot of course be stated to be due to ardent state patronage.

The Muhamudan rulers, as is well-known, had with some

honourable exceptions, scant sympathy for Brahmanic culture

as a whole and consequently for Sanskrit literature which

embodied and spread it. As a result scholars had to fight

against great odds in order to preserve, in tact, Indian culture

and tradition. But there was one great advantage which^stood
in their favour and helped them to achieve great things in the

field of literature even in spite of royal discouragement in

some cases or harmless neutrality in others,

The Muhamudan rulers did not interfere with the local

Zamindars or chiefs who were the paramount lords over

tt-O. Cba-
1 Bengal* B Contributions to PhilsopUcal Literature in

kraYrti-JT*. Ant. (1929-p. 206, 232 ft ;
1930 3?

23 ff.)

2 For a detailed account of this branch of literature* see Sanskrit

Literature of the Vatsnavas of Bengal-. OhakrmTartI (Annals of *M

Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute Vol. X. 114 ff )

7
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their own possessions so long as they were regular in sending
the required revenue to their Muhamudan overlords. And
therefore the Hindu chiefs had no difficulty in patronising
Sanskrit culture. Besides education in India, as a careful

study of its history shows, did not always look up to any state

help. It thrived generally through spontaneous help received

from the generous aristroeracy who considered it their duty
to help scholars and desired to earn religious merit in this

way. Thus every aristrocratic family tiad a catuspatht

( orthodox school ) founded and maintained at its own expenses
where students from far and near came, resided and had their

education free of cost. And on all festiva occasions ( such as

marriage, funeral ceremony and the like ) the wealthy section

of the people as a rule made valuable gifts to scholars which
went a great way in encouraging them.

Of the local chiefs of this period who were great patrons
of literature and through whose help and inspiration-direct
and indirect-was produced a vast amount of valuable literature
in different branches the House of Nadia deserves special
mention. During the Muhamudan period specially from
about the 15th century, that is, from the time when the Great
Caitanya flourished - Nadia became the most important
cultural centre in Bengal - nay in the whole of Eastern India,
so that it has quite rightly been described as the Oxford of

Bengal. And the contributions of the worthy members of the
Nadia House to raise the place to this enviable position must
have been considerable.

The most famous of the scions of this Housa whose
patronage to all cultural activities in Bengal has almost
become proverbial was Maharaja Krsna Candra who ascended
his gadi in 1728. He is also well-known in the history of
India as one of che most important persons who helped the
British to consolidate their power in India. From the keen
interest exhibited by him in all literary activities of his time
he has most deservedly been called the Mecaenas of his age
( Calcutta Review Vol. LIV, 1872, p. 174 ).

BRITISH PERIOD
In pre-British period, before the introduction of printing,
Conditions of Sanskrit studies in Bengal, as we have seen

ies. cannot be said to have been generally
prevalent in all branches, there being some branches more
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popular than others. Thus there were some subjects
e. g. Nyaya and Smrti which were specially

*

Bengali' In
the sense tha<; they were cultivate 1 in Bengal more than
anywhere else. But contemporaneously with the advent of
the Europeans and the introduction of printing and facilities

of communication this state of- things disappeared to a great
exent. Though the subjects for which Bengal was reputed to
have a special predilection still continued to be studied with
as much assiduity as ever, other subjects which were known
to be more or less neglected began to attract the attention
The immense popularity which the study of Tedanta has of
late attained may be cited as an instance. This is one of the
characteristic features of Sanskrit studies of this period.

The foundation of the Calcutta^TJniversity and the Board
of Sanskrit Studies ( now, Calcutta Sanskrit Association )

which made provision for examination in various branches of
Sanskrit literature supplied additional impetus in tbis direction.
Facilities of communication urged people to a larger
extent than before to migrate to re nowned centres of

learning like Benares where they went not for pilgrimaga
alone, but for prosecuting studies in subjects not so
much cultivated in Bengal.The founding of the Asiatic Society
Bengal by Sir Williams Jones in 1784 also gave fresh inspira-
tion for study of Indian literature in all its various branches
and led to the rise of a new type of Anglo-Sanskrit scholars
imbued witli a scientific and critical spirit that ihas ever since
been doing much valuable work in the field of Sanskritic

studies. Further the need of successful administration in the

country led British statesmen to encourage the study of

Indian laws and customs and get Sanskrit books to be

compiled on them mostly by Bengalee scholars.

Now let us turn to the works that were produced bj
scholars of Bengal at this period We are|

Works of this period. nofc concerned here with all that was done

by Anglo-Sanskrit scholars as most of their works are either

in English or Bengali though almost all of them deal with

important topics of Sanskrit literature. But it seems that we

should not omit to mention, in this connection, the various

Notices and Descriptions of Sanskrit Manuscripts compiled,

among others, by those two veteran scholars namely the
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Haja Bajendra Lai Mitra and Mm. Dr. H. P. Sastrl. l The
various critical editions of old Sanskrit texts published in the

Bibliotheca Indica should also be noted here.

We should begin our survey of the literary output of this

period by referring, first of all, to some works
Legal Digests.

in the production of which the Government
took keen and active interest. "When the British first came to

power in India they felt the necessity of learning the laws and
customs of the land they were going to rule. So at the instance
of the Government several digests of Hindu law came to be

compiled.
2 Of these the l^ivadabhangarnava was compiled by

Jagannatha Tarkapancanana of TrivenI who was one of the

greatest scholars of his time. Unfortunately his work has not

been published uptill now. The V~ivadarnava--setv? was com-

posed by eleven best scholars of Bengal called together by
Warren Hastings. The work was translated into Persian and
thence to English by Halhed, the English version being well-
known as a * Code of Gentoo Law * which was published in

1776* Both these works were composed in the old style of

preparing digests. Frequent references were made to old texts
and all attempts were made to reconcile conflicting statements.
But we also know of two works prepared exactly in the style
followed in modern legal texts. These are the Vyavastha-
darparta and Vyavastha-candrika of Syamacarana Sarkar.
The latter of these works with Urdu translation was published
in 1935 V. S. ( 1879 A. D. ).

We should now give a brief account of the work done by
some of the greatest orthodox scholars of Bengal during this
period in the various branches of study. The necessity of

compressing the whole account in a short section of a

1. Twelve volumes of Notices wera published by B. L. Mitra and
H. P. Shastri. Descriptive Catalogues of Sanskrit manuscripts in the
Government Sanskrit College, Calcutta have been published in 22
volumes. Three volumes of such catalouges of manuscripts in the Govern-
ment collection of A. S. B. have also been published by H. P. Shastri.
A catalogue of the grammatical Mas. of the A. S. B. waa published long
ago by B. L. Mitra.

2 It may be noted her that individual scholars like Jones and Cole-
brooke got similar works prepared by pandits of other provinces C I. O.
III. 1505-1510 ).

3 It is curious that in the preface of the work" published by the Ven-
kateswar Press, Bombay it is stated to have been compiled at the instance
f Kanjit Sing,
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short chapter prevented us from attempting to refer to

the very many poets of this period ; for though stray
verses of them are still sources of perennial enjoyment, very
few of them are known to have composed any poetic work and
the fame of most of them are due to works in other branches to
most of which a reference has been made in the following
pages.

Pranakrsna Bisvasa 'flourished almost immediately after

P*nakr*na BLs'vSsa
tbe Pa n <* Bengal by the British. He

( 1764-1834 )
was a blS land-holder, a deep scholar and a
great patron of Sanskrit learning. His

ancestral home was at Khardaha, a few miles from Calcutta
on the western bank of the Ganges. At his instance were com-
posed several voluminous scholarly works some of which
continue to enjoy a well-deserved popularity even to this day.
The most famous of his works is a Tantra compilation called
the Pranatosini after his name and that of |Ramatosana Vidya-
lamkara who compiled it. His other published works are :

1. Pranakrsna-ausadhavalr-a work on medicine. 2. Prana-
krsna-Vaisnavamrfca. 3. Pranakrsna-kriyambudhi. 4. Prana-
krsna-^abdabdhi ( composed in 1737 S. 13. by Raghumani elder
brother of Ramanandana Vidyalamkara, son of Ramananda
Nyayalamkara preceptor of Maharaja Krsnacandra of JSTadia. )

Some of his works, namely Bhasmakaumudl and Visnu-
kaumudl are stated to be still unpublished. ( Visvakosa under
Pranakrsna Bisvasa ).

It will be seen from the literary activities of Pranakrsna
that chaos and disorder did not follow on the heels of the
British conquest, as may naturally be expected for in that

event such literary activities would in no way be possible. It

should also be noted that though the works go by the name of

Pranakrsna they were not composed by him but by scholars

employed by him as is stated in the introductory portions
of the works themselves.

The next name to be mentioned is that of Raja Radhakanta

Raja Kadhakiinta. Deva, He was a great patron of learning and
Deva(J 784 1868) took keen interest for all literary activities

of his time. His greatest achievement was the compilation of

a voluminous lexicography in Sanskrit of an encyclopaedic

character. The work was named abdakalpadruma. It was

irst published in eight parts, including a part containing a
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supplement. The first part appeared in 1822 A* D. In Bengali
Characters and the supplement was published in 1858. Thus
altogether thirty six long years were required to complete the
work. It should he noted here that such a big work which
necessarily entailed enormous labour and huge expenditure
was distributed free among the scholars of the day.

1

This work came to be highly appreciated by scholars,
both Indian and foreign.

2 It has already < undergone several
editions, mostly in Bengali characters. It is a pity that no
Devnagari edition of it is available, its utility being thereby
curtailed to a great extent. It is a storehouse of much useful
information which has been of invaluable help to all workers
in the field of Indology. Professors Roth and Boethling
utilised the book the only modern, work of India-as being
highly important and of great use in the compilation of their
monumental Sanskrit Dictionary. Their Sanskrit Worterbuch

"'is replete with references to the Sdbdakalp&druma.

Gangadhara Kaviraja was born in 1798 A. D. in Jessore.

Gangadhara Kaviisja
He was a gen*us - His versatile scholarship

( 1798-1885 ) earned for him a nime and fame that will

not die out soon. He was a "Vaidya by caste and was a
physician by profession. Stories of his exceptional skill in

diagnosis and treatment have almost become proverbial.

He composed about forty works in different branches
of Sanskrit literature which give eloquent testimony to the
depth of his scholarship. It is stated that he did not
consider it worth while to bother about works that
were not composed by rsis ( seers ) as distinguished from
ordinary men. He wrote commentaries only on two works
that were not composed by a rsi, namely a commentary on the

Mugdhabodha of Bopadeva and a commentary on Kusumanjali
of Udayana. Other xegetical works of his are :

1. Commentary on the Caralasamhita called Jalpakalpar
taru. This is perhaps the most erudite of his works. But his

1, O. other instances of the distribution of valuable hteraiy pro-
auction mention may be made of the well-known Bengal translation of
the MahSbharata by Kffliprasanna Simha and the edition of the
bhsrata published by the Itejo; of BurJwan.

2. A very commendable review of the work wae published by Dr
Lenzin J. B. A. S. 1835 pp. 188 ff. It was referred to in highly eulogistic
terms by Wilson irt the first edition of his Sanskiit Dictionary ( 1819 ),
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occasional digression^ into philosophical topics has made it

very difficult for beginners to follow.

2. Commentary on Upanisads like Taittiriya etc.

3. Sariraka^utra-Vyakhijana^ 4. Commentary on Jsvarigita

and Shaga^adg^ta. 6-9 Bhastja on Sankhya, Nyaya, Yaisesika

and Patanjalasutras. 10. Bhasya on G-obhilagrhyasntra. 11.

Bhasya on the Ayurveda portion of Agnipurana. 12. Comment-
ary on Kaumara Vyakarana 13. Gloss on the Vartikas of

Katyayana 14. Commentary on Sandilya Sutras. 15. Comment-
ary on Manusamhita. 16-17. Notes on Para^ara and Yajnavalkya
Samhita. 18. Commentary on the Mugdhabodha.

His original works were :

In Kavya Durgavadha Kavya, Harsodaya (Citrakavya),

Sikhandi-pradurbhava ( Romance ), Lokalokapuruslya etc,

In Ehetoric-Fracya-prabha based on the Alamkara chapters
of Agnipuraria,

In Grammar-Tnkaridasabda Sasana&ud TrisUtra Vyakarana
both in verse.

In Pu.T&'na,~~_8hagavatam'cara where proofs are adduced to

show that the Bhagavata cannot be regarded as a mahapurana
( Visvakosa-undeT G-angadhara ).

The list is sufficient to show the enormous and abnormal

raDge of study of Gangadhara.

It is a pity that very few of the works of this great scholar
who lived and wrote not long ago, have been published - far

less studied. Nor have all his works been preserved; only some
of them are found described in the notices of Mm. H.P. Shastri.

No estimate of his literary achievements is thus possible.

Of his works the commentary on Caraka-Samhita has

undergone several editions both in Bengali and Nagari
characters. An edition of it in Bengali characters was published
by his son Dharanldhara Ray from Behampur in V. 8. 1935.

The Taittirlyopanisad-vrtti was also published by his son from
the same place in Nagari character ( 1291 B. S. ). Fragments of

some other works of his were also published in the periodical

called G-angadhara manisa which was being published from.

Calcutta by Kaviraja JnanendraNathaSenain 1911 with a view
to edit the works of Gangadhara. But only a few issues of i*

we known to have beeii published.
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Taranatha Tarkavacaspati was a Professor In the Sanskrit

College, Calcutta. His greatest literary

85)
achievement was the single-handed oompila-
tion of the Sanskrit lexicography called

Vacaspatya after his name and complete in six volumes

( Calcutta 1873-1884 ) He had also composed other works too

numerous to mention. A reference may only be mada to his

Asubodha Vyakarana an independent grammar based on the

Paninl

Mm. Candrakanta Tarkalamkara was one of the greatest

savants in ancient Sanskrit lore that Bengal
GandrakSnta .

gai

Tarkalamkara. produced in the last century. He belonged
( 183G-1909 ) to gerpur in Mymensing. His scholarship

was not narrow and confined to a particular branch of

Sanskrit literature. He was Professor of Sanskrit in

tbe Government Sanskrit College, Calcutta. His literary

^
productions are varied and many, which have re-

*

ceived almost universal appreciation. Of his original
works mention may be made of his Smrli-Candralolca

in which the views of Raghunandana are occasionally
discussed and refuted. Only parts of the work are known to

have been published ( Suddhi-1903, Aurdhvadehika-1906 ).

His Katantracchandah. Prakriya is a supplement to the Katantra
grammar which supplies the want of a Vedic grammar of the

Katantra school. Besides these he composed several kavyas
and dramas as well.

We may close our survey by a reference to Kasilcandra

TT^T j Vidyaratna who came of a Brahman family of
JtUEsIcaiKira .... TT . . , _ .

*

Vidyaratna. vikrampur. His special subject of study was
(1854-1917) Smrti in which he had earned an enviable repu-

tation all over India. He had not that unbend-
ing conservative spirit, invariably found to be associated with
scholars of this type which revolts against everything new in the

society. On the other hand he had the courage and genero-
sity to welcome all salutary innovations which were required
by the exegiences of the time, and find out scriptural sanction
for them. It was with this spirit that he wrote a very learned
and illuminating commentary on the twenty Dharma Samhitas
which guide the religious life of the present day Hindus.* His
commentary on the Manu alone has been published. An
original work of him was the Uddhara-Candnka ( Calcutta
1321 B, S, ) in which he deals with the problem of taking
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into society those that have crossed the sea and have gone to

western countries*

A class of work that was the special and entirely new
,. ,. , characteristic of the period under review

Journalistic works.
was the journalistic literature of Sanskrit,

With the introduction of the Press, journals came to be publi-
shed in the different vernaculars of India., A section of the ,

people actuated by a desire for the diffusion and revival of

Sanskrit brought out journals ia Sanskrit which they hoped
would fulfil the object they had in view. The journalistic
literature in Sanskrit all over India has an undoubted
philological interest- Sanskrit of the journals shows how it is

influenced by the different vernaculars in the different

provinces. This kind of intrusion of vernacular idioms into

Sanscrit has been the order for a long time past in the history
of Sanskrit literature and it is palpable now as we are able to

compare Sanskrit and the vernaculars side by side. A good
many such journals were published from time to time
from different parts of the province only to last for a

short period.

One thing that attracts the notice of one engaged in the

investigation of the contribution of Bengal towards Sanskrit

literature is that Bengal like other provinces has not ceased to

contribute her quota even to the present day when very few

persons care to read things in Sanskrit. Works both exegetical

and independent are occasionally published even now* Of
these we may mention first those of Kaviraja Gananatha

Sena, M. A., L. M. S. His Prafyaksa-tfarira or a Text Book
of Human Anatomy in Sanskrit ( Calcutta, 1919 ) and

Siddhanta-Nidanarn, or Text Book of a Etiology, Pathology, and

Symptomatology of diseases in Sanskrit ( Calcutta, 1922 ) are

two very important contributions to the medical literature of

Sanskrit. We may also refer to the Rasa-Jalanidhi a work in

Sanskrit on Hind Chemistry by Bhudeva Mukherji, ( Calcutta

1926). We should also mention two important exegetical

works namely the commentary on Oaraka SamMta and

Susruta Sarnhita respectively by Kaviraja Joglndra-

natha Sen, M. A. and Kaviraja Haranacandra Gakravarti,

both of whom are well-known physicians of Bengal, The

latter of the two is probably the only physician of the

present time who practises surgery according to
^the

Ayurveda and thus seems to be quite competent to write a

commentary on the Suiruta SantMa which deals with surgery.

8
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Besides these a good many works on Kavya have been
produced In recent years. Some of these could have received
sufficient appreciation had the authors flourished several
centuries back when Sanskrit scholarship was held in esteem
and Sanskrit works were read with interest and care. We
should however be failing in our duty if we do not mention
the names of Pandits Ramanatha Tarkaratna, Haridasa
Siddhantavagina, Ksllpada Tarkacarya and Professor Hem
Candra Bay Kavibhusana, M. A. 1 Of these Tarkacarya
excels in writing short lyrics.

It is common knowledge that "owing to the comparative
neglect of orthodox scholarship quite a number of scholars are

passing their days unnoticed and unrespected who could have
made their oontribution-not in all cases worthless-were they
given sufficient opportunities.

CONCLUSION
Even in spite of brevity and consequent incompleteness

the above account will be sufficient to drive away a good deal
of misconception with regard to the subject. And one will be

surprised at the extent of this misconception even in en-

lightened circles. In an article entitled
*

Bengali Literature
( Calcutta Review 1871 Vol. LII p. 294 ) no less a scholar
and intellectual giant than Bankim Chandra Chatterji* 'The
Scott of Bengal* wrote : "It is a Bengali writer, Babu
Rajendralal Mifcra who has said that in ancient times Bengal
was the Boestia of India. And the observation is correct. The
contributions of Bengal to that ancient Indian Literature
which still commands the respect and attention of European
scholars were few and insignificant." In the face of the facts
put forward it now remains for the reader to judge the accuracy
of the above statement.

1. Several works of each of these have been published and are well
known at least among the orthodox Pandits.

2 Though the article does not bear the name of its author Mr. Man*
mathanath Gthofth M.A., B.L who has published a Bengali translation of it

{Banffala SaUtya Gqrudas Chatterji and Sons ) attributes it to Bankim
Chandra. Mr. CKicfch says that the name of the author is found in an
advertisement of the Selectionsfrom the Calcutta Review undertaken by
the publishers of the Review.



EPIC STUDIES 1

BT
V. S. SUKTHAWEA.R

IIT. DR. RUBEN ON THE CRITICAL EDITION
OF THE MAH&BH5.RATA

I am bound to form and express an opinion on the issues

raised in the article
e5

Schwierlgkeiten der Textkritik des

Mahabharata
"

published in the current issue of the Ada
Orientalia ( vol. 8, pp. 240-256 ), in which the author^ Dr.

Walter Ruben of the University of Bonn, has reviewed Fasci-

cules 1-3 of my edition of the Adiparvan, criticizing at con-

siderable length and in great detail the principles underlying
the preparation of the edition and the constitution of the text.

From his discursive remarks it is indeed hazardous to say
what precise opinion Ruben has formed of the critical edition.

But it seems to me that his general verdict is any tiling but

favourable*

It is not my intention to scrutinize every statement of

the writer and answer sll his queries and criticisms ; nor is it

incumbent on me to do so ; nor even necessary* as will appear

from the sequel. I shall confine my remarks to a few points

of outstanding importance in Ruben's paper wMofa, might
mislead the casual reader, creating an erroneous impression

regarding the value of the results achieved by fixe

critical edition.

The Bogy of Classical Philology

At the beginning of his paper (p. 241), the learned reviewer

from Bonn formally recites the canon of the caturvarga of the

Classical Philologist The Classical Philology, we are ex-

plained, distinguishes : 1. Heuristics, i e. assembling and

arranging the entire material consisting of MSS. and tesfamama

in the form of a genealogical tree ; 2. Recensio, i e restora-

tion of the text of the archetype ; 3. Emendatw, L e. restora-

tion of the text of the author ; 4.
"
Higher Criticism/* L e.

separation of the sources utilized by the author,

*
i l*or the first instalment of the series, cf . JBBMAS,

second has appeared in these 4^nnaU% 55- 165*191
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Tested on this touchstone of the classicist, the critical

edition of the Mahabharata Is found wanting in no less than

three items, namely, Nos. 1, 3 and 4. The third and the fourth

items of the programme, B. points out, have been left wholly

untouched ;
even the first has by a long way not; been done full

justice to by the hapless editor I

1 But as one reads on, one finds

that the dereliction is after all not as serious as one might

be led to suppose at first. For, as regards No. 1 ( Heuristics ),

B. himself admits that it is not yet possible to concentrate the

entire material, and that in all likelihood it will be for ever

impossible to prepare a genealogical tree of the Mahabharata

IfSS. As for ISTo. 3 ( Emendatio ), I must plead guilty to

having perpetrated so far, perhaps somewhat unnecessarily,

minor emendations in 13 instances2 in about 3800

stanzas ; that is, on an average 1 emendation in a little

un'der 300 stanzas. R. has not taken any notice of my
conjectural corrections ; I take it that he approves of them.

I feel greatly flattered, I must confess, by R/s ( implied )

suggestion that I should have gone in more systematically
and vigorously for emendation. Most scholars will, I fancy,
be sincerely grateful that I have been so moderate and that I

have declared it as my policy to give preference to interpreta-

tion over emendation.* In speaking at all of
**

Higher
Criticism **

( No. 4 on the programme ) in this connection,
R. seems to show a lamentable lack of understanding of the

objective of the edition, having mistaken evidently the begin-
ning for the end of the critical work on the Mahabharata.
Higher Criticism can begin only after Lower Criticism has
done its work, and not until then. And our critical edition is

just laying the foundation of the Lower Criticism of the Great
Epic. But I imagine, R. does not want to say anything special
at all, when he mentions his " Hohere Kritifc ". Ip the 1833
filokas of the constituted text (

= 2161 of the Bombay edition
and 2208 of the Calcutta edition ) so closely investigated by
R. in the preparation of his erudite paper, he does not mention
even a single passage where the

" Hohere Kritik " could have

1 B. has inadvertently omitted the mention of the 23 DevanKgarT
MSS. in the description of my critical apparatus ; cf . op. cit. p. 241, lines
3-6 from the bottom.

g In the first 86 adhysyas, the following stanzas contain conjec-
tural readings : 1. 14. 15; 30. 7; 37. 10; 41. 5; 45. 15; 48. 9; 51. 8; 57. 20; 68-
25; 71. 36; 84. 3, 13; 86. 5.

3 Cf. Foreword to Fasc. 1, p. vi,
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earnestly and usefully
"

functioned ". The item is probably
introduced here merely pro forma, as the fourth and last stage
of the ariya-magga.

But R, might have mercifully spared us this learned

prooenuum on the aims and methods of the Classical Philology
and their application to the problem of the Mahabharata textual

criticism. The same thing has been said by others before R. s

more simply but with ample clearness and emphasis. In the paper 1

lie read at the XVIIth International Congress of Orientalists

( Oxford 1928 ), Winternitz remarked :

" The general principles
followed in critical editions of classical texts, Greek or Latin
or Sanskrit, can be applied to a critical edition of the Mahabha-
rata only with great limitations and modifications. It is sim-

ply impossible to trace a genealogical tree of all the MSS. of

the Adiparvan, and only in some cases are we able to state how
MSS. are related to one another. On the whole, we have to

be satisfied with a classification of the MSS. according to

script, and the provinces to which they belong. And we have
more often to refer to classes of MSS., than to individual MSS/'S

I had myself pointed out in the Foreword ( p. ii) to Fascicule

1 that
"

it is impossible to apply to the Mahabharata the

special canons of textual criticism which are derived from a

study of classical ( Greek and Latin ) texts and which depend

ultimately upon their being a more or less complete concatena-

tion of copies and exemplars reaching finally back to a single

authentic ( written ) archetype ".

And how would it be possible to apply to the MalxabhSrata

the canons of the Classical Philology in toto ? Where has the

Classical Philology, I should like to know, the necessary experi-

ence of dealing with a text with about a dozen recensions

whose extreme types differ in extent by something like 13,000

stanzas ( or 26,000 lines ); a work which for centuries has

been growing not only upwards and downwards but also

laterally, like the Nyagrodha tree, growing on all sides ; a codex

which has been written in seven or eight different scripts, assid-

uously and lovingly copied through a long vista of centuries

by a legion of devout and perhaps mostly ignorant

Indol. Prag. vol. 1 ( 1929 ), pp. 58-08,

See op. cit. f. 61 f
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and inefficient
l

copyists speaking different tongues ; a
traditions! book of inspiration which, in various shapes and
sizes, has been the cherished heritage of one people continu-
ously for several millennia and which to the present day is

Interwoven with the thoughts and beliefs and moral ideas of a
nation numbering over two hundred million ? No, the Classi-
cal Philology has no experience in dealing with a text of this

description, a work of such colossal dimensions and complex
character, with such a long and intricate history behind it.

That is why I have elsewhere also said that the problem of the
Mahabharata textual criticism is a problem sui generis* The
method of the Mahabharata textual criticism must be evolved
from a special study of the Mahabharata manuscripts and of

the Mahabharata manuscript tradition. Its results and
achievements can be judged only by a standard of its own.

Ruben's Exaggerations and Generalizations

In his endeavour to maintain consistently an attitude of

dogmatic doubt, R. has been unconsciously led to make wild
exaggerations and rash generalizations, which such a meticul-
ous and captious critic as B, should have taken pains to
avoid.

Thus in one place ( p. 242 ), R. observes that the Sarada
MS., as a matter of fact, does not differ at all from other MSS. I

As a matter of fact, this statement of B. is demonstrably
false. If a difference of something like 1000 stanzas ( which is

probably the difference between the Sarada and the Grantha
versions of the idiparvan ), not to speak of innumerable
minor variants, is no difference, I should like to know what, in
the opinion of B., would constitute a difference. Did B. expect
that the Ka&mM Mahabharata would be a poem of 8800 silokas
in Old Prakrit in which Krsna was still a tribal hero ?

On p. 253, B. remarks that every contextual criterion is

problematic.
5 This is a rash generalization. In the Editorial

Note ( 3 ) appended to Fascicule 4, I have now pointed out
( p. ii f. ) three passages for which there is the strongest in-

* The critical note on 1. 85. 20 mentions an instance where the
scribe ( of Kl ) has first copied the reverse o the folio of his exemplar
and then the obverse !

* See my Epic Studies I ( JBBRAS. vol. 4 ), p. 15?.
3 Of. also Ruben, ojp. cit. p. 244.
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trinsic probability, amounting to certainty, that they are

interpolations in the recension in which they are found. All

three are instances in which according to the Northern recen-

sion the parties to be married were united only by a shadowy
and clandestine form of marriage known as the Gandharva-
vivaha, which is no marriage at all, while according to the

Southern recension ( respectively, in one case, the G-rantha

version only) the same parties were married, so to say, in church,
In due form, with great pomp and ceremony. I maintain that

at least in these three instances the criterion of intrinsic

probability is not at all problematic. I challenge R, to prove
the contrary*

I shall mention only one other interesting instance of

intrinsic probability. In the Paulonaaparvan, Rum, while

praying for the life of his wife who has just died from the bite

of a venomous serpent, says ( 1, 9. 4-5 ) :

"
If I have ( practised ) charity, ( if I have ) practised

penance, if I have duly served ( my ) Gurus, then on account

of that ( merit of these virtuous acts ) let my beloved be restor-

ed to life 1 As from ( the moment of ) my birth I have restrain-

ed my self and maintained my vows, so let the beautiful Pra-

madvara even now arise 1

"

The fulfilment of Ruru's fervent utterance is thought to

be due merely to the efficacy of his pious acts in the

past : they by themselves operate as a charm or spell to re-

store to life the dead Pramadvara. This is a form of an
"
impersonal

"
prayer belonging to a comparatively older

stratum of religious life and thought,, which would never occur

to an ordinary interpolator. At this place, G i. 2. 4- 5 &ave

some additional lines including the following prayer (233*)

"
Is my faith in Krsna, Visnu, Hrslkessa, the Lord of the

Worlds, the ^oe of the Asuras, unshakable, then let this

beloved of mine be restored to life 1

**

This belongs to a later stratum, the period of the Bhakti

cult. This is just the thing that would be interpolated by a

devout Vaisnava, to whom the former prayer would be

meaningless and unintelligible.

I maintain, that here also the intrinsic probability as to

what is original and what is interpolation is so strong aa to

be conclusive in favour of the text and against Q i. a. 4* 5- No
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one with a modicum of the historical sense can doubt it. Can
R. adduce even a shadow of a reason to show that the intrinsic

evidence in this instance is in any degree problematic ? Scores

of illustrations of this character may be produced where the

contextual evidence is not problematic at all, but quite definite

and conclusive.
1

R, ( p. 254 ) has magnanimously set the seal of his approval

on "Die Sage von Ifcsyasirnga" by Professor Luders,
2

citing

it approvingly as a piece of investigation that belongs to the

coveted domain of emendatio. It is unquestionably that.

Had R, now thought over the question a little more

deeply than he appears to have done, he would have easily

perceived that the whole thesis of
" Die Sage von Rsya^rnga*'

rests on the exploitation of intrinsic probability. There was,
n fact, nothing else except the vulgate text before Prof. Liiders

when he framed his brilliant hypothesis about the different

strata and the cross-currents in the Mahabharata version of

that legend. If now every contextual criterion is so very
problematic, then what is the value, may I ask, of Prof.

Luders* monograph, which B. professes to admire so fervently ?

R. has been contradicting himself in one and the same para-

graph ( p. 253 f. X

Theoretically considered also, R/s proposition is untenable.
When a text has been tampered with on a large scale, however
careful and however accomplished the interpolator may be, it

is inconceivable that all the frills, patches and paddings added
by the interpolator should remain for all time incapable of

detection. It is Inevitable that the interpolator should bungle
something somewhere, produce a misfit, leave raw edges which
do not meet. Therefore R/s dictum ( p. 253 ) "ebenso problem-
atisch ist sohliesslich jedes

s inhaltliche Kriterium "
is, in

the form in which he has put it, fundamentally wrong and is

to be unhesitatingly rejected.

Here is another instance of R.'s misstatements. On p. 242 he
observes that among the fifty MSS. collated for the Adiparvan

1 For instance, it is on grounds of intrinsic probability that Prof.
JLtiders ( DLZ. Heft 24, Sp. 1142 f . ) decides for and defends the reading
amrtam of the constituted text ( 1. 1. 201 ). Here the documentary
evidence is inconclusive, but Prof. Mders is on that account in no
doubt as to which the true reading is*

2 N&chr. d. Ge*. d. Wias. z. Gottingen, 1897, pp. 87fL
Italic* mine
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there are not even two that may be directly connected with

each other. This is of course a wild exaggeration. The two

Arjunamissra MSS. show inter se no more difference than any

two ( carelessly made ) copies of an original would show ; as

a matter of fact but this could not have been

known to B. they agree almost page for page. If

they were not copied from the same original, their respective

exemplars could not have differed from each ofeher very consi-

derably. The same is the case with the three Nilakantha MSS.

The MSS. of the text as fixed by commentators ( like Arjuna-

mistra and 1SJ Ilakantha) are, in general, as like as two peas. The

number of such replicas can be increased almost indefinitely.

I have intentionally restricted their, number to the minimum

necessary for fixing the text of the respective versions, always

giving preference to a divergent type. But even apart from such

texts with commentaries, there is considerable similarity and

kinship to be noticed among the different MSS. In the

Editorial Note ( 2 ) appended to Fascicule 3 ( p. ii ), I have

demonstrated the Minship between Si and Ki. I pointed out

there that
" the India Office codex must be a transcript not

merely of a Sarada codex, but, as a careful comparison with

Si would show, of an exemplar very closely allied to our

Sarada codex **. This conclusion is supported by numerous

other agreements throughout the Adiparvan. That the three

newMalayalam MSS. M6, 7. 8 again go back to the same

original follows not merely from fche numerous readings
^

these

MSS. have in common, but conspicuously from one particular

mistake where they repeat inconsequentially, at the same point,

a fragment of a stanza ( 1. 85. 25 ) : pujayantiha loke nasad>havah

Further the four Orantha MSS, Gi. 2. 4, 5- (which will come up

for detailed discussion below) must go back to a not very dist-

ant common original. This group has not only numerous read-

ings in common, but it contains quite a considerable number of

interpolations peculiar to itself.
1 Their close affinity is, how-

ever, placed beyond the pale of reasonable doubt by the fact

that they all contain a stanza ( 294* ) interpolated at a place

where it is, as will presently be shown, so thoroughly irrelevant

that with it the passage does not construe even I

It will thus be seen that these generalizations ot c are

absolutely unwarranted. They appear to have been *nfcroduoed

i See infra p. 273

9
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by R. merely for the satisfaction of having made some pointed
and effective little statement.

The Fawr Types of Variants.

After pointing out that no pedigree of the Mahabharata
MSS. is possible, R. proceeds ( p. 243 ) to consider the different

types of characteristic combinations among the variants,
whose consideration must take the place of the formation of

the usual genealogical tree. He distinguishes four different

types of constellations. They are as follows: 1. Complete

Agreement, where the two recensions N and S register one con-

cordant reading ; 2. No Agreement, where N and S stand

opposite to each other with two divergent readings; 3.

Cross-Agreement, where a part of N agrees with a part of S

against the rest of N, which latter agrees with the rest of S ; 4.

Partial Agreement, where a part of N stands against S and the

rest of N ( or vice versa ).

Diagrammatically the four types of constellations may be

represented thus.

Type No. 1: Complete Agreement :

Type No. 2: No Agreement :

Type No. 3: Cross-Agreement :

Type No. 4: Partial* Agreement :

Type No. 1 ( N= S ). In this case I have assumed that the

concordant reading of N and S must be postulated as having
already belonged to the archetype. To my proposition
R. adds the rider that there is a possibility that even
such a concordant reading ( or feature ) might have been
an innovation made in one recension and then borrowed
in toto by the other recension. He cites ( p. 244 ) Ramayana,
Ayodhya 6 ( Bombay ed. ), which ( according to R. ) is an

interpolation in one recension, which had been borrowed
en bloc by the other ( independent ) recension. R/s proposition
would be a contradiction in terms ; only he takes care not to

put forward the proposition in this form.

If the two recensions N and S of the Mahabharata should
have an interpolation in common, they would not be ( truly)

independent. But these recenions must be assumed to be

independent, and R. would not be able to prove any "second-
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ary interrelationship
" between N as a whole and S as a

whole, at least for the Adiparvan. Should there be found a

passage which stands in such an apparent disagreement with

the context that it may ( a priori ) be regarded as an inter-

polation, it would be no more difficult in fact it would be, in

my opinion, far easier and much more natural to assume that

the contradiction was already present in the "archetype,** before

the bifurcation of the recensions than to premise that one

independent recension had borrowed it from another in-

dependent recension.

For example, adhyayas Land 4 of the Adiparvan begin
with the identical sentence, depicting the identical situation,

that the Suta approaches the Rsis assembled in the Naimisa
forest at the twelve-year sacrificial session of Saunaka. This

implies that a new beginning is made at adhyaya 4, totally

ignoring whatever has gone before it in the text as it now
stands. Both passages occur with minimal variations in both

recensions. It is evident that this double beginning ( adhy.
1 and 4), as we find it in our version of the Mahabharata, was not

conceived and depicted by one and the same poet. But it does

not at all follow therefore that the interpolation was first made

in one recension of our text and was subsequently borrowed by
the other from this recension, There are various possibi-

lities.
1 Perhaps both versions of the beginning lay before

the diaskeuasts of the last redaction of the Mahabharata : one

giving the very useful table of contents, the other containing

some interesting old tales of gods, rsis ahd serpents. They were

not consistent in juxtaposition, but each was too good to lose.

The redactors put both in, making but a poor compromise. This

is one possibility. The other possibility is that one of these sec-

tions was composed and tacked on to an existing version of the

beginning by the diaskeuasts of the last redaction themselves,

using the same opening device. That would anly show as E.

himself concedes in another connection (p. 254) that though we

might regard the original epic as a more or less homogeneous

1 Of. HoltzmanD, Das Mafiabftarata, 2. 12.
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work, the archetype of oar MSS. already contained some in-

consistencies and contradictions.
1

Type 3STo. 2 ( N * S ). I agree with R. that when there is

a conflict between 2ST and S and they stand opposite to each

other with two divergent readings, no definite decision is, in

general, possible as to which is the original ; the versions

should a priori be placed on an equal footing and treated with

impartiality.
2 Accordingly, in such cases, I have adopted as

stop-gap the reading of 1ST, placing a wavy line below it, fo

show that the reading is uncertain. R. mentions an excep-
tion to this procedure of mine, but the exception is only

apparent. R. has failed to understand my motives in departing
from my usual practice in the solitary instance of the benedic-

tory stanza with which the epic begins ( Narayanam namaslcrtya
etc, ). I have printed ifc above the lino not because it is found

in Ko i or in K or even in N, but simply as a mangala, I am
aware that the stanza is missing in S. There is, therefore,

every probability that it did not belong to the archetype* I am
also fully aware that the stanza is a characteristic mark of the

works of the Bhagavata sect and not peculiar to the Maha-
bharata.3 There is, however, the fact that all our MSS. of the

Adiparvan begin with some benedictory stanza. These stanzas

have probably usurped now the place of some simpler mangala
with which the epic once began. No orthodox Hindu work can

begin without a mangala ; and this edition of the Maha-
bharata, critical though it be, is and remains a Hindu work,
which, could not dispense with a mangala. My recognition
of the unoriginal character of the stanza is, however, clearly

implied by the fact that I have omitted to give the

1 For instance, the story of the birth of Bh?$ma contains a patent
contradiction, The reason why the Vasus were cursed by Vasi^tha as

given in adhy. 91 (= 96 of the Bombay text ) is quite diffeient from and
inconsistent with that given in adhy. 93 (=99 of the Bombay text ). Both
versions occur, in substantially identical form, in both recensions.
Of. also the passage regarding the eight forms of maniage < 1 67. 8-12)
in the gakuntala" episode. The passage is made up of two different and

mutually inconsistent systems of rules, taken flora two different sources.
llc<i and \tab have been borrowed from a context which mentions only
five forms of marriages ; cf. (K. ) 13. 79. 9 and Dahlmam, Das MaKa-
Iharata pp. 203 fE. The same passage, with some variation, but with the
same inconsistency, occurs in Manu ( 3. 21-26).

2 See my Epic Studies I "
( JBBJRAS. vol. 4 ), p. 163.

s
Rubier, Indian Studies, 2, 4 (footnote 2).
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stanza a number, differing in this respect conspicuously
from the earlier editions, which treat it as the first stanza of

fche epic and an integral part of the text.

The Position of G-1.2. 4. 5.

One of the most perplexing forms of variation in the

Mahabharata text is Type No, 4, namely, Partial Agreement.
The critical apparatus is a veritable labyrinth of complicated
and intermingled versions, each with a long and intricate

history of its own behind it. We have unfortunately no single
thread to guide us out of the maze, but rather a multitude of

strands intertwined and entangled and leading along divergent

paths. How difficult it is to find one's way in this mase may
be realized from the fact that so painstaking and able a

critic as H., despite his close and conscientious study of the

critical apparatus, could totally lose his bearings the moment
the network gets a little more complicated than usual.

The really perplexing part of the whole tangle is that

while the agreements of Si Ki with S are mostly authentic and

fundamental, those of Gi. 2. 4. 5 with N are mostly secondary

and spurious. Let us first consider the position of the group

Gi. 2. 4. 5, which appears to have caused R. most trouble.

I shall state the case as it has been put forward by R.

himself ( p. 249 f. X
Suparnadhyaya 19 contains a conversation of Garada with

his father EZasyapa. Garuda introduces himself as patatamw
ristha and makes some polite inquiries regarding his father

( kaccid vas tata kusalam grhesu ) and his mother ( kaccit . . .

mata na ocati ). The father replies that they are doing well

at home ( vedaham etat kusalam grhesu ) and then pronounces

a blessing on Garuda ( . . . tva raksatu . * . rco yajummi then

svastyayanam ). This conversation assumes in the Mahabharafca

( 1. 25. 7-25 ) the :following form. Garuda asks his father fox

some new and substantial food and the father recommends the

mammoth elephant and tortoise (as in Suparru 13. 1 f. Garuda*s

mother does ) and proceeds to relate their history* 1m &**&

scene the contents of the Suparn. are to be found in the
"
inter-

polated
" verses ( here adapted to the new contents ). In the

beginning ( 324* : Ko.3 .4 S Vi B D Ti ), the father asks Garuda

if he is doing well
" in respect of food "*

( kaccid vah ku^dam

* ThlsiaB.'s rendering (
"
fragt nach aeinem WoMergehen *in

Bezug auf das Essen 7 "
); But he has erldently misunderstood the tine,

which may be translated thus: " Hare you ( all ) been doing weH ?

( Have you had ) always plenty of food ? **
.
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mtyam bhojane); the three lines of this N interpolation

( says E, ) correspond to the equally long S interpolation

(326*: Gi. 2. 4. 5 ), in which Garuda introduces himself as

pafatam srestha. In both these N and S groups there follows a

common interpolation ( 327* ) in which Garuda says that his

mother is well ( mala me kusala), etc. At the end of the scene

follows in these MSS. (if Vi B D Ti Gi. 2,. 4. 5 ; in Kz. 4

only partly ) the blessings of the father ( 335* : . . , svastyayanam

. . . rco yajumsi ).

Garuda has stolen the Amrta ; Indra hurls at him his

Vajra ; Garuda shows his strength and drops just one feather

( Mbh. 1. 9- 19= Suparn. 27. 6 ). Mbh. 1, 29. 23 is similar to

Suparn, 28. 2 ( Indra tb en tries to make friends with Garuda ) ;

Suparn, 28, 3 is similar to Mbh. 1. 30. 4 if. ( Garuda boasts

about his great strength ).
! In Suparn, 28. 1 it is narrated that

out of Garuda's feather, which had split in three parts ( chinnam

tridha tat kulisena patram ), there sprang the peacock, the
"
two-

mouthed serpent-lords
" and the mongoose. The last three padas

of this stanza are interpolated at this place in Ko. 4 ( 358* );

the first finds an echo in 361*, an interpolation of Tz Gi, 2. 4,5

( tridha krtva tada vajram ). 0.4 has then further actually

cited verbatim Suparn. 28. 3 in 365*.

R. admits that in the second scene Ko.4 unquestionably
cite Supsrn. Further 361*, according feo R. again, is to be

judged similarly. That is an interpolation in the S M3S.,
the same stanza of the Suparn. ( 28. 1 ) having hovered before

the eyes of the interpolators as in the case of those who inter-

polated 358* in Ko.4. After pointing out all this R. asks :

"Should one now regard the first scene also as an interpolation
made independently in N and S ? Consider that Qi. 2. 4. 5

agree quite frequently in this episode with N ( 1. 20. 15 ; 301* ;

329 *; 343* ), that they alone have a remarkably large number
of interpolations, and that 340* is found only Gi. 2,. 4. 5 M and

corresponds to Suparn. 13. 4. ... Has the G group then

1 It is by no means certain that ( as B. says, p. 249 ) the stanzas

which are common to the Mbh. and the Suparn. have been borrowed by
the Sui'ar^. from the Mbh. I believe, on the contrary, that the Suparn.
has to be looked up on here as the source from which the stanzas in ques-
tion have been taken over by the epic. Four of the stanzas are nearly
identical in the two works, because they occur as siokas in the Suparn.
and could be utilized by the redactors of the epic version without change
of metre and with tome trifling change of language.
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interpolated the passage under the influence of the Suparn.
and in its turn influenced the N groups? Su[kthankar] gives
in 1. 20. I the diametrically opposite answer with an assurance
which is out of place in such difficult passages. Ifc cannot
even be strictly proved that these

* c

interpolations
9>I in the

first scene, which are common to 1ST and S, are not an old
remnant of the archetype.

"

There are in the Adiparvan far more complicated passages
than this : this is one of the simpler complications. I shudder
at the thought of what R. would have done if he had to

handle on& of the really difficult cases of conflation. 2 In
the present case, it can, as it happens, "be strictly prov-
ed that the doubtful passages of the first scene, which
are common to certain N groups and S groups* are

interpolations and no rest of the archetype. Also I may re-

peat here most emphatically what I have said in the note on
1, 20. 1 that the irrelevant insertion of 294* in Gi. 2. 4* 5 is

irrefutable evidence of the contamination of these four Grantha
MSS. from late Northern sources.

We shall consider the second point first. I imagine, R.
has misunderstood or overlooked the little word "

irrelevantly**
in my note on 1. 20. 1. Otherwise he would have tried to

visualize the passage, by reconstructing it carefully from the

critical notes, and then he would have surely come to the same
conclusion as I. All that is necessary in order to prove that

294* is an interpolation in the Grantha group is to cite the

passage in extenso. Here is a transcript of the passage as it is

found in Gz, the better preserved of the two Grantha MSS.
belonging to the Bombay Government collection, collated for

the Adiparvan.
App. I, 3STo. 13 3

:^cr: \

1 R. means the passages which have been regarded as Interpola-

tions by me and excluded from the text.

2 That would happen when the interpolation may have filled out

a factitive lacuna or what looks liko a lacuna in the archetype. Of.

the case discussed by Belloni-Filippi in his paper cited in the next

footnote.
S In the stimulating article entitled "

L'episodio di Kadru e d

Vinats nell'edizione critica del MahSbhSrata "
( Traduzioni di epica

indiana II ; published in the Ascoli Memorial volume Silloge Linguistic

( Torino 1930 }, F- Belloni-Filippi justifies the excision of passage No,

13 of App. I (Bombay text 1. 22. 1-3 ), showing that the lacuna is w\j
apparent and the te&tus simplicior is quite in order*
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294 *:

C 10 3

Even a cursory reading of the passage will show that
lines 7-8 of this passage ( which constitute 294* ) are
thoroughly irrelevant here. The lines comprise merely a
string of attributes of Garuda. There is no finite verb in the
sentence and there is no reference to Garuda in the foregoing
or following lines. The only rational explanation of this
state of things is that the lines were interpolated in an
ancestor of Gi.z. 4 . 5 by a clumsy copyist, who had missed
the right place by four stanzas. Such mistakes occur frequentlyin Indian MSS. because the additional lines were, as a rule,
first written in the narrow margin of the MS. and a smallmark was made to indicate the point of insertion. Should themark get obliterated, the lines would be inserted by the next
copyist wherever he considered they belonged or fitted best-
If those lines (294*) belonged to the archetype of our MSS.we should have to assume that they were accidentally mis.
placed in a sub-group of the Grantha version, omitted (for anunknown reason ) in another group of MSS. Ki.3 T)2 T G3 6 Mand are found in their correct place only in Ko.2 .4 if Vi B D
(.except D2 ). Is this plausible? I can hardly think that B.

ZtLlr
3

^
80' Lam inolined fco believe that R- had am*

to realize how the passage actually read in this particular
sub-group of the Grantha version. Taking all things into
considerahon, it is difficult to escape from thf conclusion Sat

some Ss tSS ^thS 8ub-**ouP had been compared
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the other fact that this group contains 25 interpolated

passages in 52 adhyayas ( 24-75 ) or about 2000 stanzas,
which have net been found so far anywhere else. They ares

320*, 322''% 326*. 330*, 337*. 345*, 351*( third line 1 ), 357% 363*,

364*, 368*, 371*, 373*, 382*, 386*. 387*, 388*, 406*, 519'% 584*,

636*, 705*, 706*, 741*, 755* This group moreover contains in

the same section the following 10 passages which it shares

only with two or three other MSS. ( in some written only on
the margin ) : 312*, 348*, 353*, 399*, 404*, 421*, 423*, 442% 469*

( phala^ruti ! }, 831*. How these passages originate is some-

what of a mystery. But as no one would be so inane as to

maintain that these are rests of the archetype preserved only
in a sub-group of the Qrantha version and lost without a

trace elsewhere, not only in the remaining MS3. of the Grantha
version but in all other versions of both recensions as well,

we are inevitably led to the conclusion that this sub-group of

the Granfcha version must present a text exceptionally heavily

padded with indiscriminate additions. This noteworthy fact

renders its agreements with N immediately suspect. And a priori

also it is more likely that, when there is agreement between a

sub-group of one version and some entirely different version

or versions, the sub-group is the borrower. It may further be

pointed out that 294* is by a long way not the only passage

which this sub-group of the Grantha version shares with the vul-

gate text, against the rest of the Grantha version together with

the Sarada-Kasjmiri and the Malayalam versions. Here is a

list of these passages ( in adhyayas 20-43 ), which must all be

assumed to be interpolated in the sub-group in question under

the influence of some MS. or MSS. on which the text of the vul-

gate is based, that is, of some late Northern sources : 294*, 301*,

307*, 327*, 329*, 335*, 341*, 343*, 355* 385*, 392*, 393*, 396*,

402*, 411*, 419*, etc.

A.fter this preamble we may proceed to consider the case

of the Suparn. passage. Here the indebtedness of Gi. ^ 4-5 to

the Northern recension is equally clear and would have been

manifest to K. f had he but attempted to visualize the whole

passage as it stands in the sub-group instead of contenting

himself with merely counting the number of lines. B. s
^initial

mistake lies in thinking that 324* and 326* are equivalent

passages, whereas the passages, although of the same lengtH

and inserted at the same point, are utterly different in enten

and have an entirely different significance. The passage 324

10
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contains a kuala-question and an inquiry as to whether
Garuda gets enough to eat ; 326*, on the other hand, contains
a question as to where G-aruda is going in such hurry J

Remembering this and reading the various passages together,
the relationship between the MSS. will be clear. It is again a
case of irrelevant insertion in the conflated group. The passage
in question reads in the different MS. groups as under.

Ko. 3. 4 N Vi B D Ti

( 7ab and 324* )

Gi. 2. 4. 5

( 7ab and 326* )

i ]

Ko. 3. 4 N Vi B D Ti G2. 4 . 5

( 327* )

Placed in this way, the reader will see at a glance that
while 327* is a proper rejoinder to the query in 324,* it is

totally irrelevant after 326* ; because in 0-2.4.5, in reply to
KaSyapa's question where Garuda is going, Garuda says'* My mother is well, so is my brother, and so am I

"
etc. This

clearly shows that in Gz. 4 5, 327* is a secondary interpolation.
Then the question arises whether 326* could be a rest of the
archetype. The probability of this being so is reduced to nil
not merely J>y the fact that the passage is found only in the
highly inflated group Gi. z. 4. 5, but also from the noteworthy
circumstance ( which I fear has escaped the vigilant R. ) that in

Gi^2. 4. 5, 7a& has been altered from prstas cakhyatavan pituh to
Kasyapam dlptatejasam in order to accommodate the additional
lines. In any case these interpolations are not common to N
and S, as erroneously believed by R.

The history of these interpolations must be something like
the following. The question (which is missing in S excepfc Ti)
and the answer (which is found only in Ti G*. 4.5 of the S MSS.)
regarding Garuda's gastronomic requirements ( 324* and 327* )were interpolated in a part of N ( namely, the base of the vul-
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gate ), inspired by Suparn, 19. 2. Independently there was

inserted in Gi. 2. 4. 5 a question by Ka^yapa (
i<: Where are you

going with such speed ?'* ) in anticipation of the reply of

Garuda in 1. 25. 7 cd, an interpolation which probably has

nothing to do with the Suparn. Subsequently, after comparison

with some MS. or MSS. of the N recension, the answer of

Gaiuda 327* ( which, as I have remarked above, fits only to

the question in 324* ) was irrelevantly added in an ancestor of

Gi. 2. 4- 5 by an ignorant copyist after 326*, where it does not

fit in the least ! This second mistake of the copyist of an an-

cestor of G i. 2. 4. 5 is another valuable piece of irrefutable

evidence of the contamination of these four G MSS. from some

late Northern source,

I have remarked above that the mangalya or svastyayana

( 335* ) before 1. 25. 26 must also be regarded as an interpola-

tion This follows for one thing from the MS. evidence, and is

corroborated by the fact that the words of the Suta: sa tac

chrutvapitur vakyamvefe* clearly to Kasyapa's directions as to

what Garuda should next do and ignore the intervening the

long mangalya altogether. That is why the vulgate alters

srutva to smrtva I

The reader need not be sceptical about the possibilities of

such indiscriminate conflation and addition The critical

apparatus, if closely scrutinized and properly ^ders^
will reveal numerous instances of a similar character.

^

Even

a close study of the Kumbhakonam edition, prepared in our

?irhv two excellent Southern Pandits, will throw some

ri n ]^IwS of h old redactors of the Mahabharata,

itllef anrfven contradictory versions are placed quite

Nllaka^ha naively remarks :

, 0,. Ud,os. 4..

8, p. 203 f. 5 and Winternitz, Ind. Ant. 27
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That is why It is safe to assume that far more stanzas

must have been added to the Great Epic than omifcted from ifc.

It follows from this as a corollary that the archetype must
almost completely -if not quite completely be contained in

the eifcant MSS. 1

It will thus be seen that the assurance with which I have

spoken ( In the note on 1. 20. 1 ) of the contamination of

Gi. 2. 4, 5 from late Northern sources Is amply justified; and
that the passages common to this sub-group and the vulgate
text ( 324'% 326*, 327* ) mentioned by R. are In fact interpola-
tions and no remnants of the archetype.

The Position of K,

If I understand R. ( p. 248, lines 1-3 ) right his remarks
are somewhat confused he questions the propriety of my
treating the concordant readings of the Southern
recension and the Kamirl ( Sarada ) version ( against the
rest of N" ) as original readings. But in the course of the same
paragraph, he expresses his unqualified approval of the proce-
dure of Prof. Liiders in accepting as original the consensus of

G and B ( against the rest of 3ST). Now, as a matter of documen-
tary probability, there is no difference whatsoever between the

consensus of K and S against B D on the one hand and the

consensus of B and G against D on the other ; because the

relationship between the different versions must be one of the

following type :

Ur-Mahabharata

N S

*$ *B

where X Is the Intermediate archetype of the vulgate, and
*K, ^B, etc, are the ( uncontaminated ) archetypes of K, B f etc.

1 Of. Buben, op. cit. p. 245.
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If Prof. Lxiders gives preference to the consensus of B
and G- against tlie D MSS. S it is to be presumed that he would
likewise give preference to the consensus of K and B against
B ( with or without D ). Let us see what Prof. Liiders himself
has to say on the point :

l

"... Dagegen ist es sehr erfreulich zu horen, dass von
Adhy. 26 an noch ein altes Sarada-Manuskript auf Birken-
rinde zu G-ehote steht, voraussichtlich der einzige vollkonimen
echte Vertreter der Ka&mlrl-Version.

** Das ist um so mehr zu begrussen, als die KasmM-Version
den relativ altesten Text des Epos bietet. Mit keiner der
ubrigen nordlichen Versionen sfcimmen aber die sudlichen
Handschriften so genau uberein wie mit der Kajlmlrl-Version.
Andererseits zeigt diese keine der offenkundigen Zusatze der
sudlichen Rezension. Die raumlich weite Getrenntheit der
beiden Handschriftengruppenschliesstdie direkte Abhangigkei
der sudlichen Hezension von der Kasmtrl-Version nahezu aus.
Es ist dahe?* anzunehmen> dass da, wo die beiden in JLesarle n
zusammenstimmen, die Lesungen des altesten Textes, der errei"hbm
ist> vorliegen. Zu dieser Beurteilung des V&rhaltnisses der Kas-
mwl und der sudlichen Handschriften, die Sukthankar vertritt ,

war auch ich bereits bet der Herstellung der DrucJcprche gelangt*
s

wenn mir auch von der Kasimlrl-Version nur die ziemlich

nachlassig geschriebene Handschrift der Bibliothek des India
Office 2137 vorlag. -.. Selbstverstandlich kann auch die
Ka^mlrl-Version Textanderungen enthalten, und der Herausge-
ber ist meines Erachtens im Rechte, wenn er gelegentlich der

BangalI-Version, mit der die Maithili-Version und der Tex t

des Arjunamisra im allgemeinen zusammengehen, da wo sie

mit den sudlichen Handschriften iibereinstimmt, den Vorzug
gegebeu hat."

Prof. Luders, in other words, unhesitatingly endorses my
procedure. Herr Dr. Ruben dissents 1 I am content to leave it

at that.

The Extent of the Virataparvan

When I adopted 2050 as the figure
s representing th

extent of the Virataparvan, I did not do so, as B. says ( p. 251 ),

* Deutsche Literaturzeittmp, 1930, Heft 24, Sp. 114=1.

8 Italics mine !

3 See my remarks in " Epic Studies II 5
% pp. 188 E. wj>m, on the

Y*lue of the figures in the Parvasamgraha.
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under the influence of CJtgikar or anybody else. My chief
reason for adopting the figure was that it represents the reading
of the majority of K supported by the Maithill MS. ( Vi ) and
the Nllakantha version ( Dn ). When Nllakantha adopts it,
there is a certain amount of probability of its being well re'

presented in the old Northern MSS, of his time. I cannot say
whether B. knows that it is the reading of all printed editions
as well ; it looks as though he does not.

Now let us consider the claims of the other variants. S
has an obviously inflated text. 1 This inflated text appears" to
have been recounted in the South by the diaskeuasts and the
Parvasamgraha figure altered accordingly to 3500. 2 So the
reading of S may be left out of consideration altogether. The
other Northern variants are as follows *

2015 :

300 :

2500 : 3ft ^sgRTrfir ft B4 Dz
Ki Vim Bz. 3. 4111 D/. 12.

Dr Di

Only one thing that is plain in the midst of the prevailing
confusion is that the text has been counted and the figure
adjusted more than once. The paftcadasaiva of K3, however, is

obviously only a corruption of pancasad eva of the text s Thus
the text reading represents the reading of K except Ko.i. There
is no adequate reason for giving preference here to the read-
ings of Ko or Ki, because they not only disagree among them-

I*'
b
^ooaCh findS nly desult0^ suPPort from other

Northern MSS. What could the editor do under these circums-
tances tmt leave the reading of the vulgate ( supported by the
majority of K ) in possession and mark it as doubtful ? The
text figure appears, however, in a certain measure, to be sup-ported and even made probable by the facts of the case ; becausethere are m existence, as a matter of fact, a few MSS. of the
toxfus simple ( F A M ) *-and with the constantly operating

" lT
!

v

berdle Oranthtteenaion des
. Wtss. z. Gottingen, 1901, p. 52

2 See Editorial Note ( 2 ) to Fasc. 3 f p. iii

h* textisthftt

MSR*
6^^ "*.' it, but I surndBe that hia JF A M areMSB. of the K ver8ion , that is, Devamrgai-r tranBcript. of SsTads
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urge towards inflation their number will be necessarily small
which, are approximately of that length.
The figure 2500, I must confess, I cannot adequately

explain.
l But as regards 2300, which approximately repre-

sents the extent of the vulgate text and which is documented
by B2. 3. 401 among others, one may hazard the guess that it

represents the measure of the text of that section of the Bangall
version in which the Kali ( or Durga ) hymn had been first

interpolated along with some other accretions. All things
considered, I think I was perfectly justified in adopting in the
Parvasamgraha the reading which I did adopt.

What B. means by saying ( p. 251 ) that the reading of
the archetype ra ight have been :

is beyond my comprehension. Does he mean that I should
have set this '( imaginary ) line in the constituted text in place
of the one which I have, or does he only want to show that he
can compose an Anustubh line ? If it is the latter, I will

readily admit that the line is metrically, grammatically and

stylistically impeccable, and does him credit. As we do not,

however, want to rewrite the Mahabharata, such manufactured
lines have no value for us. The only sound test of the correct-

ness of a reading is the evidence of MSS. In overriding this

evidence, R. is unguardedly opening wide the door to a sub-

jective
" Hohere Kritik ", which is the only thing that we must

rigorously avoid doing at this stage of the Mahabharata studies

and which "R. would be the first to deprecate if any one else

were feo attempt it.

Ruben constitutes the Text

At the end of his paper R. has appended, as a specimen,

the text of 3 stanzas ( 1. 26. 1-3 ), as it should be constituted.

The reader who has waded through 15 pages of R.'s disquisition

on the complicacies of the Mahabharata textual criticism will

be amassed to discover that notwithstanding the overwhelming
mass of variants and "

additional
"

lines which stand at the

1 I surmise that It is the extent of some composite text ( like that

prepared by the scholiast Ratnagarbha ), comprising the rulgat text

plus some interesting additions gleaned from the Southern recension.

2 A line made up by R. on the basis of Utgikar's statement that

there are 1729 stanzas common to N and S,
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disposal of the exacting critic and despite tb.e alarming
theoretical doubts and scruples expressed by R. in the earlier

part of Ms paper, bis constituted text differs from mine princi-

pally in the readings of two aksaras, and the addition of a line

which he himself subsequently ( p. 256 ) admits to be a probable

interpolation ! The difference between our readings is as

follows. In line 1 he hesitatingly sets matre l for my matra>

and in line 3 bhanktva for my^bhagnam* R. (doubtfully ) decides

in favour of matre on the ground that it is a lectio difficilior

and according to R. himself -of course in another place (p. 253)

-the criterion of the lect. diff.iB problematic and proves nothing.

Here is a neat little paradox : R. prefers the lect. diff. and sets

it in the text, because the criterion of the lect. diff. is problematic

and proves nothing ! As regards the second word, R. admits

that though he prefers bhanktva, the differentiation from ( an

original ) Magnam to bhanktva may be an innovation ( p. 256 ).

The other difference in the text as constituted by
R. and by me lies in the underlining of the uncer-

tain parts of the text. Let me at onoe admit that

I have been rather remiss in showing the uncertain

portions in this passage. The device is a practical makeshift

and by its vary nature hard to apply strictly and consistently.

But the difficulty is not solved by R.*s marking below the text

wavy and straight, single and double lines, in season and out

of season, as soon as he espies a variant In the critical

apparatus. An edition prepared on R/s plan would be indeed
not critical but hypercritical. Even a constituted text is

after all a text, meant to be read like any other text, and
not a chart of the aberrations of careless copyists of the last

two millennia. While it would be foolish to underline
bJwgnam ( line 2 ) merely on the ground that three ( inferior )

MSS.D3.6.7 read for it lagnam, which is obviously a clerical error,
it is fatuous to underline text words merely because some MS.

* Even with his reading, R >g translation is inaccurate! The
translation should be :

" Aber kaum hatte der ubermachtige G-aruda ( den
Baum ) nut seinen Fusaen beriihrt, als der Ast des Baumes abbrach ",
etc. and not " Nachdem ( der Baum ) von Garuda beruhrt war, brach von
ihin ein Ast,

" etc. E,*s translation oinits tu, padbhyam, and ZaUyasa and
ignoresthe force of matra- ( ifc. ) ! With B/s reading matre, the
word sa in line 1 (for which theie is no variant even in TGM1 }
-remains unclaimed and has to be forcibly connected with saJcJia in the
middle of the following line. Altogether the reading adopted by B. is

unsatisfactory.
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or other has a divergent reading, as B. does in the case of

ballyasa ( Ki mahatmana ), sa tad- ( 63 sarsih ), tesam era ( 3

tesam caiva ), etc.

With regard to the short explanatory notes ( p, 255 f. ) add-
ed by R. below the specimen of the text, I have to make the
following comments

The participle smayamana is not "episch", but smayan(of the
text ) may be, since the root srnl is -commonly tissd with middle
endings. The line 340* being an interpolation ( even B. ad-

mits, p. 236, the possibility of its being that ), the adhomukhan
of the test is opposed virtually only by the avanmukhan of the
two Grantha MSS. 0-3. 6, because the remaining adverse MSS.
( G-i. 2, 4. 5 M ), while trying to interpolate the Vaikhanasas
( under the influence of Suparn. 13* 4), have obviously altered

the last foot of the line ( Zd );
1 therefore the text reading adho-

mukhan is hundred per cent certain and in need of no under-

lining, straight or wavy. In view of the fact that 340* is

missing even in T Gs.6 and in regard to the general chara-

cter of G-J. 2. 4. 5 explained above, there cannot be the slightest

doubt about the spuriousness of 340*; the line was probably first

inserted in M and copied thence by the highly inflated group
Gi. 2. 4. 5. The form jagrhe is found only in five Devanagarl
and two Southern MSS. ( one Malayalam and one Grantha X
In old Devanagarl MSS. ( written with prsthamatras ), jagrhe
would be all but indistinguishable fxomjagraha of the text. So
fehe reading of these Devanagarl MSS. may be ignored in this

case. The Bangall and the Southern MS8. t which would

carefully distinguish between the two words, have jagraha,
with two insignificant exceptions in the Southern recension.

It is on that account that jagraha was adopted in the text* and
it is not doubtful. 3ef is certainly a third line, but is in spite

of that quite certain. The line is not missing in any MS,,
and as for its reading there is agreement on all material points

between all versions of both recensions. Thus K and S agree

completely with each other as far as e is concerned,, which

is a very significant fact in its favour and should not be

lightly ignored. The variations concern mainly /. The diffi-

cult pravisatayat, a lecL diff., preserved only in K, was the

cause of the remodelling of the pada in S and the vulgate. Of

1 Gl. 2. 4. 5 have used their adhomu&han in 3^0*. They therefore
,

substitute tapodhanan in its place in the original Hue- M has

out another combination ( tqpodhan&n-cwanaw&K&n )*

11
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course all guesses as to how the variants have actually arisen

must be more or less problematic. I would, however, hazard

the conjecture that the way to the variant pravicalaijan was

virtually paved by the southern tendency to confuse the palatal

sibilant ( s ) and fricative (c) : the successive steps in the corrup-

tion would be pravisatayan, corrupted to *
catayan, and then

"corrected" to *calayan. The vinasayan of KS Dz is perheps an

original gloss ; or (more probably) a wrong correction of an origi-

nal mislection, the successive steps being visatayan,
*
visanayan

(ti and na being written almost alike in old Devanagarl MSS. ) t

and vinasayan. The difficulty with the word pravisatayan may
be realized when it is remembered that the Dhatupatha knows

no root like sat or iat ; it cites only sad !

Ruben's long disquisition on the difficulties of the Maha-

bharata textual criticism boils down to this : only that portion

of the text which is documented by both recensions, in identical

terms, is tolerably certain; the rest is doubtful in varying degrees,

there being no criterion whatsoever which can enable us to dis-

criminate with complete confidence between the variants; even

the concordance between K and S ( against B D )
*

is not con-

clusive evidence of the originality ofthe common reading. This

is a more or less obvious standpoint, though partly erroneous

and distinctly timid and conservative. It was hardly necessary

for the
"
Referent "

to write so much in order to say so little.

His attitude of dogmatic doubt has caused him to make unwit-

tingly some wild exaggerations and unwarranted generaliza-
tions as I have shown above. His perfunctory study of the

manuscript evidence has led him occasionally to make gross

blunders in the estimation of the relationship of the different

manuscript groups and versions, some of which have been

pointed out above. Many of the difficulties of the Maha-
bharata textual criticism of which he speaks in his paper are

* K, seems to have somehow a lurking partiality for the consensus
of B and S ( or even B and Gr ). If he only knew, the agreements bet-

ween K. and S are likely to prove. much sounder than thoae between B
and S; for, whilethera are indications that thare miy be sporadic conta-

mination between B and G- (and perhaps even between B and S ), the

(genuine) KaSmTrl version (S) and Sasa whola have certainly the

appearance of being almost wholly independent of each other throughout
the Adijparvan.
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due to Ms failure to understand the modus operandi of the

redactors and copyists of the epic and Ms lack of insight into

the character of the different manuscripts an Insighfc which

call be acquired only after a long familiarity with the

manuscripts themselves and a close and patient study of their

tendencies and idiosyncrasies. Buben's paper Is, in general,

quite intelligent, but not at all important for the Mahabharata

textual criticism*



THE GRAMMAR OF THE GITA A VINDICATION
BY

B. N. KRISKNAMURTI SARMA

In the course of an article contributed by him. io the

Bhandarkar Commemoration Volume 1917, Prof. V. K Rajwade,
a scholar of some repute, had unsparingly criticised the

Bhagavad-Glta, and opined that it could not be regarded as one

of the best poems in the world. He also pointed it out to be

full of grammatical absurdities and defects of diction and added

that it
"
offends against the economy of words by most egregi-

ously interspersing expletives like ^ r&, offi, <j,^ f and other

meaningless single words plentifully and by using expressions

that in no way add to or emphasise the meaning." ( p. 330. )>

that
"
tho

*

lavish of expletives the Glta does not mind lacu-

nae" (p. 332), and that
" we should expect the Glta to be honey-

combed with purple passages if it were a poem and a poem
worthy of being placed in the highest class of poetry." (p. 332).

The whole criticism is directed from two standpoints, the

aesthetic and the grammatical. The critic at the outset begins
with an elaborate citation of the definitions of poetry given by
prominent literary critics Indian as well as European. Mam-
matta and Jagannatha are cited. A host of English poets and

literary critics are approvingly quoted s Puttenham, Dryden,

Wordsworth, Coleridge, De Quincey, IJudson, Herbert Spencer,
in the light of whose theories of poetry and its foundations

the art and diction of the Glta is pronounced to be poor and

clumsy.

Taking his stand upon the Sutras of Panini and Classical

Sanskrit, the critic proceeds to show that the Glta "abounds in

slovenly unclassical Sanskrit and mistakes of grammar.
"

The Glta, as every body knows, is a part and an important
part of the Mahabharata. It shares the oddities of Epic style

even as any other portion of the Epic. Indeed, the Epic period
is recognised to be a distinctive epoch in the development of

the Sanskrit language and the Ramayana and the Mahabharata
as works belonging to this period are far earlier in date of

composition if not of final redaction than the Sutra Period.

Paninfs Sutras do not affect the language of the Mahabharata
anymore than they do the language of the Vedas or Upanisads*
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No one should therefore presume to -judge either from the

vantage of Panlnlan grammar. The rules of Paiiini do not

and cannot apply to the Epic, It does not also apply to the

Glta which forms part of the Epic. I shall presently show
that the Glta does share the oddities of Epio style and that its

language is closely akin to that of the Epic* It is even

possible to point out parallel passages, lines and phrases, from

all other portions of the Epic to those of the Glta.

The entire criticism becomes groundless when ifc is re-

membered that no claim is or has ever been made on behalf

of the Glta that it is the beau ideal of Sanskrit poetry ! Hindu
tradition has not cared to attribute false perfection of any
kind to it. The entire attitude which seeks to make it conform
to classical definitions of Kavya given from the latest works of

Alarhkara and requires the author of the Glfca-whoever he bei

to embellish his verses with all the niceties of literary fiat is

wrong lock stock and barrel. The author of the Glta is no
laureate writing to win a smile from patronising lips or winks
of approbation and nods of assent from gullible admirers. He
is in a word not a dilettante of poetry and the fine arts, but

a moralist and a philosopher. His words are addressed to

the earnest seeker who asks for the redeeming truth and not to

him who asks for purple patches of poetry wherewith to

amuse his leisure hours.

Far from being claimed as one of the best poems of the

world the Glta is always claimed to be and spoken of as an

Upanisad 1 It is what it claims to be a Yoga Sastra and an

Upanisad. It is a gross pel version of facts and a misnomer
to call it a Kavya and then seriously proceed to adjudge its

merits as one.

The critic picks out grammatical mistakes which range
from indiscriminate use of AtmanSpada and Parasmaipada in

place of each other, absence of regular Samdhi and loose usage

of case-endings to clumsy and intricate constructions and

shifting of compounds.

These errors of commission and omission are too* trivial

to be taken into account. Everything is explained when we
remember that we are dealing with Epic and not Classical

Sanskrit. One feature of Epic and Puranic Sanskrit is that

forms have not yet become stereotyped. Samdhi was a matter

of convenience in poetry. Indiscriminate use of Parasmaipada
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and Atmanepada Is very common. But still there are other
cases in which the padas are used scrupulously. In these and
in many other particulars the G-Ita follows the Mahabharata.

Let us see how. Here are some parallel passages and
phrases.

( Mahabharata. L 1. 243 ).

Gita
LI. 272-6.

* \

- i L 2. 3.

\ 8. 4.

I L 9. 2.

\ I. 41. 22.
i

: I I. 43. 5^

i

\ I. 45. 11.

III. lie. 9.

Ir^f cf

I I. 64. 40.

i I. 73. 19.

*& I I. 87. 10.

: I 1.89.1.
334 ^ % f^sq- I

i I. 89. 10.

qf f^&srtTg; i i. 157.

|| IIL 215 26

5r?f ^rgfw^rf^1

n
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U III. 234. 13. 14.

Other parallels In Furanic diction are :
-

H f^TFJcf I Bhagavafca. I\7 . 7. 2

n IV. 9. 31.

I IV. 25. 46.

\ IV. 26. 24.

An indiscriminate use of padas can be met with In plenty
in the Bharata as well as in the Glta.

: ( II. 14. 24 ), ^rr, srgqr^ ^srw|, ?dN%, ( ill. GO. 11 )

apparently scrupulous use of padas is seen In :

nft ^Tftft t ( HI- 298. 102 ) p

I ( III. 314-45 ).
"

U

\

Odd usages are not uncommon :

meaning 3><tff<A ( I- 2. 117 )

( L 251. 23 )

I I. 257. 21.

I. 256. 24.

t 1. 178. 27.

III. 48. 36.

I III. 53. 16.

I (III. 251.10)

Lioose constructions are in evidence in :
*

s^t^T ^Pfljtft I

H ( I. 148. 68 )
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V. 112. 12 )

It will be readily seen from the foregoing parallelisms that

tlie Glta cannot possibly be isolated from the rest of the
Mahabharata and adjudged in any respect. It is part and
parcel of the Epic. It errs with the Epic and rises with it.

The critic makes the greatest mistake when he utterly
overlooks the indigenous commentaries on the Glta which
satisfactorily explain many of his 'puzzles."

He thinks t"bat the author of the Glta has used 4j^TlTJ|f for

*fcilWI ( ch. 18. 5 ) 3F3jqr for apq^( 13. 11 ).* But this is clearly
a misapprehension. The term sf^T^t has been actually used in
the text twice as also its synonyms 3TT% and f%^arFr. Thus the
author of the Glta speaks throughout of

" wise men " as oppos-
ed to mere " men." gitl^S^.* is said to be "

careless Sanskrit."
But a little consideration would show that it is not the mistake
of the author of the Glta. The prose-order and explanation as

given by Baghavendra Svamin runs: cT%sft: ^i^4R: tt:

The critic has mis-
read the words and played tricks with evidence.

The use of expletives is not always without reason. Nor
are they mere "stop-gaps

" and "fillers" as the critic thinks.
Our commentators have always drawn attention to the exple-
tives and explained their force. Students of Indian Philosophy
are well aware of the value of su ch expletives in Indian pole-
mical literature.

In the case of ^r^pr^rgrfir ^^^h^HJi^i ( 3. 20 ) in which the
critic wrongly renders <3n^g as

"
preservation of Society,"

both the axpletives srfq and TJcf are necessary. In his own
* The critic's reference is incorrect for ( 13, 12 ). Elsewhere there

are three more incorrect references.
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masterly way Raghavendra Svamin explains them :

The critic patronisingly remarks*
"

It is doubtful if it has
any meaning in ^4kfM^-dtw4l : ?Pc^?|fw ( 2. 16 ) and in

3fl%m% S clfgj^; ( 2. 17 )." The aufchor of Bhasyotkarsa-Dlpika
and Raghavendra agree that 5 implies emphatic iteration :

I ^TR^nfitr 3 T^-ffi%!% H The critic

unnecessarily confuses the whole issue by introducing a fanci-

ful distinction between a "popular and a philosophical notion."

To say ( as he does ) that
"
in the popular view only one thing

has an end while according to the philosophical view both

have an end " and so on ( p. 330 ) is fantastic nonsense.

The next complaint is that sometimes two words meaning
the same thing are used to

"
fill up gaps.

"
It is a pity that

he forgets that no two synonyms are ever exactly synony-
mous. There is bound to be some slight shade of difference

between the two. He points out that ^R" and sfi%^ ( 4, 33 ),

3T^5 and g4 ( 12. 3 ), ^p; <Jt5f, STR^ W*m^^ ( 6-9 ) pairs

meaning the same thing are used side by side
" without any

difference in sense being implied.
" Here again his lack of

acquaintance with Sanskrit commentaries is responsible

for this hasty criticism. With regard to sn%$ Samkara says

erafcfcns; 3m3OT3 T%3 %%S^rf%35 (Anandagiri.) The Gita-Tivrti

runs : f

The idea expressed is quite in line with

Vedantic tradition.

^R^ and &% are explained by Samkara and Ramamija as

static ( stable T and eternal. The Vivrti would have g% as

ftf^Elt. With regard to the three pairs
*

p; to etc.
*

Kagha-

vendra Svamin has a briiliant exposition which bears out the

niceties of Sanskrit vocabulary:

The critic writes:-
"
^fl^t is hard to construe and inter-

pret.
w The difficulty again is due to scrupulous non-

cooperation with original texts and commentaries.
^
Samkara

does not feel it hard to "construe and interpret" I =e

\ Madhva finds it easier still : ^ ^^^k %fit

( Jayatirtha* )

12
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Sometimes the stop-gaps and fillers spoil the sense as in

-,,o- llR^cR |FTR% FTTr^M y*li^ ; T ^T ( 3. 39 ) as though Fire
would envelop but not burn knowledge I" ( p. 331 ) This is

clearly disingenous. In the first place the word ^^
in the text does not mean Fire. It is too commonplace.
As "*\T^R1^ <^TiQ^l" facetiously remarks 3Ti^^T ^rfg'^cfT^ ^I*=^T^ g

\ Samkara himself gives a different interprefca-
which gains ground under

*'

Prepositions are promiscuously used without any
apparent alteration in meaning.*' Then follows a list of such
forms. But it has to be suggested in reply that prepositional
forms besides usually indicating different and varying shades
of meanings are also used for the sake of style and in other

cases are to be attributed to the idiosyncrasies of authors,
Here again the critic's list of forms is only partially correct.

Thus 5^13: indicates the buoyancy of Krsna and Arjuna
as soon as they entered the field -a fact intended to be contrast-

ed with the gloom of the opposite party. "In spite of the

thundrous noise of the trumpets, blow of conches etc., from
the enemy's ranks, Madhava and Arjuna blew their conches
louder still not in the least disheartened or perturbed by the

clamour of the opposite rank/* ( Madhusiidana Barasvati).

Sfg^f^T expresses Aryuna's over-anxiety to preserve the

chastity of the women-folk which he fears would be irre-

deemably jeopardised in the event of a national war and

consequent carnage.

etc. bear witness to his burning state of

emotions.

conveys an assurance.

denotes eternal bondage. ( Samkara).
has the force of srfh^l^^q-gj^ q^^rfcf or

obviates any expectation on the part of the speaker:

Bhasyotkarsa Dlpika ).

Nllakantha defines ^rqralf as
U Samkara takes it to mean ^rgfrT^cT. Another

commentary remarks
)
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is the oppolste of and not the same as &ftfN> ( 11-32)**

(p 332. ) ! I wonder what is the point after all in this sapient

comment. If the critic means that It is misused he is sadly

mistaken. The reference here is not merely to one army
but to both. arfisfe 3T^re 3TOT srf^W^ ( Samkara ). Madhva writes

\ g^[ 133

fq ( Jayatlrtha )

without a preposition tho* unusual is excusable on

Epic grounds : ^ 3 3M 33*te : I- 44. 32.

The omission of srPf after an^TTRR: and f^pi: etc
,

of stfcf

before ^T2lcT: can as well be supplied Irom the context and hence

do not count as serious errors.

On p, 335 the critic remarks " No one can trace the source

of his ( Krsna's ) statement that the =3 is the first of com-

pounds.
" Krsna however does not say it is the^rsf but

Jf
best

**

of compounds and the reason is not far to seek :

g^an^sraM: ( Madhusudana Sarasvati. cf. also Bhattoji )

%3$ in
e

cftt ^rf% ^M ......
*
is deemed unnecessary because

it would
" make the .Atman an agent in company with certain

other factors.'* But there is no need for such nervousness if

we understand 3ft as constituting the very reason of the

soul's inactivity..

( Samkara. ) But it remains to be seen whether the Glta is

pledged to this theory of the soul's inactivity. All that the

verse means to tell us is that the individual is not an absolu-

tely free and independent agent The trend of the Glta is

far from supporting any theory of the inactivity of the soul*

The verse in question simply warns us against arrogating to

ourselves the initiative and conduct of affairs. Baghavendra

sums up the whole : ^ ^FT ^|ftqTO>4 ^g^
the

out a purpose and significance and we shall leave it at that.

Our critic is at a loss to understand how and why certain

things mentioned in Chapter X as specially significant or best

of their kind are really so I But his ignorance only ^^
his audacity and he burst forth into facetious humour : Some

no doubt arl good and grand examples of divine greater

the Himalayas, the ocean and the Gange,, ; some splendid such

as the Sun, the Moon; some powerful as the wind, ""
the lion eta But by which of these qualities shall we
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terise the Sama Veda, Brhaspati, Bhrgu and Narada ? They
are simply best of their kind 1" ( p. 334 ). A reference to the

commentaries at once clarifies the issue I Just see: *n&R ^?pjft,

: (Nllakantha, Madhu-
sudana. )

( Srldhara. )

Madhusudana.) The story of Bhrgu's mys-
terious third eye in virtue of which he roamed about the three

worlds to decide who was the best of the gods is current in the

Padma-Purana,

jfnRS* The cause of his greatness is given in the text itself

^rr'tTcr ^p^; ^T^^R ^r%^ snHF^ref *F% *rR?3p ( Samkara, Srldhara^
Madhusudana ).

^fR[ and ^RT elude the critic. "What sort of greatness do

these possess and what sort of pride or pleasure can Krsna or

for the matter of that any one feel in calling himself 'gambling*
which is simply a civilised form of filching ?" (p.335) sfR is not

tha dry disputation of two extinct volcanoes, Sathkara brings
out the innate dignity of Vada.

( Anandagiri and Madhusudana. )

The critic makes a colossal mistake when he thinks that

the so many things referred to by Krsna are in fact his own
alteregos or fchat any identification between them is meant I

The aim of Krsna's illustrations is to impress upon Arjuna the

fact that He is the Ruler of All, who empowers the mightiest
and sustains tha weakest. His hand is felt not merely in

things great and good bub in things small or repellent ( ^3^-
sRT^R ^<H;d-5sr: ). But nothing is repellent to him. He is equal-
ly present in all : in the learned Brahman, the elephant, the

cow, the dog and the Candala. In fact he is in all high and
low, great and small, good and bad. The warrior's might is

due to Him and the gambler's cunning is due to Him. Nothing
exists then which is not ultimately deiived from Him and
which does not in ever so small or great a degree call up his

prowess and presence. There is nothing inherently shocking
if the Glta fearlessly attributes gambling as an art to the
divine presence. The Lord himself is going to speak of him-
self as the merciless slayer of all men. It is, however, a false
notion that God resides only in good things. He lives in
Heaven and Hell, suffers the play of good and evil but is not
in turn affected by them. ( ^f4 f| *r4 sr?n ) In fact standards
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of anthropomorphism do not apply to Him. In his lectures on

the Gita, Babu Aurobindo Ghose clearly brings out the

thoroughness of the Hindu conception of God,

The critic further deplores that "tfcf ^ft etc, are considered

best among women because they happen to be feminine in

speech. But the heroines and noble ladies of our Epics-a

mere utterance of whose names soon after waking in the early

morning is deemed auspicious (as if the critic does believe in

such rank superstition. ) Slta, Tara, Anasuya, Mandodari,

Savitri, Damayantl and Taramati of blessed memory ......... ...

Sarasvati the goddess of speech have all been forgotten"

(*p.334 ). A reference to the commentaries again clarifies the

issue. Madhusudana explains : stf^M^ sft

The
" noble ladies

'* are not forgotten.

3jf^ I According to another view the seven terms respecti *ely

denote seven ladies each famous in a particular respect

Elsewhere he remarks,
"
It is doubtful whether siWFlf: in

(17.23) refers to the caste or the Brahmana
.

portion of the Vedas. In the latter case it ought to be

If it were the caste there is no reason why it should precede

the Vedas and sacrifices
"

( p. SOT). -But the commentators are

sure that only the caste is meant. And the critics puzzle why

it should precede the Vedas and
sacrifice^

is thus clearly

explained by Madhusudana. smpw ^fcT 5W<*fcP*558gFT I

is not wroDg as is made out. Kor is it

I ^T^IWcf bas the
necesary to have it as ^cTRT%n^f I T^IWcf as e

force of *Rta*P5l WP^Wft (Samkara. ) Madhusndana writes;

\

explained by Sridhara thus :

i

Some M clumsy and intricate constructions
" are noticed :-

The critic asks
" how are we to construe

The Vivrti suggests a simple construction:

. hs
^T= Evidently Duryodhana means to refer to hu

aTStinctfrom the mercenary soldiers and allied
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** The queerest stanza is ^ftwif ft ^RcTf (2. 67). For an intel-

ligible construction we have to alter the forms of certain words

as well as supply certain links
"

( p. 328. ) But the verse is

sufficiently intelligible as it is. Nllakaiitha has a very

simple and catching interpretation. f|

I The Vivrti suggests a more definite and direct con-

struction. Some more verses^ are pronounced to be clumsy in

a footnote. But a reference to any recognised commentary
would set at nought all doubts and difficulties. Intricacy
there is none to speak of. Mr. Gandhi once declared the

language of the Glta to be "
incredibly simple.

"

The critic declares that ^oft HP? $Fg54 ( 4. 17 ) really means
cfift f| effeo^. But this is a needless emendation. He will do welt

to understand TTRT: after every one of the three genitives.

Sarhkara actually adopts the same procedure.
: i Nllakantha and Srldhara suggest a similar

procedure. Raghavendra offers a different solution. (

Then comes a sententious remark.
"

It is rather strange
that Krsna, Arjuna and Vyasa so intimately cormecbed with

the story of the Mahabharata and the Glta should be men-
tioned as the best of their clans, family or class. Can they
be so detached from self and so impartial as to look upon them-
selves in that light?

"
( p. 335 ) This is simply a mischiev-

ous stunt the only fitting answer to which is given by Sri

Krsna himself in 7. 19, 24, 25.

" Another source of filling out is a host of vocatives "

( p. 331. ) In the first place it should be remembered that the

use of vocatives is a very common feature of Epic style. The

Mahabharata, the Hamayana and the Puranas abound in voca-

tives. This should not be condemned as unnatural because

primitive poetry has an irrepressible tendency toward vocative
address. Tbere is nothing incompatible therefore if the Glta

too is given to the use of vocatives in a large measure. It is

a defect ( if you please ) which it shares in common with the
rest of the Epic. But not all of them oin be declared to be

meaningless. Most of them are quite contestual and signi-
ficant. They contain so many hidden allusions, and sly hits.

The great commentators do not notice the vocatives.
\ The Bhasyotkarsa
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commentary of the Advaita school makes a consist-

ent and almost astonishing attempt to explain the import of

everyone of the vocatives occurring throughout the Gifca. The

success with, which the feafc is carried out is simply pheno-

menal. No other commentary so far as I am aware has at-

tempted anything like ifc with such wonderful capacity and

ingenuity, The critic's list of some twenty-four vocatives in all

( said to be meaningless ) vanishes into nothingness before

the myriads of instances selected and commented upon hy the

author of the Bhasyotkarsa-Dipika. Madhusudana Sarasvati

also notices some vocatives and explains their significance.

I have taken great pains to determine the variety and fre-

quency of suca vocatives and traca out the explanations there-

on offered by the author of Bhasyotkarsa-Dlpifcca] in particular

and other commentators in general.

1"36. A. B.* 3. 1-10-18.

1-31.

3~~3* A.. B.

2-45, 3-7, 4-5 A. B. 4-9 A. 4-37 A. 6-46, 8-27, 10-42,

18-34.

2-37, 60, 3-9, 39, 5-23, 6-35, 8-6. 9-23, 31. 18-60.

2-3, 42, 55, 72. 3-16, 22 A B. 4-11, 8-8, 14, 22, 27. 16-4

AB. 17-26.

2-14 A. 2-18, 28, 30. 3-25 A B. 4-7 ABC. 4-42 A
11-6, 14-10.

2-26, 68. 3-28 AB. 3-43 AB, 5-3, 6. 6-35. 7-5. 18-1.

1-41 AB. 3-36 AB.

4-2 AB. 18-41.

4-31 AB.
4-35 A. 6-2, 16-5.

2-48, 4-41. AB. 7-7 AB. 9-9. 18-29.

2-1. 6-33. 8-2.

1-28. AB. 6-34, 37, 39. 17-1.

2-41. 6-43 AB. 14-13.

7-11,16,23.17-12.
8-1.

11-2 AB.
4.

181.

* A, B, and C refer respectively to the equations of JUdbn-

85dana, BbWyotkarga-DlpiM and AnaBdagiri. Blank reference are

always to
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10-19.

11-7.

1-37 AB.

The following are' some of the typical explanations of

vocatives :

1. l%^r ( 8-6 ) ^FcRfct ^'^R^
^rR5~4^r ^Tict^fcf \

2. ^FT ( 10-41 ) TT^FT ST^^T incR cf^r f% \

3. R^r ( 7-7 )

4. cJT^ ( 1-41

^m ^ft= t

5, qrq- ( 2-3)

i

: t "Krsna himself had commended
Arjuna's spirited speech before the Rajasuya in the

following terms :

U

( Sabha Parva. 17-1 )

Kuntfs heroism was well known. The day preceding the

great war she had sent a message to her sons reminding them
of her slavery and encouraging them to fight to the death.

The Lord reminds Arjuna of the same by this gentle humor.

6. 5RTT (11-

Besides, the G-ifca is not so hopelessly vocative-ridden.
There are a good number of passages wherein vocatives are not
at all pressed into service-a fact which itself refutes the view
that they are used merely as stop-gaps and fillers. Such of
these are :

II 22-25 ; 33-36 ; 50-53 ; 61-67.
III 17-20; 29-35 ; IV. 12-30. VI. 6-16; 17-31.
VII 17-25. X 2-12. XIIL 3-30. XVIII. 7-28; 50-59.
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Furthermore, the Olta as a poem can boast of a number of

s wMch for brevity of style, chastity of expression and

Illation of thought are unrivalled. Examples are, IV-18*

Wl H-^. VI-1. ?. 5, 6, 16, 19, 46. VII 14. BO. YIIL 5, 6.

There are some sublime stanzas: V1II-9, 13, 17, 18, 19,-22.

[X. 27. X. 19-24.

An approach to rhyme is almost in evidence in the series

Stfc *WT-^ f^ : (X*J-14~17 ) w]lich recalls the famous

series in Adiparva or the equally memorable

in which the same refrain is kept up throughout a

whole chapter ( Udyoga parva 46. )

An earnest scholar may as well collect together many

stanzas with an aphoristic flavor. Sanskrit poetry can be

rightly proud of crisp sententious and pregnant verses like :

OT , v .,

and of many others besides, which want of space forbids

many aegories n the

13
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the Glta into eighteen chapters. Madhusudana Sarasvati
reads the concise phrase and Vedantic formula
dr4Ht% ( That Thou Art ) into the scheme of the G-ifca and
holds that the division into three saikas ( ST^E ) corresponds to

,three periods of the great sentence cTcX, c^

: %3[Tt ^Iffg'SnTTcHcpTS II B U

fTFTT*TT^ cfaio^pf s^Rlc^ I

Tc^T tl
"*" $1

n

( Introd. to Glta Vyakhyana ).

Mr. Vasant G. Rele F. C. P, S., L. M. & S. in his,

Bhagavad Glta A Psycho-Analysis
"

( Tarporewala &
Sons, Hornby Road, Bombay ), has endeavoured to show that
the Glta besides embodying the theory and practice of

psychology indicates the method of analysing, synthesising
and re-educating different phases of the mind of an
individual on the border land of mental derangement.
Arjuna on the eve of the battle grew definitely psychotic,
Krsna was an expert psycho-analyst and he subjected him to a
process of psycho analysis and pointed out that his
doubts and difficulties, moral misgivings and mental musings
were all due to a proper lack of harmony. Krsna sets to
work to restore that harmony. Elsewhere Mr. Rele repre-
sents the human nervous system as the famous Assvattha tree.

Whatever may be said of Rele's theories, XV Chapter,
dealing with the Assvattha tree turned topsy turvy is an alle-

gory. Madhusudana says
The conception of the World-

Cycle (s*HiTi'5b ) in the III Adhyaya which for somebime even
Mr. Gandhi was trying to identify with his national panacea
of the spinning wheel (charkha), is an allegory far ahead of any
-Miltonic, Shakespearean or Kalidasian ! Elsewhere the critic

remarks, "the way in which the artist deals with these topic*
wpuld show his mettle Even K&lidasa

f Bhav&bhuti,
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Shakespeare, Milton or Shelley would have been on 'their trial
and yet there is no doubt that they would have acquitted them-
selves worthily." ( p. 333.) Indian poets have never claimed
precedence over the authors of the Ramayana and the Maha-
bharata. They^

have all recognised their unchallengeable
superiority. Bana himself bows down to Vyasa in an intro-
ductory verse of the Harsacarita. It is mischievously out of
place to pit against each other the author of the Glfca and
Milton, Shelley or Shakespeare. They are not in pan materia.
They have no common ground.

Lastly, the chapter of the Universal Vision in which is
seen the whole Cosmos, the fight of the Kuruksetra, the sight
of the armies being devoured by the awful jaws of the Great
One is an allegory akin to~the one presented in the Purusa
Sukta with an immediate coloring. The essence of that
allegory notwithstanding disorderly groupings which the
critic points out, is contained in two verses which emphasise
the highest doctrine of fche Glta-the Immanence of God in
all things, that He is the sole Ruler and [the One Independent
Reality, that the whole scheme of organic and inorganic life

derives its support from Him.

This grand truth of things is the peculiar pride of the
Gita. No world-poet save the author of the Gita has ever
declared so solemn a truth in so impressive a manner.
Kalidasa? not BhavabhutI not Shakespeare not Shelley not
Milton has approached to anything like a glimpse of it.

And as against this a mendacious list of misused words,
misplaced compounds, irregular forms, archaisms, absence of

samdhi etc., weighs nowhere. The author of the Gita himself
is not likely to be perturbed by such puerilities- His is the

vantage of an overflowing philosophical lay the burden of

which would run :

(IL46)
And .this is bound to be the motto of Ms countless

followers gtill in the land of Bh&ra|a Varsa.



EEVIEWS

Eleven Lessons in Karm Yoga by YOGI BHIKSHU : The

Yogi Publication Society, 1928, Chicago, U.S. A,, Price $.2.00

or Rs. 6/4

The sub-title of this little quarto volume'of HO
pageg

reads "The Yogi Philosophy of Correct Thought-use and the

Yogin Doctrine of Work," The book is written in the tradition-

al theosophio style, and if there are parts of it that you do not

understand, the only remedy is to re-read it until understand-

ing ensues. The author delights in obscurity, and as a Mystic

he seems to have regarded it as a part of his duty to bring

together the most incongruous, as for instance when he de-

scribes the Parsis as Dravidian ( p. 28 ). The original Sanskrit

where quoted apart from absence of any diacritical marks-

is almost invariably incorrect and misinterpreted, For

example, Ishta Poorti ( p. 33 ), AdhuManto ( p. 37 ), Matrasparsa

[
= ma + atra + asparsa] on p 59, Smrdhas ( p. 96 ), etc.

; and

even in the English we have noticed not afew misprints : thus,

weaver ( for waverer, p. 27 ), quaintness ( for quintessence, p. 120),

tiio (for thou, p. 133 ), etc,; while we must frankly confess that the

syntax of the
"
Mantra

"
on p, 34-Do what thou wilt shalfc

is beyond our power of understanding. Fortunately, the

class of readers in India or in America to which the book is

likely to make an appeal does not constitute a majority, nor even

an influential minority ; and that must be our only consolation.

S. E, B
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PROOF OF POSSESSION UNDER THE SMRTIS
BY

DR. AMARESWAR THAKTJR, M. A., Ph. D.

* Where there is not the least possession, there the title is

not weighty.' This is how the importance of the proof of posses-

sion is recognised by Yajnavalkya. VijfianesJYara understands this

statement to mean that transfer of ownership is not complete with,

out the transfer of possession. We give here the substance of the

gloss he puts upon it.
"
By whichever of the derivative means a

property is acquired, proprietary right to it is created only when

it is accepted by the acquirer. The loss of property by the ori-

ginal owner is implied finally by this acceptance. Now accept-

ance may be effected by a mental, a verbal and a physical act.

What is meant by the mental act ? The will to accept. The

verbal acceptance is distinguished from the mental by such for-

mal declarations as
'

I accept,'
'

This is mine
* and the like.

The acceptance by a physical act consists in actually taking the

thing in question by the hand or formally touching it The

conveyance Is completed by this last act. In the case of landed

property the acceptance by a physical act as described above is

not practicable and is to be signified by the assumption of

possession and an actual enjoyment of the produce of the land

after it has been transferred. The legal form of transfer of an

immovable property is not complete until and unless possession

is taken over in respect of it by the transferee."
2 The verse in

Narada's text bearing upon the point is as follows :

1. YKJ. II 27.

2. Mit. OB Ysj II. 27.
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'

Though, a document he In. existence and witnesses living

that is no true property of which possession, is not actually held,

This is specially true as regards Immovables.
' Narada evidently

intends to show the weakness of proof by witnesses and docu-

ments where the proprietary right of an immovable property is in

dispute. Asahaya in commenting on this verse raises another

point of law, viz., generally any of these three kinds of proof is

invalid where it Is not accompanied by any of the other kinds. 2

The proposition that a transfer of ownership is not complete

without delivery of possession does not mean, however, that the

latter is an essential condition for the former. What

Vijnanevara means by it is that delivery of possession puts a

title on a sound basis and enhances its value. He describes

only the usefulness of possession by saying that a title

unaccompanied by physical acceptance consisting in the assump.
tion of possession and consequent enjoyment of the produce is

weaker than a title accompanied by such an acceptance.
s This

too will be the case, he adds, when of these two it Is not known
which is anterior or which is posterior in point of date. When
it is known, then the prior title though deficient in not being

accompanied by possession will be regarded as a stronger

evidence than the title which is accompanied by it but

posterior.
4 VI6ve&vara in his Subodhini makes it clear that the

rule cannot be otherwise. We all know that mortgage is one

of the means of acquiring title. Now suppose a plot of

land is mortgaged to a person who has by chance not the

possession of it. The same plot of land is mortgaged a second

time and possession delivered to the mortgagee. Now if it be the

rule that title with possession is invariably superior to one with-

out possession then the second mortgage will prevail over the

first one and thus the rule that in the case of pledge a gift or a

sale the prior contract has the greater force will have no meaning

. I. 77.

. 1. 77.

** t*H HMi'icMyyiqp i i^pt*! [<& \ <i'Ret5<*j 8-fi*l*?T gWw! M<=iM era" 1tf(5dKPWltf t Mit on
II. 27.

i g
Mit. on Yirj II. 27.
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at all
] The texts of Yajnavaikya and Narada do noi promulgate

therefore that delivery of possession is an indispensable element

for a valid transfer but only point to the risky nature of the

transfer of ownership without the transfer of possession. It is

undoubtedly true that when a transferee continues to remain

without any control over the properly transferred to him for a

long time, it may give rise to the presumption that he has

parted with his title in. favour of the person in actual possession

of the same.

It is mentioned in the DharmasaslTas that possession is an

independent means of proof. Its value, therefore, cannot lie merely
in augmenting the force of title. It thus requires to be^ seen

under what circumstances ib can independently be a proof. As thin

question is closely connected with another, viz., fche question of the

general relation existing between the proof of possession and

title, we shall first of all try to ascertain fchis relation. The rela-

tion between the two may be characterised in a word as one of

mutual support. We have just seen that title in order to be able to

prove ownership is to be attended wibh possession. Title is to

that extent supported by possession. There are several smrli

texts which declare that possession also in order to be proof

of right by itself should be based upon title. Brhasp&ti says

that only that possession which is fou nded on a legitimate title

such as grant, inheritance, purchase or hypothecation can prove

right,
2 and further that it is not by mere force of possession that

land becomes a man's property ; it becomes property only when

legitimate title also has been proved and not otherwise, * Harlta

and Narada are also very emphatic on the point that possession

without title is no proof at all. Haxiia shows the complete de-

pendence of possession on title by describing tifcle as
thejroofc

and

possesssion as the branch of a tree.
4 In the opinion of Narada

possession acquires validity by the production of a clear title and

when it is without title it does noL' constitute proof of ownership.^

He further says that he who can only plead possession without

being able to adduce any title has to be considered
^as ......

a thief m

2. Vlram P. 203, ......

3. Sc. P. 161,

4.

5. Nsr. IV. 85
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consequence of his pleading such an illegitimate possession. ! He
ends by saying that title is required to prove proprietary right

even when there is enjoyment consequent upon possession. 2

The sum and substance of what has been said is that a person

pleading possession is required to prove that it has a legal origin

also, or in other words that he has acted under a good title. In
this sense possession is to be supported by title. The relation of

their mutual support is vividly described by a text attributed

to Pitamaha. This text declares that possession is no proof without
title and title is no proof without possession; each of them
becomes a proof only when it is helped by the other. s

The nature of each individual case will determine which of

them is to preponderate over the other. The text of Yajnavalkya
declares that generally title is to prevail over possession unless
the latter is hereditary.

4 Narada also expresses the same idea

by saying that for the first acquirer gift ( i. e., a good title ) is a
cause. 5 The Mitaksara explains that when the first acquirer is

impeached after a short period of his acquisition there is nothing
to prove his ownership except his title-deed. A. good title, the

soundness of which is proved by documents and witnesses, affords

a stronger evidence in bis case than mere possession.
6 What the

commentary wants to say is that *if a person proves his possession
over a property but cannot show how he acquired it, and another

although not in possession proves his title by showing that he

acquired the property in some recognised way of acquiring owner-
ship such as sale, gift etc., then the title so proved will prevail
over possessionunder ordinary circumstances.* For an intermediate

claimant, however, Narada lays down, bhukti ( possession ) which
is sagama ( based on a legitimate title ) is a stronger proof
than title.

7 By the expression
*

intermediate claimant "

is

meant a possessor up to the third generation excluding the

original acquirer. This we know from the following text of
an anonymous smrti writer.

"
Up to the third generation from

the acquirer possession is the principal thing to be looked
into but it should be ascertained at 'the same time that it

1 Nsr IV. 86.

2 Nsr. IV. 84.

3 So. p. 161

4 Ysj II. 27.
5 srifr 3 *TOT ^Ff^...Mit. on Ys;) II 87, and Via. p. 344,
6 3rr? TT^ iri&*ifcr^^^^n^ ,^3,....^ On YBJ II. 27.
7^ sfl^q; frprar Vm. p. 344
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has a clear title behind ic.
" l The exact relation between

possession and title therefore may thus be briefly indicated : when
possession is for a comparatively long period it will prove right
but not quite independently of title; title will-have to help it. But
when possession is for a short period, its usefulness will lie in

strengthening title which will be the main thing to rely on;
or in other words, when possession is comparatively modern so

much importance should not be attached to it as co title when
ownership is sought to be proved.

We thus see and it is expressed in so many words by the

Vivadacandra that possession when modern Imd at the same
time xmaccompanied by title does iiot constitute an evidence of

property.
2 When, however, it is proved to be ancient its value

is immensely increased. Thus one of the main conditions of

effective possession is that it should be long-continued

( dirghakala ).
s The expression dirgluikalctbhoga seems to

correspond to fnpurusdbhoga. We have already .referred to the

next of Yajnavalkya which states that title is a more powerful
evidence than possession when it is unaccompaniedby hereditary

succession ( purvakramagatdbhogat vina ). The Mifcaksora

takes purvakramagatdbhoga as meaning tripurusdhhoga
* 1 e.

possession continued through three successive generations in the

past. We shall see later on what the exact significance of this

latter expression is. It may, however, be stated here that tripu-

rusabhoga does not import anythingvery different from possession

that has come down from time immemorial, that is to say, from

possession which has its beginning not withinhuman recollection

( smartdkala ).
s Yajnavalkya's rule evidently provides for an ex-

ception in favour of such a possession. Thus the Mitaksara com-

ments that the superiority of title over possession intends a case

within human memory and the exception appliesto casesbeyond it.

Incases falling within the memory of man it is possible to produce

a title if such a title really exists and hence if it is not produced

it may give rise to a presumption of its non-existence. Here an

enquiry into the question of title is not superseded by possession.

But when possession is being held from time immemorial it

cannot be said that there is no title merely because ife is not

2. w^qrc*Mt'ft PKHI'Ht

3. Vm. P. 34=2
.

4. ^rr f^r^TT 5WTlt^: ^*^T^ **r* M!t - n YE
?

"

5.

6 o. ~ **'
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produced. Here the strength of presumption In favour of eg
mate title is greatly Increased by the length of the time of
enjoyment and hence the proof of title is rendered superfluous
Herein we get an answer of the question when can possession be
an independent- means of proof ?

Now what is the meaning of the expression smartakala ( a
period of human memory )? The Mifcaksara understands it to
cover a period of one hundred years

1 which Is considered to be
the utmost extent of human life on the authority of the vedic text
SKfllP S^f: ( the life of a man extends over hundred years ).
This commentaryEvidently takes the extreme range of human
memory Into account and thus the period fixed may justly be
called a period of legal merory in contradistinction to that of
living memory. We shall just see that a similar if not an
identical period Is Intended to be signified by tripurusabhoga
(possession passing through three generations). Such a
possession has been much extolled by our smrti writers and
is given the same importance in law as immemorial possession
It is said that when a property has already been enjoyed by three
generations and passed to the successor fourth in descent the fact
of his mere inheriting the property is sufficient proof of his rightand no title is required to be produced. Thus says Visnu '

the
land enjoyed by three Immediate ancestors passes to the fourth in
descent even without a document/ *

Brhaspati also is not for
enquiring into the title when possession has already passed three
generations. Tripurusabhoga has been thus defined by Yyasawhen a property being enjoyed by the great grandfather passes
at nis death to the grandfather and after his death to the father
then after the death of the father too, the son's possession may be

termed^
possession continued through three successive genera-

tions. To put it in a simpler form, when a property has already
passed three ancestors one after another, the possession of the
fourth in descent Is technically called tripurusabhoga. The
rule that a person having such a possession Is not required to
produce title to have his ownership established seems to be
contradicted by another text of Brhaspati which seems to
declare that the possession by three generations when accompanied

cm Yrj II 27
2 V. 183.

3 Sc. p. 167
4 Vt. pt 50.
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by documents makes an evidence of property.
1 There is, however,

no real contradiction, for this rule of Brhaspati applies, according

to commentators, to cases where three generations do not exceed

the period of human memory. 2 It becomes thus evident that the

period of possession for three generations does not signify the

exact period during which such a possession may actually be held,

It has been rightly observed by the Mitaksara that sometimes

three generations may be finished even within a year and if it

be accepted as a rule that mere continuance of possession through

three generations without any reference to time is sufficient to

establish proprietary right, then it would follow that second

year's possession even being unaccompanied by title affords

evidence and thus it will be contrary to the spirit of the rule

which declares that within the period of human recollection

possession accompanied by title only may prove ownership. g

The conclusion, therefore, is that a specific period of time is

meant by the expression possession for three generations.
* We

may call it a prescriptive period. It is thus recognised that

possession already held by three generations one after 'the other

is also not sufficient evidence of property without length of time,

The length of the period which has been taken as an equivalent

of tripurusabhoga ( possession for three generations ) is different

according* to different authorities. According to Brhaspati

possession for one generation covers thirty years and thus the

possession for three generations means at least a period of ninety

years
4 An anonymous smrti writer thinks that such a period is

to cover one hundred and five years.
s VyUsa 'and Katyayana

consider twenty years for one generation quite sufficient

and thus according to them sixty years constitute the

period of tripurusamoga.
' We have J^_J^ *

our remark is fully borne out by a text of Ka^aya**J^
possession extending over three previous generations imports

rpossess?on which has not its beginning within human memory.

It follow^ therefore, that the period of human cdllecbon

should be the same as that of the possession of three previous

ISo. p- 169.

2

3 Mit. on Ysj II 27.

6 Sc. p. 172, Vlram. & 206.

7 i. e., within 60 years; Vmn,
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tion has been taken to be one hundred years. It should,
however, be remembered that Vijnanesvara has computed this

period not on the basts of any legal text but from a "Vedic text

which seems to have very little connection with the subject of

law. The difference between several text-writers as to the period

of tripurusabhoga may be explained by a consideration of

time and place.

Jimutavahana who accepts the view of Katyayana and

Vyasa regarding the period of tripurusabhoga expresses the

opinion that if three generations be living then possession for

sixty years even will not be regarded conclusive. The reason
is that in such a case ownership is still with the original acquirer
and thus the significance of the term tripurusabhoga is totally
absent there.

7 Thus neither mere possession for three

generations without length of time nor the length of time
without actual possession by three immediate ancestors will

prove ownership. The proof of ownership in the absence of

title requires therefore that there should be a possession for the
full prescriptive period ( i. e., the period of tripurusabhoga ) and
further that this period should see the demise of three immediate
ancestors one after another.

It must be understood, however, that unauthorised or

malafide possession, however, long it be, is not sought
to be recognised by such a rule as ripening into

legal title. Long-continued possession presumes the existence
of title only when the non-existence of its contrary
(i. e, of agarnabhava) is practically certain. Thus, as the
Mit&ksara puts it, possession is proof independently of the

knowledge of title but not of its existence. 2 When possession
is long-continued the existence of title may, however, be inferred
from it. Thus the whole thing being analysed comes fco this: title

is inferred to exist at least in certain circumstances from posses-
sion and possession as a rule becomes proof being coupled with
the existence of title. The SubodhinI observes that this process
does not give rise to the fault whicli goes by name of anycmyasraya
( interdependence ) for title is presumed to exist not directly from
possession but from arthapatti ( implication ) being propped up by

Vm. p. 341.

it, o Ysj II. 27.

"
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a consideration that long continued possession cannot be account-

ed for otherwise.
l

When, however, there is a positive knowledge of bad title or

traditional proof of the absence of title, possesion for hundreds
of years even will not serve as a proof of right. On the princi-

ple, the Mitaksara explains, is founded the rale :

* He whose possession is proved to extend over hundreds of years
even, without a title, the ruler of the earth will inflict on that

sinner the punishment of a thief.
'

In this connection it become?
necessary to take into consideration two more verses ; one of

Narada and other attributed to Harltn, which are as follows :

fq5[T SflsT

the first verse should be explained as

jf^%n?r: in the second verse as

and thus the apparent meaning of these texts

will be this : when possession has been successively held even

unlawfully ( 3T?qT%?fTRf ) by three ancestors of the present possessor
in respect of a certain property, it cannot be taken away from
him for the simple reason that it has already passed through
three lives. This is how Asahaya explains Narada's verse

taking the expression SfWiiiHift as implying absence of title.
fo

Asahaya's explanation is supported after all by another text of

Harlta "which declares that possession held by three successive

ancestors makes good evidence of property even if there be no

title.
7 The defect of this interpretation is that it goes to contradict

the rule just referred bo, viz., that when a person enjoys a

2. Nsr. I. 87.

3. Hsrlta in Sc. P. 168
4. Nr. IV. 91; Sc, reads TO^ for

5. Mlt. on YSj II. 27, and Sc. P, 168

6. a^i^H R^HIHMN Asahaya on H^r. IV. 91.

7. 3ri3Hi*m-m?*4ni w^ ^T%TH^%^ i T cr^a^r^ir ^HJi^^t^i-'in^. \ i

Hit, on Ysj II. 27.

2
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property the title of which, is known to be non-existent, he shall

be punished like a thief even if his possession can be traced

back to a very early period. Vijnanesvara seems

to say that the contradiction is more apparent than

real, for the real import of the two verses just quoted is

not what it appears to be. The word api used therein

indicates that if a property cannot be alienated when
possession in respect of it is even illegal, it follows a fortiori

that it cannot be alienated when there is no certainty of illega-

lity.
! So according to him these texts only emphasise that in

order to rebut a presumption created by long possession it is

necessary for the opposite party to show either from his own
knowledge or from the knowledge of others that such a

possession had no bonafide beginning or to be more clear, that

it had not commenced in a" legal mode of acquiring property.
Devanabhatta's explanation also is not very different from that

of Vijnanesvara in substance. He says that the rule ^RFTCT

qY g|f; etc., should be taken as referring to a case where the absence
of title is absolutely certain 2 and thus his idea about the two
other texts is that they are to apply where there is no certainty
about the absence of title, or in other words, when fchere is no

recollection of the time when such a title did not exist. The
import of the expression 3{^KHlRr as given by him is that a

possession passing through three generations in the past is a good
evidence of property and such a possession is even incapable of

being characterised as unlawfully held, what to speak of the ali-

enation of the property possessed.
s It thus appears that Devana-

bhatta takes those two texts merely as arthavadas in praise of

possession for three generations. Sulapani takes these texts in a

quite different light. He reads 3ffn*n?^ instead of sr^Spr
4 in the

two texte of Narada and Harlfca and says that frhese two texts

are of the Dharmasasfcra, while the text prescribing punishment for

wrongful possession belongs to the Arthafesfcra and as such the
former are to prevail over the latter according to the maxim
'Dharmasastra is to be regarded as of greater authority than Artha-
sastra when there is a conflict between the two.' 5 Thus it

\ Mit. on YBfj II. 27.

^ ..... . Sc. e. 169.
2.

.

3-
g^ngNrft sfW^Pt (* H^MS&< ... ... Sc. P. 168 .

* *l'<n3fl<!MHHHl*tftfc[ ^^tf&ncTTTa:: 1 Vt. P. 52-
5. Vt. . 53
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seems that In Ms opinion possession for three generations even

when based on bad or no title will be a sufficient proof of right.

It should here be noted that the jurists who have been charact-

erised by Vacaspati as navya i. e., belonging to the new school of

thought did entertain exactly such a view. Vacaspati tells us

that in the opinion of these jurists sixty years* possession, which,

it should be remembered, covers according t& some authorities the

period of tripurusdbhoga ( possession for three generations ) is a

very conclusive proof of ownership even when the absence of

title is well known. * Raghunandana thinks that the text of

Narada prescribing punishment for possession without

title refers specially to the possession of such property as

s'rtdhana ( woman's property ) and nrpadJiana ( king's property ).*

His authority for this explanation is another verse of Marada

which states that the property of woman and of the king is never

alienated though possessed for hundreds of years without clear

title.
s This explanation would certainly not be liked by the

agamavadin* because according to them a good title is necessary

not only in the case of stridhana or nrpadhana but in all kinds

of properties.

It is indeed very interesting that we find the subject of

ancient possession briefly discusssed in the jayapvtra which we

have already referred to4 and which contains a decision from a

Hindu tribunal composed of several judges. The view taken

by the judges about the applicability of the rule awi** eta

does not go much against that of the Mitaksara or of the

Smrticandrika. It is held by them that this rule is to apply

when there is a total want of title.
5 They express the opinion,

however, that, in order to make the trespasser liable to be punish-

ed this want of title requires to be ascertained at some previous

occasion. Thus if it is decided after a short time of "ans

assuming possession of a property that he has no real title to it

and inspite of that if he continues to enjoy the property by

stealth or by force then his enjoyment will not be an evidence of

his right even after a very long period and he will be P"*
but if the want of title has not been previously decided then

contrary, namely the existence of title will be

t

2 Vt. p. 53.
T4 "KT'S'T* T R^{

4 Calcutta weekly Notes, vol XXIV No. 38

5^^m*rr^
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long-continued possession; or in other words, possession and enjoy-
ment which, are acts of ownership will be regarded as the best

proofs of title in that case T It is further pointed out that

possession can be a proof of ownership not only when it is based
on title, for in that case it would not have been spoken of by the
authorities as an independent means of proof at all.

2

The various explanations and counter explanations of the legal
texts referred to make it clear that there were two schools of thought
among our jurists. We may call them bhuktivada school and agama-
vada school. So far as the bhuktivada is concerned, it is very old
and we have seen that its history goes back to the time of AsahSya.
It remained in abeyance for a long time and came to be recognis-
ed not long before Vacaspati. This is evident from Vacaspatfs
giving the epithet navya to the bhuktivadins. They maintained
that possession when proved to be long-continued was a prima-
facie evidence of property. They did not think it necessary to

presume a legal origin from such a possession but on the contrary
went so far to say, of course on the authority of some legal texts,
that a possession that has passed through three immediate
ancestors was quite sufficient for the fourth in descent to prove
his right even if such a possession was known to have no title at
all. Among the later bhuktivadins we may name Sulapani and
Baghunandana. Among the agamavadins on the other hand
stand prominent Vijnanesivara, Jimutavahana, Vacaspati and
Devanabhatta. According to the agamavadins a title or at least
a knowledge of the absence of its non-existence was essential to
establish right and possession alone, however ancient, was quite
powerless as against the total absence of title when known.
They really found it difficult to understand how the right of the
real owner could be destroyed by its non-assertion and how
possession which was known to be illegitimate could by mere
continuance change its character "and become a proof of right
after a certain period.

As a matter of fact cases of illegitimate possession are not
rare and we find some of them mentioned in a text of Narada. s

When a certain thing is deposited with a third person to be

2

3 IV. 92.
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delivered ultimately to its owner the thirg so deposited is termed
anvaMta.

l If the person with whom such a thing is deposited

enjoys it as his own for a very long time he or his heir cannot

claim proprietary right to it on the grounds of prescription and

long user, because title is known to be absolutely absent there,

Similarly stolen goods, ordinary deposit, what is held by force,

loans for use and -what is enjoyed during the absence of the

owner these are things possessed without title.
2 The idea is thai*

when a possession is known to have begun from an illegal

source length of time cannot give it the stamp of legality. In

determining the legality of possession under a gift the intention

and right of the donor also should be taken into account. If it is

proved that the donor, even if he be the king himself, acted

illegally in respect of the gift made by him, the plea of long-
continued possession taken by the donee against the real owner

will be of no avail. Sarhvartta and Narada are very emphatic
on this point. Sarhvartta says

6 when the king out of wrath or

greed, or showing some semblance of reason gives the property

of one to another, thb donee, though he enjoys it for a long

time, cannot acquire title to it.
' s Nrada says

<s

the immemo-

rial possession of a thing acquired by the unjust and illegal

favour of the king even * cannot produce ownership in respec

of it."
4

We know from some authoritative legal texts that possession

in order to be a proof of right is to conform to five conditions.

Besides being titled and long-continued, it should bs uninter-

rupted, uncontradicted and held within the observation of
the^

ad-

verse party.
5 Devanabhatta observes that all these conditions

should combine in order to place possession on a strong basis. He

goes on to say that when any of them is found wanting possession

will lose much of its force as a proof of right.
6 Another smrfi text

requires that that possession""should be sfimcmlapeta, that is to say,

known to the neighbouring land-holders.
7 This requirement may

be explained on the ground that the value of possession as a proof

1 Mit on Taj TI. 67.

2. Asahliya on N&r. IV. 92.

3. So. P. 170

4. PC. p. 170

5. Vlram P. 204, So. P. 161.
^ ^ _

6. <T9gnw 5^
* * ** * *

7. Sc. P. 160
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is naturally much increased when attended with certainty and
notoriety.

Brhaspati describes the value of uninterrupted possession by

saying that if a person's possession has been continuous from the

time of acquisition and has never bean interrupted for a period of

thirty years, he should not be deprived of She property possessed. *

We know further from him that when a possession is unjustly
and illegally interrupted, the right acquired is not destroyed and
the possessor is not left without remedy. He may undertake
to prove his right by means of documents, the depositions of

persons knowing him to be the possessor and other witnesses.

In a dispute of this kind those persons should be witnesses who
know the name, ( of the country in which the land in dispute

lies ) the boundary of the land, the title of acquisition, the

measure of the land, the time of its acquisition, the region in

which that particular land is situated and above all the cause of

interruption.
2

It has also been said by Brhaspati that interrupt-
ed possession even can be regarded as valid if it has been substa-

ntiated by an ancestor, ie. if a previous possessor has adduced a

legitimate title.
5 In this Brhasprti agrees with Vyasa who also says

that when a particular ancestor has proved his title to a property,
his sons and successors cannot be ousted from it on any ground.

4

Much stress has been put upon the proposition as pointed
out above, that possession, especially when it is modern, does not
afford any presumption of ownership. This has very materially
affected the question of burden of proof. Thus when a plaintiff
seeks to eject a defendant from property of which the latter is in

possession and to obtain possession thereof for himself the
burden of proving his ownership is on the defendant. This is

evidently due to the absence of any presumption in his favour.
The rules laid down by Narada and Brhaspati are quite

convincing on this point. ISTarada says,
' when an occupant is

impeached by an opponent who calls himself the legitimate
owner, the former is to refute the charge. For possession
proves right only when it has been inherited from an ancestor
who has already established his right.

' 5
Brhaspati also says,

4

the land is not to be taken away from the son of the first

1. Vrram P. 204
2. Vtram P. 222
3. Pds. P. 145, Sc. P. 170 & 171
4. Sc. P. 171
5. Nsr. IV. 90.
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acquirer who being sued has established his right by adducing

proof.
* He further opines that when the first acquirer is sought

to be ousted he is to prove his title by documents and witnesses

and when it is once done his sons, grandsons or other heirs will

be quite safe and in their case possession will alone prove their

respective rights.
* It is also stated both by Yarjnavalkya and

Narada that if an usurper or other person makes a claim against

the present possessor and if the present possessor dies in the

course of the law-suit pending against him, the burden of proving

ownership by the production of title deeds or by means of the deposi-

tions of witnesses will fall on his son or heir.2 The plea of

uninterrupted and long possession, if taken, will be quite

futile. On this Devanabhatta comments that possession held

already by three generations even will be of no avail in deciding

such a law-suic. For, possession by three generations is evidence

only when it is uncontradlcied. So a person whose three genera-

tions have already passed being in possession of the property in

dispute will be under the necessity or proving his right in respect

of it by having recourse to documents and witnesses. 3

When a title-deed being lost cannot be produced in court

the possessor in order to have his ownership established will

have to prove first that his possession has so long been adequate

in all other respects. That is to say, he will be required to show

that it has been uniterrupted, uncontradicted, held for a long time

and known to the adverse party. He will have to make a state-

ment to the effect that he came into possession at such a time

that such is the quantity of the things possessed and that such and

such were the means by which he acquired title to it.
4 The fact of

Ms possession and all these collateral circumstances will best be

proved by witnesses and the persons most competent to be wit-

nesses in this case will be the peasants, headman of the village

and the owners of the neighbouring lands. 5

Turning to the English law on the subject we find that our

law compares very favourably with it. Hindu law obviously

1. S. B. E. (Vol. XXXIII, P. 313)
2. Kar. IV 93, YS;j 11.29.

i

R *r sreimq. T Mit. on Yaj II. 29.

3. cFfTT* ^^snt^^r *i&s[H t

Sc. p. 172.

4. Sc. p. 162

5. sf^ssrerpF* H^rr : sww era:
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bases the operations of long enjoyment on a presumption
of legal origin, a presumption which had long been
absent in the old English law and -was introduced only
after Littleton. The English lawyers continued, however,
to adopt enjoyment from time immemorial (i.e., from time whereof
the memory of man runneth not to the contrary ) as the basis of
their law and after the statute of Westminster had fixed a time
of limitation they by an equitable construction of the same fixed

upon a point of time, viz;., the first day of the reign of Hichard
1 ( A. D. 1189 ) as the furthest limit of human memory by which.
*

every prescriptive claim was deeined indefensible if it had
existed from that date and to be at an end if shown to have had
its commencement since that date

9

. It must thus be admitted that
the protection afforded by the English law to long enjoyment
was not so certain and effectual as that afforded to it by the
Hindu law. Under the former the difficulty of strictly proving
the exercise of a right up to the time of Richard I must have
become greater and greater with each successive generation on
account of the possible loss of evidence consequent upon the
lapse of time, while under the latter this difficulty was much
lessened by the fact of the period of legal memory being reduced
to a certain period of years which did not make the attainment of
evidence absolutely impossible. The judges about the end of the
18th century tried to improve the condition of the English law by
introducing the presumption of a lost grant, but this contrivance
was thought inconvenient on various grounds and it became
apparent that the evil could only be remedied by legislation. As
a consequence, was passed the Prescription Act of 1832 by the
provisions of which the presumtioti of legal title arising from an
enjoyment extending over a certain period of years and fulfilling
certain other conditions obtains a conclusive character. 1

ADVERSE POSSESSION
The Principal text which relates the effect of adverse posses-

sion is that of Yajnavalkya. The text is as follows :

I

n 2

* He who sees his land possessed by a stranger for twenty years
and his personal estate for ten years without any opposition or
verbal protest will incur a loss ( hani) in respect of them.

' The
1. Best on Evidence, pp. 361-372

See also Sen's Hindu Jurisprudence pp, 122-123.
2. Y3i IL 24
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word dhana In the text refers to properties other thati land and
includes all kinds of movable possessions, such as cow, horse, ele-

phant and the like. T So the plain meaning of Yajnavalkya's text

is that when movable property is enjoyed for ten years and im-
movable property for twenty years adversely, the owner will be
put "under a certain loss if the enjoyment takes place uncontradl-
cted and with his knowledge. As the matter relates to a worldly
concern, the years have to be calculated, Kaghunandana thinks,
on the basis of a solar month, i. e., a month of full thirty days.

2

There is another texb, and it is of Brhaspati, which fixes the

period required for ripening adverse possession at thirty years, s

Srlkaramisra who is undoubtedly an earlier jurist than Jlmutava-
hana reconciles this text with the text of "YajnavalKya.

4 He
holds that the expression abruvatdh in Yajnavalkya's text is

sufficient to indicate that the rule contained in this text will

apply when there is even no verbal protest to the enjoyment of

the stranger. In the text of Brhaspati, on the other hand, occurs

the expression amg'hafinl instead of dbruixifah. Vigh&fa means
obstruction in the shape of Jcalaha ( quarrel ) or melaka (-assembly )

and hence the occasion for the application of BrhaspatTs rule

will arise when there is verbal protest but no quarrel or organised

effort to recover the lost possession.
5

A. great deal of discussion has centred round the verse of

Yajnavalkya and the opinions of our jurists are sharply divided as

to the true import of the expression ham (loss). There are mainly
three different theories that have clustered around it

and^we may
name them the theory of the loss of property ( svatvahani X the

theory of the loss of remedy ( vt/avaharaham ) and the theory of

the loss of usufruct ( phalahani ) .

There are other theories also. Many of these theories we

find recorded in the Manubhasya of Medhatithi 6 and thus are

Vm. p
Mann Till. 148
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very old* We shall presently see that commentators and digest-

makers of later times tried bo explain the text of Yajnavalkya

just quoted on the basis of one or ofcher of these theories.

The theory of svatvaham - - - - According to this theory
adverse possession of a property for the prescribed period held to

the knowledge of the owner but without any protest or

opposition from him extinguishes his title to it. This theory
is very old and was known to Medhatithi. We may trace

it back to Asahaya, who is considered by J. Jolly as the oldest

of the writers of Law Bhasyas. Asahaya in commenting on

verse 1. 78 of Narada distinctly says that title may be

extinguished by adverse possession held for a long period.
T

This

commentator further expresses the opinion, and it is based on the

expression tusrtim occurring in the next verse of Nfcrada and

similar in meaning with abruvatah of "Yajnavalkya's text, that

when such a possession is contradicted, that is, when, though
unable to obtain possession of the property the party kept out of

possession asserts his right every now and then in opposition to

the stranger, then his title will not be lost.
2

Medhatithi raises the following objections against the theory
of the loss of property :

3

1. Possession does not lead to ownership but it is ownership
that leads to possession.

2. The text of Yajnavalkya, if understood in this light,

will in reality be in conflict with the texts of Narada which
declare that ( a ) enjoyment without title even for hundreds of

years makes the enjoyer liable to be punished like a thief and ( b )

title should form the real ground of ownership and not posses&ion,

3. There are other texts which declare that if a property has
been in the possession of strangers for three generations, then and
then only it is lost to the original owner. If ten or twenty
years

*
adverse possession is regarded quite sufficient to destroy

the right of the original owner, then the texts in favour of

possession for three generations will have no meaning.
JlmutavShana also raises the question of conflict between the

text ofYajmavalkya understood in the light of the theory of svatva-
and those texts which lay down that possession for three

^
l cppr SfRcTTSfq- RwcilKfa

2. srf^nr siftRn ^rrarrRf srf^w =*r epfrrff crar:

3. Medh. on Mauu YIT, 148,
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generations only may serve as proof of right. He adds further that

the position taken up by Srlkaramisra that ten or twenty years*

possession in order to be able to create ownership requires to be

held with the knowledge of the owner, while possession for three

generations will create ownership, in Lhe possessor even if it is

held without his knowledge, is untenable in. the face of the text

of Vyasa which declares that possession in order to be an eviden-

ce of right ought to be among oiher things uninterrupted and

held with the knowledge of the original owner. T
It may be not-

ed here thac Jimucctv all0,110, sustains the position that an owner

who has been kept out of his property without his knowledge

ought nofa to lose his title thereto. 2
It has furcher been suggested

by some, JlmuCavahana informs us, that ten or twenty years* pos-

session is in reality a very strong evidence of property for the

simple reason that it cannot be accounted for otherwise and

tripurusabhoga (possession for three generations) indicates only a

possession for a period in excess of that and nothing more.3 This

suggestion does not deserve any serious notice evidently for the

reason that the definite mention of tnpurusa ( three generations )

in various texts would lose all ifcs significance. Jlmutavahana

ends by saying that the views of those who maintain that SOTJTRqf

in relation to
'

possession
' does either signify creation of right or

is indicative of something else in its favour are to be discarded. *

VisJvarupa attacks the theory of the loss of right from

another standpoint. The extinction of the title of one person wilt

necessarily imply the creation of the title in another person.

Now, it may be asked, ViSvarupa seems to say, who is that

another person to be? Is it
- the possessor ? It cannot be so

because he himself knows fully well that he is holding possession

of the property not belonging to himself buj to a quite differenl

person and as such proprietary right, if it is to go to him, will in

a way be thrust upon him. Will the right ehen PMS to the king

on the ground that the king is to become the owner of an owner-

less property ? Visvartipa maintains that there is hardly any

reason for the original owner kept out of poasassion to be depriv-

ed of his right.
5

1. Vm. p 342 and 343

2. Vm. ii

3. Vm. p. 347

4. flfor ??TTOT?*
Vm.

5. Blsl^krTdS. p. 211
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"VijiaanesJvara's arguments against the theory of the loss of

right are mainly based on a consideration of the means of
acquiring ownership. He says if it; be admitted that ten or

twenty years' adverse possession is sufficient to invest the
possessor with ownership when the owner omifcs to assert his
right, then it must also at the same time be admitted that non-
assertion of right on the part of the owner and enjoyment on
the part of the possessor are among the sources of acquisition of
ownership. The absurdity of such a position is apparent, for
neither of those two has been recognised as a lawful means of
acquiring property. Possession, Vijnanesvara further points out,
is merely an evidence of right and not the creator thereof. *

JThe theory of Vyavaharahani...... According to this theory
Yajnavalkya's text promulgates loss of remedy to the owner
on the ground of his passiveness when his property has been
adversely enjoyed for ten or twenty years. This theory is elabo-
rated by Visvarupa,

2 and apparently owes its origin to the
following text of INTarada:

* The suit of a person practising indifference and remaining
silent does not succeed after the expiry of the prescribed period.

s

The distinction between upeksa and tuswtmbhava is that the
former implies the absence of physical efforts and the latter of
verbal protests.

4
It is evident that these expressions correspond

to pasyatah and abruvatah in Yajiiavalkya's text The main
point of Visvarupa is that non-resistance and absence of protests
on the part of the owner within the limited period are the causes
of his losing remedy against the adverse possessor. Loss of
remedy ( vyavaharnhani ) means not the total failure of remedial
measures that the ousted person may adopt for the restoration of
his right, because in that case loss of remedy will involve loss of
property and thuj? there would practically be no difference for
him between the two. By it should be understood, therefore,

1. Mit. on Ysj II. 24
2. fTft^sf^mm^^

Bsiaknd^ p. 211
8* Qaoted

|
D the Mitskfars on Ysj II. 24

4. 3^nf%<^^ a^lTftc^H

P. 100.
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Devanabhatta makes it clear, the loss .or^defeat^in a law-suit from

human modes of proof.
] To be more explicit, the text of

Yajiiavalkya explained on the basis of Vyavaharahaw

enunciates that by remaining passive for ten or [twenty years in

respect of a property which is being adversely enjoyed, the

owner loses the advantage of having his right restored with the

aid of human proofs. It is, however, open to him to establish

his right by means of the divine mode of proof.
2 This view is

supported by a smrti text which declares that documents and

witnesses are of no use in the matter of proving a claim against

the adverse possessor.
s

Apararka seems to be almost of the same view. In his

opinion the loss of title resulting from adverse possession is due

to a presumption of legal ownership on the part of the possessor

and of the absence thereof on the part of the party dispossessed.
4

This statement about the loss, he continues, is, however, not

from the standpoint of the direction the property is to take but

from that of the course of vyavahara.
5 Now vyavahara means a

legal procedure founded on human evidence, i. e., deposition of

witnesses and documents. 6 What Apararka means to say

therefore is that so far as the court acting on human evidence is

concerned, it will be guided by a presumption of ownership on

the part of the person in enjoyment and give verdict to him

and thus will not give any relief to the dispossessed owner.
^
To

this extent the dispossessed owner is put under a loss. Apararka

does not advocate divine means of proof for the restoration of his

right but says that for this the moral compunctions of the stranger

should be relied on. For apart from legal questions there are moral

considerations also. So the stranger who knows fully well that the

property whichhe is enjoying in reality belongs to another, though

it has been acquired by him through vyavahara, should return it

to its owner from fear of committing a sin.
7 The conclusion on

. BC , _
So. p. 156 and 157

2. %rm * *prf^uh**n^ffl^^ ; ...... Sc *

3.
.., ... Sc. p. 157.

4. AparSrka p. 631.

5. <t *r *mrtfi*Tf^^ * sftrf^ ...... Ajar^f" L i*
6. ,^1^^*^*^^
7. cr*
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the whole seems to be that according to the theory of vyavahara-
ham the text of Yajnavalkya contains a rule of limitation
which is for the guidance of the court only but is not to operate

by putting an end to die title of the real owner, the restoration of

which can be effected either by some divine mode of proof
resorted to by him or by depending upon the conscientious
scruples of jhe stranger in possession.

The theory of vyavaharahani is exposed to a severe refutation

by Vijnanesvara.
* His point that inaction ( upeksa ) and silence

( tusriimbhava ) apart from all other considerations cannot be
regarded as sufficient grounds for the loss of remedy, because
they may be due to causes over which the owners have no control
such as idiocy and minority. These two have been specially
mentioned by Manu and Narada as the ground in the absence of
which only adverse possession may assert its force.2 They boiii

say that when the owner is neither an idiot nor an infant and if

his property is adversely enjoyed in a place where lie may see it

then only its recovery becomes impossible by legal procedure and
it may pass to the person in enjoyment. Medhatithi observes that-
all the conditions which incapacitate a man to protect his
interest are implied by the terms idiocy ( jadatva ) and minority
( apogandatva ). These conditions may be complete helplessness
arising out of gambling or drinking, illness of a long duration
devotion to austerities and penance, natural inaptitude for

litigation, want of the organs of speech, hearing and the like. s

Vijnanesvara says that when any of these causes of
inaction and silence exists loss of remedy will not
ensue and thus the intention of Manu and Narada is to declare
loss of remedy arising from the absence of the familiar causes of
passiveness and not from mere passiveness or the absence of the
exercise of right for any period. "When any of these causes do
not exist, as for instance, when the owner is neither an idiot nor
an infant, the adverse possessor may justly take the following
plea :

*

the plaintiff is neither an idiot nor a boy ; in Ms presence
I enjoyed the property for twenty years without interruption.Had I unjustly got possession of the property why did he remain
indifferent arid silent all the time ? To the truth of my assertion I

1. Hit. on Ysj. II. 24
2. Manu VIII. 148 ; Nffr. IV. 80
3. Medh. on Manu VIIL 148.
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have many witnesses. l In such a case the plaintiff will be
unable to rejoin and It appears probable that Ms defeat will
ensue.

z Vijnanesvara says that this apprehension of the loss
of remedy from the absence of the causes of inaction and silence
Is also groundless bacause a person is not to lose a suit only on
ground of his inability to rejoin.

s
It is laid down by Yajiiava-

Ikya that it is the duty of the king himself to investigate Judicial
proceedings in a bonafide manner, le., according to the real
circumstances of the case rejecting all ambiguities.

4 When
nothing can be ascertained by judicial investigation even, then
and then only the defeat of the person unable to meet the pleas of
the adverse party will be declared,

Jlmutavahana's theory is also the theory of loss of remedy
but with a slight variation. In his opinion the text of Yajnavalkya
promulgates this loss not to the owner but to a person entering into
a posterior contract of sale, gift and pledge as agsdnst a former
purchaser, donee and pledgee.

5 In order to properly understand
Jimutavahatia's interpretation of Yajiiavalkya's text we should
know something aboiit what the latter says regarding the law of
relative superiority in contracts It is directed by Yajfiavalkya
that generally speaking in all disputes regarding contracts, the
last act will be considered as of greater validity, but in the three
Instances of pledge, gift and sale the prior contract will have the

greater force. 6
Thus, for instance, if a person having borrowed

one hundred coins at one per cent should agree to pay *three per
cent at a subsequent period and if there exists evidence on both

sides, the posterior act will supersede the prior one, that is to say,
the contract of three per cent will nullify that of one per cent.

But if a person having pledged, given or sold a piece of land
to one person for a valuable consideration should subsequently

pledge, give or sell the same piece of land to another, superiority
will be attached to the claims of the first pledgee, the first donee

or the first purchaser as the case may be.
7 The twenty year text

of Yajnavalkya, according to Jimutavahana forms an exception
to this rule* To be more explicit the text of Yajnavalfcya should

1. Mit. on YaJj II. 24
2. Mit. on Y5j II. "24

3. qq M^wn"P4 <j|frf<ft g

4. Yai II. 19.

5. Vm. p. 348
6. Ysj II. 23

1. Mit. on Ysj II. 23.
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be interpreted, lie says, as enjoining that though as a general

rule a prior contract has greater weight in pledge gift or sale, yet

when the first pledge, donee or purchaser allows with his full

knowledge the landed property pledged, given or sold to him to

be enjoyed by a new pledgee, donee or purchaser for a period of

twenty years without any protest, then the posterior contract

will prevail. In the case of pledge, gift or sale of a movable

property, however, uncontradicted possession for ten years by the

second pledgee, donee or purchaser with the full knowledge of the

first pledgee, donee or purchaser will give the transaction of the

former a greater force.

It is evident that this theory may better be called the theory

of exception to the general rule regarding the relative validity of

contracts. We may note here that this theory or at least a part

of it, viz, so far as it relates to pledge is very old as we find it

mentioned and refuted by Medhatifchi in his Manubhasya. *

His argument against it is that the acceptance of a pledge involves

a desire for possession and in the case of land specially the fact

of its having been pledged cannot be established without posses-

sion,
a It may be noted here that the Hindu law is not in favour

of recognising the validity of a pledge which is not accompanied

by possession-
s So when a property is pledged the natural infer-

ence is that it is in possession of the pledgee and thus it does

not matter if the pledger ignoring his first transaction pledges
his property a second time to another person even during the

period of ils possession by the first pledgee. Medhatithi further

observes that when the first pledgee owing to distraction

of other business or distance of the place or on account of

some other cause over which he had no control such as banish-

ment by the king, serious illness etc., has not been able actually
to accept and take possession of the property pledged to him
and if in the meantime it has been pledged to a second

person by the pledger then also the first pledgee will not be de-

barred from obtaining possession of the same provided he can prove
Ms title to it.

4

1. Medh. on Mann VIII, 148
2- ^/*tts tiq^l ^oo+i ici I *7l*iooi'H+i'lTiXar *

Medh. on Mann VIII. 148.

3* Sen's Hindu Jurisprudence, Lecture VI.
See Nar. IV. 125,

4. Medh* on Manu VIII* 148
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Vijmanesvara refutes the theory as we find ifc developed by
Jlmiitavahana, author of the Vyavaharamatrka. As JlmutavShana

author of the Dayabhaga is thought to have belonged to a later

period than Vijnanesvara
*
it must be assumed either that the

author of the Vyavaharamatrka is a different person from the

author of the Dayabhaga or, what is more probable, that Vijiaa-

nesvara attacks the very source from which the Vyavhaxamatrka
has drawn its own conclusion. Vijn-ane^vara's contention is that

all subsequent transactions In respect of a property with a person

who bias once pledged, given or sold it are In themselves

invalid for the plain reason that he ceases to be the owner of such

property just after the transfer is finished. Now If he pledges,

gives or sells that property Inspite of the fact that he has lost his

Interest In it, then he will be doing a highly illegal act by Inter-

fering with the right of the transferee and In the case of giffc at

least a penalty Is prescribed for both the giver and acceptor of a

thing over which there is no ownership on the part of the former.

What Vijnanestvara wants to say Is that all posterior transactions

of pledge, gift and sale being Invalid possession on the part of

the second pledgee, donee or purchaser, however long, cotinuous

peaceable and open It be, will not be regarded competent to call

In question the right of the first pledgee, donee or purchaser

and hence the text of Yajnavalkya cannot be explained

on the basis of the theory of exception to the rule of

relative validity of contracts. Vijnanesvara further goes on

to say that if this ten or twenty year rule of Yajnavalkya be

taken as an exception to the g-neral rule regarding the relative

validity of contracts In the three cases of pledge, gifb and.sale

then the Immediately following rule of Tajnavalkya will fee

irrelevant for the reason that it Intends to exclude some cases

from the operation of the ten or twenty year rule and the case of

pledge is one of them. * The irrelvancy will thus occur at least

in part.

There are other intermediate theories also.
*

f

*"* J
one of them the text of YSjfiavalkya prescribes the period of

1- Tagore Law Leetnre* (Jolly), PP- 12, 21

2.
1

n Y5lII. 24

3 . *^**^>
4. Enumerated it, Mnubh*ey* of MedhrtitM ( VHI. 148 )
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limitation in the matter of partition of property among brothers.

Thus if a brother has not gofc equal share with his other brothers

and has remained without any action for ten years in the case of

movable property and twenty years In the case of immovable

propertv, his application for the revision of shares will be dis-

missedr According to another oheory limibafcion is prescribed in

favour of the possessor of a piece of land which though

previously uncultivated has been cultivated by him. After

twenty years its extent cannot be checked. A third theory

states that when two persons have equal interest in a piece of

land and when they, though not related with each other, are

inhabitants of the same place, have similar powers, similar wealth

and are of similar disposition and if one of them allows the

property to be enjoyed by the other for twenty years, then the

former will be deprived of his right. This theory practically

coincides with the theory of the loss of property with this modi*

ficatiori that here the loss is not to be suffered by the owner in

favour of a stranger but by a partner in favour of another partner .

Medhatithi rejects this theory on the ground of its incograity

with the rule in favour of possession for three generations.

Medhatithi's theory about the text of "Yajnavalkya is that it

promulgates a loss for one aggressor against another. Thus

when two persons are known to have no title over a property and

are asserting themselves by mere force, the prior possession

though of longer duration is set aside by ten or twenty years*

possession which is more recent and free from all kinds of

suspicion.
1 This commentator seems further to say that this

te? may also apply when one person has title and another person

has open and uncontradicted possession for twenty years. In

such a case the former will lose his interest in the property which

will be presumed to have been given in pledge to the latter.
2 We

know that pledge is one of the means of acquiring title and so

what Medhatithi intends to say is that the loss of title for the

owner is not due to his remaining Indifferent for a certain period

while his property is being adversely enjoyed, but is the result

of the presumption of his giving the property in pledge to the

person in possession, Bhavadeva also favours the doctrine of

1- *r*n Hm u
*ii j

iHMtRar MHi-HWoiiri^ Mi^JT cR EjF*faifijwffsfr

Medh. on Marm VIII. 148.

2.

Medh- on Manu VIII* 148

See Dr. Jha'a Manusmrti, Vol IV. pt I. p. 182
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presumption but maintains that the presumption raised is one of

abandonment on the parb of die owner and appropriation on the

pari of the possessor.
l

Pradipakara adds that the presump&ion
raised may eicher be of transfer or of abandonment; on the part
of the owner. * Miuramisr^ criticises the views of Bhavadeva
and Pradipakara and says thai* the doccrine of presumption cannot
be sustained. The reason ij that/ the period of ten or twenty
years falls wlb'hin the period of human memory. Hence if ehero

had been any trnsfer or abandonment on the pan, ol che owner It

would have been remembered. As it i-j no., remembered so ft

must be Inferred that the owner has neither transferred nor

abandoned his property. So the presumption of transfer or

abandonment If raised ac all Is ape; to be easily rebuked. j

Another theory Is that the cexc of Yajnavalkya warns thr

owner against remaining Indifferent In aspersing his right, for if

he does not do it while his property Is being enjoyed by another
he may give to the possessor an oppoitunicy oi bringing lorrh hi-

claim in consequence of his enjoymem for the prescribed period.
4

Among the latter jurists Vacaspatimisra seems to be much, in

favour of this theory. The sum and substance of this theory is

that the owner should always be very careful in preserving the

evideiice of his title by asserting it in proper time as otherwise

he may have to run the risk of losing his property.
5 This

theory is apparently supported by a text of Vyasa which states

that a piece of land possessed In the presence of the owner with-

out any opposition, from him i^ alienated just as a cow becomes

the property of another when ie Is no taken care of by Its owner/*

Vijmanesvara refutes this jheory by ssyiag thai if the text of

YajnavalJfcya is interpreted as conveying an injunction for the

1. Vlram p. 213
2. V Irani p. 215
3. V tram p. 216
4,

Hit. on Yaj II. 24

VyavabaracintSmani ( In manuscript. )

The reading of the second line in Sc. is much better and it ie

as follows : t^srm-s^rsrr n^&w ** 5 fefir i P- 1^5
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owner not to remain passive then there would be no satisfactory
explanation for the special mention of ten or twenty years
in the text, because it is clear that there cannot be any
apprehension that adverse possession for such a period will

raise any presumption in favour of the claim of the possessor on
account of the fact that it falls within the period of human recol-

lection.
* The text of Vyasa above referred to intends a case, we

may assume, beyond the period of human recollection. We
know that the smrti writers have accepted It as a general

principle that possession destitute of title is not an. evidence of

right within such a period.

The theory of phalahanL After criticising several of these

theories Vijnanesvara sets forth his own. His theory is the

theory of phalahani. According to it loss of the profits accruing
from the real and personal property is intended by the text of

Yajnavalkya. Although the rightful owner may regain his pro-

perty after ten or twenty years' possession ( ten years in the case
of movable and twenty years in the case of Immovable property )

by a stranger, he loses the intermediate profits. This loss is due
to his fault of remaining indifferent. Vijnanesvara further obse-

rves that such a loss also does not follow in all cases. "When the

profit remains in status quo, the owner does not lose his claim
thereto but when there is an absolute destruction of the profit

from a consumption thereof, then and then only the owner's
claim to it is forfeited. 2

This theory, we know from the Vlramitrodaya is not much
liked by such later writers on law as the authors of Kalpataru,
Hatriakara, Smrtitattva and Smrticandrika. They are of

opinion that loss not only of usufruct but of property itself is

intended by the text of Yajnavalkya. Their arguments are that
loss of usufruct which according to Vijnanesvara follows from
adverse possession must be said to be due either to the fault of

the owner consisting in his omission to oppose the possession
which is being enjoyed by another in his presence or to the

authority of the text of the tfastra. To assert that the loss is the
result of the owner's negligence to offer resistance cannot

1.

^rm; \

Mit. on Ysj II. 24.

2.

Mit.m Y3j IL-24- (p. 137) .
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faerfcorily explain the utility of the"mention of the specific period

(
tften or twenty years ) in the test, for it is evident that there

was such a negligence on the part of the owner before the expiry

of such period even. Now if the authority of the tent is sought
to produce the desired effect it must be seen first of all that the

text itself is interpreted in its obvious sense. To explain hSni

by phalaham is undoubtedly far-fetched if not absurd. The
obvious and natural meaning of the expression hard is loss and

used in respect of bJiurrn it would mean loss of land or property

itself.
1 This is why the authors named above maintain that

adverse possession fulfilling the required conditions has the

capacity of extinguishing title not only to the usufruct but to the

property itself. As a matter of fact we have other texts also

which clearly indicate that acquisition and extinction of title

may be effected by possession and enjoyment, that is, by pre-

scription. We quote these texts below for ready reference :

" The property of a person who is neither an idiot nor a minor

having been used by strangers before his eyes for ten years be-

longs to him who uses it.

"Whatever an owner sees enjoyed by others for ten years in his

presence without any protest, that he shall never recover."

As in Yajmavalkay's text, so in these texts also ten years
*

enjoyment must be understood as referring to movable properties

of small value This we know from the commentaries of Medha-

tithi and Haradatta.
4 Haradatta says further that in such

cases the presumption that the ownership of the property h^
passed to the possessor by any such means as purchase or gift

1. Virain p. 212

2. (-Ian. XII. 34.

Haradatta on l*au. X* 1134.

3. Mann VIII* 147

KBSf.I. 79. _ *-*
4. *P*^ li^cm Mann VIII- 147-
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will be raised by reason of the absolute passiveness of the owner*

for such a long period as ten years.
1 The point to be noticed is

that the texts just quoted do not contain any ambiguous word

like the text of Ya]Lavalkya and as such do not; admit of different,

interpretations. The doctrine of extmctive prescription, that is
}

loss of title through dispossession lor a particular length of time

is after all not really in conflict with the text which prescribes

punishment for unauthorised possession, however, long it be.

This text may be taken as referring to a case of trespass and

indirectly insisting that possession in order to be a proof

of ownership should have a valid origin, or to express ii

otherwise, that the usurper can never be the owner merely by lapse

of time. This doctrine is not opposed also to the spirit of the

texts in favour of possession for three generations. The interpre-

tation of these texts by Srlkara may be accepted as final. We
have already seen that according to him possession continuing

through three generations in order to prove title requires not to bo

held with the knowledge of the previous owner as possession for

ten or twenty years does.
B The rule that every possession

should invariably conform to the five conditions, one of thorn

being that it should be in presence of the claimant, is indeed too

exacting and may be regarded as setting forth an ideal case of

possession only.

Another text, and it is of Marie i, limits the period of pre-

scription to five years in respect of cattle, conveyance, ornaments
and such other things that may be borrowed for use through
friendship.

s This text distinctly recognises extinctJve prescrip-
tion and to take it is referring L*o the loss of produce would be

simply absurd. Moreover, if it be accepted as a general rule

that loss of title cannot follow from dispossession then the

various other texts which undoubtedly provide for exceptions to

the rule of extinctive prescription cannot be explained. First

of all we find Mami laying down that things such as a milch
cow,a camel, an ox or a riding horse and an animal made over

for breaking in are never lost to the owner if used with friendly

1.
i

Haradatla on Gaii. XII, 34.

2. Vm. P. 342 and 343

. P. 148, Sc. P. 159.
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assent.
l Vyasa adds that a thing is nod also lobt to the

owner when ic fe adversely enjoyed by a srotnya a yajopuruwi
(the king's official ) and friends and relatives, -

Devanabhatta
commence chai* the idea underlying is that there can be
no -prescription, againsc the owner when h^ remains Indifferent

out of some consideration. <t? He quotes another text of Vyasa
which shows that the owner's consideration in remaining passive
in respeci; of a srotrnja may be the acquiring of eternal merle, in

respect of a ? ajapurusa ic may be fear and In respect of friends

and relatives it may be affection.
4 Pitamaha expresses the same

idea in a different way. He says that possession will its

force only when the possessor Is a stranger ( para } s but when he

happens to be a near relative then possession for a very long
time even will not deprive the owner of Ms right

5 Medhatlthi

gives us a long note on the word para which occurs in a similar

text of Mami already referred to.
6 Some earlier commentators

have taken the word to mean 'those who are nofc collaterals aad
relatives.

'

Medhatithi says that this explanation Is after all

unsatisfactory for It Is difficult to ascertain who are relatives and

collaterals and who are not If these terms be taken to Imply
relationship in general then there would be none fit to be design-

ated para because some sort of relationship may be said always
to exist between one and another. Medhatithi says therefore that

para must be taken to Imply every one other than one's own self.

Now there are texts In which wife and son are spoken of as

one's own self and hence it Is concluded that between husband

and wife and between father and son only mere enjoymenton the

part of one cannot be regarded as a ground of ownership against

the other. He continues, however, to say that when they are

separated then omission to assert right on the part of either of

them will be a precluder of his ownership.
7 Authorities are

1. Mann VIII. 146

2 qrere^r ^r^F srtfn

gi^.f^'^T'cfqq ffq" sf cfsjifn
tI*T sfTSJcT 1 I

Pds, p. 149, So. p 157.

^f Stl'ffiT'^Hl' H
8**^ ^^" rt ^C - ^** ^^7 *

Pds. reads snffs^nr ?W^n?r zftsffi
;

CT5T^^"
* 149-

5 gfrbj^^cft cT^T ^ftrFF ^ T^ ^f^ t ^TT^ Htl'*i
<p
tl W^^ 3X**\ W*ini ^^ 8 1

So. P. 158*

6. Manu VIII. 146

7. Medh* oil Mann V1IL 146.
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also of opinion as already noted that when the owner suffer
under a disability such as minority, idiocy and the like, he is
not to be affected by any adverse possession which he may be
Ignoring. The reason, according to the Mitaksara Is his
minority or Idiocy.

' Protection is also to be affected to women
on account of, as the Mitaksara puts It, their ignorance and
inexperience ( ^nRT^JfT^T^Riw ).

8 The real ground on which
Idiots, minors and women are exempted from the operation of the
rule of prescription Is that they do not know their own Interest
and thus deserve protection from law. The texts of Manu and
Yajmavalkya further provide that there cannot be prescription
against the properties of the raja and of the srotrlya.

s
Medhatu

thi says that raja means 'rulers of provinces.' Now these peop^have vast properties which it is impossible for them to watch
over carefully and thus they will shortly be reduced to poverty
if they are to lose their properties one by one through advert
possession.

4 The Mitaksara explains that neglect to watch
over his property is excusable for the king on account of his
multifarious duties. 5 In modern jurisprudence though the rich*
of government is extinguished by adverse possession yet its
position is more favourable than that of a private owner inasmuch
as the period of limitation for the former is sixty years and for
the latter only twelve years. Srotriyas are absorbed in spiritual
studies, take part in learned disquisitions and instruct peopleThey may thus be naturally unmindful to worldly concerns andso will not lose the property held adversely against themThe principle underlying the various cases of exception evidentlyis that possession in order to be able to lead to ownership mustbe as of right and not held under leave or license It Is
interesting to note that this principle Is adopted in other systemesof ^ur^pradence also and is not peculiar to the Hindu Law

Mit. on Ysrj II. 25.

2. Mit. on Y5j II. 25

3. VIII. 149 ( Mann ); Ysj IL 25, tfte. I. 81.

Medh. on Manu VIII 149.

c3> ........ Mit. on Ysj II. 25.

6,

Mit. on Ya*j II. 25.
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Exceptions are also made in the case of intermediate bound-

ary as well as In the cases of adhi, upanidhi, niksepa and stn.
l

Medhatithi remarks that on accoant of the boundary mark

between villages being a public concern men may naturally

ignore encroachment upon it. As to the boundary line between

houses marked by ditches or walls two or three cubits In size and

common to two persons, the fact of its being in possession of one

of them can be ignored by the other If such possession Is short.

Possession for a long period may give rise to the presumption

that the ownership has passed to the possessor by reason of gift

or any other mode of acquiring property but it will eventhen not

be very harmful, for, Medhatithi goes on to say, the son and

gransdson of the person who omitted to protest against such a

possession will easily be able to discover some hidden marks of the

original boundary and thereby to have their claims established.5

Vijnane&vara also puts forward similar grounds He says that

neglect to watch over the boundaries may be allowed for the

simple reason that they can easily be ascertained by permanent

boundary marks of chaff, ashes or other articles.
3 8trl means a

a slave girl or wife.
4 What is Intended by Manu's text is that

ghe can never be lost to the original owner through adverse

possession.

Exceptions in the cases of adhi, upamdM and niksepa amply

prove the adoption by our law-makers of the principle that pre-

scription cannot be caused by derivative possession. Adlit ple-

dge )has been defined by Narada as that to which a seoondazy

title is created.
5 Medhatithi explains the term more fully.

According to him adhi Is* an article given as pledge -sucH

as cattle, land, gold and so forth -to the creditor and recovered

from him upon repayment of the debt.'
6 The Mi^ksara

also

makes it clear that adhi is nothing but a security given by the

debtor for the thing lent to him by the creditor for the

1. Mam* VIII. 149, Ysj II. 25, NBr. I. 81.

2. Medb. on Manu VIII. 149

3. Mit. on Yaj II. 25

4 ^^.^^(Medh). AsahSya explain* the term as

i^%Te.Ta^LaB who has been delivered to a rtrng ^ -

deposit, and enjoyed by him7
-

5. arntfiFTcr^m^: Nw. 1. 124

6.
" Medh ' n
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purpose of creating confidence in the latter.
* Both upcmidhi

and nikepa are deposits. The difference between the two is that.

the former is enclosed in a vessel, its quantity, kind and form are

not disclosed and it is sealed; while the latter is specified as to

its quality and quantity.
2 We may thus call upanidhi a sealed

or unspecified deposit and niksepa a specified deposit.

We may conclude this chapter hy saying that some of the

views about the effect of adverse possession noted above have
their parallel in other systems of jurisprudence. The doctrine of

extinctive prescription, it is needless to say, represents a very
developed stage of bhuktivada and shows a sentiment of great

respect for the fact of possession. The Roman Law also reveals
the same state of things by recognising that title is extinguished
by prescription. Savigny making a statement about the origin of

property in the Roman Law has gone so far as to say that all

property is founded on adverse possession.
s It is indeed inter-

esting to note that the Roman Law just like the HinduLawmade a
difference between the periods of prescription as regards movables
and immovables. In its earliest phase a prescriptive title to mov-
ableswas acquiredby one year's possession and to immovables by
possession for two years. In Justinian's time these periods were
extended to three and ten years respectively. In the Roman Law
the general rule, of course, was that a titde to the thing possess-
ed- could be acquired by one who obtained possession in good
faith and under a sale, gift or other just means of acquiring pro-
perty, When however, the possesor had come in under no title

the Roman Law did not totally ignore his right but demanded a

longer prescription of thirty years in case of certain class of pro-
perties and of forty years in case of others. Another point to be
noted is that the Roman Law also required a possession to be
peaceable and uninterrupted for the period prescribed. We have
seen that under the Hindu Law prescription could not be claimed
against properties stolen or possessed by force. By the Roman

Mit. on Ysj II 25.

and 5

Nsr. quoted in Mit. on Ysj II. 65.
Maine's Ancient Law, Ctx- VIII.
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Law also thing stolen or possessed by violence were considered so

far extra cowmerdiiw that they eould not be acquired by the

ordinary prescription even by a bonafide possessor.
*

We have seen that according to some authoritative texts of

theHindu Law there are shorter prescriptions which are applicable

to certain classes of property This has a striking similarity

with the modern French Code. It is also interesting to note that

in this system of jurisprudence in order to prescribe the property

of an immovable subject one is to acquire it in good faith

and upon an ostensible title and a title defective in form

cannot serve as a basis for prescription. This is agamamda pure

and simple of Hindu Law. The French Law further recognises

that all real and presonal actions are barred by the lapse of a

certain period of time.
2 This also is not very different from

the theory of vyamharahani of the Hindus noted above.

Another point that we have noticed is that adverse posses

siondoes not operate against minors and those who are under any

legal incapacity to sue. The English and the Scottish Law of

prescription recognises exactly an identical principle. The text

of YajSavalkya, we have further noticed, does not, according to

some authorities advocate extinction of title or bar the remedy

by action but is intended
'

to limit the mode of proof
9

so that

claims which might be proved within the period of prescription

by legal evidence such as witnesses and documents can only be

established after the expiry of that period by having recourse fa>

oath and ordeal. Exactly a similar view is held by the Scottish

law also.
s

These resemblances, though accidental, go to show thai our

system of law does not suffer by comparison and may be placed

side by side with any system of law in the world.

1. Boman Law ( Lord Mackenzie ), cb. VIII. pp. 194-196

2. Roman Law (Lord Mackenzie), ch. VIII, p. 198

3. Boman Law (Lord Mackenzie), ctu VIII, pp. 198~>1.



DRAVIDIAN CULTURE
BY

Dr. R. SHAMSASHTRI, B. A., Ph. D.

It has been the serious belief of many scholars, both Eastern

and Western, that before the Vedic Aryans had entered into India,

it had been inhabited by a race of people called the Dravidian

whose culture totally differed from that of the invaders. It is also

believed that the Vedic Aryans were so powerful as to occupy the

whole of India and supplant the Dravidian culture by their own
Vedic and Sanskrit culture. Attempts have also been made here

and there to distinguish between the Aryan and the Dravidian
cultures and to make an estimate of the influence exerted by the

Dravidian upon the Aryan. Yet no attempt seems to have

succeeded in presenting the two pictures in their true colours and

inmaking it possible to compare and contrast them in definite and

precise terms. It is not yet definitely known how these two races

differed in social, religious, and ethical ideas, convictions and

sentiments. Nor is it found possible to classify the Hindus into

Aryans and Dravidians as precisely as we can classify the

Indians into the Hindus, the Mahamadands, and the Christians.

/ It is also believed that the Brahmans are the real representa-
tives of the ancient Aryans and that their customs are more or

less Vedic. As Brahmans officiate as priests in the house of

Almost all ,the non-Brahman Hindus with the exception of the

Lingayats and the outcastes, nothing in their social and religious
customs is found to be indicative of any social distinction. If

we leave out the nominal distinction of the people into castes

and the use and disuse of vedic chants in religious rites, there is

no criterion whatever to distinguish them either as Dravidian or

Aryan.

Such being the condition of the Hindus, it may seem to be a
vain attempt to define the Dravidian culture and distinguish it

from that of the ancient Aryans. But if we take the earliest

religious books of the Aryans and make a list of the religious
and social customs enjoined upon them in those books, we can
draw a true picture of the Vedic Aryan in his religious and social

aspects. His religion is fire-worship and his Gods are earthly

atmospheric and celestial. With the exception of the fire, almost
all other gods are natural forces incapable of being represented
in any definite form. It is true that the Vedic Aryans worship-
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ped the rivers, trees, bows, arrows, the war-drum and other feti-

shes. Still there is no evidence whatever available in the early

religious books to assert that he worshipped idols in a temple or

at home. His Rudra or Siva was the wind or sjorm god, and not

the epic Linga or Siva with a tridant in one of his hands. Hfe

Visnu was the sun and not at all a stone or raetalic image with

four arms. His daily routine consisted of a round of sacrificial

offerings into the fire on the altar in his house. "While worship-

ping his fire In the morning, midday or evening, he called upon all

his earthly, atmospherical, and celestial Gods to partake of the

offerings put into the fire. His one religious formula regulating

his offerings was "
AgnimuKha vai devali",

" Gods have the fire

for their mouth ". Hence he believed that the offerings put into

the fire were carried on to all the Gods addressed to by him while

"making the offering.

In none of the rites which are observed by him in his life,

there is room for the observance of any form of idolatry or of the

customs connected with it. The domestic rites that are enjoined

upon him in the Vedas and Sutras are forty in all. They are:

( 1 ) The Garbhadhana or ceremony to cause conception,

( 8 ) The pumsavana, or ceremony to cause the birth of

a male child, f

( 3 ) The &imantonnayana or arranging the parting ot

the pregnant wife's hair,

( 4 ) The Jatakarana, or ceremony on the birtn 01 me

child, ..,

5 ) The ceremony of naming the child,

6) The first feeding,

( 7 ) The tonsure of the head of the child,

( S ) The rite of initiation,

( 9 to 12 ) the four vows for the study of
^e

Veda,

( 13 ) the bath on completion of the studentship,

to Gods, manes, men,

(

(

o
goblins and Brahmans,

* -
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In none of these sacramentary rites either Siva or Visnu is

invoked as a prominent; god. The atarudrlyahoma performed in

some of the sacrifices plays an insignificant part in the main body
of the ritual. The Visnu-kramana or performance of Visnu's

stepping is likewise a part of the main ritual. Even in those

constituent rites neither Siva nor Vlsnu is invoked after the

fashion of Saivite or Vaisnavite Agarnas. ISTor is there any
reference to Saivite or Vaisnavite marks, symbols or dress worn
by the persons taking part in the ritual. There is no mention of

stigmatization of the body of the priests and other persons per-

forming the ritual.

Even in the daily rites enjoined upon a Vedic Aryan there is

no reference to Siva or Visnu and to the marks and symbols
which sure usually worn by modern Saivites and Vaisnavitesi
The daily routine of the rites performed by a Vedic Aryan is as

follows :

Bathing in the early morning, the morning, midday and
evening prayer to Savltrl, the Sun, the Aupasana or fire-worship
both in the morning and evening, the five Mahayajfias or sacrifi-

ces, the Vaisvadeva or the worship'of the All-gods, the Baliharana
sacrifice, the entertainment of guests, and the study of the Vedas.
In all these rites the appropriate Vedic mantras are recited. There
is no reference to the worship of Siva or Visnu. Nor is there on
the otherJiand any Vedic chant or mantras^enjoined to be recited

in these Agamic worships. The modern Saivites and Vaisna-
vites recite Agama verses in classic Sanskrit while worshipping
these later gods. The Vedic mantras usually recited while

offering sandal, Incense, flowers, fruits, and other things to Siva
or Visnu have no connection with the things offered. For
example while offering sandal, it is xisual to recite the Aranyaka
mantra " Gandhadvaram etc.,

"
Though the word *

gandha
*

meaning scent appears in the mantra, It has no bearing on the

offering of scent to any god It is an invocation to Sri, goddess
of wealth and prosperity. Thus many Vedic mantras are recited
in the worship of Siva or Visnu, though their original application
was quite different.

The early Vedic Aryan had no need for temples, Images,
scents, incense, flowers, lights, camphor and other materials of

worship. His worship was quite simple : He had his fire in
the altar; he had rice, ghee, milk or butter for offering. He had
his fuel-sticks to kindle the fire, and his fresh or dry kusa grass
and water. These were all his materials of fire-worship which
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he daily observed. For costly sacrifices he needed large sums
of money to purchase his sacrificial animals, his soma, rice,

wheat and grains to feed and reward his priests and guests. He
succeeded in getting necessary pecuniary help from the Aryan
kings so long as lie had a sympathetic king interested in the

animal sacrifices. But in the course of about a thousand years

according to others, there occurred a schism among the Aryans.
First the Jain as and then the Buddhists revolted against the

animal sacrifices and succeeded in converting to their new faith**

most of the Aryan kings. Those that were strictly conservatives

and adhered to their Vedic sacrificial religion seem to have been

very few in number.

By the time the Mauryas established their empire

in Pataliputra, the whole of northern India was more

under the influence of Buddhism than Jainism or Vedic

Brahmanism. The adherents of the Vedic sacrificial

cult seem to have received no support to their sacrificial

rites at any king's court. Meanwhile both the Buddhists and

the Jaina^ began to carry on their propaganda work in the

south. The Brahmans had either followed them or preceded

them in their migration to the Deccan. The country below fehe

Vindhyas was as that time partly Saivite and partly Vaismavite.

There is no reason to doubt that the Dravidians both in the north

and the south were divided into six: religious groups, such as

saura, the sun-worshippers, sakta, the Sakti worshippers, the

Saiva, the Linga-worshippers, the Vaisnavas, the worshippers of

Visnu, and Ganapatya, worshipers of Ganapatl Both the

Buddhists and the Jainas showed no regard either to their ances-

tral animal sacrifices or to the theistic idolatry of the Dravidians.

Their new cults were a revolt against the sordid passions of

humanity and aimed at purging the human mind of all pas-

sionate impulses. Hence there was a conflict between the new

cults and the Dravidian idolatry. The Brahman seems to have

espoused the cause of the Dravidians and changed his sacnfioiM

cult to idolatry or interpreted it so as to be in haamony with

idolatry. This is the beginning of the era of the Puranas, the

Agamas, and the Tantras.

It is true that there were some Puranas as old in their origin

astheVedas. But such Puranas were
either

Vedic ot sacrificial myths or of sorcery. At the

we are speaking of, there neem to have been ^..
to the Puranas and the epics mostly in praise of either
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Vaisnavismu And a few new Puranas seem to have been written in

praise of Sakti, Ganapati, and the sun. While the Puranas were
devoted to the praise of idolatry, the Agamas and the Tantras
were written to explain the forms of worship. With a view to

hide the modernness of ihese writings, these works seem to have
been described either as a dialogue between Siva and ParvatI or
as the compilations of Vyasa, Narada, and other old sages

They did not stop with the literary propagandic work.
They embraced the cults with zeal and unswerving faith and
became leaders of the cults which they adopted. Their bigotry
in these new faiths seem to have been so great and the observance
of the customs connected with the Dravidian cults so unquestion-
able that Samkaracarya in* the 9th century found it hard to

persuade the zealots to give up ac least some obscene customs in
each of the six Dravidian cults. Under his logical persuatlon
many seem to have abandoned che observance of almost all Hie
horrible or obscene customs and continued to practise such customs
as appeared inoffensive. The profane customs are spoken of as
Vamacaras or left-hand acw* and the inoffensive customs as
Daksinacaras or right-hand acts. Some of them are shedding of

blood, drinking of wine or liquor, eating of fish or flesh, worship
of and intercourse with women, and other obscene customs
narrated in several Tantra works. Some of the customs as
appeared inoffensive are stigmatization of the body, wearing of
caste marks, sipping the water with which the feet of the Guru is

washed, worship of images and the like.

Thus abandoning the costly Vedlc animal sacrifices and
also the philosophical religion of the ITpanisads, almost all the
Brahmans embraced one or the other or all of the six Dravidian
cxills enumerated above and interpreted their Vedas and
Upanisads in support of these new cults. The epoch of this
voluntary adoption by Brahmans of these new cults may be said
to be between

the_ 4th century B. C. and the 8th century A. D.
when the puranas, Agamas and Tantras were compiled and recited
a# old sacred works under the patronage of Dravidian kings.As a fitting reward for the zeal, faith, and sincerity of the self-
elective converts, the Dravidian kings of those days seem to
have not only entrusted their temples to them, but also appointed
them as priests and worshippers. It is also more than probable
that at the same time rich land-endowments were also granted to
the temples and placed in the custody of Brahman worshippersand managers.
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That this is a correct and reliable history of the transforma-
tion of the Vedic fire cult into Dravidian idolatry is clearly be-

trayed in the many polemical works written by Brahmans Sai-

vites and Vaisnavites against the customs of each other. Some
of the polemical works written by Saivites condemning the
customs of the Vaisnavites, unconscious of their own departure
from pure Vedic customs are the following available in the

Mysore Oriental Library.

( 1 ) Urdhvapundra vicara. No. C 1405.

( 2 ) Pundranirnaya Candrika. B 9SO.

( 3 ) Vaidikavijayadhvaja. 725.

( 4 ) Vaidikacaranimaya. 2849.

( 5 ) Vaidikacaramarma, 4616.

( 6 ) Vaidikasiddhanta. 399.

( 7 ) Taptamudra vidravana. 594.

The Vaisnavite works directed against the Saivities are

( 1 ) Dramldacara pramana Samgraha, No. 2380.

( 2 ) Tapta cakraiikita smrtisara-

Samgraha. B 975.

( 3 ) Tapta cakrankana pramana-Vivrti 2411.

( 4 ) Saccaritra paritranam. 1405.

( 5 ) Pancaratra raksa. A 215.

The Pundranirnaya candrika ( 920-P. 56 ) classifi^ the

Hindus into four divisions : ( 1 ) Those that follow only the

Vedas ( Suddha Vaidika ); ( 2 ) those that attach more importance

to the Vedas and still observe harmless Tantric customs in addi-

tion to the Vedic rites ( Vaidikatantrika ) ; ( 3 ) Those that ob-

serve Tantric customs as more important, upholding at the same

time the sanctity of the Vedas and Vedic customs ( Tantrika-

Vaidikas ) ; and (4 ) those that observe only the Tantric customs

discarding almost all the Vedic customs.

The last two classes are stated in the above work ( pp. 36-

39 ) to have abandoned the Vedic customs, and adopted new cus-

toms. The new customs are said to be such as follows :

( 1 ) Change of name due to initiation in Saivism or Vaisna-

vism.

( 2 ) Change of prayer, L e., learning a Saivite or Vafcma-

vite prayer abandoning the Vedic Gayatrl prayer.

( 3 ) The abandonment of theVedic customs such as G*tbhS-

dhana or ceremony "to cause conception etc,, and

adoption of Saivita or Vaisnavite customs.
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( 4 ) Stigmatization of the body.

( 5 ) Wearing on the fsice, arms and breast, marks of Saivite

or Vaisnavite weapons with grey or -white earth.
"

( 6 ) Reading and reciting Vernacular hymns called pra-
bandhas in praise of Visnu or Siva and abandonment
of Vedic recitation.

( 7 ) Drinking, or sipping the water with which a Guru's
feet are washed.

( 8 ) Wearing a necklace of Hudraksa or TulasI beads.

The author of the Pundranirnaya candrika quotes many
verses from the puranas in support of his views. The Dravida-
cara pramanasamgraha (A 731.) quotes from many Agama
works in support of the sanctity of the Vaisnavite customs

specified above.

In praise of the Prabandhas or Dravidamnaya as they are

called, it quotes from Brahma-Samhita as follows :

"
Dravidamnaya Vedanta ghoso yatrasti sarvada

tasmin mumuksubhirgrame sthatavyamitaratra na...

Those who are desirous of attaining emancipation shall re-

side where the sound of recitation of the Dravida Vedas is heard
and nowhere else*

The following verses are quoted from Isvarasamhita in praise
of those who are well versed in the Prabandhas :

" Yastu Dravidavedarthajnata sa purusas smrtah I danapa.
tram sa sampujyali visesacca mumuksubhiii [\ Vetti
Dravidavedartham yastu tasya padadvayam.

Samksalayitva padambu peyam moksaphalarthibhih.

Whoever knows the meaning of the Dravida Veda deserves

gifts from those who desire emancipation. Those who desire to
attain salvation shall drink of the water with which the feet of
the person learned in the Dravida Veda are washed,

The following verse condemning the disregard of the
Dravida Veda on the part of a Brahman is attributed to the
Adityapurana :

Svasakhadhyayanam krfcva Vaisnavo Dravidasrutim I

anadhltya sraman sastre yafr karoti sa durmatih.

; "^He
who takes the troubles of studying sfastra in perference

to Dravidaveda after learning his family Veda is a man of

profane mind. "
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The following verses enjoining tlie five Samskaras are

quoted from Pancaratra works in the Dravidacarapramana

Samgraha :

Prapanna kulasambhutali devatantara duragai.
homadikam vina kuryattesam tapadipancakam
yaddrstva Vaisnavasceti nis^amdeho bhavenmune
Tadr&am laksanam vaksye Vaisravanam vi^esatah

Vaisnavau dvau yada sadyali ssrhgatau tu parasparam

prsnamam knrutastatra tayormadhye stMto harili

tasiiiadavasyam kartavyam Vaisnavasya tu laksanam
Vaisnavo Vaisna-vaih drstva dandavatpranamedbliuvi

Those whx> are born of Vaisnavite devotees and who worship

no other god than Visnu shall go through stigamatization and

other five sacramentary rites without performing any oblation

into the fire. A. Vaisnavite shall bear such marks on his body

as will remove all doubts as to whether the person seen with the

marks is a Vaisnavite or not. When two Vaisnavites meet

together, they should bow to each other, for there is Visnu

between them. Hence it is necessary for Vaisnavite to bear

Vaisnavite marks. When a Vaisnavite meets another Vaisna-

e, he should prostrate before the other.

The five rites referred to in the above verses are ( 1 ) stig-

matization ( 2 ) wearing marks on the forehead, arms, and breast

in white and red earth, ( 3 ) service under a Vaisnavite ^acher,

( 4 ) sipping the water with which a Vaisnavite teachers fee*

are washed, and ( 5 ) repeating the name of ^tonnes taught.

Another noteworthy fact in the above verses is fidelity to Vis^n
alone exclusive of all other gods, whether Vedic or not Vedic.

The Pundranirnaya-candrifca points out the Inconsistency of

exclusive fidelity to Visnu with the performance of such Vedic

rites as Samdhyavandana, Agnihotra and the like necessitefan^

the worship of other gods.

The author of the Dravidacarapramana saihgraha quofeea

verses in support of the view that the daily rite called

deva is not obligatory on a Vaisnavite :

Pravape ca pr^bodhe ca pniito yena kessavah,

Kim karyam Vaisvadeven^ devapuiap%rasya v

TTirh va Vamena d^nena Vai^vadevena Mramip

VaSvTdJvatatocchistsm no bhunjyad Vafenavotomai

' Whoever worships Ke^ava both in sleep and waking
stele

will have no benefit to derive from the performance of Vaisva-

deva; nor from the performance of Vedic sacrifices nor. from
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making gifts. No true Vaisnavite should partake of the food

that remains after Vaisvadeva oblation is performed.

The author of the Dravidacaraprarnan a-samgraha goes still

farther and gives expression to a theory which shatters the very
foundation of the Vedic cult. He says ( 15 ) :

Adhyayanasya kamyatvat tadangasyppanayanasyapi
kamyatvam adhyayanasya kamyatvat varnasramata-

danga Karmanam
sarvesamapi kamyatvam siddhamiti vaisvadeva-

syapi kamyatvam
tasmadvarnanubandhini sodasa karmani kamyani.

"

"
Study of the Vedas is an optional duty ( and not an

obligatory duty ). Hence ITpanayana, the rite of investiture

of the sacred thread as a part of the rite performed for the study
of the Vedas, is also optional. Since the study of the Vedas is

optional, the duties enjoined upon castes and other religious

divisions must necessarily be option al. Hence the sixteen rites

laid down for the higher castes are also optional.

From this it is clear that in the opinion of the author of the

above work there is no obligatory Vedic rite to be performed by a

Vaisnavite. The Saivites hold similar arguments and confine

their attention to rites laid down in Agamic works abandoning
Vedic rites*

Speaking of the Vaisnavites and of their opinion on their

religion the Vaidikavijayadhvaja says as follows: "The Vaisna-

vites have Pamcaratragama as their authority. They are chiefly

foun'd on the banks of Tamraparni, in the Cola territory

( Trichy and Tanjure ) and in Kanjivaram, and in other places

sacred to Visnu. Questioned about their religion the learned

among them say that their teachers are Aupagayana, Sandilya,

BharadvSja, Kausika, and Mafijayaka, all well versed in the

Pfincaratra cult. The religion and philosophy established by
Ramanuja is quite different from their cult. In the system of

Ramamija, Nammalvar and others are worshipped as saints.

Before they became Vaisnavifces, the Ramanujiyas and the

Madhvas were Smartas. They are therefore new Vaisnavites
with their religion and philosophy based upon both the Upanisads
and the Pa&caratra works. The old Pancaratta Vaisnavites
have however nothing to do with the Vedas and the Vedanta.
These ore racially the Andhras and others,

"
( p 13-14 )
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Again
" The Vaisnavites who follow RamanujacSrya refect

the Sivapuranas as unauthoritative, regard the Dravida praba-
ndha as important as the Upanisads, look upon Nammalvar and
other non Brahman sages as their saints, and hold their sayings
as being more authoritative than even the Vedas, and stigma-
tise their body with brand marks of Visira's weapons. They
have two Vedantas, one of the Upanisads and the other of the

Frabandhas.
"

( p 46-47 )

In support of the rejection of the vernacular prabandhas to

which the "Vaisnavites attach as much importance as to the

Upanisads, the Vaidikavijayadhvaja quotes some verses from the

Sesadharma meaning that
" Those who listen to the hymns com-

posed in Kanarese, Tamil, Telugu languages in praise of god
instead of Sanskrit are destined to go to the hell.

"

Speaking of the rise of Vaisnavism in the south the Ftindra-

minayacandrika says :

"
They ( the Vaisnavites ) are modern ;

pressed by poverty and desirous of finding wealth some how or

other they sought for pecuniary help from those who styled

themselves as Prabhus, chiefs, whose religion is now T&nbrio.

The chiefs prior to Acyutaraya ( of Vijayanagar ) followed the

Vedic religion and observed Vedic customs. Their copper plate

grants bear the symbol of Virnpaksa. But the modern chiefs

have abandoned the ancient Vedic customs and observe Tantric

customs, such as stigmatization, bearing caste marks in white

earth and the like.
"

( p 54-55 )

Comparing the customs of the early Saivites and Vaisna-

vites, the Pundra nirnayacandrika says as follows ; ( p. 97 }

" The Saivagama is of two kinds : ( 1 ) Vedic, and { 2 ) Indepen-

dent. "What is not based upon the Vedas is called Independent.

The latter which was once of ten different kinds is now of

eighteen kinds, known as Eamikagama and the like. Like

the followers of Pancaratra cult, the Pfisrupatas also perform

no funeral rites. The former believe that their dead have

attained to Vaikuntha, the world of Visnu, and the latter think

that their dead have become one with Siva. Both bury their

dead, abandoning the Vedic rite of cremation. The Vaisnavites

brand their body with the marks of Visnu's weapons and the

Saivites bear the Linga mark. Both despise theVedic Brtihmans.

In their annual ancestral rites which consist in making an

offering of cooked rice to Vismu or Siva in the temple, the

Vaisnavites recite the Tamil Prabandha and the Samtas sing

gongs in praise of Siva in Kanarese.
"
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Discussing the origin and age of- Pancaratra the Pundra-

nirnayacandrika says (p. 63 ) that
" Their is no reliable evidence

to prove that the Pancaratra works are the productions of

Visnu. According to the Srlmadbhagavata Upa^loka, son of

Trivikraina and disciple of Narada, is the author of wha !

; is called

Satvata Tantra, which is another name of Pancaratra,

According to the Mahabharata, Samkarsana composed the

Pancaratra works following the mode of worship described in

the Satvata'Samhita at the close of the Dvapara age and the

beginning of the Kali age.
"

On page 98 the same work distinguishing between Vaidic

and Tantric Vaisnavites and Saivites says that
"
Those

Vaisnavites who observe Vedio rites and customs with faith

in Visnu are termed Bhagavatas and form a large sect residing

beyond the border of the Dravidian land. On the banks of the

Gautami river in the Andhra country there is a sect of people

called Aradhya who follow the Pasiupata cult. Besides these,

there are Tantric Vaisnavites in the Tamil land and Tantric

Saivites called Jangamas in the@BIarnata land. These observe

no Vedic rites and customs.
* 9

It may be reasonably inferred from the above that long
before the immigration of the Vedic Brahmans there were in

the south two important sects known as Vaisnavites and
Saivites at war with each other. Both were a sect of idolatrous

people with religious marks and stigmas on their body indicative
of their respective religious belief. They had their own
religious literature consisting of hymns in Dravidian vernaculars
in praise of Visnu or of Siva and religious myths. They had
their own kingdoms with powerful kings and armies to repel
the attacks of the Aryans from the north. The armies of Asoka
could only conquer the northern parts of Telugu and Karnata
lands leaving the Tamils and the Cheras unconquered. Aoka
had however given up the idea of war and conquest after he had
embraced Buddhism and begun to rule the land following the
Buddhistic principles of Dhamma Chakka. It is at this time
that the Buddhists and the Jainas poured into the Dravidian
land on their propagandist^ work. The Brahmans who also

migrated thither from the northprobably in search of employment
as teachers took the side of the Saivites or of the Vaisnavites
against their own religious opponents, the Buddhists and the
Jainas. They discontinued the observance of costly Vedic
sacrifices for want of funds and retained only cheap G-rhya
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rites. It is probable that those who had no education in their
own religious literature gave up both the Srauta and Grhya
rites and adopted the simple Vaisnavite or Saivite customs
paying homage to Dravidian religious teachers and saints.

Those who were well versed in Yedic and Upanisadic religion
and philosophy as well as those who had no opportunity to go
through their course of religious studies seem to have identified

themselves with the natives of the land and learnt their
vernaculars and practised their customs to show their love of the

people and their religion and arts. It is more than certain that
the immigrant families of the Brahmans were so dispersed as
to have none to talk in their Aryan tongue, Pali or Prakrit or

Sanskrit outside their family circles. This seems to be the

reason for their neglecting their own language and adoption of

the vernaculars instead. To please their patrons, the Dravidiari

kings, and wealthy men, they seem to have composed Pnranas
and Agamas extolling and explaining the merits of the new
religions they adopted. Such religious observances as are

mentioned neither in the Vedas and the Brahmanas nor in

the Grhya sutra may be said to have been borrowed by them
and practised with zeal. The Holly feast in February, Purpu
feast in honour of the ELaverl floods in the rainy season, Gauri
and the Ganesa feasts, the Kali festivities, the Krttika feast,

and the periodical festivals of idolatry seem to be new accretions.

Among the sixty three Saivite saints who flourished during
the reign of the Pallavas in the south, there are also a few Br&h~

mans who appear to have been raised to the status of saints in

virtue of their earnest and sincere devotion to Siva, One of them

is known as Guggullya who is said to have sold the sacred neck-

lace of his wife to find money for purchasing incense to burn

before the image of Siva. Another celebrated Brahman Saivite

is known as Appar. He was a learned Brahman. He was first

converted into Jaina faith and was reconverted again to Saivism

under the influence of his widowed sister. As a Jaina he was

called Dharma Sena, author of a number of Sanskrit works on

Jaina religion and philosophy. Affcer his reconversion to Saivisin

he is said to have composed a number of hymns in praise of Siva

and to have accompanied Tirugnana Sambandhiyar, anolher

Brahamn-Saiva saint in his pilgrimage to the temples of Siva in

the south. Another BrShman saint known as BudrapasupaM is

said to have recited the Vedic hymns on Rudra and ohaamecl the

people by his sweet recitation. The story of Somayaji, ano^ier

Brahman Saivite^saint, is very mter^fci and ifc ffltifafe 14*0
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disbelief of the Saivites in caste distinctions. Once Soinay&ji

undertook the performance of Soma sacrifice. During the per-

formance a Candala Saivite with his wife^ came into the

sacrificial hall. Following the customs of the Saivites Somayaji

received the outcaste couple and fed them, thus making a sinful

departure from Brahman customs. The priests engaged for the

sacrifice were aghast and left the sacrificial hall in a body. The

legend goes on to say that the Candala couple disappeared and

there stood in the centre of the hall Siva with his consort Parvatl.

Hearing of this, the priests returned and completed the sacrifice.

The Chief characteristic of Saivism or of Yaisnavism is the

formulae of gift which seems to have been an important means

for the spread of these religions. It is the gift of food, personal

safety, medicine, and knowledge. It is expressed in Sanskrit as
"
5.harabhayahhesa]yasastradanani ;

the ancient Jainas re-

garded this gift as a sacred duty to be observed by the Jainas at

all costs. The Buddhists also followed the same rules. It is a

historical fact that but for the observance of these gifts, neither

the Jainas nor the Buddhists would have succeeded in spreading

their religion throughout India. It is probable that in the inter-

est of their own religions, both the Saivites and the Vaisnavites

borrowed this principle of gift and observed the same. It is also

this economical aspect that rendered these religions more attrac-

tive and acceptable to Brahmans than Jainism and Buddhism

which were hostile to the Vedic religion from the start.

The Vaisnavites quote verses from the Bhagavadglta in justi-

fication of their abandonment of their Vedic sacrificial customs

and their exclusive devotion to Yisnu :

( 1 )
"
Those who worship me leaving other gods and ex-

clusively devoted to*me I shall bear the burden of

maintaining the well-being and progress of such true

devotees.

( 2 ) Having given up all Dharrnas, i. e. Vedic sacrifices,

seek shelter in me alone : I shall free thee, O, descend-

ant of Bharata, from all sins."

Here the word dharma conveys the sense given to it by
Jaimini in his Mimamsa sutras

*

Codanalaksano artho

dharmali ',

*

That desirable sacrificial act which is enjoined by
the Vedas is called the Dharma', The Vaisnavite cult taught in

the Bhagavadglta is a simple religion of devotion to Visnu.
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Likewise the Saivites also declare devotion, to Siva as an

essential religious principle. The Pundranimaya candrika quo-
tes Furanic verses in support of tlie above doctrine of the Sai-

vites ( 97 ).

" Whether a sinner or a cruel man not observing the duties

and customs of his caste, he becomes worthy of worship and

honour if he is only devoted to me. " Such is the excellence of a

Saivite devotee confirmed by Puranic sayings.

It may be presumed that at the commecement of their volun-

tary conversion to Saivism or Vaisnavism, they abandoned all

sacrificial customs in their entirety and that when a call back to

the Vedas was sounded under the Aryan kings in some
#
locali-

ties, the sacrificial cult was taken up again along with Saivism

or Vaisnavism or both as among the Smarta sect. This was an

age of confusion and compromise. It was difficult to say

which is true and which false. The political, social and econo-

mical conditions of the time were such as to force the Brahmans

to accept all ancient sacred scriptures as good and find harmony

among the conflicting doctrines. This is called Samanvaya-v^da

or theory of reconciliation of contradicting texts, doctrines and

customs, as stated by Badarayana in his Brahma Sutras ( I. 3 ).

This theory gave sanctity to all hoary texts and ancient customs

and made them obligatory inspite of explicit contradictions.

Thus an Advaitin with no belief in a personal god acts likea true

believer in a personal god. He professes to follow Vedic customs

and yet goes to temples to worship images. The Vaisnavites

and the Saivites recite Prabandhas or vernacular hymns along

with some Vedic hymns, no matter whether the latter are appro-

priate to the occassion or not. If they are Vedic they can have

no bearing on idol worship and if they are from
Upan^,

they can have no application to such personal deifoes as Siva

or Visnu. Besides worshipping Siva or Visnu, saint* also ate

worshipped. But there is no reference to the
^rship

irf

saints either in the Vedas or in the Brahmanas Such
^a

wor-

ship is quite inconsistent with the spirit of the
Jgw*

Ancestral worship is quite different fram the *> *^
saints As a Vedic rite, ancestral worship Requires fire and

ttSJMS, SM?
no fire but images, fcarB, palanquins, incense, flowers, fruit,

cooked rice and the like.
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The relation between the Vedic sacrificers and their gods is

more or less what exists between international ftraders. It is air

exchange of commodities. The sacrificers transmit their offering

through fire to their Gods who in return send their blessings in

the form of rain, crops, cattle, children and victory in battle. In

the Upanisads this relation is changed into a kJnd of identity of

the Universal consciousness with the individual consciousness.

There is no prayer nor response to prayer. By constant medita-

tion the individual self can become as mighty as the Universal

self and can get rid of its meanness and limitation. The gain is

internal
rand not external. According to the Buddhists and the

Jainas also it can become omniscient and Universal by getting

rid of the stains that have soiled consciousness.

In Saivism and Vaisnavism on the other hand the relation

between the god and his devotee is that which prevails between

a master and his slave. The devotee is a dasa or slave not only to

his god, but also to the confirmed devotee called Guru or teacher.

Every individual soul is called Cit, consciousness and matter

is called Acit or inert. Both these are regarded as the body of the

god, Siva or Visnu. God is conceived as being possessed of all the

qualities and free from, whatever is mean and condemnable. As
all individual souls are endowed with free will, they are all at

liberty to do whatever pleases them. Their happiness and suffer-

ing depend upon the good and bad actions they do. Samsara or

the chain of birth is due to worldly activity. Exclusive devo-

tion { bhakti ) to god with renunciation of worldly activity or

action without attachment to the fruits of action leads to eman-

cipation from further birth and death. It is his duty to mae
pilgrimage to all the temples of his god Siva, or Visnu. All his

earnings together movable and immovable properties form the

property of god. He should make no caste distinctions among
his coreligionists. It is his duty to defend a coreligionist

against all enemies.

Thus there exists a religious brotherhood among the Saivi-

tes as well as among the Vaisnavites. There is however no

love lost between the two religions. Each is ever on a war path

against the other. In the Vedie sacrifices Siva and Visnu are

called upon together with the other gods. They are given an

equal status a'tid there is no enmity between them. According
to the Satapatha Brahmana, all the other gods conspired to bring
&b6tifc the severance of Vi&nu's head by his own bow. This

conspiracy is said to b due to the arrogance of Vis^u. It may
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be that Siva was one of tlie other gods concerned in the conspira-

cy. Apart from this single incident, there is nothing to show
any trace of enmity between the two gods, It may therefore be

said to be Dravidian in its origin. Being a personification of

storm, Kudra-Siva is a terrible and cruel god. In keeping with
his destructive power he is regarded as being very fond of crema-

tion ground. As Kalarudra he destroys the world at the close of

an aeon. Visnu is a sun-god and peaceful. It is not possible to

decide whether this difference in the origin of these two gods is

one of the causes of the split between the followers of these two

religions or whether it was tribal in its origin. There is how-
ever evidence to show that attempts have beenmade'now and then
to make peace between the two cults, The conception of Hari-

hara and construction of temples dedicated to the combined form
of Siva and Visnu so far back as the 12th century A. D. i$ a
sure indication of the endeavour made to bring the warring cults

on the same platform.

What however encouraged the growth of the two religions

is the material property of the temples. Both kings and rich

land-lords and merchants seem to have vied with each other in

endowing the temples with fertile lands and money grants for

the purpose of conducting not only the daily worship but also th

periodical festivals both in Siva and Visnu temples. There were

also free feeding houses attached to the temples, tnrespectrre of

caste all devotees coming on pilgrimage to a temple seem to have

been fed. According to inscriptions
* many temples had colleges

of learning attached to them. It is certainthat at the hands of the

Professors of such colleges the mythic and philosophic aspects of

the religion received considerable development Having frhe Zhra^

vidian and Vedic myths for their basis, the two religions fefwa

their high and imposing towers formed of the philosophy of the

Upanisads. In their philosophical development the phalic aspect

of their origin is almost lost sight of. Puranas and .g&mm
were composed to narrate stories illustrative of the supernatural

powers of the deities and capable of making deep impressions on

the minds of the illiterate. The Upanisadic words such as

l&a* l^vara, Brahma, and the like have been integrated In

terms of Siva or Visnu and the metaphysics, efeies, a*td

psychology of the Upanisads have been explained wjUi Siva

or Visnu as a central figure so as to
delud^jthe

reader into

1 Bpi connection, Madras Ko. 182, atxcTHo. 51 for 19*15

. 3?3 for
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belief -that the authors of the Upanisads had the same sect-

arian cult in their view. We are concerned here only with the

new turn given to the theory of ethics in these religions. Both

the relgions have one and the same form of ethics which is more

practical than the Advaitic theory of morality noticed in the

first chapter.

Whatever is laid down in the Vedas, the Upanisads, the

Puranas and Agamas is dharma and is to be observed with

mind devoted to Visnu. The Vedas are the utterances of Siva

or Visnu and the Puranas and the Agamas are the inspired

sayings of holy men and are" therefore equally sacred. He, the

Lord, resides in the heart of every individual as Antaryamin or

Saksi (witness), and guides the true believer only towards

good action* To the unbeliever the Antaryamin or Saksi is

lost and he is therefore destined to be addicted to wickedness.

Without the thought of his Lord none should proceed to do

anything. According to the Bhagavadglta whatever a man
does, *eats, talks, thinks or meditates upon, he should make an

offering of the same to the Lord. Whether the offering is a leaf
?

a flower, fruit, a drop of water, it pleases the Lord, if it is offered

with true and sincere devotion. So far as the acts enjoined in

the sacred texts are concerned,he will do only those which are ob-

ligatory, omitting those which are laid down for the purpose of at-

taining certain worldly ends. The one end which a devotee

should have in mind is liberation from the bondage of the

world and this will be realised with perfect devotion to the

Lord. Hence he is required to set aside minor ends before

this paramount end. In his worldly activity, he has to under-

take only
; such acts as are in keeping "with the spirit of his

exclusive devotion to his Lord who then becoming
manifest in Ms heart guides him. So far as moral theory is

concerned, the conception of Antaryamin in the Vissistadvaita

system and the conception of Saksin in the Dvaita philosophy
appears to be indentical with what is called conscience or

intuition. The uneducated call the Antaryamin or Saksi
*' Paramatma or Bhagavanta

"
If an uneducated man in a village

is warned against the possibility of his going wrong, he is

^accustomed to reply touching hig breast, how can Paramatma or

Bhagavanta approve oJ such wrong, implying that he"" will only
do what his conscience or intuition suggests aftd approves of.

In Ms Vidhiviveka Mandana-Mi&ra refers to the theory of

instinct called Pratibha, which suggests even to^an infant or B,
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voung animal or bird what it ought to do or avoid in its own

ntorBsts Here Pratibha is evidently instinct. According to

Sm whatever one "ought to" *or
"
ought not to

"
is suggested by

Pratibha, instinct, and in the case of grown up men language

confirms what instinct suggests. This portion of the text

rendered in English runs as follows r

" Well, the motive for action is the conviction that it ought

tn be done
'

How can a man who has come to know that a

thing ought to be done, cease to act ? What kind of reply can

there be to him who finding gold calls it stone ? The question

,.* PTOBS up is what is the cause of the idea of ought

*'* 5 S caused by Pratibha. What is Pratibha? It is

intuition or instinct ( Prajna) conducive to the knowledge of

Se relation of cause and effect between ^rioos ttanp. ^
The

sense of motive for action is dependent upon Pratibha mstmct ,

-^^rr-
summarised in the following ^^^f^^toent of

=
the birds in

*Vfdhiviveka pp. 244~25
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animals and birds become aware of food, love, hatred, swimming
and other acts peculiar to their species ?

"

In the statement made in the above verses that the cause of

intuitive or instinctive knowledge is Sabdabhavana, Vacaspati-

misra interprets it as sense of sound or sound-organ when sound

is not manifested. Here sound stands both for human language
and the cries of birds and animals. I do not know whether there

is any excitement in the sound organ preparatory to* instinctive

action of living beings and whether it can be scientifically

verified.

There can however be no doubt that human society is in-

debted to its language for its conception of good and bad and

right and wrong. I presume that there exists synchronism bet-

ween the development of moral notions of a nation and that of

its language. The moral sense of savages is as crude as their

expressive power through their dialect. There is no absolute

standard of morality. The notions of good and bad, right and
wrong, true and false, and just and unjust are all relative and
ajre susceptible of changes temporal and local. We have in the

language of each nation a permanent record of the changes that

have taken place in its notions of good and bad. There was a

time when fetishism, human sacrifice, burning of heretics at the

stakes, torture of enemies and other acts were considered good.
In the course of time sense of humanity and human brotherhood
dawned in the breast of man and banished all these notions as

cruel and immoral. It follows therefore that there is no abso-

lute standard of morality and that it cannot be defined so as to

apply to all nations and at all times. It also follows that since

th sense of good and "bad is changeable, neither conscience nor

intuition can be looked to for guidance. Nor are the hedonistic

and Utilitarian theories of morality helpful in the matter. As
mankind advances in its knowledge of nature and humanity,
its sense of the nature of pleasure and utility undergoes a vast

change. During the period of Upanisads both kings and people
set a high premium on spiritual pleasure and looked upon sensual

pleasure as vulgar and hurtful. During the Buddhistic period
the Buddhists did the same in effect. Who knows whether the

present European outlook of life and civilization may not

undergo a perceptible change ? Whatever may be the future of

the world which is now testing its well-being on the touch-stone
of Western material sciences, this much is certain that changing
as is the world's sense of good and bad, man can derive*
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sense of good and bad for the time being only through the cate-

gorical imperative as reflected in the language of his fellow-
beings. The moralists of the Agamic period have called this

imperative, Vidhi, command. The commentators on Kaioada's

logic define Vidhi or spring of action as follows :

Balavadanistananubandhitve safci kriisadhyestasadhana-

tajnanam vidhtb.

This means that whatever is not productive of serious evil

consequences and possibly and surely leads to the attainment of

the desired end is a Vidhi or imperative cause or spring of

action.

This view of right course of action is summarised in his
"
Vakyartha

'*

by Ahobila, a Mimamsa scholar. The following
are some of the verses throwing a flood of light on this intri-

cate subject -

LSI am going to make a presentation to the learned of

the gem called Vakyartha, meaning of a sentence, taken out of

the great ocean of the Mimamsa Sastra, as explained by Guru

( Prabhakara ).

I, 4 The Sastra called Miamamsa treats of the nature of

Dharma ( good act ) ; That Dharma .is according to Jaimini a

command or injunction.

5 The Vedic sentence which prompts a man to do a work

is in the view of Sabara a command.

6 It is but proper to regard as commands only those

sentences which, through their meaning lead a man to action,

but not those which are unintelligible.

7 We are going to enter upon a discussion here as to what

kind of meanings of sentences leads to action. On this question

scholars hold different views.

Some, i. e., the Vedantins, say that the meaning of a verbal

root signifying the means to attain an end is what leads a

Hian to act.

8 Others, i. 'e., the followers of KumErila Bhatta, are of

opinion that the intrinsic power of such words as are used in

the imperative or obligatory sense impells a man to work.

9 Some others, i. e., the Vaisesikas hold that since a man

sets to work only after understanding the speaker's or com-

mander's meaning or intention, it is the meaning of the speaker

alone that leads a man to action.
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10 Others, i. e., some logicians, say that usually man
attempts to work for a thing which he thinks to be desirable

and that it is therefore desire that is incentive for action.

11 But Guru thinks that ( so far as secular acts are con-

cerned, ) whatever is fit and possible to be worked out ( Karya
i. e. duty ) as exemplified by the opinion of elders in society, is

an incentive for work. Hence he says that workability o^

sense of duty is the incentive for work and this is as follows.

12 Some one orders some one else, as usual ( in the world ),

' Fetch a cow.
* The person, so ordered, sets out to bring a cow-

13 On that occasion, a person standing by, understands

that this man's move must necessarily be preceded by a

certain idea in his mind just as my own act in the past was

preceded by a certain idea in my mind.

14 The idea is in its turn brought about by his hearing of

sentence,
' Fetch a cow *

: because there is no other cause.

16 Having thus ascertained (the relation of cause to

effect ) and seen a cow fetched by the person ordered, the by-
stander comes to know that the act of fetching the cow is verily
the meaning of the sentence,

' Fetch a cow. '

17 Then by such substitution of words in the sentence as
c Tie the cow,

* and '

Release the cow,
' he succeeds in ascer-

taining the meaning of each of the words composing the sentence.

18 Hence in accordance with worldly experience

workability ( Karya ) alone is the real incentive for work; but

never do
*
the means to attain a desired end or mere desire, and

thejike
"

prompt a man to work.

19 If the means to attain a desired end were the incentive

for work, then why should not a man attempt at catching
hold of the disc of the moonf which is also a means to attain

a desired end ?

20 If such means to attain a desired end as is signified by
a verbal root were the incentive for work, then why should not
a man make attempts at what is past or what is to come, ( i. e.

pat or future showers of rain ).

21 If what is signified by a verbal root as means possible
to be employed to attain a desired end ( L e., workability ) were
regarded as an incentive for work and if what is past is not

possibly a means to be employed, ( i, e. workable ).
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22 Then what Is the meaning of
*

workability
*

of a thing
as a means ? Does it mean the consequence of one's own action
or does it mean fitness of a thing to be worked out as a means ?

If it were the former, then what is past might also be attempted^
feo be employed as a means.

23 If, on the other hand, it were fitness to be worked out as

a means, then it is not against the view of Guru, for he has said,

that the notion thai' something is fit and possible to be worked
out is due to its being recognised as a possible means to attain the

desired end. ISTor is the intention of a speaker or commander an
incentive for work; for the intention of others is never

comprehensible.

41 If it be asserted that it is possible to understand the

intention of others from their speeches, there crop up two

questions.

42 ( 1 ) Is that intention denoted by words or ( 2 ) by
sentences ? It cannot be the meaning of words, for words have-

their own meaning and never denote the intention of the speaker

43 'Nor is it the meaning of a sentence; for the meaning of

a sentence is either a combination of the meanings of individual

words composing it or a combined sense of the meanings of

words.

44 In neither case the meaning of a sentence can possibly

be the intention of the speaker.

45 Nor is it possible to infer the intention of a speaker,

for what may be inferred may be either a specified intention or

an intention in general.

46 There is no datum to infer a special intention of ft

speaker. As to the inference of an intention in general, it will

serve no purpose. Hence a speaker's intention is not at all an

incentive for work.

47 As to the theory stated by some that desire is an

incentive for work, it does not hold good, for it cannot stand to

reason.

48 It is true that ( according to the theory that knowledge,

desire, and action follow one after another in order) desire

prompts a man to work. But what*we are considering here ib

not whether there exists desire as an incentive for work,u f

whether desite as the 'meaning of
^

a commander's commanding
8
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sentence, is an incentive for work; and desire as the meaning of

a sentence is not at all incentive.

49 The incentive for work is therefore only the notion of

work.

50 For the double reason known to all in the form of both

positive and negative aspects of cause and effect that where there

is a notion *of workability ( Karya or sense of duty ), there

follows action, and where there is no such notion there follows
no action. We hold that the notion of workability alone is an
incentive for action, whether it is secular or religious.

51 Workability is the direct literal meaning of all im-

perative suffixes ; and other words composing an imperative sen-

tence indirectly convey the same meaning.

52 Thus in both secular matters pertaining to this world
and religious matters referring to the other world, sense of duty
and workability alone is the incentive for man's action. There
is however this much distinction between these two. In all

secular matters' Karya* or
c

workable
* means in conformity to

usage among the elders a mere act.

68 Hence it has to be admitted in consideration of unifor-

mity both in social ( worldly ) and religious activities that what
is obligatory and workable ( Karya ) is the incentive for work
and nothing else.

III. 71 Thus the concept of workability is of a uniform

type both in social and religious worlds. But the religious

concept differs from the social in that the former is one of lasting

efficacy and far removed from all proofs.

III. 72 The conception of the workable is in entire accord-

ance with exemplary conduct of elders. But only the formation
of the religious concept is arrived at from a careful study of

Vedic sentences.

III. 73 Thus there is no trace of illogicalness in the con-

clusion that as in the world so in the Vedas also the concept
of the workable is the incentive for work.

Accordingly this view is in accordance with the conclusion
arrived at in the discourse on the world^ and the Vedas in the
Sutras of Jaimini

Thus the Karya or an obligatory act workable to bring
a desired end signified by the imperative* suffixes is an
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action and there can be no action without an object to be acted
upon. IV. 35. Nor can there be an object to be acted upon
without an agent to act upon it. Nor can there be an agent who
will do the work with no interest in the result. There will be
no interested person having no specified interest That
interest is Svarga, specified in the sentence itslef. IT 35-37

The meaning is this :

Since actions are all of momentary duration, they cannot
be regarded to last till their fruition in distant future. Hence
acts denoted by Vedic imperatives have to be regarded as lasting
till their fruition. Such acts can only be performed by such as
are interested in them. The interested person is called Myojya
or a person ordered to undertake the work in Ms own interests.

Work means an action which is impossible without an agenfe*
none can be an agent, who is not interested in the act and who
does not regard the work as Ms own. Accordingly there must
be interest for him. in the work; that interest is the Svarga or

Heaven, which is a restricting Qualification, of the agent.

Living and the like cannot be offered as inducement or interest

If it were an inducement, application to work would be delayed,
If on the other hand the end itself be made the inducement, than

application to work would be instantaneous. 38

Nor can cow, sons, and the like be offered as inducements,
for such inducements do not attract all. As to Heaven, it

is desired by all. Hence Heaven alone is specified as the only
inducement towards the sacrificial acts signified by foe

Vedic imperatives. 39-40

As to those who are interested only in liberation { Mofaa)
and have no desire for Heaven, we say the sacrificial ads are

not meant for them, but only to those who have a desire

for Heaven,

Hence it follows that in both" secular and sacred literature

what is incentive for work is an obligatory act possible to be

turned out.

Thus as far as is known and as far as it is understood by
me, I have explained the etMcal theory, as set forth in the

school of Prabhakara Guru. IV. 41

Thus there are three distinct forms of etMcal theory pro-

pounded and practised by ancient Indians; the first is the theory

Qf inaction or abstention from all kinds of voluntary action
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expounded in the Upanisads. ( As a means to the attainment

of emancipation from Samsara or chain of births and deaths

attentive practice
of Yoga or withdrawal of mind from all

kinds of mental and physical activities with the exception of an

almost involuntary type of action to eke out the bare necessaries

of life is insisted upon. ) It is well known that Vanaprasthas

and Samnyasins of ancient India as well as the Buddhist monks

and Jaina ascetics brought this theory into practice by living a

life of inaction.

The second is the theory of work with no desire for the

results accruing from it. The underlying principle of this

theory-is that the observance of duty for duty's sake will in-

volve the doer in no breach of moral law. Nor is there any

possibility
of his risking his spiritual interests.

The third is what is taught in Jaimini's Mimamsa sutras,

the Puranas and the Agamas. It is the doing of such works as

are approved of and abstention from those which are condemned

by the society, of which the doer is a member. By propunding

such a theory of right course of action the followers of Saivism,

Vaisnavism and other Agamic cults as well as the followers of

the ancient Vedic sacrificial cult seem to have thought it easy

to maintain the discipline of each and every member of their

religious communities or castes. There is no doubt that the

appearance of rigid castes in India is coeval with the rise of

Agamic cults.



YUVARAJADEVA I OF TBIPUBI
BY

PROF. V. V. MIKASHI, M. A.

From inscriptions and coins brought to light from time to
time it is now well known that the Imperial dynasty of the Kala-
curis ruled at Tripuri, now a village at a distance of about six
miles from Jubbalpore. In this illustrious dynasty there
flourished in the first half of the 10th century Yuvarajadeva I

who raided all parts of India and seems to have assumed the

Imperial titles of Paramesrara and Cakravartin. l From
inscriptions as well as a drama of Raja^ekhara, a Sanskrit poet
patronised by him, it is now possible to determine the main
events of his reign.

Yuvarajadeva was the grandson of Kokkalla who seems to

have been the founder of the Tripuri branch of the Kaiacuri

dynasty. Kokkalla flourished in the second half of the 9th

century; for in the Bilhari Stone Inscription of the reign of

Yuvarajadeva II and the Benares copperplate inscription
2 of

Karna he is said to have been a contemporary of Bhoia of

Kanauj ( 862, 876 and 882 A. D. ) and also of Vallabhar&ja who
is identified with Krsna II of the Rastrakuta dynasty ( 875-

911 A. D.). He was succeeded by his son who is named Mugdha-
tunga in the Bilhari inscription and Prasiddhadhavala in the

Benares copperplate inscription. He signalised his reign by ex-

tending his sway to the eastern coast and depriving the lord of

Kosala ( modern chattisgadha ) of Pall. After him Ms son

Balaharsa, came to the throne. The Benares copperplates which

name him, mention no noteworthy event of his reign, while the

Bilhixi inscription omits him altogether, probably because Ms

reign was very short. He was succeeded by Ms younger brother

Yuvarajadeva I alias Keyuravarsa.

No inscriptions of the reign of Yuvarajadeva have yet been

recovered. From the Bilhari stone inscription, however we learn

that
'

he fulfilled the ardent wishes of the women of Qaada,

sported with the damsels of Karnata, ornamented the foreheads

of the women of Lata, was engaged in amorous dalliance with

the women of Kafciir and was fond of the charming songs of

2 Ej. Ind, Vol. II pp. 297 ff,

-warSF \ ft?*OTsrirtwFr V. 21 ( Prof, Arte's Ed. )
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the women of Zalinga/
T This shows that Yuvarajadeva had

raided Bengal, Karnatak, Ghijerat, Kassmlr and the Northern,

Oircars and had married the beautiful ladies of these provinces.

This is no empty boast; for, curious as it might appear, it receives

confirmation from a passage in the Viddhasialabhanjika of

Rajasiekhara which was staged before his court. From the

fourth act of this play we learn that the king had married

the princesses of Magadha, Malva, Pancala, Avanti,

Jalandhara and Kerala. Even in the Inscriptions of his

enemies Yuvarajadeva is referred to as having planted his

foot on the rows of the heads of famous kings.
2 There is not,

therefore, much exaggeration, when the Bilhari stone Inscription

describes him as follows :

' From Kailasa where ParvatI is

incessantly engaged in sports and from the noble eastern

mountain over which the Sun shines; up to the bridge of waters

and as far as the western sea, the valour of his armies caused

endless trouble to his enemies.
9

The Karda Rastrakuta grant
s tells us that Yuvaraja-

deva gave his daughter KandakadevI in marriage to Baddiga
alias Amoghavarsa III, the Rastrafcuta king of Manyakheta
( Malkhed in the Nizam's territory ). Baddiga must have been
an old man when he ascended the throne after his nephew
Govinda IV. As he was reigning in 937 and 939 A. D. 4 we
might place Yuvarajadeva, who was his senior contemporary,
in the period 910-950 A. D.

Yuvarajadeva was a patron of men of letters- The Sanskrit

poet Raja&ekhara flourished at his court. The Viddha&alabhanjika*
one of the Dramas of this poet, contains some historical data
about the reign of Yuvarajadeva. Its plot may be summarised
as follows :

King Vidyadharamalla Karpuravarsa of Tripuri receives at

his court Virapala alias Gandamahasena, the lord of Kuntala,
who has been deprived of his kingdom by his relatives,
and first falls in love with his daughter Kuvalayamala-

"

1 Bp. lad. TO!, I. p. 265

2,
^Th king of Gedi spoken of here is YuvarSjadeva I as shown below-

t 3TTcT:

Ind. Ant. Vol. XII. p. 264 E.

4 JSjigraphia Garnatica Vol. XI pp. 29-30,
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His minister Bhagurayana, however, comes to know from as-

trologers that the king who would marry Mrgankavall, the

daughter of king Oandravarman at" Lata ( central and southern

Gujerat ) wo^lld be the sovereign of the whole world, He s there-

fore, contrives to bring aboufc a marriage between Karpur
and Mrgankavall. Gandravarman, her father, had no

and so had brought her up as a boy since her child-

hood. None but Bhagurayana knew of this secret, It seems

that Karpuravarsa had defeated Csndravarrnan, for we are told

that the latter was obliged to keep as a hostage MrgSnkSvall

disguised as a prince named Mrgankavarman at the Kalacuri

court. Karpuravarsa's chief queen, Madansundarl, who though

related to Candravarman, is shown to be ignorant of the per-

sonation, used to dress occasionally the pretended boy in a female

garb. When the king sees her once in a dream he falls in love

with her. The queen in order to play a practical joke on the

king, induces him to marry a sister of the pretended boy. This

sister is no other than Mrgankavall herself, though^
the queen

who is ignorant of her real sex, takes her to be Mrgankavarman

in a female dress. The king agrees and the marriage is perform-

ed In the meanwhile news comes from Candravamaan that

a son has been born to him. He, therefore, requests his niece

the queen to bestow his daughter Mrgazikaval! whom he

had brought up as a son on a worthy ~nsort. The

queen realises her mistake when it is too late. To make

the best of the situation, however, she bestows bofeh Mr-

g4kavali and Kuvalayamala the Kuntala princess on the

Mug. Just then there comes a messenger bearing the foEowmg

letter from the king's commander~m-chief ^J
prowess of your Majesty who are an ornament of the

hy the policy of the great minister Bhagurayana, "

reigns supreme over the whole oountey &om the rmiky ooeaa
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in the north, to the sea filled with the water of the TamraparnI
in the South, from the western ocean which receives the

Narmada to the eastern sea whose shore is sanctified by the

fall of the Ganges.

The Viddhasalabhanjika is a drama of harem-intrigue. The

plot summarised above resembles in some respects those of the

Malavikagnimitra of Kalidasa and of the Priyadarsika and the

Ratnavali of Harsa. Still it is likely to have a historical basis.

In the Indian Antiquary Vol. XXXIV pp. 177 ff. the late Dr.

Hultzsch identified Vidyadharamalla Karpuravarsa with the

Kalacuri King Yuvarajadeva I alias Keyuravarsa on the

following grounds

( 1 ) From the prologue we learn that the play was
enacted before the court of Sri Yuvarajadeva. ( ) The king is

called Karaculi-tilaka, the ornament of the Karaculis

and is represented as ruling in Nrpurl which is evidently a

mistake for TripurL ( 3 ) He is again called Triligadhipati,

which is also probably a mistake for Trikalingadhipati ; for we
know that this title was assumed by some Kalacuri kings
that ruled at Tripurl. Dr. Hultzsch could not, however, identify

the other kings mentioned in the play ; for he wrote
*

Karpura-
varsa's alleged contemporaries Oandravarman of Lata and

Oandamahasena or Vlrapala of Kuntala are unknown to

historical records.
*

If we could identify these kings we would
be able to shed some light on the history of that period.

From the analysis of the plot given above it would be seen

that it refers to the following events-

( 1 ) Yuvarajadeva Keyurvarsa married a daughter of

Candravarman the king of Lata and this marriage* strengthened
his position.

( 2 ) He espoused the cause of Vlrapala the king of

Kuntala and sent an army which fought with a confederacy of

kings on |the bank of the Payosm, defeated it and place d

Vlrapala on the throne of Kuntala.

Let us now examine how far these events are historical.

From the Bilhari stone inscription we learn that Yuvarajade^a
married Nohala who was a Caulukya princess. Her genealogya
is given there as follows ,
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Simhavarman

( son )

Sadhanva
i

son
Avanivarman

i

daughter
Nohala

The inscription does not, however, state where these princes
ruled. Avanivarman is described as Samantacudamani, the

best of feudatories. These names again do not figure in the

genealogical lists of the Calukya princes known to us.
!

Towards the middle of the 8th century the Calukyas of

Badami had lost their paramount position in the Deccan and

their place was taken by the Bastrakutas. The later Calukyas
of Kalyani had not then ( i. e. in the beginning of the 10 th

century ) risen into prominence. It seems, however, that there

was a line of the Calukyas ruling in Gujerat about this time .

Mularlji the founder of the Caulukya dynasty of Anahilawada

who came to the throne in 961 A. D. had to fight with Barappa

who is described in the Dvyasraya Kavya as king of Lata desa,

The Surat grant of Klrtiraja, a grandson of Barappa, is dated 1018

A, D. In it Klrtiraja calls himself a Caulukya king. So B&rappe
who was ruling over Lata about 960 A. D. was a king of the

Caulukya dynasty. Unfortunately the names of Barappa's

ancestors are not known. But I think we shall not be wrong if

we suppose that Barappa was the son of Avanivarman. If this

conjecture is correct, Avanivarman can be identified with

Candravarman, the father of Mrgankavall, who is represented

as ruling over Latades'a in the Viddhasalabhanjika, In

the Bilhari inscription Avanivarman the father of IsTohala is

styled the best of feudatories and we have seen that Gandravar-

1 One Avanivarman (II), the son oE Balavarman and grandson of

Avanivarman (I) of the Oalukya dynasty is known to have buen ruling,

over south Kathiawad in 899 A. D. But aa Prof. Kielhorn has pointed

out he cannot be identified with the father of NohalE as the names of

their ancestors do not agree. See Ep. Ind. vol. IX p. 3.

2 It may be noted in this connection that in the B&larSm^yama ata

Bija^ekhara represents a Cslukya king as ruling over
L*t*_ (1*1^57).

From the description of the several kings assembled for the a

of Sits, which is full of amaohroniws, it is clear that to la r*

state of thiis| in hiss own times.
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man of the Viddhasalabhafijika was probably a feudatory of
Yuvarajadeva. The poet has not evidently used the real names
of the characters that figure in the drama, but has coined others
in imitation of them. J The heroine Mrgankavali would thus
have to be identified with Nohaia. From the Bilhari inscription
we know that she was very dear to Yuvarajadeva who built a
temple of Siva called JSToixalesvara after her. She also donated
several villages to the Saiva ascetic who lived in the Matha
attached to the temple. HajaSekhara s,eems to have composed
this drama on the occasion of Yuvarajadeva's marriage with
her.

2

The second event also described in the play seems to have a
foundation in fact. "Vlrapala, whose cause was espoused by
Yuvarajadeva, is called king of Kuntala. Now Bajasekhara
identifies Kuntala with Vldarbha as will be seen from a
comparison of the following two statements that occur in his
works :

\ Karpuramaiijarl Act. I

1 The similarity between K^yuravar^a and Karpilravar^a has al-

ready been noted. Bha"gurayana, the chief minister of Karpuravar^a
probably represents Bhskamira, who, as we learn from the Karitalai stone
inscription was the chief minister of YuvarzSjadeva. Kleyxiravar^a.

2 It has to be noted, however, that the legendary explanation of
the dynastic name *

Gaulukya' given in the Bilha"ti inscription does not

agree with thai in the insciiptions of BSrappa'a descendants. ( Of. the
Surat plates of the C&Iukya Trilocana psladeva Ind. Ant. vol. XII p. 201).
Bat these legendary explanations of dynastic names are in almost all

cases imagined by tie poets. In the Suiat plates Barappa is said to have
obtained Lata de^a ( sfter^STflt?'!^ ^cfTf^^T &c. ) and it is, thorefoie, sup-
losod that he was the first prince of that dynasty to become king of
LSca ) ( Rom, Gazetteer vol. I part II p. 22 ). But a similar expression is

also used iu connection with his grandson KutlrSja and as noted above
RiTja^ekhara also speaks of the Gaulukyas as ruling ovei La"a. Burappa
was, therefore, only the first distinguished member of the family that
ruled there. The Ba^trkiitas were supx erne in L^ta till 930 A, 1}. (Of
the Cambay plates of Gtovinda IV Ep. Ind. voL VII p. 26). Avunivar-
man may have been at first a feudatory of (^ovind IV, but seems to have
been defeated later on by YuvarSjadeva.

3 It is to be noted, however, that the Harward Oriental Series
Edition of the Karpiiramanjarr reads the passage as a^ qcr qrRwH^t t<f-

B^a^ekhara sometimes identifies Vidar-
bh a with Kuntala ( Of . Baiarscm^yana III, 50-52, X, 74-75) and some-
times mentions the two countries separately. ( Of. KSvyamrinSmsa
p. $3). KuntaU is generally taken to refer to the Southern Maratba
CUHiniry. The identification of the lord of Kuntala with a Ra$fcrakut&
Mug Sa not, however, affected thereby as MSnyakheJa, the capital of tiie

Ka^rakutas was situated in the country of OKuntala even in thi second
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.

Kavyamlmamsa p. 10 ( Galkwad's Oriental Series First Edition ).

The first of these passages places Vatsagulma (modern
VaSlm In Berar ) in EZnntala and the second in "Vidarbha, We
know that Vidarbha was conquered by the Hastrakutas as early

as 772 A. D. in the . reign of Krsna 1 T and the Deoli plates

show that it continued in their possession till the reign of

Krsrta III.
2 Again from the Karpuramanjarl we learn that

there was a king named Vallabharaja ruling in Kuntals. The
name Vallabharaja was assumed by many Hastrakiita kings,

The Arabs called the Bastrakutas by the name of BalhSra

which is admitted to be a corruption of Vallabharaja.
8

It would not, therefore, he wrong if we supose that

Vlrapala was a claimant for the Rastraknta throne. His claims

were superseded and so he sought Yuvarajadeva's help to gain

his kingdom. Was there such a trouble in respect of succession

about this time In the history of the Hastrafcutas?, The Kaarh&d*

and Deoli plates of EIrsna III tell us that Govinda IV, whose

known dates are 918, 929, 930 and 33 A. D, was *
the source of

the sportive pleasures of love, that his mind was enchained "by

the eyes of women and" he displeased all m^n by Ms vicious

courses and his health being undermined he met with untimely

death*. The latest date for Govlnda IV, viz. 933 A. D,, falls

in the reign of Yuvarajadeva. The same Inscriptions again tell

us that after the" death of Govinda IV, the feudatory princes

entreated Baddiga alias Amoghavarsa, the uncle of Govinda IV

to ascend the throne. s This shows that there was some trouble

about succession at this time. Vlrapala must have been s

claimant for the throne and when he could not? gain It he

sought Yuvarajadeva's help, Yuvarajadeva had "by this time,

made extensive conquests in the Uorth, East and West but as

1 Proceedings of the Second Oriental Conference p. 625.

2 Bp. Ind. volt V P- 188.

3 Uarly History of theJOaocau p. 209.

5
. *-

dr*wn tbTItFention of scholars to an important B*ag m the
Vjkra-

msrjtmavijaya of a Kanareae poet Pampa, wbere it H sail that An-

kesarln oonWed the great fe^atories sent by th. emperor
n.m^

Gojjiga, and destroying the emperor ^ho offered oppos.twm ga^ mT:.

BatBo^ereigntytoBaddigMera ^ho eame pUoing confidence t* tarn.

Arikesarin%ra, a Oalnkya chieftain rutin? orer Jala ccmatry

District ) Bp. Ind. vol. VII p. 3*.
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the Viddhasalabhafijika feells us lie could not, for some time

gain a footing in fche South. This was probably due to the

increasing power of the Rastrakutas. He must have, there-

fore, thought this to be a very good opportunity to have
his own nominee on the Rastrakuta throne. He despatched
a large army under his trusted general who fought a
battle with the Rastrakuta king

1 and his allies on the bank
of the Payosnl ( modern Painganga, a tributary of the Wardha ).

The allies of the Rastrakuta king are enumerated in the follow-

ing verse in the Viddha^alabhanjika"-

7". . - "

1 <%<3

This description of the allies is evidently dictated by
alliteration ; but it is quite likely that they assisted Baddiga
Amoghavarsa and his son and crown-prince -Ersna in this

battle ; for from the later inscriptions of Krsna III we know
that they were his feudatories.

( 1 ) Karnata-This may be either Arikesarin, the Oalukya
king of Jola and patron of the Kanarese poet Pampa, who we
know,! helped Baddiga to gain the throne, or more probably
Bntuga the western Ganga king who ruled over Mysore and
who -was a son-in-law of Baddiga

2
. The Atakur inscription

tells us that Butuga, who killed the Cola prince Rajaditya
( 947 A. D. ), was a feudatory of Krsna III and received the

gift of a province and four districts for the help that he rendered

toJhimA
1 TMs may have been either Baddiga Amoghavarsa or his able

son and cr0wn prince, who afterwards ascended the throne as Kr^na
III* It may, at first sight, appear improbable that YuvarJtjadeva should
have waged war on Ms own son-in*law, Baddiga. He was, however, a man
of very quiet and saintly nature, ( Cf the epithets fflfoa sr^Fn & H^TflHPTT^

applied to him In the Deoli and Karhad plates ). He was entirely guided
by his ambitious and able son Kr^na III. As tbe late Dr. Sir E. Q-.

Bhandarkar conjectured Krna III was not the son of YuvarKjadeva's
daughter KandakadevT. ( Cf . Early History of the Deccan p 205)
Yuvarffjadeva must have, therefore, felt that if his son-in-law Baddiga
ascended the throne, he would be entirely under the control of his eldest
ton Krsna. Hence he seems to have decided to back up some other
more tractable claimant for the throne.
* 2 Cf. the Hebbal inscription of 975 A. D, Up. Ind. vol. IV*

p. 350,

3 Bp, Ind vol. II p, 167 ffi,
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( 2 ) Siihhala is the king of Ceylon. Parantaka the pow-
erful Cola king ( 907-949 A. D ) had invaded ceylott

' So this

king must have sought the help of the Rastrakutas, the only
other powerful dynasty of that time. The Karhad plates of
Krsna III mention Simhala as a feudatory.

2

( 3 ) Pandya- This king also must have been an ally of
Krsra III in that battle. The Pandya prince who ruled at this

time in Madura was driven into exile by Parantaka Gola !
.

The Karhad plates of Krsna III say that after overthrowing
the Cola king Krsna III divided his territory among the

Ceranmas, Pandya and other kings.
a

( 4 ) The Lord of Murala- In the Uttararamacarita Murala
appears as a tributary river of the Godavarl. Again the present
battle seems to have been fought in the country of the Muralas,
as Yuvarajadeva's commander-in-chief writes of the wives of

the Muralas as fixing their eyes on the feet of Yuvarajadeva. ?

From the Sangamner plates of the Yadava Mahasamanta
Bhillama II it appears that Vandiga who ruled over this country
was a feudatory of Krsna III.

4

( 5 ) Andhra- The Eastern Calukyas of Vengi were often at

war with the Ra&trakutas. From one of their records we learn

that Calukya Bhlma II ( 934-945 A. D. ) destroyed a great army
that was sent against him by Govinda IV.s Like ArikeBarin,

he also may have assisted Baddiga Amoghavarsa the adversary
of Govinda IV.

( 6 ) Konkana- The Silaharas of Konkana were feudatories

of the Kastrakutas till their overthrow by the later Calukyas
of Kalyani.

6

We r

have thus seen that all the
'

allies mentioned by

Raja^ekhara were later on the feudatories of Krsna III and may
have, therefore assisted him and his father in the battle of the

PayosnI. This battle resulted in a victory for YuvarSjadeva

1 V* Smith Early History of India third Ed. p. 464.

2 Of. t*err 3^i'R'<d3i*Mfirer ^ciM^T-^H^ crept
in^

^
IV 18.

4 Ep. Ind. Vol. II p.214-
5 Meet-Dynasties of the Kanarese districts p. 417.

6 Bom- Gazetteer Vol. I p. II P- 23
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who placed Vlrapala
l on the throne of the Rastrakutas. He

also married his daughter to cement that alliance. The last
known date for Govinda IV Is 933 A. D. while the earliest known
date for Baddiga Amoghavarsa Is 937 A..D. So the battle of the
Payosnl must have been fought in the period between 933-937
A. D., probably about 935 A. D. The Viddha^alabhanjika seems
to have been staged at Tripuri in jubilation at this great victory
over a formidable confederacy of the southern kings. Yuva-
rarjadeva was now at the height of his power, for he had attained
the enviable position :of Cakravarfcin or lord paramount of the
whole of India.

This success seems, however, to have been only temporary;
for we find that Baddiga Amoghavarsa soon regained his throne
with the help of his feudatories and was firmly established on it
in 937 A.

EIX Baddiga was a saintly king; his son Krsna III seems
to have been the defactn ruler during his life time. He soon took
revenge by raiding the Cedi country and defeatIng"YuvararHdeva.
The Karhad plates of Krsna III dated Saka 880 ( 958 A. D )

tell us that Krsna III, while he was Yuvaraja, defeated a
Sahasrarjuna, who was an elderly relative of his mother and
wife. 2 -How the Kalacuris called themselves Haihayas and
traced their descent from Sahasrarjuna Kartavlrya. So a
Kalacuri king is evidently referred to here. Dr. Sir "R. G.
Bhandarkar who edited the Karhad plates in the Bp. Ind. Voll
IV p. 278 observed as follows:

" Who ?the particular prince
conquered by Krsna III was 4

it is difficult to say." I would
identify Mm with Yuvarajadeva I. We know that Yuvaraja-
deva's daughter Kandakadev! was married to ( Baddiga )

Amoghavarsa, the father of Krsna IIL From the references
to the two brothers Krsna III and Khottiga

"

in Karda
plates

3 Dr. Sir, R G. Bhandarkar conjectured that Kandaka-

^

1 As R^jaaekhara hag coined the names of almost all the characters
in the play, thereat name of thfa prince cannot be determined at present.As YtiTarlfjadeva is shown In the play to have married his daughter he
seems to hare been an elderly person and may have been another uncle
of Govinda IV. My Friend Prof. A. S. Altekar of tho Benares HIndn
University saggjests that he may ba Bappnga who was vanquished byKrsna while he was a crown prince. (See the Deoli and Karhsd

l Early History of the Deccan p. 205
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devi was tlie mother of Khottiga but the step-mother of Krsna
III. The elderly relative of Kandakdevi who was on the throne
of the Kalacurls and who was defeated by Krsna could have
been, none other than Yuvarajadeva L This invasion of the
Cedi country must have occurred before 940 A. D. the date of
Krsna's accession L e. in the first or second year of Ms father's

reign ; for ife is mentioned first in list of the achievinents of
Krsna III while he was a crown-prince.

It seems that there was another reason also for the invasion
of the Gedi country undertaken by Kxsna III. In the
Viddhasalabhanjika the hero, whom we have identified with
Yuvarajadeva I is called

*

Ujjayinlbhujanga
*

the paramour of

UJ3ayinL
l On this Dr, Hultzsch has remarked as follows :

"
this bzruda suggests an ungratified desire for the conquest

of Malwa*. I would rather see in this expression a reference

to Yuvarajadeva's invasion of UjjayinI, which must have
taken place just about that time. As Yuvarajadeva did

not annex it he is called the
*

paramour*
* and

* the lord
*

of the city, From the Cambay plates
8 of

Govind IV we learn that Indra III had captured Ujjayixil.

Since then the Paramara kings who ruled there seem to have

owned allegiance to the Rastrakutas, The recently discovered

Harsola plates
3 of Slyaka show that Slyaka who ruled in 949

A. D, acknowledged the suzerainty of Krsna IIL There were

constant wars going on between the neighbouring kings the

Kalacuris of Tripuri and the Faramaras of Malwa. When,
therefore, Yuvarajadeva attacked and captured Ujjayinl, the

Paramaras must have sought the protection of their overlord thet

Bastrakuta king. The northern campaign of Krsna III must

therefore, have been undertaken to punish the Kalacuri king

Yuvarajadeva for meddling in the matter of succession to the

Rastrakuta throne as well as for invading the capital of Ms

feudatory the Paramara king.

Yuvarajadeva seems to have suffered another defeafe afc

hands of Yasovarman the Candella king who ruled over the

neighbouring province of Jejakabhukfcl Yasovarman was a

contemporary of Devapala ( 948 A. D. ) from whom ha obtained

2 3Ep. Jnd vol. VII p. 26.

S Bjp. IncL vol. XIX p. 2B6 f .
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the beautiful Image of Vaikuntha ( Visnu ). In the Khajuraho

inscription
1 we are told that YaSovarman vanquished in battle,

' a Cedi king who had countless forces and who was being

protected by a multitude of angry and invincible bowmen

riding elephants in rut that resembled huge mountains of collyrium

as they moved about and who had planted his lotus-like foot

on a row of the heads of famous kings*. This description

can apply only to Yuvarajadeva I who flourished about

that time; for his son and successor Laksmanarajadeva
does not seem to have been so famous. R. B. Hiralal says

that this conflict apparently took place at the time

of the succession of Yuvarajadeva I.
2 As we have placed

Yuvarajadeva in the first half of the 10 th century and as he is

described in the above inscription as having already defeated a

number of famous kings, we must date this battle towards the

end of his reign when he had lost his prestige perhaps owing to

the defeat he had suffered at the hands of Krsna III.

There is another inscription
s

recently found at Jura,

12 miles 'from the Maihar Bailway station, which shows that

Krsna III led one more expedition in the north after he ascend-

ed the throne and set up a monument at Jubbalpore. As it men-

tions his extermination of the Oola king it must be dated after

947 A.. D. As R B. Hiralal has pointed out there is a much
defaced inscription of Krsipa III at Nllakanthl in the

Chhindwara district.
4 He seems, therefore, to have wrested

some part of his dominions from a Kalacuri king. Whether

this second invasion of Kr^na III took place in the reign of

Yuvaradeva I cannot be determined at present.

Yuvarajadeva was a great patron of religion and literature.

His patronage of Rajasekhara, the author of the Viddha&ala-

bhafijika has been noted above. Hajasekhara's ancestors

Akalajalada, Tarala and Surananda were patronised by the

Kalacuri kings.
5

Eajasekhara was, however, at first attract-

ed by the more prosperous court of Kanauj under Mahendrapala
I and his son Mahlpala and wrote his earlier works

I Ep. Ind. rol. I p. 24

2 Annals of the Bbandarkas Institute vol IX p. 287.
"
3 -Ep.-Ind. Vol. XIX p. 287. - - - ---
4 List of Inscriptions in 0. P. and Berar. First Ed, p. 81*
5 'i

ktsvali.
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Bitlaramayarta, Balabharata and Karpuramaiijarl while at

Kanauj. After the defeat of Mahlpala by Indra III ( the grand-
father of Krsna III ) in 916 A. D. the empire of Kanauj must
have declined in power. Hajasekhara must have, therefore, re-

turned to the court of Tripuri which was then prospering under
Yuvarajadeva I. Here he wrote his Viddhasalabhanjika and
Kavyamimamsa. There were other poets also afe the Cedi

Court, for we find that the Karitalai inscription
1 which was

engraved in the reign of Laksmanaraja, the son and successor of

Yuvarajadeva is written in a beautiful Kavya style. YuvarS-

jadeva, like most of his contemporaries, patronised Salvisin and
made large donations to the* temple of Nohalesvara. Bai
Bahadur Hiralal has shown that lie endowed the matha attached

to it with the munificent gift of three lakhs of villages. His
ministers Bhakainiesra and 'Somesvara were devotees of Vispu.
The latter erected the temple*ofJ3ome&vara at Karitalai.

.
o.. >-

10



INFLUENCE ON OLD MARATHF WITH
SPECIAL REFERENCE TO JNANESVARp

BY
R, V. JAHAGIRDAR, M A.

INTRODUCTION

The history of the Modern Indo-Aryan languages is one of

extension and supeusesslon. From the Vedic times to the present

day, the tongue of the earliest- conquerors of India has been

advancing In territory and influence. In its march, it came into

contact with other languages. The result of this linguistic

clash was two-fold. Firstly,
" when an Aryan tongue comes in

contact with an uncivilised aboriginal one, it is invariably the

latter which goes to the wall. It is only in the South of India,

where aboriginal languages are associated with a high degree of

culture, that they have held their own." ( Imperial Gazetteer,

Vol I. pp. 351-2 ). Secondly, the Aryan speech itself did not

remain unaffected. In dissolving the less civilised speeches, it

assimilated certain of their characteristics. It may be mention-

ed as a passing instance that even in its earliest days,

Indo-Aryan possessed
"
a second series of dental letters, the

so-called cerebrate foreign to Indo-European languages general-

ly and characteristic of Dravidian* We may conclude, tben,
thai the earlier forms of speech, by which Indo-European wa~
modified in the various stages of its progress from the North-

West, were predominantly Dravidian.
"

( Cambridge History
of India. Vol. I. p. 49 ).

The Dravidian languages at tho present' time are confined
to the South where inspite of their powerful Indo-Aryan
neighbours like Marathi and Gujrali they have not" only retain-

ed their individuality but developed a vast literature. No
doubt they have been influenced to a considerable extent by
their foreign neighbours ; but they themselves have exercised a

good deal of influence on the Indo-Axyan languages in vocabu-

lary, phonology, inflexional system, the order of words
in a sentence and so on. ( cf. Linguistic Survey of India
Vol IV. p. 31 ff and Vol I. pp. 130-1 ) Thus e. g. Dr. Earnest
Trump attributes to Dravidian influences the pronunciation of

^ and ^ as TS and DZ in Marathi ( See Caldwell; Comparatvie

*Based on th Thesis as approved \j lhe,sexjato of tho" University
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Grammar of Dravldiaii languages, p. 61), That Marathi which
fur a long time has been the Southern boundary of the liulu-

Aryan languages should influence and be influenced by Dravi-
dian is but natural. Even to the present day MaratM and
Kanarese are next neighbours and the process of mutual
influence is going on under our very eyes. The present object,
however, is to examine the influence, if any, of a particular
Dravidian language viz. Kanarese on a particular Indo-Aryan
laiiguage-Marathi-at a particular time-fche time of fR^ ? authur
of fn%^j who flourished in the thirteenth century of our era,

A reference has been made above to the Dravidian influence

on Indo-Aryan phonology. From an early time Irukr-Aryan
possessed cerebrals. But these were not cerebrals proper "but

only dental stops which were cerebralised under certain condi-

tions. ( "Wackernagel. Section. 144 ). MaratM has retained

the old cerebrals, at the same time cerebralising, not uniformly,
the old intervocalic -rt-( -^- ) group. ( Block; Formation tie la

laugue Marathe; Sect. 108-14 ). But the frequency with which
we meet cerebral qg (1) and ^ (d) is held to be due~~alotig with

the double pronunciation of ^ and $ to Dravidian influence,

( L. S. I. Vol. IV. p. 31 ff ).

DECLENSIOH

Whatever the general influence of the Dtavictian on tlia

Indo-Aryan languages, it is interesting to note parallelism in

the details of both MaratM and Kanarese. Where, however, a

particular trait of the former can be definitely proved to be of a

non-Indo-Aryan type, the question of parallelism merges into

that of influence. The present object is to note and point out

such striking similarities as would enable one in considering

the mutual influence of these two languages,

POST-POSITIONS

In its declension, MaratM has partly retained the old

inflexional system. ( Block. F. L. M. 181 ). Like ^
number of languages of its group, it reduced the number of

old case-forms to only two viz, the direcfc and the

( ibid 184 ) On this reduction, the need to- express the various

case-relations was filled by using certain accessory words,

This device of using accessory words is not peculiar to Maratht.

Its process can be traced to a period as early as that of classical

Sanskrit. A word e. g, like Skt. *&- " Middle
"

is used in **

locative after another word to express the locative sense of O*

latter. Thus Skt. ^r,
"
in the forest

rt w^s pres^d as
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"
in ( the middle of ) the forest", and so on. The use of

such accessory words became more and more frequent till

ultimately they lost their original form and sense and became
what were called case-terminations or post-positions. ( cf

Block F. L. M. 197.)

Thus In ITR*9-^ we have post-positions like ^f|^,
"
with '*,

3T3RT,
"
without ", qr^jpf,

" from "
etc. In modern Marathi

these are appended to the oblique of the nouns. But with
|Tl%*3tr

"
there was no question of a general oblique form to

which to append post-positions" ( Doderet ; School of Oriental
Studies Bulletin. Vol. IV. part III. p. 553 ). The various post-
positions are used with the following cases :

( a ) ^(tcfj, erf^f., qft, with the direct case, usiially the
Acccusative e. g.

*'
All the beings are created along with periodical

sacrifices
"

( 111-86 ), 01%

"
( That ) for which there Is no other acquisition than

that of ( except ) Qod "
( 11-42 ) ; | ^mft 9

"
except this "

(H-33);

fT ST4t^ "
Up to this place

"
( XI-36-386 ).

( b ) ^ff, ^cf^ ^\ ft, ^ ^^ ^=f and ip=f with the instrumental
e. g.

ft
"
with life

"
( 11-45 ) where ^ftl^ is the instru-

mental of ^ft%T 3^^i, " with confidence ". ( 11-82 )

( 1ST. B. ^K^T has lost Its nasalisation probably on
account of the following ^r. ). ^ff ^-Rr^?f ^ffrf, with
these various creatures ". ( XI-275 ). ^fr^ ft^ qrf^RTT,

Woman without a husband "
( 11-199 ) ; and %3f 5^1^55

f^r^l, by that the mountain In the form of Arjuna will
be

quenched^' ( 11-79 ). ( 2ST. B. %^f consists of the in-

strumental ^ and the post-position Jf ).

^ ^FfT, 5?f^, ^RT and qnr^ft with the dative (the old
genitive ) e. g,

, or does the wind dread the clouds ?

( n-14 ) ir3^^ ^^ yj^ "this (mercy) is ruin to
existing fame." ( 11-20 ). ^ <3T*f)f ^ qf^T,

<c
to

i> O Paridava, they have come," ( VII-105 ), arnt
I _9TTg|t-5^rJ "On the other hand, you are
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advising ma. "
( 11-101 ).

( d ) yfRff, arfcr, with. the locative.

It is not the present object to trace each and every one of the
above post-positions to its origin. What is important for themomept is to see if there are any peculiarities in their use and
secondly, if there are any among them that cannot be taken
back to an indo-Aryan source; in oilier words, is there any
foreigii influence on m^fT in the use and type of its op-
positions ?

It would be well to state at the outset that some of these
accessory words are clearly intelligible, e. g. *rf^f, qtfr *jM jrf>f
etc. ( See Block R L. M, p. 195 ) Bui* there are others that ar*
not only difficult to trace to their origin but peculiar in their
use as will be shown below. The majority of them are either in
the instrumental or iu the locative like *tf^f, *rrsff , sspfa etc ; the
two cases in which gnftwspfr forms adverbs from nuuns or
adjectives. ( Doderet : S. O. R. B. P. 500 ; and of. the
discussion below ).

( a ) Lefc us take *rf|n and ^rft for example, from the tirst

group and examine their use Rkt ^-io which Mamthi
is related, is used in Sanskrit uiily with LI it* instrumental

( later wieli the genitive an well), How did this come lu he
used with the accusative a& in the above Instance? Similarly
^ft means n,ot only

"
oil

"
or

"
upon

"
bufe, as can be seen in

tlie above quotations,
"

till, as far as, so lung
**

etc. In Its

first sense ifc is derived, as Block says ( p 195 ), from Ski. OTIC-

But how can its second sense be accounted for ? Are there two
different effts in Marathi, one from Skt. OTR and the other from

some other word ? In attempting an explanation, it is

impossible to overlook the similarity of certain Kanarese post-

positions, theiruse and their meaning with some of those to be

found in fT^^cr. In old Kanarese certain adverbs of plac

and time are used as post-positions. Usually adverbs oi place

are in the locative and adverbs of time in the instrumental

( See Kitlel's Grammar p 167 )~as most adverbs are in

But the parallelism between the two languages in this

becomes even more evident from the consideration of

like the following :

Padedode Kampam bannam

Badeyavu-, bannamane padeduvap-pado Karopam
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Padeyav ullcklargal erculnman-

OJe beledl campakakke pugal doreye
"

If they have fragrance they have no colour; if they possess

colour they are not fragrant; no other flower can equal this

Gamapka which grows with both
"

( Adipurana 941 A. D. quoted
in Kavicarita Vol. I. p. 9 ). Here the word " Ode "-which is

equivalent to ^rit^f-and means
" with "

is used with "
eradu-m

*

-am "
the accusative of

"
eradu, two "; or,

Kaveriylndam a Q-odavari-Varam irdda nadada KannadadoL
in the Kanarese language that prevails from Kaveri r/s far as ths

famous Ctoduvari- ( Nrpatunga's Kaviraja Marga 5
814-876 A. D

1-36 )

01%

EnrtP-Varam Sirl tamaguntu
Anne-Varam Sevyar alte Khalarum
" As Long as they have riches, so long are iiot the wicked to

be worshipped ?
"

( Kittel's Dictionary; see tinder
" Vara- )

In the above examples not only have "
ode with "

and
"
Vara-i as far as

"
been used with the direct case; as in itt^tt,

but the latter has used ^fK in the same sense as Kanarese 4t Vara"

(/>) More striking resemblance obtains when we pass from
the post-positions of the direct case discussed above to the sfr, ^
*f of the instrumental. They are added to the instrumental of

nouns and pronouns in the following manner :

jgjMft HTif STTOft t %TT ^T%% II

"
By your name ill-fame flees the quarters

"
( II-8; cf, II-

11; 11-97 ). or,

\

\

"
This mercifulness does not benefit you at the time of

war; have these turned out your relations just now? "
( 11-23 ).

In these examples it is added to the possessive adjectives g|f and
mrw% ( cf. Doderet S. O. S. B. p. 554 ),

( 2 ) It is added to the pronouns as in the following:
\ ?TT?rrqCr
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" Tho Merciful One was thus teaching in varinu^ w> ? ".

( 11-29-184 ) or,

"Or iE the mother abandons her child, how, lisimi o Km.*

Should it live ?" ( 11-61 ). or^Si in 11-33 quoted above.

( 3 ) To the nouns as well; e. g.

>

by no means will 1 fight here with confidence
"

( TI-89 )

As regards these post-positions Block says { 201 ) thnt tSipy

are found in most of the Indo-Aryan languages. He cites tho M-

fow ing Guirati, "ne, for"; Bajasthani, ne, nai, for by" ; l*unj...

ual bv" "nu, to". Hindi "naim, in the manner ol etc. Att*r

eoii'sidering five possible explanations of their origin, as regards

MaratM he says, "If faut provisoirement sabstemr de cou-

olure
"

( for the present, one must not hasten to any concision 1

( p 305 ) To some views he himself has raised certain o Action*

TSus the view held by Sir George Grierson ( quntecl p. -JU

S these post-positions
come from Skt.-^-has been

ob^etol
to mfthe ground of dental treatment in Maratm." But ,n

tupport of sTr George's view it may be said that they may hv.

opinion, this possibility.

A different view is maintained by Joshi, a Maratht gram
A different vie

terminations. In

'lonkani, only , is found In the

to

-- - T
andwatheextendedto _____

een vowels bocomos^i M*rtHi.

sl,
- - * -*- e,
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In some MaratM dialects we not only find ?ft besides ?r but
what is nacre interesting, this ^has been introduced into other
case-forms than the instrumental. N"or is there any distinction
between nouns and pronouns. Thus In Konkaru we have "

jtfsft

by me
" and "

*RT
"

, to me ( L.. S. I. VII-66 ). In Bathodi
( Kolaba district ) we hare the genitive

"
31^-%, of the father "

( ibid. p. 134 ); in Mahari (Thana district) the instrumental

g3r-*T, with hunger. ( ibid p. 160 )* If the double termination
theory held good 11* will have to be admitted in the last two
forms that-TT is the genitive singular termination (

and-3{ the instrumental singular termination (

^Nothing would be further from truth.

For the sake of clearness, the above discussions may he
summarised thus :

(a) Before certain case terminations Marathi has a ^
which, however, isiound only with the instrumental in 5n%q$f ;

(b) that it was probably Introduced first in pronouns
and was then extended to iiouns; and

(c) that tho-^-elemeni is dialectically found Incases
other than the instrumental as welt.

With these three poinfcs In OUT mind, we shall gee that old
Hanarese affords another striking parallel here. In the first

place, the oblique case-forms of the personal pronouns in the

singular have a->^- inserted between the base and the termina-
tions ( cf. Kittel's Grammar 137 ). Thus fi

Am, I
"

in the
nominative but in the instrumental and the ablative where th

singular termination is-im, we have "
eu-n-im ". The locative,

termination is - ol and the locative form is
"
en-n-ol "

( N. B.
"
en "

is the oblique of
" am-" ), the genitive is

"
en-n-a "

a, being the termination of that case. Similarly, ni, thou,
but nin-n-a, thy ; nin-n-im, by or from thee ; nin-n-ol, in thee.

Avam, he; but ava-n a, his, ava-nim, by or from him; ava-n-ol,
in him. But in the third person feminine and neuter we
do not find this~n.-Probably there was a ?^ in the beginning
even in the case of feminine and neuter pronouns, Cf. ada-n-am;
It ace. of ada-m, it, side by side with ada-m, it, ace. ( The ^)
however later on may have formed a part of the termination

*Forfuifcher oxauipIeB of the kind the reader is referred to the
xfcraots in thaL valuable compendium Linguistic Survey of India,
Vol. VII.
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itself and In connection with na, I; ni, then, and ava-m, lie.

might have been associated only with the masculine.

But it is when we come to the nouns that we meet more

frequently the suffix-^-. Old Kanarese formed its other oblique

cases from the genitive. In the case of masculine and neuter

nouns ending in-3?, ancient Kanarese, to avoid hiatus* inserted

-^-suffix in the genitive more frequently than \. In modern

Kanarese practically all masculine nouns ending in-ar- have

the suffix-^between the base and the genitive termination. As

regards neuter nouns ending in-ar-old Kanarese had probably-^-

more frequently than at present. Thus Kittel quotes from the

the form "
pada-n-a, of the foot** genitive

singular of the neuter noun "
pada, foot

" while in modern

Kanarese the form is
"
pad-a-da

"
( Kittle's grammar 1 09-a-vii;

117-a-vi ) Masculine and neuter nouns ending in-^3 and dis-

syllabic and trisyllabic neuter bases have a genitive termination

-^T* ( ibid. 121 ). This-q^-is found with certain feminine words

as well. Thus "
akka-, elder sister '% gen-sing, akka-n-a,

similarly
" awa-n-a, mother's

" from
" awa-mother,

**

Mention may be made of the fact that in Kanarese man ig

masculine, woman feminine, and the rest including children

neuter. Kanarese hence offers more oblique forms with-s^-or ?rk

than without.

Now we are in a position to consider once more the Marathf

dialects mentioned above. One of these viz. Konkani has forms

like twre , to a horse, and ^^m "
to horses , dative

singular and plural respectively of ^W , a horse. Mr. Shmde

supposes this-^B to be the old Kanarese dative singular termina-

tion-* ( Joshi p. 569). Kanarese, in those days prevailed in the

North as far as the Kolaba, Thana and Kalyan districts (ibid,

T> 561) and lived side by side with Marathl A person undoubtedly

uses in his daily conversations scores of personal pronominal

forms and hundreds of nominal forms. In trying to speak am

Indo-Axyan language a Kanarese man would naturally commit

mistakes but mistakes which would be fairly common to W*

Kanarese brothers and mistakes under the influence, and in

favour, of his own tongue. Thus, for instance he may UM

Marathi stems and Kanarese terminations. This 10 an

termination proper is ar. As for the Snffi~ia-*e*
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intelligible phenomenon that happens at the present time in

many parts of India in the case of the English language
*

^

This

fact alone can better explain forms quoted above like ^r^f ( cf .

Kan, Appa-n-a ), of the father, or *fr- ^ ( cf. Kan. en-rv-im ), by

me, etc.

POSSESSIVE ADJECTIVES

Along with post-positional forms we have, in sf5pfef& what

are called the possessive adjectives* These end in ^ and agree

with the substantive they refer to in number, gender and case.

This ^ is added to the oblique of nouns and pronouns as can be

seen from the following exatnples :

f^T <RT-% bis heart ( II-3 ) ; T^RT^^rf-^T ST^T, the abode of

the Nivatakavacas (11-10); anfa-3f I gsr, this to-day's fight

( 11-25 ) ; ^STCRT-^ft
1

^FTO^ at the time of the battle. ( II. 23 ).

The origin of .this =3T has been found difficult to explain.

Though such
"
possessive adjectives

" are common to Indo-Aryan

languages, the palatal ^ appears "only in Marathi ( Block 202 )

and in old Gujarathi { Doderet p. 551 ) Beames and Bhandarkar

take this =3 back to Skt. & in forms like ^^-^f, g^T-W

etc.

Sir George Grierson derives this =3" from Skt. fic^T (

for this and the following remarks see Doderet. p. 551 ) Comment-

ing upon the form ^TT-^rr 5RT3
*"
the king's minister

" found in the

Nagaon inscription of A. D. 1367, Sir George says :

" There are two well-known progenitors of the genitive

suffixes. One is^ which is responsible for Hindi SET, Punjabi

^T ( through i$?k^fr Prakrit ^ ) and so on. The other is^
( Pkt. %?: and also t$53f ) responsible for Hindi 3fc, ^[; Bengali, *;

Marwari % and so on.. there remaining the Marathi- ^ un-

accounted for *'. The usual explanation is that it is derived

from the Skt. suffix ^ ( Pkt-^ ). Another explanation is that

it might come from Skt. ICT
" a synonym for ^r4 ".

" The

Nagaon inscription makes me think that the latter explanation
is the correct one. Apparently old Marathi used both-^ and-^r.

This would represent ^r (1%^r ) and its synonym, etfRt ( *&&** )*

We cannot of course be absolutely certain till we come across

further instances of-<5r **.

* The following, from the foot-note to p. 165 of the Linguistic

Survey of India Vol I. Part I, would be an apt illustration.
" The 1911 census Beport of the United Provinces ( p. 284 ) quotes

an Indian Vakil, or Attorney, saying in Court *
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So far this is the only acceptable view on this question.

Phonetically the explanation does stand; we must remember as

well the fact that post-positions, like terminations, are likely
to iindergo, by their peculiar position, a different phonetic treat-

ment than other words. ( Prof. Turner, J. R. A. S. 1927 X Forms
from Skt. ^ can be seen used as post-positions in old as well as

in modern Marathi. Thus in gn^tt ( 11-85 ) we have ^-^R,
" with silence

" where the gerundive of fs is used with the

instrumental. In the modern language, too we have expressions
as ?qp3jT sfcferf and so on. Hindi ^ may as well come from
Skt. i%. There is no need to assume that Hindi, ^ Punjabi ^r

etc. should come from one and the same Skt. word. They may
have different developments. Thus forms like Marathi sn^rr
**
ours ", <pRT

'*

yours
" can be traced back to Pkt. 3T^%T and

sPT^T quoted by the grammarian Hemacandra. ( 11-149; See

Block. 202 ).

Whatever the origin of these Prakrit forms one is tempted
to ask whether Marathi has extended by analogy this

=3T from the pronominal to the nominal possessive

adjectives. Besides these possessive adjectives we have, in

ff^FO" a delcinable genitive singular of the first and second

personal pronouns which is used as an adjective ( Doderet. p.

561; See the foot note ). The use of the genitive as an adjective is

characteristic of the Dravidian group. ( L. S.L Vol. IV p. 29 ). In

old Kanarese possessive pronouns are formed from the genitive

( Kittel 273 ). Thus
"
en-na, my " but "en-n-adu ( which really

means my + it ), mine ". "With this we can compare a Marathi
form like giT, thine. This form whenever not used as an. adjec-

tive is unaspirated, e. g. $pr wt *ERT ^"fe say, what has happen-
ed to you ? ( II-7 ). % 3TRffl% 3JRT ^^ I ^TH%jgst,

" have they be-

come relatives to you just now ? or, gsr 5F% ^ ^l%cT , this Is not

proper for you ( 11-22 ) etc.

On the other hand, when used as an adjective it has the

aspirated ^ e. g. ^[% gw^ =trat Wt ^, So good, O Partha, is

your valour ( 11-11 ). gp%gr ^T^TT-^f^ , without your words

( 11-64 ) and so on. Though the aspirated forms can be taken to

Pkt. forms like g^{ etc. the distinction shown above is interest-

ing. It offers a tempting similarity with Kanarese possessive

pronouns like
"
en-n-adu, ( enna + adu; mine 4- it ), mine by-

splitting ^IT and gi* etc. as g^r + T ( thy 4- that masc. ) and

( thy + it) etc.
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This similarity helps us to consider the nominal possessive

adjectives. Among the many ways in which these are formed

in old Kanarese one-viz by adding ica. (-^fSf )- can be noted here.

Kittel, in his dictionary, interprets-ica, as "coming from, related

to, bora of". He quotes as examples formed from the ^r^mffi^frr

like the following: Kalur, a rustic place; but Kalur-ica, a,

rustic, a Villager; Similarly Kannad-ica, of Kanarese language
and so on.

Whatever the origin of fchis-ica, its meaning at once reminds
us of the form in the Nagaon inscription, ^RT^n^ sr^rg, the King's
Minister. If this sr has anything to do with Skt. sr

"
born of ",

then it would be practically identical with-ica. The ordinary
man may have used icaitself without any hesitation ; a popular
writer, too, may have followed suit ; but a learned writer would
go back to its Sanskrit equivalent ^r. fn^Ffr claiming to be
written in popular language ( cf. 111-17 ff ), uses forms in =3";

but the pedantic writer of the Nagaon inscription uses Sanskri-
tised words in his royal eulogy.

" We cannot of course be
certain till we come across further instances of ^r ". That forms
in ica do not survive in modern Kanarese is no objection to the

suggestion made above ; on the other hand, it is a strong argu-
ment in its support, Kanarese has been gradually driven lower
to the South. The ica forms may have been prevalent in its

Northern dialects. They disappeared with its retreat to the

South*.

CONJUGATION.

( A ) Present Indicative

In 11-71, |T!%^Ct has a verbal form-and there are many
others similar as will be shown below-which is interesting
from the point of view of the development of the old Sanskrit
present tense. The passage reads :

U

4t

fixing tlieir attention on which, great sages practise
austerities by means of vows like celibacy etc ".

ibis connection may be mentioned the fact that even nw a
Kanareseman from Bombay Karnatak trying to speak Marathi uses,
incorrect forms like srCr- ( for w- ) =^T etc-
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Is the third plural present indicative of gTTM^ftf, to

practise. The old termination for the third present plural Is not

3TRT or ctfcT but 3^f or ^T% ( Doderet p. 563 ). The form should,
therefore, be something like O^FER ( or *r, or Cr ) fcf. How can the

additional ^ between the root and the termination be explained ?

One explanation ( Doderet p. 566 ) is that in nr^^fir the c^

participle was frequently used in combination with the old

present of ar^j
"
to be " and conveyed the present indicative

sense. Thus STT^^rfcf would stand for 3TRRcT sn?ficT. In support
of his view Mr. Doderet quotes examples (p. 566 ) wherein the

c^ participles have been used with the verbal forms of sr^[.
" The

third plural of the modern present indicative ", he adds
"

is al-

ready evolved ".

Working back from the modern present Indicative forms
3an it be said that they go back to the old c^ participle forms

plus the verbal forms of e^jj ( cf, Joshi p. 123 X The modern

forms, for example of a root like ^rfaxfif to tell, are :
'

Singular Plural

1.

3. ^rtnpr ( m.( m. ) ")

( f. ) >
( neu. ) )

It should be noted in the first place that in many dialects

3. g. Konkani, Gomantafci Malavni and Chitpavni there is no

listinction of forms according to gender. ( Joshi p. 124 ). "It

s due "
says Joshi, "to the deliberate efforts of the learned and

some unnatural conservations occur ". But that does not

satisfactorily explain the distinction in forms according
,o gender. Whence did this distinction arise, that is our

irst important question. Nor is Mr. Joshi convincing
[n explaining the-^t-element in the singulars of the

irst, second and third masculine ( p. 124 ). His explana-

tion accords more with the fixed rules of classical

3amdhi than with the natural phonetic changes. Can it be said,

as Mr. Doderet does ( p. 567 ), that this-^TT-element is extendep

from the first person plural to others by analogy.* But that

bhe analogy, if any, should work only in the singular masculine

makes one consider if there is any other possibility for the

*For, according to him, the form would be the combination of the

^participle plus the form of 3T^ Thus from ^\ 1st plur. suffer sTrif and

then through stages
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origin of these forms. What is the explanation of the

element ? This is our second important question.

To answer these questions it would be better to review for

a moment the history of the old present Indicative upto, and

during, the time of, m^TOT- The old present has, in ^rV^, lost

its original sense ; in other words, it does not denote the same
tense as before. It expresses, as Block Says ( 237 ), present,

future or past tense according to the context. Thus in

we have examples like the following ;

( a ) Present tense :

fr^ \

O Partha, you do not know this other marvel'* ( 111-79 ) or,

\ '^

i f^rr ^f^% u

"
you do not give heed to improper things, nor do you ever

give up your courage ; by your name, ill-fame flees the

quarters
"

( II-S ); or,

"
you call yourself wise, and you d:> not d^scard your ignor

ance, and if I were to teach you, you lecture moral lessons to
me ! (11-93 ).

(b) Future tense :

F^rf i

cpfjt

" By this all the Gods will be pleased, then they will give
you desired objects ". ( 111-95 ); or,

i <ff

\ 3TT^ %^ft U
" Like the burned seeds which though sown into proper soil

will not grow although you water them as much as you like
"

(
11-66 ), or,

\ armf ^155^ g^ff JTK \

^f \ ^f^it n
is

Listen, sorrowfully
"
he said to ^JK^n

"
you should not

compel me now. By no meang will I fight here with confidence ",

(11-82); or,
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" Here boyhood appears ( first ); then it will disappear into

youth". (1M 09).

(c>) Past Tenre :

^ ^^^ j^rijf <CRT^f then Samjaya said to the King ( II-I ); cf
^

in 11-82 quoted under ( 6 ) above.

With these various senses, it Is not then unusual that in

the present should be expressed more frequently in other

ways than by the old present. The-^parliciple, as Mr, Doderet

says, is used with the present indicative forms of 3?^, to be-for

this purpose. Thus :

^BTgf^r ?CT 5f f^Tri^t \ ^R 1 ftjp 5Wl%
I

W3r*f ^r f%^o5ret t cw %^f u

" Why don't you consider even now ? What do you think

about? -You have forgotten your duty which would give you

salvation (11-180 ). Often the participle is combined with the

forms of ST as
"

" This is not war ; this is a blunder in committing which

there is ( lit. appears ) sin
"

( 11-31 ; cf. 11-93 ) ; or,

^THRSt 1 ^blti^l ^TFT!

i

" O Arjuna, why should I go on telling you about others*

affairs ? Look, I myself live this way ".

History, however, repeated itself. Even by the time of

sn^tr, the-^-participial use with the root 3T^ , like the old

present, underwent changes in meaning. Thus :

u

" Up till now what were they doing to each other ? Tell me
that quickly

"
( I. 87 ) ; or,

I cRT

I

"
There, in the midst of, the two armies, ^t^q^f was deter*

mining a way by which Arjuna would overcome his ignorance

( 11-87 ) ; or,
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" At the sight of it Ajuna was pleased in Ms mind ; then
he cast a joyful glance at the two armies ". ( 1-167 ) ; or,

^rfcf

46 Therefore overcome with pity he looked very much
dejected like a swan stuck into mud "

( II-4 )

In the last two examples the participle has been combined
with the 3?^ form. This fact goes against the suggestion that

the modern forms developed from this combination. For, with
the change in meaning from the present to

"
passe* d'habitude

"

it is hardly probable that those forms should evolve into the

modern present.

Where then is the trace, if any of the modern forms in

^r^R^f 1 This is the place to consider another important factor.

In |ri%*rtt we find the-cj; participle itself
"
Standing detached

and used as the equivalent of a present definite." ( Doderet,

p. 565) e. g.

"
There the three worlds tremble ; the mountains Meru and

Mandara are rocking, and the sea-water isfoaming as far as
"

( I,-155 ; cf. 1-156 ) or,

" Look my body trembles, my mouth is being parched and
my limbs are weak "

( 1-196 ) ; or,

'nt qf

**
Behold the water is indestructible though waves come and

go
"

( VIII-177 ) ; or,

i tier 2

"
All this established from Eternity arises and fades away

naturally. Why, then, tell me, should you grieve ?
"

(II-100).
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But such use of ihe -^-participle alone, thougli common to

many Indo-Aryan languages ( Block. 249 ; Doderet p, 565 ), was

not, in Marathi, immune from ambiguity as can be seen from
ike :passages like

u Therefore they do not admit it ; on the other hand they

even criticise ; say, does the moth stand sunshine ?" ( III-200).

Tn the above example TflT^fT and ^fm^ft are old present Indi-

cative third plural. On the other hand, ^TTfRft which is not a

participial attribute of qcfrr the latter being masculine-expresses

the third singular sense. How can this ^TIT^T be explained ?

Can it be said that this is a further development of the ^ parti-

ciple by add ing to it the old present terminations? Does that

explain the modern Marathi present indicative forms ?

That in ^Ft^rft there were two main developments of the old

present Indicative is the suggestion made here. One was, as

explained above, the use of the c^ participle with the verbal forms

of SRffi, to be. That, as illustrated, underwent a radical change

in its meaning. But at the same time the ^participle was used

by itself for the present definite. This was the transitional

period. Now it will be maintained here that the use of the mere

^participle being likely to result in ambiguity of meaning

or probably as an attempt to fix the present tens* forms

by its old characteristics, the old present terminations were add-

ed on to it. The modern forms can be easily proved to have

evolved from this process.

The old present terrainations for verbs transitive and

intransitive were as follows:

Singular Plural

i.

2.

If we take a participle like^ and add on to it these ter-

minations, we should have

Sing. (1,
Flur. (l)*lfr, (2)*feJT, (3)^fenfe (etc.)

of the above the plural of all the three persons can

practically identical with that in modern MaratHi.
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regards the first singular itmay be mentioned that a speaker, in the

ordinary course of his speech, refers to himself either in singular
or inthe plural without any attempt at distinction. Therefore there

is no difficulty in agreeing with Mr. Doderet that the first singular
and plural are frequently confused, (p. 566 ), There remains,

however, two more things to be explained ; viz, the-sft-element

and the distinction in the third singular and subsequently in

others of forms according to gender. The modern-^t-in the

three -singulars masculine may be regarded as probably
influenced by the masculine pronoun ^f,

" he ". Similaiiy,
as in old Marathi % not ^ft meant "

she ", we find the

modern feminine forms ending in ^ likewise may be expla-

ined a verbal form, when governing a neuter subject, ending in

t, it ). The reasons for this change will be mentioned below.

That the process of adding on old present terminations to

^- participle was going on at the time of m%*TO is borne
out by the following examples :

The form 3TF^TTT% in the passage quoted at the beginning
of the discussion ( 11-71 ) is 3f|tj<d 4- 3?f?t ( cf. ^cURf in 1-166 ).

Similarly in,

u

"
fragrance and odour is the ( two-fold ) division of smell,

( which i. e. division ) by means of the nose gives pleasure and
pain ". ( 11-117 ). Here %cTT is governed by the singular ^t

u
thai

"

which refers to the ^r^ "
this division "

of the previous clause

^TT can better be explained as ^T +^,~$; being one of the third

singular terminations mentioved above.

Thus we find in ^1%*^ (1) the g; participles used with the old

present forms of 3^, to be ( 2 ) the participles used by them-
selves as equivalent to finite verbs in the same tense, and ( 3 )

further the old present terminations added to the~c3;-participles,
the new forms conveying the present Indicative sense,

The presence of the first two features is warranted in many
modern Indo-Aryan languages, (cf. Block, 249; Doderet p, 565 and
the authorities mentioned there). But old Marathi is found
alone in further adding to the ^ participles the old present
terminations and thus forming a new present tenge. Can" this
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peculiarity be explained ? Is the process indigenous or influenc-
ed by other sources ?

Rev. Kittel states in his grammar ( p. 128 ) that in old
Kanarese the present indicative was formed by adding
pronominal endings to the present-future participle. As a
matter of fact, all the three tenses the present future and past
indicative were formed in that language by adding pronominal
endings to the participles in the last case the past participle be-

ing the stem ( ibid cf. the discussion that follows ). Thus he

quotes forms like
"
Arivon, he knows "

( Inscription of 680-696

A. D. ) ;

"
Kidip-om, he spoils

"
( Inscription 707 A. D. );

" emb-ol
she says

"
( Inscrip- 778 A. D. ) In the first two examples

"
Ariva, ^knowing ", and "

Kidipa, spoiling
"

are the present

future participles and * om '

is the third person masculine

singular 'pronominal ending the pronoun being
"
Avam, he **,

In the last example, similarly, "emba "
is the present future

participle and
"

ol
"

is the third person feminine pronominal end-

ing the pronoun being
"
aval ", she ( cf. ibid. 186 ). Thus in the

Mantravadi inscription of 865 A, D. ( Epi-Ind. Vol. VII p. 201

line 19 ) we have
"
Kale-Var, they reject

" where
" Kaleva "

is

the participle and "
avar or-ar

"
the ending from the pronoun

"

avar, they."

Side by side with such old Kanarese forms can be placed

expressions in $&*& like gtf^IT
'

eft, he fulfills ', ( 1-27 ) and

sra*rfw 3t he experiences ( V-157 ). In the first the pronoun

is placed after the ^ participle and in the second after the

old present form- in both cases the sense expressed be-

ing the present Indicative. It is not probable as Block suggests

( 248 ) that the modern forms like ^$$1
" he fulfills

"
go back to

combinations like a<Rcil + ^T. But in such forms one may observe

the tentative efforts of old Marathi in evolving forms by adding

pronouns ( or pronominal endings ) to the old forms which were

fast changing in meaning. Those efforts can be said to have

culminated in the modern present Indicative in which the

masculine form has been characterised by 3t, the feminine by^%
and the neuter by ^ ( a feature completely identical with that in

old and modern Kanerese ) these three endings being the old

third personal pronouns "he, she, it" respectively. But the

language of irRt^rft offers in this respect a parallel to old Kauerese

only insofar as the ^participles are used as stems to which

terminations can be added. This feature taken in combination

with the fact that that Marathi is not only alone among th
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Indo-Aryan languages in this respect but in later days used

endings which can be easily traced to personal pronouns-only

one conclusion seems probable viz that in the development of the

present Indicative, Marathi, from the days of fFt^ has been

influenced dy Kanarese.

( B ) The^ forms and the Optative.

Like the old present, the old passive Indicative too has in

UT*reff undergone a change in its meaning. Frequently we have

to translate the forms in^ which represent the old passive in-

dicative, by an optative meaning. The following examples will

make the point clear:

u

See, parents are to be respected and pleased by every means

Should they, on the other hand, be killed by our own hands ?

( 11-32 ) ; or,

" One should live by means of actions ;
but one should not

expect the fruits of actions ; like the charmer who is not harmed

by the spirits ". ( 11-234 ; Note ^rTl%^ in the same verse has the

original passive indicative sense ) ; or,

"
They say that one should be born into the world, should

perform actions like sacrifice and others andj then should enjoy

every pleasing happiness". ( 11-246 )

It is evident from the above quotations that in m^Ntft verbal

forms in f^ have sometimes an optative meaning* Do these

forms come from the ^cf^-passive forms of the Prakrit ? If they

do, the second question arises, how did the passive indicative

come to have an optative sense while the active indicative still

remains an indicative ?

In Maharastri Prakrit the optative forms" of a root like qg

e. g. ( Skt. i^ ) are :

Singular : (*1 ) %5fT; ( 2 ) q^Hlfa; ( 3 )

2 ) ^5fT; ( 3 ) ^5f. ( Woolner p. 44
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Forms like these have offered Beames an explanation for those

of the-^-forms which, in old Marathi, have sometimes an
optative-meaning. Block, however, agrees ( p. 231 ) with Sir

George Grierson ( J. R. A. S. 1910. p. 163 ) in deriving them
from the western Prakrit passive forms in-^r^ . There are

reasonable objections to Beames* contention. Linguistic develop-
ment is a process of simplification. It is unlikely, therefore,

for a language to retain two forms phonetically identical

but entirely different in meaning. The Prakrit passive and

optative forms would be composed, in Marathi, of the same and
similar sounds. Perhaps that is the reason why Marathi, even

in its earlier stages has formed optatives in-orj^
1

e^c - from Sans-

krit potential participles in-xRT e^c - Moreover from a passage
like 11-234 quoted above one can say bhat the -^-forms in fn^T-

^rd" come froxn-^jsr passive forms in Prakrit ( Note eu&a) side by
side with <igi&l and ft$%5t ).

But in that case a more difficult question arises, how did

this passive indicative acquire an optative meaning ? Of the

-^5T forms in fFNtt it is more frequently the transitive roots-

which fact, by the way, proves to an extent that they are passive

forms that have an optative meaning. Thus e. g. in the verse,

" Therefore you should take that into your hands, you should

stay near *#*T. ( Then he said ) to J[N
"
you should l^ok to every

thing "; W&W and qnJ5j are transitive verbs. Even in modern
ng ; W a .

Marathi the form qit|% is used, as an auxiliary to express
"
should, must

"
etc.

Emphasis is laid on this point as it helps us in seeking for

a possible source of influence; whether there is any influence, it

is not easy to decide at this stage. But attention may legitimate-

ly be drawn to an identical phenomenon that obtains in Kanarese.

Passive forms as such Kanerese has none. There is no distinc-

tive suffix for the passive as Sanskrit has-^r or as Prakrit uses-

^ But of the several ways in which passive sense is express-

ed in old Kanarese, the one that would interest us is the one in

which a transitive root, used intransitively, conveys a passive

meaning. ( Kittel. Gram. 315 ). Thus e. g. a root like
"
Ode-,

to break
" in the following examples ;
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Avam ( he ) adam ( it ) Odevam ( breaks ), he breaks it, but
Adam ( it ) Odeduda ( breaks ), it is broken.

( N. B.
" ode "

is a transitive root ); or,

Adarind alasade plnam
P adeyade Pangaridu dosamam pingisi tap
Fade bagedu pelvudagamam
Udara-nopatunga deva-vidita-kramadim

"
Therefore without any slackness; not exerting too much

in a proper manner, this work is written, according to th^ rules
known to the noble USTrpatunga, after due consideration and
without any faults

**

( Kavirajamarga I. 44 ). Agamam is the
nominative of

"
a-gama, a work " and Pelvudu ( which "will

be explained below ) from
"
Pel-, to tell

"
is used intransitively ;

the meaning, as shown, is in the passive ; or,

Kalidavarg alvudu altodavarelvodam antavarim,
"
"Worthy

people cry for the dead ( lit. it is cried by the worthy ) if the
dead would come to life on their grief **. ( Adipurana quoted
Kavicarite p. 30 ). Here "

antavar-im "
is in the instrumental

and " alvudu "
is used intransitively.

The Kanarese termination, as can be seen* from the above
examples, for an impersonal form is-^3 ( udu ) ( Kittel 200 ).

This same termination is found in the case of the third singular
f%fir ( Imperative-Potential ) tense ( ibid 205 ). Thus from a root
"
Mai, to do "

the third imperative would be "
malp-udu, let him

do, he should do " and so on. When it is remembered that in
Kanarese neuter words form by far the greatest number of sub-
stantives ( cf. p. 19) it would be easy to realise the confusion
between the impersonal and the third singular imperative
potential. Thus the two forms "

Pelv-udu " and " alv-udu "

quoted above may mean in another connection " one should
tell

" and "
one should cry ", respectively. Here there is the

point of similarity ; in ^1%*^ as well as in old Kanarese we find
in some cases one and the same form for the indicative passsive
and the optative.

Before arriving at any -conclusion, another point may be
noted. Old Kanarese expresses the negative optative in a
different and peculiar manner. The sense of

"
should not **, "must

not
" and "

ought not to
**
in the case of a root is expressed by

using the infinitive of the root with the negative verbal forms
of the root

u ba
( bara ), to come^' ( Kittel p. 336 ) e. g.
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baradu,
"

should not pronounce
" where "

uccarisa
**

is

the infinjtive ( original uccarisal ) of uccarisu, to pronounce.
A like phenomenon is to be met with in in'^RT e. g. 11-238.

\\

"
the flame of a lamp though small gives much light; so

this good knowledge should not be said ( let one should not say )

to be small
"

; or, irq- qnngjft ^t^f ! ^tgf ^>
"
here 'one should, not

say anything except this ". The two forms sf?it *& and sffcsf^
are each comprised of two elements ( 1 ) the infinitive $|0tt in the

first, and srteJf in the second and (2)5% which seems to be f 4-^T,

^ being probably connected to the root ^f&t, to come. This iden-

tity of using an infinitive with the negative forms of the root
"
to come **

to express the negative optative sense in Kanarese
and ^f9-^" ( and modern Marathi too ) has led a Marathi writer

to conclude that Marathi has here been influenced by Kanarese.

( Joshi p. 571 ) Influenced in the negative optative forms, it

might have been influenced in the case of the affirmative as well.

This much, however, can be asserted with safety, that old

Kanarese has some roots which have the same form for the pas-

sive indicative and the optative, and that n^*rfl" not only offers

a similar phenomenon in this respect but is one with the former

in expressing the negative optative.

OONOLUSION

The foregoing is more cf a suggestion than an exposition of

the influence of old Kanarese on HT^rtt Nevertheless it is suffici-

ent to show how even in details can a language influence a fore-

ign language. Linguistic influence, as mentioned at the begin-

ning, is mutual. It is true that in India it is the Aryan tongue
that survives and the non-Aryan that suffers. But the above

sketch, however brief, enables one to maintain that any langu-

age, in its transitional period, is most likely to be influenced by
another language of a greater development. Marathi has always

been, and will undoubtedly continue to be, an Indo Aryan

language. But the influence it has experienced from other

sources has formed, and will most certainly continue to form, a

part and parcel of it.

APPENDIX

Under the word Im- ( -Wf ) Kittel, in Ms dictionary has the

following remarks :
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" Im- an auxiliary syllable for the formation of,

( a ) The genitive singular preceding its flnal-sr

( b ) The instrumental ( and the ablative which has the

same form ) singular ".

We have said in the text of our thesis ( p. 10 ) that this suffix

is not 1m- (?*0 but In (-^-). The following examples will

bear out our contention.

( a ) Kadav-in-a Kampu adangidudu, the fragrance of

the Kadava ( a particular deer ) has disappeared-

( Adipurana Kavicarite p. 31 ). Here Kadavina,
is the genitive singular of Kadava and can be

analysed as Kadava 4- in + a. Hundreds of similar

forms can be mentioned, cf. gumvma, Rokkwa
( used adjectively;

"
haughty

"
) etc.

( b ) Otti hwumb-in-inda ripu-bhuja-samajada.

bergalam nabhakke, lifting by means of a lever the founda-

tions of the group of enemy dynasties to the 'sky. ( ibid. p. 30 )

TarUmbu ''

a lever
" with the instrumental termination-inda is

not
" tarumb-inda

"
or

"
tarumb-im-inda "but "tarumb~in-inda*

These passages have been selected at a glance ; this fact alone

is quite sufficient to show that -In ( -^) and not Im~( ?^) is the

suffix.

Kittel's remarks can be supplemented in another way*
Along with the genitive, the instrumental and the ablative

singulars the suffix-in-( 5^) is used in the formation of the

locative singular as well e. g.

Talir-ol Komb-in-ol, among the flowers and 'in the branches
etc. The locative termination in the singular is ol.

" Kombinol "

the locative of
" Kombu ", a branch can be analysed as Kombu +

in + oL
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MISCELLANEA

THE JAYNAGAB, IMAG-E INSCRIPTION OF
PALAPALA.

BY
THE LATE PROF. R. D. BANERJT, M. A.

..-IT un.
- * Q*

An inscribed image, the inscription on which contained the
name of a Pala king and a date in his regnal years, was
discovered by Cunnigham at Jaynagar, a village close to

Lakhisarai railway station on the E. I. R., in the Munger
District, some time in the working season of 1871-72. Cunnigham
evidently could not read this inscription and did not refer to it

in his account of Jaynagar. But he has furnished us with an
eye-copy of this inscription.

l Seventeen years ago when I was
compiling the monograph on the Palas of Bengal I tried to find

this inscription at Jaynagar and paid two visits to it in 1910
and 1911. Bufc the image in question could not be found in

any of the neighbouring villages around Jaynagar, such as

Lakhisarai, Kiul etc. For this reason I could not include this

inscription in my monograph.
a My attention was directed to

the Jaynagar inscription because an eye-copy of another Pala
inscription was given by Cunnigham by its side on the same
plate and this inscription, of the year 19 of Madanapala, cannot
be traced even now. I could read the second inscription with the
help of the photograph taken in Cunnigham's time. In 1923
three pencil-rubbings of the Pala inscription was brought to me
by Professor Suniti Kumar Chalfcerji, M. A, Litt. D., Khaira
Professor of Indian Linguistics and Phonetics in the University
of Calcutta, with a letter from Dr. L. D. Barnett of the British
Museum stating that this inscription was found in the "Victoria
and Albert Museum, South Kensingtion, London, and that Dr.
Ba rnett would be glad if some of Dr. Chatterji's colleagues would
undertake to decipher it. I recognised the inscription immediately
and showed Cunnigham's eye-copy to Professor Chatterji who
was pleased to hand over the three pencil-rubbings of this
inscription received from Dr. Barnett to me.

1. Cuimigham, Archaeological Survey Reports, Vol III, pp. 159-60; pi.
, No. 33.

2. Memoirs of the Asiatic Society of Bengal Vol. V.
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The inscription is an important record for the history of

Bengal, as it supplies us with the name and dafee of a new king
of the Pala dynasty of Bengal. The king's name is difficult to
read *-"as the script is slightly different from that of the
Ohandimau image inscription of the year 42 of Bamapala T and
the recently rediscovered female image dedicated in the year 3 of

Madanapaia.
2 The scripts of the two Jaynagar image inscrip-

tions are, however, quite similar. This is to be noticed in the
form of la. At first I was inclined to read the name of the new
king of the Jaynagar inscription as Panapala, which would give
a better meaning but comparison of the second and fourth letters

with the later la in the name Madanapala of the second Jaynagar
inscription showed that this name must be Palapala. The
second Jaynagar inscription I can read from Cunnigham's
eye-copy :

1. Ye dharma hetuprabhava hetum tesam Tathagato Jiy avadat

2. Tesam ca yo mrodha evam vadl Mahasrarnaviah
3. Deyadharmmoyant danapati-Tarudra^vadhu-Ilimahayah
4. Brz-man-Madanapala-deva-^ajya-sarnvat 19 Asmin SO

The first two lines contain the Buddhist formula. The last

two lines give the name of the donor and the date :

" In the year
19 of the reign of the illustrious Madanapala on the 30th day of

( the month of ) Asmin ( Asvin ), ( this is ) the religious gift of

Ilimaka, the spouse of the donor ( danapati ) Tarudra.
"

The second numerals of the date was read as 9 by
Cunnigham.but its form in the eye-copy indicates that it may
be 4. This portion is indistinct in the photograph and therefore

I dare not make any change. If this inscribed image is discover-

ed anywhere outside India then a facsimile should be published.

Cunnigham's eyecopy of this Jaynagar inscription of Palapala
shows the usual mistakes "of all eye-copies. For example the

4th letter of the king's name looks like rta but it is really the

same as the second letter and is la.

The Jaynagar image inscription now in the Victoria and
Albert Museum, South Kensington, proves the existence of a new
king of the Pala dynasty of Bengal. This is indicated by the

affix Pala and the adjective Gaudesvara. The script shows that

this king must be placed in the 12th century. The Manahali

1, Ibid. pp. 93-94.

2. Cunmgham, Archaeological Survey Report^ Vol. Ill, p. 124, Ho. 16.
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plate of Madanapala and the Jfamacarita prove that his place
lies after Madanapala and not before him. The Gaya inscrip-
tion of V, S. 1232 and the manuscripts copied during the reign
of Govindpala prove that Falapala can not be placed at any
time betweeen 1161 and 1199 A. D. His place, therefore, seems to

be in the first half of the 12th century as according to the new
inscription from Jaynagar he ruled for at least 35 years. The
inscription reads :

1 Om rl Oai{ Grau )desara^]Patapala--padanaM
2 Cai(tradl8) riCampayayam ......bhatta
3 rtka JPundesvart ......... Samana
4 Samgharia ...... Vasava-kutumba ja( ya )d-atra
5 Punyam
" In the year 35 of the illustrious Lord of Gauda, Palapala^

on the third day of ( the month of ) Caitra, in illustrious

Campa ......the lady Pundesvarl .......of the assembly of Samanas
( 8ramanas X the wife of Vasava, whatever merit there may be.

"

The inscription will be shortly 'published In the Journal
of the Bihar and Orissa Research Society, Vol XIV, with
facsimiles. The discovery or the rediscovery of this in-

scription proves that scholars who were inclined to place
Madanapala, the second son of Ramapala, in the second quarter
of the 12th century are wrong, because even if we take 35 years
to be the maximum length of the reign of Palapala then we have
to admit that Madanapala died at least in 1126 A, D. 9 and as he
ruled for at least 19 years, his accession cannot be placed later
than 1106 A. D,
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2 Journal of the R. A. Society of Great Biitain and Ireland*
74, Grossvenor Street, London ( England ).

3 Asiatic Review, 3, Victoria Street, London, S. W. I.

4 The Buddhist Society of Great Biitain aad Ireland, 41, Great
Russell Street, London, W. G. I.

5 Beacon, C/o Messrs. George Allen & Unwiu Ltd., Ruskin House,
40, Museum Street, London W. C. 1. ( England ).

^

6 The Librarian, School of Oriental Studies, Londoa Institution,

Finsbury Circus, London E. C. 2 ( England ).

7 " The Shrine of Wisdom ", Aahlu, 6, Hermon Hill, London, E. II.

8 Zeitschrift der Deutschen, Morgenlandlschen Gesellschaft,

Leipzig, ( Germany ).

9 Preussische Akademi der Wissonschaften N. W. 7, TJnter de
Linden 38, Berlin, ( Germany ).

10 Univeraitats-Bibliothek, Gb'ttingen, ( Germany ).

11 Bayeiische Staatsbibliothek, Munchen, ( Germany ).

12 Zeitschrift fur Buddhismus Oakar Schloss Verlag, Muncher
Neubiberg, ( Germany ).

13 Zeitschrift fur Indologie ttnd Irani stik, Deutschen Morgen
landischen, Gesellschaft, Leipzig, ( Germany ).

14 Berlin Academy of Science, Berlin.
15 Bavarian Acadedy of Science, Munich.
16 ** The Journal Asiatique

" Societe Asiatique, Rue Jacob No. 13

(VI) Paris.
17 Academie des Insctiptions, et BeUes-Lotters, 82 Rue Bonaparte,

82 Paris ( France ).

18 Memoirs de la Societe, de Linguietique de Paris, 5, Quai Maloquais,
Paris, ( France ).

19 L'Instruction Publique et Des Beaux-Arts Musee Guiment,
6 Place d'lena-Paris ( XVIe ).

20 L'Ecole Francaise, d'Extreme-Orient, Hanoi, ( French Indo-
China ).

21 " The New Orient JJ
,
12 Fifth Avenue-, New York City, ( U. S. A.)-

22 Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D. C. ( U. S. A. )-

23 " The Theoaophical Path M
, International Theosophicai Head-

quarters, Point Loina, Califoinia, (U. S A. ).

24 " Rays from the Rose Crosa ", The Rosicrusian Fellowahip,

Oceanside, California (U. S. A.)
25 Museum of Fine Arts Bulletin, Boston, Massachusetts, C U.S. A.)-
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26 The Museum Journal, University Museum, Philadelphia, Pa,

(U. S. A.).

27 The Political Science Quarterly* C/o The Academy of Political

Science, Kent Hall, Columbia University, New York, (U.S. A.) .

28 The Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, 104,

South 5th Street, Philadelphia, ( U. S. A. ).

29 The Journal of the American Oriental Society, Yalo University
Press, Connecticut, ( U. S. A. )

30 The American Anthropologist, C/o American Anthropological
Association, 41, North Queen St. Lancaster, ( U. S. A. ).

81 The Ohiho Journal of Science, Ohio State UniversHy, Columbus,

( U. S. A. ).

32 The Journal of Society of Oriental Research, Trinity College.

Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

33 " Nuova Cuttura " Bella R. Universita di Napoli, Via Sanita No
131, Napolf, (Italy).

34 Oriental School, University of Kome, Rome (Italy).

35 Akademie der Wissenscbaft in Wien, Wien, ( Austria ).

36 Journal of Oriental Institute, Universitat, Wien, (Austiia)*
37 Archives Orientalisj Uppsala, (Sweden).
38 Kungl Universitetes Bibliotek, Uppsala, (Sweden).
39 " Kern Institute ", Leiden, ( Holland ).

40 Section d 7 Etudes Orientales Societe des Sciences de Varsovie

Varsovie, Rue Sniadeckich 8 (Poland).
41 The Journal of the Java Institute, Weltevreden, ( Java ).

42 Royal Batavia Society, Museum, Konigsplein West 12, Bataviaj

(Java).
43 The Buddhist Chronicle, Ananda College, Colombo.
44 The Eastern Buddhist, C/o The Library, Otani University,

Muiomaci-Kashira, Kyoto, Japan.
45 " Revista Theosofica'% Official Organ of the " Section Cubana "

of the " Sociedad Theosofica ", Apartado 365, Habana Cuba.
46 " Theosophy in Australia ", 114, Hunter Street, Sydney, N. S. W.
47 Fundamental Library of the Central A*ian State University,

Tashkent, U. S. S. Russia.
48 Arhatamat Prabhakar Karyalaya, Poona No. 2.

49 The Jain Sahii ya Samshodhan, C'o Bharat Jain Vidyala^a,
Bhandarkar Institute Road, Poona No. 4.

50 "
Progress of Education *

% C/o Aryabhushana Press, Poona No. 4.

51 Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society,
Town Hall, Bombay.

52 u
Vividha-^nSna-vistSr '% 81, Phanaswadi, Bombay No. 2.

53 The Journal of the Anthropological Society, Town Hall, Bombay.
54 The Indian Antiquary, C7o British India Press, Mazgaon, Bombay.
55 Journal of the K. R. Kama Oriental Institute, 172, Hornby Road,

Sukhadwalla Buildings, Fort Bombay.
56 The Jain Hitaishi, C/o Manager, Jain Grantha .Ratnakar Elarya-

laya, Hirabag, Gxrgaon, Bombay.
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57 The Iranian Association, Alice Buildings, '.Hornby Road, Foit,

Bombay.
58 University of Bombay, Bombay.
50 " Jain Gazette ", Office, 21 Parish Venkataclmla Iyer Street, C*. 1.

Madras.
60 ' The Shamma ", Aglioro Mandir, Mount Road, Madras.

6L Madias University Library, Madras.

62 The Indian Review, G/o G. B. Natesan and Co., Madras.

63 The" Kalpaka ", The Latent Light culture, ( Tinneveilf ),

Madras.
64 Educational Review, No. 4 Mount Road, Madras

65 Shri Vaisnava Siddhanta Sabha, 5/11 Adiappa Mudaly Street

Purasawalkam Vepery, P. O. Madras.

66 Vedanta Kesari , Shri Ramkiishna Matha, Mylapore, Madras.

67 " The Cuwont Thought ,
29 P>crof t Road, Triplicate, Madras.

68 Journal of Oriental Research, Mylapore, Madras

61) The Indian Historical Quarterly, G/o The Calcutta Oriental Press,

107 Mechuabazar Street, Calcutta.

70 " The Sanskrit Sahityaparishat , Shyambazar, Calcutta.

71 Journal of Department of Letters, Calcutta University, Calcutta.

72 The Calcutta Review, Senate House, Calcutta.

73 Journal of the Mahabodhi Society, 4A College Square, Calcutta.

74 "The People ", 12, Court Street, Lahore.

75 Journal of the Punjab Historical Society, C/0 The Dmvers.ty,

Lahore, ( Punjab ).

76 The Central Museum, Lahore.

77 Tho Vedic Magazine, the Vedtc Magazine Office, Lahore.

78 Journal of Indian HiBtory, History Department, Allahabad

University, Allahabad. i,u-^
70 Allahabad University Journal, Department of English, Allahabad

University, Allahabad.

80 Mysore University Journal, Mysore.
TVTxranro

81 Sanskrit College Magazine, Government Sanskrit College, Mysore.

82 The Karnataka ,
P. O. Basavangudi, Bangalore Oity.

83 The Journal of the Mythic Society, Mysore Road, Bangalore.

84 Indian Review of Reviews, Basavangudi Post, Bangalore City.

85 Puratattva, Gujarat Puratattva Mandir Ellis Br^ge Ahmadabad.

86 The Philosophical Quarterly , O/o Indian Institute of Philo-

sophy, Amalner ( East K-handesh ).

87 Baioda Library, Baroda.

8 * The Vishvabharati, Shantiniketan, Bolpur ( Bengal ).

89 The " Sanskrit Bharati ", Burdwan ( Bengal ).

00 Telugu Academy, Coconada.

01 The Pandit, Pandit Press, Sanghi Road,
Jai^ir.

92 Superintendent of Archaeology, Jammu and Kashmir Stat,Jammu.

93 t4 Yoeraniirnansa
" Kunjavana, Lonavala, <cr. 1* r. J*y-

ol The-p"abaddhaBhaiata^Mayavati,Dist. Almora,

95 Bihar and Oiissa Bosearoh Society, Patna,

96 Bevue Hiatoriquo de I'Inde Francaise, Pondicherry.
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97 Andhra Historical Research Society, Rajahmundry*
98 Varendra Research Society, Rajshahi ( Bengal ).

99 Man in India ", Church Road, Ranchi, B, N. By.

100 Journal of Burma Besoaioh Society, (Bernard Free Libiaty),

Rangoon.

101 Research Department, Janunu and Kashmir State, Srinagar,

102 Sri Agamodaya Samiti, G-opipara, Surat.

103 The Tanjore S. M. Library, Tan j ore,

104 The Curatoi for the publication of SanskiH Manuscripts, Trivan-

drum.

105 The Director of Indian Institute Oslo University Oslo, Norway,
106 Oriental Institute Piague ( Czechoslavakia ).

107 Secretary Bombay Historical Society, Exchange Building, Sprott

Road, Bombay.
108 The Editor "

Indologica Pragensia
" seminar fur Indologte der

Deutschen Universitat Prague (
Czechoslavakia ),

109 BharatltihasaSamshodhakManial, Sadashiv Peth, Poona No. 2-

110 Director of the Aichaelogical Researches :
in Mysore, Mysore,
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16 Galkwar, His Highness Sayajirao Maharaja, Baroda, 10-9-18.
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Extension, Mysore. 12-11-19.

238 Sbastri, Prof. M. G., M. A., 811, Bariwar Peth, Poona No. 2.

10-9-18.
239 Shete V. GK, Esqr., L. o. E., 323, Sadashiv Peth, Poona No. 2.

26-3-21.
240 Shet Shoorji Vallabhadas, Bombay. 10-9-18.
241 Sukthankar B. S., Esqr., Lakshmi Niwas, 22, Carnac Boad,

Bombay. 7-2-19.
242 Suktbankar* Prof. S. S M. A., Bajaram College, Kolhapur.

4-11-27.

243 Sukthankar, Dr. V. S., M. A., ph. x>., Bhandarkar Oriental
Beecarch Institute, Poona No. 4. 10-9-18.

244 Sum, Prof N. G., M. A
, Willingdon College, Sangli (s. M. o,)

18-8-23.

245 Taraporewala, Prof. I. J. S., B. A., ph. D. Principal, Cama
Athornan Institute, Andheri, Bombay.8-9-21.

246 Shet Tbakorlal Maganlal, Bombay. 10-9-18.
247 Trijathi DbarmasTikharam Tansukharam, Esqr., B. A,, Chlnabag,

Girgaon, Bombay. 7823.
248 Trivedi, Prof. A. K., M. A., LL. B.7 Baroda College, Baroda

25-10-28,
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249 Trivedi, Prof. Jayashankar Pitambar, B. Ag., Tilak Road
Sadashiv Peth, Poona No. 2. 6-12-22.

250 Tnrnbnll, Prof. H. G-. D.
5
M. A., The Grange Cottage Addles-

icone, Weybridge, Surrey, England. 10-9-18.

251 Utgibar Narayan Bapuji, Esqr., M. A., Utgikar's Wada,
Pandharpur. 10-9-18.

252 Vadekar R. D* Esqr., M. A,, Bilvakunja, Bhamburda, Pooua
No. 4. 30-8-27.

253 Vaidya Gopal Narayan, Esqr. M. A., Shri Sajjan Mill, Rutlam.
6-7-28.

254 Vaidya Pralhadray B., Esqr., Sanskrit Teacher, N. H.

Academy, Hyderabad ( Sind ) 30-8-20.

255 Vaidya, Dr. P. Lu, M. A., D. idtt., Fergusson College, Poona,
No. 4. 2-1-19.

256 Varma, Prof. Bhagwat Dayal, M. A., 469, Eaviwar Petb, Poona
No. 2. 19-8-28.

257 Velankar, Prof. H: B., M. A., Wilson College, Bombay.
10-3-19.

258 Woolner, Prin. A. C., M. A., Oriental College, Lahore. 24-11-19.

259 Yatiraj Sampatkumar Kamantrja, Yadugid Yatiraj Math, Camp,
Lakshmi Bag, Rewa. 16-9-28.

260 Ziiumermann, Dr. E., ph. D., s. J-, St. Xavier's College, Bombay,
-

10-9-18.

(vi) A.nnual Members

261 Anantacharyas-wami, His Holiness the Jagadguru, Pratiwadi

Bhayankar Math, Conjeevaram, Chengleput ( Madras ).

18-10-24.

262 Arto, Prof. B. R., M. A., Padye Bhuwana, Deccan Gymkhana,
Poona No. 4. 4-3-19.

263 Bakhale V. S., Esqr., H. A., LL. B., 276, Yadogopal Peth, Satara

City. 25-6-28.

264 Balkrishnalal K., Esqr., Keshavnrwas, Nepean Sea Road, Malabar
Hill, Bombay. 10-9-26.

265 Barhat, Thakor Kishorsingh^ M. B. A. SM State Historian
Patiala State ( Punjab ) 25-10-25.

,
266 Bhabha H. J., Esqr., 39, Peddar Road, Bomlay. 25-9-20.
267 Bhagavadatta, Prof. B A., D. A. V. College, Lahore. 4-8-21
268 Bhagwat, Prof. N. K., M. A., St. Xavier's College, Bombay.

3-4-19.

269 Bhargava, Prin. S. P., S. D. College of commerce, Cawnpore.

270 Bhattacharya, Prin. V., Vishvabharati, Shantiniketan, Bolpur
( Bengal ). 19-7-23.

271 Belsare K. M., Esqr., 541, Sadashiv Peth, Poona No. 2.

12-9-27.

272 Chaphekar, Prof. S. N., M, A., LI,. B., 788, Sadashiv Peth, Poona
No. 2. 30-8-27.
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273 CharBoutier J., Esqr., University, Upasala. 16-12-29. *

274 Shaslri, Prof. Oharudeo, M. A., D. A. V. College,
*__ftOfi

275 Dandoy, Vrof . G., St. Xavicr's College, Calcutta. 30*?*L9.,

276 Da*, T. Harkiwm Esqr., C/o Lloyd's Bank, Bombay

277 Desax G. G., Esqr., M. A.-,-1>*y. Collector, Broach (Gujarat

__
278 Deshpande Krishna Mah^eva, Esq., B. A,, 50 Vaxdxkashraxn,

279 Dhamdhew,'sardB.H.. B. A.,318 A, Sadashxv Peth, Poona

No. 2. 2-5-26. __

280 Dxkshit K. J., Esq., B. A., Vaidikashram, Poona No 4. 26-1-29.

281 Uxvatia N. B., Esqr., I. o. B., Dilbhush Bunglow, Santa Cruz.,

282 FutoshmNaohrEsqr., C/o S. Nislugori, 34 Hikawacho

Aksaka, Tokyo, Jajan. 14-1-27.

283 Ganguly J. N. 0., Esqr., M. A.,Bassell Street, Calcutta. 8-12-25.

f Godf Parashuram Kxi.h,^ Esqr., . A., Deccan Gymkhana,

Poona No. 4. 7-12-20.
-IR -i 9a

285 Gokhale N. D., Esqr., B. A., Nimoal, D.t. Bijajar 16-1-28.

286 Gokhale B. J., Esq., B. A. s
Deccan Gymkhana Poona No. 4

287 GJne
2

G
2<

K., Esqr ,
Ketd. Sub-Asstt. Surgeon, Kolhapur. 17-2-19.

SI Gupta Shivaprasad, Esqr., Sewa Upavana, Benares Cxty.

289 HaSqS' Kxishna Kanta, Esqr. M. A., Tea-Planter, Jorhat

( Assam ). 16-2-29.

290 Hardikar V. D., Esqr., Hyderabad, Deccan.

293

294 Jath^ProfG. B., .. A., Deccan College, Poona No. 7. 19-1-28

B" D , Esqr, B. A, Deccani Falia, Dabhoi ( Gu3rat ).

296 Kh B. Q., Esqr., B. A., ,. B, Pleader, Amra.ati, CBerar).

297 Kulta^nfDhondo Vitthal, Esqr., B. A., High School, Aundh.

298 Kulkarni N. V., Esqr. B. A., 418, Shanwar Peth, Poona No. 2-

299 LaU^rof. N. H., M. A., St. Xavier's College, Bombay.13-1-28

300 LoxyF.B.P,B.qr.,i A . . *, C/o M.ss Lory, Good.est.

Dorking auirey, England, 10-J-lb-

X
( Diet. Sataxa).

303 MiohaUki, Stanx.lav F. SM 2 PHalna 5, Warsaw. 15-8-23
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"S04^ Mi.sbia lladhey Shyam, Esqi., M. A., Prenui Sadana, Gherawa

,; (lUjputana). 14-10-^6.

3l5 Mishra Umesh, Esqr., * A., Lecturer, Allahabad Umveisity^
, X^AllababacL 4-11-27.

oU6 Muidhekar, V. B., Esqr,, M. A., Collector, Bijapur 11-6-20
307 Naik Vauian 11., Esqr., Jagr>lar, Gombgoodali, Hyderabad (Dn.).

24-10-23.
*

308 Poddar Eamnamvas, Esqr.,/fultra, U* P. 14-5-24.

309 Eai Ganpat, Eaqr. 9 M. A., Lecturer in History, Hindu College,
Delhi. 26-1-30.

310 KaniLa Paistam Nanabbai, Esqr., L. M. s., Band Stand Circle

Daclar, Bombay No. 14. 10-11-28.
311 Reza, Prof. S. M. Sayad, M. A., St. Xavior's College, Bombay.

17-8-27.

312 Sakaladwala Jarnshedji E., Esqr., Navasaii Buildings, Fort

Bombay. 8-9-21.

313 Sarkar Sureshacliandi'a, Esqr.. M. A.,
*

Barganda,
' Gmdih

( E. L R. ) 6-7-22.

314 Sarup, Dr. Lakshinan, M. A., pli. D., University Hall, Lahore.
20-8-25.

315 Shembavanekar, Prof. K. M., M. A., St. Xa^ier'b College, Bombay.
17-8-27.

316 Shab Chlmanldl Jaicband, Esqr., B. A., Vi]ayamalial 5
12

Walkeshwar Road, Bombay. 19-8-28.
317 Shaikb, Prof. Sarfiaj A. K., M. A., Deccan College, Poona. No. 7

16-10-27.

318 Shaima, Pandit Girdhar, Navasarasvati Bbavana, Jbalrapaiam
( Ptajpntana ). 15-10-27.

319 Sharpe, Miss Elizabeth, Shrikrishna Niwas, Limbdi, Kathiawar,
11-3-30.

S20 Sukthankar, Pandit Bhavanisbankar, Divadkai's Chawl, Charni
Boad, Bombay No. 4. 7-12-20.

321 Suktbankar, Dr. V. A., M. A., ph. D., Director of Public
Instruction, Holkar State, Indore. 12-11-19.

322 Tnvedi, Eao Br. V. Gr , B. A., LL. B., Hon. Secretary, Watson
Museum, Rajkot. 19-8-28.

323 Trivedi, Prof. Vishnupiasad Ranchhodlal, Esqr., M. A., M. T. B.
Arts College, Surat. 29-2-24.

324 Urdhvareahe W. G., Esqr., M. A., 35, Bhoimoholla, Indore City.
26-5-25.

325 Yedanand Tirth, Swami Aryasamaj Mandir Dinga, Dist. Gu]arat
( Punjab ) 11-9-21.

326 Vidyabhushana K. B., Esqr., 1, Ultadanga Junction Boad, P. CX

IShyambazar, Calcutta. 27-11-26.

327 Vyas IJhavanishankar V., Esq., C/o Doongersi & Sons, Bombay
Bazar Karachi ( Sincl ) 17-8-27.

328 Vyas Chiniaulal Desaibhai, Eeqr., B. A., LL. B. ? 46 Wadekar's
Quarters, Poona No. 4. 6-7-29.






